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Aligned to Key Standards 
Look for these icons to fi nd out how 
our collections align to key standards.
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AR Quizzes and Lexile® Levels
The books in this catalog feature appropriate 
levels based upon instructional use. Many of 
our books have been leveled by Accelerated 
Reader and AR quizzes are available. In 
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establish o�  cial Lexile measures for each book. 
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Professional Development and Resources for Every Educator
Inside this catalog you’ll fi nd supplemental K-12 educational products including 
classroom and professional resources. These Shell Education resources support a 
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“...These leveled nonfi ction readers entertain while 
fi lling a curricular need. Conversational text and 
absorbing layouts with plenty of sidebars, questions to 
consider, facts, graphics, and color photos will entice 
even the most reluctant of readers.
A wide-ranging and appealing series.”
 —Booklist

Vocabulary 
& Sidebars
All grade levels feature bolded 
content-area vocabulary and 
interesting sidebars.

Think Link
Poses critical thinking 
questions to inspire students 
to read with a purpose.

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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Informational Text

Even the most reluctant of readers can’t put these 
fun and engaging books down! Filled with TIME FOR 
KIDS® content, these books will keep students reading 
from cover to cover with dynamic layouts, eye-popping 
imagery, intriguing sidebars, and more!
Text features include:
 ◗ High-interest informational text
 ◗ Variety of text structures
 ◗ Increasingly complex text aligned to content standards
 ◗ Content-area vocabulary

Parks for All: U.S. National Parks

Communicate! Tongue Twisters

Informational Text
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Interest Grade Levels: Pre·K–2
Trim Size: 5.25" × 7.75" · Page Count: 12

Use Math: 
Group It
9781493821440
9781493830251
©2016
Dewey: 513.2
Lexile: NP
GR: A
$5.99

How Many 
Toys?
9781493820627
9781493829712
©2016
Dewey: 513*
Lexile: NP
GR: A
$5.99

Marvelous Me: 
My Feet
9781493821495
9781493830305
©2016
Dewey: 612*
Lexile: BR
GR: A
$5.99

Always 
Growing: Hair
9781493820580
9781493829675
©2016
Dewey: 573*
Lexile: NP
GR: A
$5.99

My Birthday 
Party
9781493820634
9781493829729
©2016
Dewey: 513*
Lexile: NP
GR: A
$5.99

Marvelous Me: 
My Face
9781493821501
9781493830312
©2016
Dewey: 612*
Lexile: BR
GR: A
$5.99

Always 
Growing: Fruit
9781493820597
9781493829682
©2016
Dewey: 581*
Lexile: NP
GR: A
$5.99

Communicate! 
Animal Talk
9781425849498
©2018
Dewey: 591.59
Lexile: 160L
GR: TBD
$4.99

Good for Me: 
Healthy Food
9781493821518
9781493830329
©2016
Dewey: 613.2
Lexile: BR
GR: A
$5.99

Use Math: 
Describe It
9781493821426
9781493830237
©2016
Dewey: 530.8
Lexile: NP
GR: A
$5.99

Always 
Growing: Skin
9781493820603
9781493829699
©2016
Dewey: 573.5
Lexile: NP
GR: A
$5.99

Counting: 
Your Body
9781425849450
©2018
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 60L
GR: C
$4.99

Good for Me: 
Play and 
Exercise
9781493821525
9781493830336
©2016
Dewey: 613*
Lexile: BR
GR: A
$5.99

Use Math: 
Compare It
9781493821433
9781493830244
©2016
Dewey: 513*
Lexile: NP
GR: A
$5.99

Birds and Bugs
9781493820610
9781493829705
©2016
Dewey: 513*
Lexile: NP
GR: A
$5.99

Life in Numbers: 
Our Favorites
9781425849481
©2018
Dewey: 153.83
Lexile: 130L
GR: TBD
$4.99

Marvelous Me: 
My Hands
9781493821488
9781493830299
©2016
Dewey: 612*
Lexile: BR
GR: A
$5.99

Fantastic Kids: 
Care for Animals
9781425849528
©2018
Dewey: 636*
Lexile: 160L
GR: E
$4.99

Good for Me: 
Love
9781493821532
9781493830343
©2016
Dewey: 152*
Lexile: BR
GR: A
$5.99

2 bugs
4 5

Birds and Bugs

Informational Text

TIME FOR KIDS® Grade K

Mathematics
Single Titles: $4.99–$5.99 each

Science
Single Titles: $4.99–5.99 each

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

New titles
Available

Spring 2018

3 birds
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www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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7

bad
10

Using Good Manners

tool
10

Good Work: Simple Tools

Pushes and 
Pulls
(Wordless)
9781493820528
9781493829613
©2016
Dewey: 531.6
Lexile: NP
GR: A

Good Work: 
Plant Life
9781493821396
9781493830206
©2016
Dewey: 580
Lexile: NP
GR: A

Grand Old Flag
(Wordless)
9781493820559
9781493829644
©2016
Dewey: 929.92
Lexile: NP
GR: A

What the Sun 
Can Do
(Wordless)
9781493820535
9781493829620
©2016
Dewey: 523.7
Lexile: NP
GR: A

Good Work: 
Our Earth
9781493821402
9781493830213
©2016
Dewey: 363.7
Lexile: NP
GR: A

Workers at 
My School
9781493821457
9781493830268
©2016
Dewey: 371*
Lexile: NP
GR: A

Changing 
Weather
(Wordless)
9781493820542
9781493829637
©2016
Dewey: 551.6
Lexile: NP
GR: A

Good Work: 
Simple Tools
9781493821419
9781493830220
©2016
Dewey: 621*
Lexile: NP
GR: A

Workers in
My City
9781493821464
9781493830275
©2016
Dewey: 331.7
Lexile: NP
GR: A

Using Good 
Manners
9781493820641
9781493829736
©2016
Dewey: 395*
Lexile: NP
GR: A

Mountain of 
Presidents
(Wordless)
9781493820573
9781493829668
©2016
Dewey: 730.92
Lexile: NP
GR: A

Workers Who 
Take Care of Me
9781493821471
9781493830282
©2016
Dewey: 331*
Lexile: NP
GR: A

Rules at School
9781493820658
9781493829743
©2016
Dewey: 395.5
Lexile: NP
GR: A

America's Eagle
(Wordless)
9781493820566
9781493829651
©2016
Dewey: 598.9
Lexile: NP
GR: A

Being a Good 
Citizen
9781493820665
9781493829750
©2016
Dewey: 323.65
Lexile: NP
GR: A

TIME FOR KIDS® Grade K

STEM
Single Titles: $5.99 each

Social Studies
Single Titles: $5.99 each

Make It: Pattern 
Art
9781425849474
©2018
Dewey: 701.8
Lexile: 90L
GR: TBD

Showdown: 
Real or Pretend
9781425849504
©2018
Dewey: 591*
Lexile: 100L
GR: TBD

Outside the Box: 
Teams
9781425849467
©2018
Dewey: 302.3
Lexile: 20L
GR: D

The Best You: 
Win or Lose
9781425849511
©2018
Dewey: 395.5
Lexile: 100L
GR: D

tool at work
11

good
11

Language Arts
Single Titles: $4.99 each

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

Words to Know

air

light

soil

water

12

Good Work: Plant Life

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

TIME FOR KIDS® Grade 1 Interest Grade Levels: K–3
Trim Size: 5.25" × 7.25" · Page Count: 12–24

Big and Little
9781433335655
9781433344046
©2012
Dewey: 500*
Lexile: BR
GR: A

Colors
9781433335662
9781433344053
©2012
Dewey: 752*
Lexile: 30L
GR: A

Shapes
9781433335679
9781433344060
©2012
Dewey: 615*
Lexile: 60L
GR: A

Land
9781433335747
9781433344138
©2012
Dewey: 550*
Lexile: BR
GR: D

Weather
9781433335754
9781433344145
©2012
Dewey: 550*
Lexile: BR
GR: D

Water
9781433335761
9781433344152
©2012
Dewey: 550*
Lexile: 50L
GR: D

How Plants 
Grow
9781433335778
9781433344169
©2012
Dewey: 580*
Lexile: 110L
GR: E · ATOS: 1.0

Animal Eyes
9781433335785
9781433344176
©2012
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: BR
GR: E

Animal 
Mothers 
and Babies
9781433335792
9781433344183
©2012
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 460L
GR: E · ATOS: 1.5

A Frog’s Life
9781433335860
9781433344190
©2012
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 180L
GR: E · ATOS: 1 . 1

A Butterfly’s 
Life
9781433335877
9781433344206
©2012
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 190L
GR: E · ATOS: 1.2

A Bee’s Life
9781433335884
9781433344213
©2012
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 260L
GR: E · ATOS: 1.3

Things with 
Wings
9781433335891
9781433344220
©2012
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 300L
GR: F

Sea Life
9781433335907
9781433344237
©2012
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 300L
GR: F · ATOS: 1.9

Going Buggy!
9781433335914
9781433344244
©2012
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 380L
GR: F · ATOS: 2.0

Staying Healthy
9781433335952
9781433344282
©2012
Dewey: 613*
Lexile: 160L
GR: H

Keeping Fit 
with Sports
9781433335969
9781433344299
©2012
Dewey: 613*
Lexile: 280L
GR: H

Showdown: 
Animal Groups
9781425849542
©2018
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 260L
GR: F

Eating Right
9781433335976
9781433344305
©2012
Dewey: 613*
Lexile: 260L
GR: H

Counting: The 
Seasons
9781425849559
©2018
Dewey: 508.2
Lexile: 290L
GR: F

This is big.

4

Big and Little

Mathematics
Single Titles: $5.99 each

Science
Single Titles: $5.99 each

Informational Text

Life in Numbers: 
Smart Shoppers
9781425849566
©2018
Dewey: 381*
Lexile: 260L
GR: E

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

This is little.

5

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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TIME FOR KIDS® Grade 1

This Is Me
9781433335686
9781433344077
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: BR
GR: B

I Can
9781433335693
9781433344084
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: BR
GR: B

My Big Family
9781433335709
9781433344091
©2012
Dewey: 302*
Lexile: BR
GR: B

On the Go
9781433335716
9781433344107
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

Workers
9781433335723
9781433344114
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

Outside the Box: 
Like a Family
9781425849535
©2018
Dewey: 306.85
Lexile: 170L
GR: E

Places to Go
9781433335730
9781433344121
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

Make Papel 
Picado
9781433335921
9781433344251
©2012
Dewey: 700*
Lexile: 230L
GR: G

Make a 
Chinese New 
Year Dragon
9781433335938
9781433344268
©2012
Dewey: 700*
Lexile: 320L
GR: G

Make a 
Gingerbread 
Man
9781433335945
9781433344275
©2012
Dewey: 641*
Lexile: 360L
GR: G

Homes Around 
the World
9781433335983
9781433344312
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 360L
GR: I · ATOS: 2.2

This is my dog.  

10

My Big Family

Kids Around 
the World
9781433335990
9781433344329
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 140L
GR: I · ATOS: 1.8

Places Around 
the World
9781433336003
9781433344336
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 330L
GR: I · ATOS: 2.4

We can go to a 
mountain.

6

Places to Go

Social Studies
Single Titles: $5.99 each

Books include picture-text 
matching, key high-
frequency words, and 
content-area vocabulary.

Fantastic Kids: 
Theater Kids
9781425849603
©2018
Dewey: 782.14
Lexile: 480L
GR: TBD

Make It: 
Unusual Art
9781425849580
©2018
Dewey: 700*
Lexile: 360L
GR: J

The Best You: 
Calm Down
9781425849597
©2018
Dewey: 155*
Lexile: 490L
GR: J

Communicate! 
How You Say It
9781425849573
©2018
Dewey: 153.6
Lexile: 420L
GR: TBD

Language Arts
Single Titles: $5.99 each

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

Pyramids can be found in Egypt, a country in Africa.  Long ago, mummies were buried in pyramids.
There is also lush, green land in Africa.  You can go on a safari there and see wild animals.

The Amazon River is in Brazil.  It carries more water than any other river in the world.  
The Amazon rain forest grows around the river.  Many unusual plants and animals live there.

South America Africa

Pyramids can be found in 

10

11

Places Around the World

New titles
Available

Spring 2018

This is my cat.  

11

We can go to a 
forest.

7

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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10

The best teams from all over the 
region come to play at the tournament.  
If your team beats the first opponent, you 
get to move on to the second round.  If 
you lose, you are out of the tournament.

The Best Teams Around

10 11

Count Me In!  Soccer Tournament

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

Earthquakes!
9781433336133
9781433344404
©2012
Dewey: 550*
Lexile: 490L
GR: J · ATOS: 2.8

Tornadoes and 
Hurricanes!
9781433336140
9781433344411
©2012
Dewey: 550*
Lexile: 660L
GR: J · ATOS: 3.4

Volcanoes!
9781433336157
9781433344428
©2012
Dewey: 550*
Lexile: 660L
GR: J · ATOS: 3.4

Eagles Up 
Close
9781433336164
9781433344435
©2012
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 630L
GR: J · ATOS: 3.2

Horses Up 
Close
9781433336171
9781433344442
©2012
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 560L
GR: J ∙ ATOS: 2.9

Snakes Up 
Close
9781433336188
9781433344459
©2012
Dewey: 590
Lexile: 450L
GR: J · ATOS: 2.8

Craft It: 
Hand-Blown 
Glass
9781433336195
9781433344466
©2012
Dewey: 748*
Lexile: 650L
GR: K · ATOS: 3.5

Build It: 
Skyscrapers
9781433336201
9781433344473
©2012
Dewey: 720*
Lexile: 630L
GR: K · ATOS: 3.7

Make It: 
Chocolate
9781433336218
9781433344480
©2012
Dewey: 641*
Lexile: 680L
GR: K · ATOS: 3.6

Step into the 
Forest
9781433336287
9781433344497
©2012
Dewey: 550*
Lexile: 750L
GR: K · ATOS: 3.5

Step into the 
Desert
9781433336294
9781433344503
©2012
Dewey: 550*
Lexile: 610L
GR: K · ATOS: 3.2

Step into the 
Rainforest
9781433336300
9781433344510
©2012
Dewey: 550*
Lexile: 690L
GR: K · ATOS: 3.5

Our Earth
9781433336317
9781433344527
©2012
Dewey: 525*
Lexile: 630L
GR: L · ATOS: 3.5

Outer Space
9781433336324
9781433344534
©2012
Dewey: 520*
Lexile: 670L
GR: L · ATOS: 3.9

Communicate! 
Tongue Twisters
9781425849658
9781425827021
©2018
Dewey: 808*
Lexile: 570L
GR: P

The Solar 
System
9781433336331
9781433344541
©2012
Dewey: 520*
Lexile: 680L
GR: L · ATOS: 3.8

Counting: 
Earth's Biomes
9781425849689
9781425827052
©2018
Dewey: 577*
Lexile: 530L
GR: P

Look Inside: 
Your Brain
9781433336348
9781433344558
©2012
Dewey: 571*
Lexile: 560L
GR: L · ATOS: 3.7

Look Inside: 
Your Skeleton 
and Muscles
9781433336355
9781433344565
©2012
Dewey: 571*
Lexile: 620L
GR: L · ATOS: 3.7

Look Inside: 
Your Heart 
and Lungs
9781433336362
9781433344572
©2012
Dewey: 571*
Lexile: 620L
GR: L · ATOS: 4.0

Count Me In!  
School 
Carnival
9781433336379
9781433344589
©2012
Dewey: 796*
Lexile: 640L
GR: M · ATOS: 3.2

Count Me In!  
Soccer 
Tournament
9781433336386
9781433344596
©2012
Dewey: 796*
Lexile: 600L
GR: M · ATOS: 3.6

Count Me In!  
What's for 
Lunch?
9781433336393
9781433344602
©2012
Dewey: 641*
Lexile: 740L
GR: M · ATOS: 3.9

Make It: Henna 
Designs
9781425849627
9781425826994
©2018
Dewey: 391.6
Lexile: 540L
GR: Q

Books feature 
more challenging 
content-area 
vocabulary, 
complex sentence 
structures, and 
sidebars.

Interest Grade Levels: 1–4
Trim Size: 5.25" × 7.25" ∙ Page Count: 24–28TIME FOR KIDS® Grade 2

Informational Text

Mathematics
Single Titles: $7.99 each

Science
Single Titles: $7.99 each

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

Communicate! 

NEWNEWNEW

Before you practice or play a game, 
you should warm up and stretch.  That 
helps to keep you from getting hurt.  You 
don’t want injuries to stop you or any of 
your teammates from playing!   

Olympic Soccer 

Men’s soccer became an 
Olympic event in 1908.  
It was not until 1996 that it 
became an Olympic event 
for women.  How many 
years longer was men's 
soccer an Olympic event 
than women’s soccer?  

(Hint(Hint( : 1,996 - 1,908 = _____)

11

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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A car needs springs, 
brakes, and a steering wheel.  
It needs pistons, valves, and 
more.

A car needs springs, A car needs springs, 

14

It is not easy to build a car!

A Visit to a Car 
Factory
9781433336072
9781433344343
©2012
Dewey: 670*
Lexile: 390L
GR: I · ATOS: 2.2

A Visit to 
a Farm
9781433336089
9781433344350
©2012
Dewey: 550*
Lexile: 480L
GR: I · ATOS: 2 . 1

A Visit to 
a Marine Base
9781433336096
9781433344367
©2012
Dewey: 350*
Lexile: 640L
GR: I · ATOS: 3.3

Next Stop: 
Mexico
9781433336102
9781433344374
©2012
Dewey: 910*
Lexile: 490L
GR: J · ATOS: 2.5

Next Stop: 
Canada
9781433336119
9781433344381
©2012
Dewey: 910*
Lexile: 550L
GR: J · ATOS: 2.7

Next Stop: 
The Caribbean
9781433336126
9781433344398
©2012
Dewey: 910*
Lexile: 610L
GR: J · ATOS: 3.4

The Best You: 
Making Things 
Right
9781425849641
9781425827014
©2018
Dewey: 302.3
Lexile: 520L
GR: N

George 
Washington
9781433336409
9781433344619
©2012
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 560L
GR: M · ATOS: 3.7

Showdown: 
Players Around 
the World
9781425849672
9781425827045
©2018
Dewey: 306.483
Lexile: 590L
GR: O

Martin Luther 
King Jr.
9781433336416
9781433344626
©2012
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 780L
GR: M · ATOS: 4.4

A Visit to a Car Factory

Fantastic 
Kids: George 
Washington 
Carver
9781425849610
9781425826987
©2018
Dewey: 630.92
Lexile: 570L
GR: P

Susan B. 
Anthony
9781433336423
9781433344633
©2012
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 690L
GR: M · ATOS: 4.0 

Welcome to the Caribbean!
Welcome to the Caribbean!  Welcome to the Caribbean!  

Many people call this place Many people call this place 
paradise.

4

Next Stop: The Caribbean

TIME FOR KIDS® Grade 2

Social Studies
Single Titles: $7.99 each

Outside the Box: 
New Ideas!
9781425849665
9781425827038
©2018
Dewey: 153.35
Lexile: 580L
GR: M

Life in Numbers: 
Write Haiku
9781425849634
9781425827007
©2018
Dewey: 808*
Lexile: 530L
GR: P 

Language Arts
Single Titles: $7.99 each

Social Studies
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Interest Grade Levels: 2–5
Trim Size: 5.25" x 8" and 7" x 9" · Page Count: 28–32 

All Aboard! 
How Trains Work
9781433336560
9781433344718
©2012
Dewey: 600*
Lexile: 590L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.4

Take Off! 
All About Airplanes
9781433336553
9781433344701
©2012
Dewey: 600*
Lexile: 700L
GR: N · ATOS: 4.1

Mammal Mania
9781433336584
9781433344732
©2012
Dewey: 599*
Lexile: 640L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.6

Zoom! How Cars 
Move
9781433336577
9781433344725
©2012
Dewey: 600*
Lexile: 690L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.8

Incredible 
Invertebrates
9781433336607
9781433344756
©2012
Dewey: 592*
Lexile: 640L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.8

Big Digs: 
Construction Site
9781433336621
9781433344770
©2012
Dewey: 690*
Lexile: 690L
GR: O · ATOS: 4.4

Slithering Reptiles 
and Amphibians
9781433336591
9781433344749
©2012
Dewey: 597*
Lexile: 670L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.8

Backstage Pass: 
Fashion
9781433336614
9781433344763
©2012
Dewey: 646*
Lexile: 720L
GR: O · ATOS: 4.5

Sweet: Inside a 
Bakery
9781433336638
9781433344787
©2012
Dewey: 641*
Lexile: 780L
GR: O · ATOS: 4.2

Life in Numbers: 
Managing Time
9781425849696
9781425827069
©2018
Dewey: 304*
Lexile: 620L
GR: O

African Grasslands
9781433336706
9781433344794
©2012
Dewey: 556*
Lexile: 780L
GR: O · ATOS: 4.5

Amazon Rainforest
9781433336713
9781433344800
©2012
Dewey: 558*
Lexile: 610L
GR: O · ATOS: 3.6

Death Valley
Desert
9781433336720
9781433344817
©2012
Dewey: 557*
Lexile: 690L
GR: O · ATOS: 3.9

Blast Off to Space 
Camp
9781433336737
9781433344824
©2012
Dewey: 520*
Lexile: 690L
GR: P · ATOS: 4.7

Space Exploration
9781433336744
9781433344831
©2012
Dewey: 520*
Lexile: 840L
GR: P · ATOS: 5.0

Living in Space
9781433336751
9781433344848
©2012
Dewey: 520*
Lexile: 860L
GR: P · ATOS: 4.9

The Five Senses
9781433336768
9781433344855
©2012
Dewey: 571*
Lexile: 710L
GR: P · ATOS: 4.3

The Digestive 
System
9781433336775
9781433344862
©2012
Dewey: 571*
Lexile: 660L
GR: P · ATOS: 4.4

The Human Life 
Cycle
9781433336782
9781433344879
©2012
Dewey: 571*
Lexile: 730L
GR: P · ATOS: 4.4

Showdown: 
Alpha Animals
9781425849764
9781425827137
©2018
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 680L
GR: R

TIME FOR KIDS® Grade 3

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

Informational Text

Mathematics
Single Titles: $9.99 each

Science
Single Titles: $9.99 each

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online
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Latin America

One of Brazil’s largest markets is on the water’s edge.  Shoppers buy fruits, vegetables, and seafood there.  Peru’s largest market covers a city block!  One of the largest outdoor markets in the world is found in Mexico City.  Guatemala’s largest market sells food, pottery, linens, and livestock (LAHYV-stok).

This woman is selling vegetables at a market in Peru.

fresh fish for sale in Mexico

Food around the world may be a little different from what you are used to eating.  Which of these would you like to eat?

Danish pancakes

pulpo de gallega (fried octopus legs) from Spain
blood sausage 
from Ireland

Danish pancakes

salted licorice  
from Sweden

marmite (yeast spread) from the United Kingdom

from what you are used to eating.  Which of these 
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Danish pancakesDanish pancakes

blood sausageblood sausage
from Irelandfrom Ireland

Danish pancakesDanish pancakes

blood sausage
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This woman is selling 
This woman is selling vegetables at a market 
vegetables at a market in Peru.in Peru.

fresh fish for sale in Mexico
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Markets Around the World 

TIME FOR KIDS® Grade 3

Social Studies
Single Titles: $9.99 each

Interest Grade Levels: 2–5
Trim Size: 5.25" x 8" and 7" x 9" · Page Count: 28–32 

Roberto Clemente
9781433336836
9781433344923
©2012
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 930L
GR: Q · ATOS: 5.5

Communicate! Pop 
Song Lyrics
9781425849733
9781425827106
©2018
Dewey: 782*
Lexile: 650L
GR: W

Jane Goodall
9781433336843
9781433344930
©2012
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 780L
GR: Q 

You Can Too! 
Civil Rights 
Champions
9781425849702
9781425827076
©2018
Dewey: 323*
Lexile: 550L
GR: R

Mohandas 
Gandhi
9781433336829
9781433344916
©2012
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 740L
GR: Q · ATOS: 4.9

Just Right 
Words: Fighting 
Fair
9781425849757
9781425827120
©2018
Dewey: 302.3
Lexile: 560L
GR: R

Batter Up! 
History of Baseball
9781433336799
9781433344886
©2012
Dewey: 796*
Lexile: 890L
GR: Q · ATOS: 5.2

Hit It! 
History of Tools
9781433336805
9781433344893
©2012
Dewey: 680*
Lexile: 720L
GR: Q · ATOS: 4.2

Fantastic Kids: 
Helping Others
9781425849726
9781425827090
©2018
Dewey: 302.14
Lexile: 590L
GR: O

Buy It! 
History of Money
9781433336812
9781433344909
©2012
Dewey: 900*
Lexile: 700L
GR: Q · ATOS: 4.3

Markets Around 
the World
9781433336522
9781433344671
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 920L
GR: N · ATOS: 4.8

Games Around 
the World
9781433336539
9781433344688
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 730L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.8

School Around 
the World
9781433336546
9781433344695
©2012
Dewey: 371*
Lexile: 580L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.3

A Day in the Life
of a Cowhand
9781433336492
9781433344640
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 840L
GR: M · ATOS: 4.4

A Day in the Life 
of a Ballet Dancer
9781433336508
9781433344657
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 680L
GR: M · ATOS: 4.3

A Day in the Life 
of a Firefighter
9781433336515
9781433344664
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 670L
GR: M · ATOS: 3.8

Technology For 
All: Wi-Fi Around 
the World
9781425849740
9781425827113
©2018
Dewey: 4.678
Lexile: 580L
GR: Q

Tech World: 
20th Century 
Inventions
9781425849719
9781425827083
©2018
Dewey: 609.04
Lexile: 580L
GR: P

STEM
Single Titles: $9.99 each
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The human brain is made up of two 
hemispheres (HEM-i-sfeerz).  Each 

side controls the opposite side of the 
body and is responsible for different types of 

thoughts.  A thick band of nerves connects the 
two sides of the brain.  This lets the hemispheres 
share information with each other.  

Two Heads Are 
Better Than One

The right side of the 
brain is good at hands-on 
activities, making art, and 
listening to music. 

Just as you are right-handed 
or left-handed, most people 
have one side of the brain  
that’s stronger than the other. 

“Right-brainers” are 
thought to be artistic and 
interested in big ideas. 

If you’re left-handed, you’re 
most likely “right-brained.”

The left side of the brain 
controls the right side of 
the body.  This side of the 
brain helps us speak, make 
decisions, and analyze facts. 

“Left-brainers” are more 
often logical and focused 
on details. 

If you are right-handed, you 
are mostly “left-brained.”

Left Right

The human brain is made up of two 
hemispheres (HEM-i-sfeerz).  Each 

side controls the opposite side of the 
body and is responsible for different types of 

thoughts.  A thick band of nerves connects the 

Two Heads Are 
Better Than One

body and is responsible for different types of 

The human brain is made up of two 
hemispheres

side controls the opposite side of the 
body and is responsible for different types of 

Two Heads Are 
Better Than One
The human brain is made up of two 

hemispheres
side controls the opposite side of the 

body and is responsible for different types of 

Better Than One
The human brain is made up of two 

hemispheres
side controls the opposite side of the 

body and is responsible for different types of 

Better Than One
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The "Dig Deeper" 
feature is introduced 
to support visual 
literacy. Also included 
are activities to 
prompt critical 
thinking.

TIME FOR KIDS® Grade 4

Go-kart drivers want to drive as fast as 
possible.  That's how they win the race!  But 
sometimes, in order to be safe, they need 
to drive more slowly.  The race officials use 
different-color flags to communicate with 
the drivers.  This chart shows what some of 
the colored flags mean.

Putting on  
the Brakes

sometimes, in order to be safe, they need 

Go-kart drivers want to drive as fast as 
possible.  That's how they win the race!  But 
Go-kart drivers want to drive as fast as 
possible.  That's how they win the race!  But 
Go-kart drivers want to drive as fast as 
possible.  That's how they win the race!  But 

Fast Flags
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Black Flag

A driver should 
head to the pits 
immediately.  It 
may mean he 
or she has be 
disqualified.

Blue Flag

This flag tells 
slower drivers to let 
faster karts pass. 

The black-and-white 
checkered flag means 
the winner has 
crossed the finish line 
and the race is over. 
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Red Flag

Drivers must 
stop their 
karts and go 
to the pits.  
Conditions are 
too dangerous 
to race. 

Green Flag

Drivers can start the 
race.  Conditions 
are safe.

Yellow Flag

Drivers need 
to slow down.  
There is a hazard 
on the track.

Red and Yellow 
Striped Flag

Drivers are 
warned that the 
track is slippery.

Fast Flags

There are many other flags used in go-kart racing.  A black 
flag with a red circle means a driver is having mechanical 
problems.  A black-and-white flag divided on a diagonal 
line means a driver is not following the rules.  But the 
flag that all drivers want to see is the checkered flag.  That 
means they have won the race!
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The black-and-white 
checkered flag means 
the winner has 
crossed the finish line 
and the race is over. 

Red Flag

Drivers must 
stop their 
karts and go 
to the pits.  
Conditions are 
too dangerous 
to race. 

Green Flag

Drivers can start the 
race.  Conditions 
are safe.

Yellow Flag

Drivers need 
to slow down.  
There is a hazard 
on the track.

The right side of the 
brain is good at hands-on 
activities, making art, and 
listening to music. 

Just as you are right-handed 

have one side of the brain  

“Right-brainers” are 
thought to be artistic and 
interested in big ideas. 

If you’re left-handed, you’re 
most likely “right-brained.”

Right
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Final Lap! Go-Kart Racing
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•	•	•	 o is ne technology developed

•	•	•	 hy are failures and mista es a big
part of success

•	•	•	 o have advances in science
technology and engineering
improved our lives
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Technology: Feats & Failures

In the Game: 
An Athlete's 
Life
9781433348242
9781433370571
©2013
Dewey: 790*
Lexile: 740L
GR: Q · ATOS: 4.9
$10.99

On the Scene: 
A CSI's Life
9781433348259
9781433370588
©2013
Dewey: 345*
Lexile: 690L
GR: Q · ATOS: 4.8
$10.99

Behind the 
Canvas: 
An Artist's Life
9781433348266
9781433370595
©2013
Dewey: 700*
Lexile: 660L
GR: Q · ATOS: 4.2
$10.99

Unsolved! 
Mysterious 
Events
9781433348273
9781433370601
©2013
Dewey: 900*
Lexile: 720L
GR: R · ATOS: 4.9
$10.99

Unsolved! 
Mysterious 
Places
9781433348280
9781433370618
©2013
Dewey: 900*
Lexile: 680L
GR: R · ATOS: 4.7
$10.99

Unsolved! 
History's 
Mysteries
9781433348297
9781433370625
©2013
Dewey: 398*
Lexile: 690L
GR: R · ATOS: 4.6
$10.99

Helen Keller: 
A New Vision
9781433348631
9781433370960
©2013
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 690L
GR: S · ATOS: 4.4
$10.99

Parks for All: 
U.S. National 
Parks
9781425849795
©2018
Dewey: 363.68
Lexile: 770L
GR: S
$9.99

Nelson 
Mandela: 
Leading 
the Way
9781433348648
9781433370977
©2013
Dewey: 920
Lexile: 640L
GR: S · ATOS: 4.5
$10.99

You Can Too! 
Change the 
World
9781425849788
©2018
Dewey: 361*
Lexile: 620L
GR: U
$9.99

Anne Frank: 
A Light in 
the Dark
9781433348655
9781433370984
©2013
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 720L
GR: S · ATOS: 4.8
$10.99

Hand to Heart: 
Improving 
Communities
9781433348662
9781433370991
©2013
Dewey: 360*
Lexile: 680L
GR: S · ATOS: 4.5
$10.99

Hand to Earth: 
Saving the 
Environment
9781433348686
9781433371011
©2013
Dewey: 577*
Lexile: 680L
GR: S · ATOS: 4.6
$10.99

Technology: 
Feats & 
Failures
9781433348693
9781433371028
©2013
Dewey: 600*
Lexile: 660L
GR: S ∙ ATOS: 4.6
$10.99

Tech World: Cell 
Phone Pros and 
Cons
9781425849771
©2018
Dewey: 4.167
Lexile: 750L
GR: S
$9.99

Physical: 
Feats &
Failures
9781433348709
9781433371035
©2013
Dewey: 790*
Lexile: 800L
GR: S ∙ ATOS: 4.8
$10.99

Engineering: 
Feats & 
Failures
9781433348716
9781433371042
©2013
Dewey: 620*
Lexile: 670L
GR: S ∙ ATOS: 4.6
$10.99

Behind the Canvas: 
An Artist's Life
“...packed with essential facts, 
thought provoking questions, and 
engaging illustrations about art...a 
solid overview of art that fi lls a nice 
general niche.”
 —Booklist

Social Studies
Single Titles: $9.99–10.99 each

Mysteries  
You Can Visit
Lost civilizations.  Missing airplanes.  Buried 

pirate treasure.  These sound like great  
mystery stories.  But they are not fiction.  They 
are reality.  They exist in some of the world’s most 
mysterious places.    

In this book, you will trek through the 
mountains.  You will search for a city below the sea.  
And you will look for signs of life on other planets.  
You are about to discover the secrets behind some of 
Earth’s unexplained places. 

Angkor Wat

Chaco Canyon

Unsolved! Mysterious Places

You Can Visit
Lost civilizations.  Missing airplanes.  Buried 

pirate treasure.  These sound like great 
mystery stories.  But they are not fiction.  They 
are reality.  They exist in some of the world’s most 
mysterious places.    

In this book, you will trek through the 
mountains.  You will search for a city below the sea.  
And you will look for signs of life on other planets.  
You are about to discover the secrets behind some of 
Earth’s unexplained places. 

Chaco Canyon
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Unsolved! Mysterious Places

STEM
Single Titles: $9.99–10.99 each

Hand to Paw: 
Protecting 
Animals
9781433348679
9781433371004
©2013
Dewey: 360*
Lexile: 640L
GR: S · ATOS: 4.2
$10.99

Fantastic Kids: 
Young Artists
9781425849825
©2018
Dewey: 700*
Lexile: 700L
GR: R
$9.99

Just Right 
Words: Slam 
Poetry
9781425849818
©2018
Dewey: 808*
Lexile: 740L
GR: T

Communicate! 
Characters with 
Courage
9781425849801
©2018
Dewey: 613.69
Lexile: 700L
GR: S

Language Arts
Single Titles: $9.99 each

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

Angkor Wat

Today we know a lot about the world, but there is also a lot we are still learning.  
▶ How did people in the ancient world build monuments without modern tools?

▶ Have aliens visited Earth?
▶ What happened to lost cities like Angkor Wat, Atlantis, and Chaco?

Today we know a lot about the world, but 
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Interest Grade Levels: 4–8
Trim Size: 5.25" x 8" · Page Count: 48–64

Endangered 
Animals of the 
Desert
9781433349362
9781433371691
©2013
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 820L
GR: U · ATOS: 5.4
$11.99

Endangered 
Animals of the 
Jungle
9781433349379
9781433371707
©2013
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 860L
GR: U · ATOS: 5.7
$11.99

Endangered 
Animals of the 
Sea
9781433349355
9781433371684
©2013
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 870L
GR: U · ATOS: 5.5
$11.99

Vroom! Speed 
and Acceleration
9781433349386
9781433371714
©2013
Dewey: 530*
Lexile: 810L
GR: U · ATOS: 5.1
$11.99

Showdown: The 
Fight for Space
9781425849917
©2018
Dewey: 590*
Lexile: 750L
GR: W
$10.99

Pop! Air and 
Water Pressure
9781433349393
9781433371721
©2013
Dewey: 530*
Lexile: 820L
GR: U · ATOS: 5.4
$11.99

Drag! Friction 
and Resistance
9781433349409
9781433371738
©2013
Dewey: 530*
Lexile: 830L
GR: U · ATOS: 5.2
$11.99

TIME FOR KIDS® Grade 5

Mathematics
Single Titles: $11.99 each

Science
Single Titles: $10.99–11.99 each

The nozzle also has a small ball 

inside.  When you release the 

trigger, the ball closes the nozzle 

again, keeping air from entering 

from the outside and maintaining 

pressure within the pump.  

How do these diagrams change the 

way you understand how a spray 

bottle works?

Have you ever tried to use a spray 

bottle that wouldn’t work?  What 

might be going wrong with the  

spray bottle?

Why do you think spray bottles 

aren’t used for thicker liquids such 

as honey or syrup?

The Inside Story

Spray bottles are a great example of an everyday 

object that relies on water pressure.  Cleaning 

supplies, hairspray, insect repellent, and perfume are 

just some of the liquids that come in spray bottles.  

Have you ever stopped to think about how the liquid 

gets from the inside of the bottle out through the 

nozzle?  The answer is water pressure!

When you pull the 

trigger, you add energy 

to the system.  The 

squeeze forces a small 

ball to move in the tube.

When the small ball 

moves in the tube, 

it increases pressure 

inside the pump and 

forces any liquid 

inside the tube out 

the nozzle.  

New liquid rushes in to 

fill the empty space in the 

tube.  Usually, the first pump 

doesn’t spray anything 

because there isn’t liquid in 

the tube yet.
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Step 2

Step 1

Step 3

Step 4
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way you understand how a spray 

bottle works?bottle works?

Have you ever tried to use a spray 

bottle that wouldn’t work?  What 

might be going wrong with the 

spray bottle?

Why do you think spray bottles 

aren’t used for thicker liquids such 

as honey or syrup?

When the small ball 
When the small ball 

moves in the tube, 

it increases pressure 

inside the pump and 

forces any liquid 

inside the tube out 

the nozzle.  the nozzle.  
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Mars has intrigued people for many years.  The 
ancients could easily find the red planet in the sky.  Later, 
scientists noticed narrow lines on its surface.  People 
imagined they were canals built by an alien race.  Better 
images proved the “canals” were just an optical illusion.  
But the red planet still fascinates us today.  Recently, 
scientists found evidence of water on Mars.  They have 
also found hints that bacteria may have lived on the red 
planet.  If this is true, it would be the first evidence of life 
anywhere other than Earth!

A  
Second Home

Outside of Earth, Mars is the 
planet friendliest to human life.  

There is very little air, and it is very 
cold.  But it has days that are just a little 

longer than 24 hours.  The rocky, red 
ground is suitable to stand on.  But its 
seasons are twice as long as Earth’s.  

If there really is water, explorers 
from Earth may one day be 
able to use it to survive for 

years at a time. 

Curiouser and 
Curiouser

On August 6, 2012 the rover Curiosity 
landed on Mars.  This robot is designed 
to act as an explorer, a chemist, a 
geologist, and a photographer.  It is 
collecting data to help scientists learn if 
life may have once existed on Mars. 

MARS
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No one has visited Mars 
yet, but three rovers have 
landed on the planet and 
sent back information.
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On August 6, 2012 the rover Curiosity On August 6, 2012 the rover Curiosity 
landed on Mars.  This robot is designed landed on Mars.  This robot is designed 
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No one has visited Mars 
yet, but three rovers have 
landed on the planet and 
sent back information.
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Google It!
The Google™ search engine is so popular 

that people have started using its name 

as a verb—to Google something.  Have 

you ever heard someone say, “I don’t 

know, just Google it”?  The term was 

used so often that it was 

added to the dictionary.  

That was not welcome 

news for Google (the 

company), since they 

ask that people never 

use it in that way!
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2650 b.c.
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1600
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Making Sense of Language
One way to test the idea that language is 

always changing is to look at old writings 

and try to understand them.  Read the 

text below and see if it makes sense 

to you.  Some of the words might be 

familiar, but the meanings are tricky.

4300 b.c.
hieroglyphicshieroglyphicshieroglyphicshieroglyphicshieroglyphicshieroglyphics

1900
binarybinary

present day
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Tech World: The Language of Social Media

STEM
Single Titles: $10.99–11.99 each

Social Studies
Single Titles: $10.99–11.99 each

All in a Day's 
Work: Animator
9781433349072
9781433371400
©2013
Dewey: 777*
Lexile: 810L
GR: U · ATOS: 5.2
$11.99

You Can Too! 
Success After 
Failure
9781425849900
©2018
Dewey: 600*
Lexile: 800L
GR: U
$10.99

All in a Day's 
Work: ER Doctor
9781433349065
9781433371394
©2013
Dewey: 610*
Lexile: 790L
GR: U · ATOS: 5.3
$11.99

Just Right 
Words: 
Revising the 
Constitution
9781425849924
©2018
Dewey: 342*
Lexile: 770L
GR: V
$10.99

All in a Day's 
Work: Police 
Officer
9781433349058
9781433371387
©2013
Dewey: 345*
Lexile: 760L
GR: U · ATOS: 5.0
$11.99

Communicate! 
Documentaries
9781425849863
©2018
Dewey: 70.18
Lexile: 790L
GR: W
$10.99

Bad Guys and 
Gals of the Wild 
West
9781433349034
9781433371363
©2013
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 900L
GR: T · ATOS: 5.5
$11.99

Bad Guys and 
Gals of the 
High Seas
9781433349027
9781433371356
©2013
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 860L
GR: T · ATOS: 5.5
$11.99

Bad Guys and 
Gals of the 
Ancient World
9781433349041
9781433371370
©2013
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 730L
GR: T · ATOS: 4.9
$11.99

Unforgettable 
Catastrophes
9781433349461
9781433371790
©2013
Dewey: 570*
Lexile: 760L
GR: V · ATOS: 5.3
$11.99

Fantastic Kids: 
Malala Yousafzai
9781425849887
©2018
Dewey: 371*
Lexile: 720L
GR: X
$10.99

Unforgettable 
News Reports
9781433349454
9781433371783
©2013
Dewey: 900*
Lexile: 750L
GR: V · ATOS: 5.2
$11.99

Unforgettable 
Natural 
Disasters
9781433349447
9781433371776
©2013
Dewey: 550*
Lexile: 760L
GR: V · ATOS: 5.2
$11.99

Dangerous 
Catch! Deep 
Sea Fishers
9781433349430
9781433371769
©2013
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 870L
GR: V · ATOS: 5.4
$11.99

Life in Numbers: 
Choose Your 
Career
9781425849856
©2018
Dewey: 331.702
Lexile: 830L
GR: W
$10.99

Fearless! 
Stunt People
9781433349416
9781433371745
©2013
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 850L
GR: V · ATOS: 5.3
$11.99

Sports for All: 
The Impact of 
Title IX
9781425849870
©2018
Dewey: 796.082
Lexile: 880L
GR: X
$10.99

Wild Work! 
Animal Trainers
9781433349423
9781433371752
©2013
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 790L
GR: V · ATOS: 4.9
$11.99
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TIME FOR KIDS® Interest Grade Levels: K–4

Trim Size: 5.25" x 7.75" ∙ Page Count: 12–28

Whether exploring places unknown, discovering strange creatures, 
or reaching the outer recesses of space, these high-interest sets will 
keep readers engaged as they build comprehension skills. Featuring 
quality content from TIME FOR KIDS®, these colorful books align with 
all National and State standards and include informational text with 
mathematics, science, and social studies themes. 

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

Grade 1 Set 1 10-Book Set
9781433350955 ∙ 9781433350962 ∙ $59.90

Grade 2 Set 1 10-Book Set
9781433351013 ∙ 9781433351020 ∙ $79.90

Grade 1 Set 2 10-Book Set
9781433350979 ∙ 9781433350986 ∙ $59.90

Grade 2 Set 2 10-Book Set
9781433351037 ∙ 9781433351044 ∙ $79.90

Grade K Set 1 10-Book Set
9781493827060 ∙ 9781493838714 ∙ $59.90

Grade K Set 2 10-Book Set
9781493827053 ∙ 9781493838554 ∙ $59.90

Available!Available!Available!

Grade K Set 3 10-Book Set
9781493827046 ∙ 9781493838561 ∙ $59.90

Available!Available!Available!

Grade 1 Set 3 10-Book Set
9781433350993 ∙ 9781433351006 ∙ $59.90

Grade 2 Set 3 10-Book Set
9781433351051 ∙ 9781433351068 ∙ $79.90

Single Single Single 
Titles!Titles!Titles!

pp. 6–11pp. 6–11pp. 6–11pp. 6–11pp. 6–11pp. 6–11

Lexile: NP/BR
GR: A

Lexile: BR–360L
GR: A–I

Lexile: 380L–740L
GR: I–M

Lexile: NP/BR
GR: A

Lexile: BR–320L
GR: A–I

Lexile: 480L–780L
GR: I–M

Lexile: NP/BR
GR: A

Lexile: BR–460L
GR: A–I

Lexile: 450L–740L
GR: I–M

Some English titles in each set have AR Quizzes.

Informational Text
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Growing Up Gorilla

As babies, mountain gorillas depend on their 

mothers.  They always stay close to their mothers.  

Baby gorillas eat, sleep, and travel with their 

mothers.  Some ride on their mothers’ backs until 

they are two or three years old.

As gorillas grow up, they have to make a choice.  

Should they stay with their troops?  Or should they 

leave?  Some males choose to stay with their natal 

troops.  They might replace the alpha males of their 

troops when the time comes.

Alpha Females
Bonobos aren’t like other 

apes.  Alpha females lead 

their troops.  Young females 

move to new groups.  Males 

stay in their natal troops, 

close to their mothers.

8
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Alpha Females
Bonobos aren’t like other 

apes.  Alpha females lead 

their troops.  Young females 

move to new groups.  Males 

stay in their natal troops, 

close to their mothers.

their troops.  Young females 

move to new groups.  Males 

Interest Grade Levels: K–7

Trim Size: 5.25" x 7.75" · Page Count: 12–28

Grades 2–3:
STEAM 8-Book Set
9781493826551 ∙ 9781493887774 
$69.92

Grades K–1:
Social Studies/Language Arts 
8-book Set
9781493887910 ∙ $43.42

Grades 2–3:
Social Studies 8-Book Set
9781493826544 ∙ 9781493887781
$73.92

Grades 4–5:
STEAM 8-Book Set
9781493826575 ∙ $82.92

Grades K–1:
Math/Science 8-Book Set
9781493887927 ∙ $43.42

Grades 4–5:
Social Studies 8-Book Set
9781493826568 ∙ $84.92

Single Single Single 
Titles!Titles!Titles!

pp. 6–17pp. 6–17pp. 6–17

NEWNEWNEW

Tongue Twisters

Alpha Animals
The Language of Social Media

SPANISH ISBNs

Informational Text

Lexile: 20L–480L
GR: D–J

Lexile: 650L–790L
GR: R–W

Lexile: 520L–650L
GR: N–R

Lexile: 620L–880L
GR: R–X

Lexile: 60L–490L
GR: C–J

Lexile: 530L–680L
GR: M–R

LinkedIn

WhatsApp

or 13 with 
parent permission

YouTube, WeChat
Foursquare®, Flickr

Twitter®
 Facebook®
 Instagram

 Pinterest
Google+®

Tumblr
 Reddit®

 Snapchat

must
be

to be on:13 1414
1616
1818
1818

Many people study social media.  They watch the effects it has on people.  Changes in language tend to happen much faster today than they did in the past.  That is because social media connects people all around the world.  A new word or phrase can spread very quickly.  One person can start a new trend.  Often, people do not know who starts these new words.

Just about anyone can join social media (though most websites have age restrictions).  All someone needs is an Internet connection, a computer or smartphone, and parent permission. 

Lies vs. The Truth

Many people think that lies spread 

faster than the truth.  As the old 

saying goes, “A lie can travel halfway 

around the world while the truth is 

putting on its shoes.”

Social Media Age Restrictions

LinkedIn

WhatsApp®

Path®

YouTube, WeChat®, 
, Flickr®

around the world.  A new word or phrase can spread very quickly.  One person can start a new trend.  Often, people do not know who starts these new words.

Many people think that lies spread 

saying goes, “A lie can travel halfway 

around the world while the truth is 

Social Media Age Restrictions

Radio DaysIt took 38 years for the radio 
to reach 50 million users.  
More people than that were 
using Facebook just three years after its launch.

11
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Just about anyone can join social media (though most websites have age restrictions).  All someone needs is an Internet connection, a computer or smartphone, and parent permission. 

Caption

Radio DaysIt took 38 years for the radio 
to reach 50 million users.  
More people than that were 
using Facebook just three years after its launch.
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The Science of 
Twisting

To understand tongue twisters, you �rst need to know how humans make sound.  It takes the brain, mouth, lungs, and larynx (LAYR-inks), or voice box, to speak.  The larynx is an organ in the throat.  It forms a type of passage to the lungs.  Air �ows through the passage as people breathe and speak.

Down the “Wrong Pipe”
The larynx rises when a person gets ready to swallow.  This keeps food and liquids from going down into the lungs.  What if food tries to make it past the larynx?  A natural instinct helps to keep people from choking.  They cough!

Tongue Twister
“Fuzzy wuzzy was a bear.  Fuzzy wuzzy had no hair.  Fuzzy wuzzy wasn’t very fuzzy, was he?”

Tongue Twister
“Fuzzy wuzzy was a bear.  Fuzzy wuzzy had no hair.  Fuzzy wuzzy wasn’t very fuzzy, was he?”

larynx
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TIME FOR KIDS®

Create a library! 
Supplement your reading program, build your classroom library, and enhance your 
intervention program with these high-interest nonfi ction leveled book sets.

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

Grade 4 Set 1 10-Book Set
9781433372506 ∙ 9781433373848 ∙ $109.90

Grade 5 Set 1 10-Book Set
9781433372537 ∙ 9781433374814 ∙ $119.90

Grade 4 Set 2 10-Book Set
9781433372513 ∙ 9781433373831 ∙ $109.90

Grade 5 Set 2 10-Book Set
9781433372544 ∙ 9781433374791 ∙ $119.90

Grade 3 Set 1 10-Book Set
9781433351075 ∙ 9781433351082 ∙ $99.90

Available!Available!Available!

Grade 3 Set 2 10-Book Set
9781433351099 ∙ 9781433351105 ∙ $99.90

Grade 3 Set 3 10-Book Set
9781433351112 ∙ 9781433351129 ∙ $99.90

Available!Available!Available!

Grade 4 Set 3 10-Book Set
9781433372520 ∙ 9781433373824 ∙ $109.90

Grade 5 Set 3 10-Book Set
9781433372551 ∙ 9781480716766 ∙ $119.90

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

Single Single Single 
Titles!Titles!Titles!

pp. 12–17pp. 12–17pp. 12–17pp. 12–17pp. 12–17pp. 12–17pp. 12–17pp. 12–17pp. 12–17

Lexile: 640L–920L
GR: M–Q

Lexile: 660L–750L
GR: Q–S

Lexile: 690L–890L
GR: T–V

Lexile: 590L–930L
GR: M–Q

Lexile: 640L–800L
GR: Q–S

Lexile: 730L–900L
GR: T–V

Lexile: 580L–860L
GR: M–Q

Lexile: 660L–750L
GR: Q–S

Lexile: 730L–870L
GR: T–V

Most English titles in each set have AR Quizzes.

Interest Grade Levels: K–8
Trim Size: 5.25" x 8" and 7" x 9" ∙ Page Count: 28–64

Informational Text

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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May the Force Be with You 

The timeless fascination with George 

Lucas’s Star Wars movies inspires many 

authors to pen stories in this galaxy. In 

Tom Taylor’s Luke Skywalker and the 

Treasure of  the Dragonsnakes, Luke’s 

magical mentor is Yoda. According to 

Yoda, fear, anger, and hate all lead down 

the wrong path. He teaches Luke to focus 

his thoughts and energy on the good 

side of the Force. 

Lion-hearted Peter 

Aslan in The Lion, the Witch 

and the Wardrobe is a strong 

mentor for all the Pevensie 

children, but especially for 

Peter. As Peter begins his 

journey to becoming king, 

Aslan helps him discover 

his bravery.

Lion-hearted Peter 

Aslan in The Lion, the Witch 

and the Wardrobe is a strong 

and the Wardrobe is a strong 

and the Wardrobe

mentor for all the Pevensie 

children, but especially for 

Peter. As Peter begins his 

journey to becoming king, 

Aslan helps him discover 

his bravery.

Choose the Right Path
Wise teachers do more than teach magic and 

provide protection. They also offer the protagonists 

codes of conduct to follow. These codes are based on 

morality. They are reminders that good triumphs over 

evil. If the heroes choose wisely, they will successfully 

conquer their obstacles.

In White’s The Sword in the Stone, Merlyn uses 

magic to turn Arthur into different animals. Although 

humorous, these changes serve as lessons for Arthur. 

Each lesson lies in the experience itself! For example, 

when Arthur is a fish, he learns that he can use his wit 

to defeat a stronger enemy. In each situation, Arthur 

acquires wisdom. These experiences help shape Arthur’s 

character as he grows up and remind him to choose the 

right path once he becomes king.
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TIME® Middle SchoolInterest Grade Levels: 5–10
Trim Size: 5.25" x 8" · Page Count: 32–48

Reading Levels: 6.0–8.9

A Biography of J.K. Rowling

Magical Worlds

Stepping Into William Shakespeare's World

Young Adult 
Literature: 
Magical 
Worlds
9781493835973
©2017
Dewey: 809*
Lexile: 850L 
GR: X
$10.99

Young Adult 
Literature: 
The Worlds 
Inside Us
9781493835980
©2017
Dewey: 809*
Lexile: 850L 
GR: Z
$10.99

Young Adult 
Literature: 
Dystopian 
Worlds
9781493835997
©2017
Dewey: 809*
Lexile: 810L 
GR: Y
$10.99

Language Arts
Single Titles: $9.99–10.99 each

Stepping 
Into William 
Shakespeare's 
World
9781493836185
©2017
Dewey: 822.33
Lexile: 920L 
GR: Y
$10.99

Stepping Into 
Louisa May 
Alcott's World
9781493836192
©2017
Dewey: 813.4
Lexile: 940L 
GR: W
$10.99

Stepping Into 
Mark Twain's 
World
9781493836208
©2017
Dewey: 818*
Lexile: 940L 
GR: X
$10.99

Game 
Changers: 
Lin-Manuel 
Miranda
9781493839308
©2017
Dewey: 782*
Lexile: 1010L 
GR: Y
$9.99

Game 
Changers: A 
Biography of 
J. K. Rowling
9781493839315
©2017
Dewey: 823*
Lexile: 1030L 
GR: X
$9.99

Game 
Changers: 
Kwame 
Alexander
9781493839322
©2017
Dewey: 813.6
Lexile: 990L 
GR: X
$9.99

Featuring content from TIME®, these books provide topics designed to engage 
and challenge older readers in mathematics, science, social studies, and 
literature topics.

Text features include:
 ◗ “Think Link”— critical-thinking questions to encourage purposeful reading
 ◗ “Dig Deeper!”— background knowledge to access a deeper understanding
 ◗ “Stop! Think…”— to expand visual literacy and comprehension
 ◗ “Try It!”— activities to apply what readers have learned
 ◗ “Check It Out!”— additional resources  to further explore the topic
 ◗ Special sidebars — to support visual literacy
 ◗ Table of contents, glossary, and index

Shakespearean Theaters
Shakespearean Theaters
Shakespearean Theaters
Shakespearean TheatersThere were two types of theaters during Shakespeare’s time: 

outdoor or public and indoor or private. Outdoor theaters were 
more popular since they held more people and were affordable. 
These theaters varied in size and shape but had some similar 

These theaters varied in size and shape but had some similar 
features. 

 1. Trapdoor and cellar—allowed actors to magically appear on 

Trapdoor and cellar—allowed actors to magically appear on 

Trapdoor and cellarstage from underneath2. Props—served as clues for the audience• example—candles indicated nightime3. Balconies—represented high windows or castle ledges; 
highest balcony held musicians or royalty4. Pillars—supported the roof; typically painted with stars to 

look like the heavens
5. Upper rooms—held items that produced sound effects 
6. Flags—indicated the genre of play being performed• black—tragedy

• white—comedy
• red—history

7. Seating—based on wealth
Seating—based on wealth
Seating

8. Yard—standing-room-only viewing area without a roof; 
entrance cost one penny

40

41

Globe Theatre

41

Literary Lunches

At Wyedean, Rowling was known 

for entertaining her friends at 

lunchtime with imaginative stories 

of heroes and brave adventures. 

The Seeds of Snape?

Rowling’s mom, Anne, became 

a lab tecÚician at Wyedean 

when Rowling went to school 

there. Anne’s supervisor (and 

Rowling’s teacher) was likely 

the inspiration for the character 

Professor Snape.

School Days
The Rowling sisters attended Tutshill Primary and 

then Wyedean Comprehensive School and College. 

Rowling didn’t love school at Tutshill—there was a 

teacher there who frightened her—but she did love words 

and stories. She excelled in English classes and became 

increasingly driven to write. As she grew older and 

attended Wyedean, writing became an ever-growing part 

of her existence—something she felt compelled to do.

8

 o 

 o 

Of her childhood, Rowling says, “I was the 

epitome of a bookish child, short and squat, thick 

National Health glasses, living in a world of complete 

daydreams.” Her parents were avid readers, and 

Rowling’s world was filled with books and numerous 

opportunities to read. She buried her nose in their pages. 

E. Nesbit, the author of the classic novel The Railway 

Children, was a Rowling favorite. She admired Nesbit’s 

style and stories, claiming, “I identify with the way that 

she writes. Her children are very real children, and she 

was quite a groundbreaker in her day.”

At age 11, Rowling wrote her first novel. It is about 

seven cursed diamonds and the effects they have on the 

people who come into contact with them. Savvy fans of 

Rowling’s later novels will see something of the Potter 

world in this early Rowling work.

9

oo How does a person’s 

childhood influence who 
childhood influence who 

she or he grows up to be?
she or he grows up to be?

oo Was J. K. Rowling fated

to become the author 

she grew to be? 

Of her childhood, Rowling says, “I was the 

epitome of a bookish child, short and squat, thick 

National Health glasses, living in a world of complete 

daydreams.” Her parents were avid readers, and 

Rowling’s world was filled with books and numerous 

opportunities to read. She buried her nose in their pages.

E. Nesbit, the author of the classic novel The Railway 

Children, was a Rowling favorite. She admired Nesbit’s 

style and stories, claiming, “I identify with the way that 

she writes. Her children are very real children, and she 

was quite a groundbreaker in her day.

was quite a groundbreaker in her day.

was quite a groundbreaker in her day ”

At age 11, Rowling wrote her first novel. It is about 

seven cursed diamonds and the effects they have on the 

people who come into contact with them. Savvy fans of Savvy fans of Savvy

Rowling’s later novels will see something of the Potter 

world in this early Rowling work.
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TIME® Middle School Interest Grade Levels: 5–10
Trim Size: 5.25" x 8" · Page Count: 48–64

Reading Levels: 6.0–8.9
 o What are some possible 

positive and negative 
applications of drone 
technology?

 o What restrictions should 
there be, if any, on 
drone usage? 

Robots That Fly 
They soar, glide, float, and flutter. These autonomous bots range from tiny butterflies to aerial giants. Today’s flying machines are some of the most inventive examples of modern robotics. 
If you want to work with flying robots, a degree in aerospace engineering will provide you with many options. This field involves the planning, creating, and testing of aircrafts and spacecrafts. Imagine a future where you build rovers, satellites, planes, and drones. The choices are endless!

As an aerospace engineer, you may work with drones. These pilotless aircrafts can be controlled remotely or fly independently. In the future, drones may be both ally and adversary. Drones can survey disaster areas and send relief materials to those in need. Businesses such as Google are considering using drones as delivery vehicles. There are many benefits of drone technology. But what about their use as weapons? Drones have already become a part of modern warfare. The ability for these flying machines to invade our personal and public spaces can be disturbing. 

How Drones Can Be Used

Delivery—Companies such as Google and Amazon are creating drones to deliver everyday items to people’s houses.

Videography/Photography—
Cameras attached to drones make 
capturing aerial shots easier than 
before.

Disaster Relief/Aid 
Efforts—Drones could 
be used to find missing 
people in a building 
collapse, fire, or other 
situation that may be 
too dangerous for rescue 
workers.

Farming—Drones are 
used to monitor livestock 
and crops.

Entertainment—Small, toy drones 
can be bought at stores to play with 
at home.

17
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Signs of Dehydration 
Dehydration is a serious issue. It is important to know the symptoms. Symptoms of dehydration include headaches, nausea, poor judgment, depression, and dark yellow urine. If a person is not urinating at all, then he or she is likely dehydrated.

First things �rst. Look around you to check out water 

availability in obvious sources such as creeks, streams, 

and lakes. You can also look for snow, ice, or slush, which 

are merely frozen water. While looking around, you’ll 

quickly be able to answer, “Yes, I have a water supply” or 

“No, there’s no water in sight.”

Yes, I Have a Water Supply 

If your answer is yes, then you are in relatively good 

shape. You just need to make sure that the water is clean 

enough to drink. You should assume that all water is 

contaminated. You’ll need to treat any and all water before 

you drink it, unless you are completely certain the water is 

safe. (Read about treating water on pages 26–27.)

If snow, ice, and slush are available, they can be melted 

to drink, but you’ll need a container to store the water. Of 

course, just as with any water, be sure to decontaminate  

it by boiling or treating it so it’s safe.

No, There’s No Water in Sight 

If your answer is no, you will need to �nd water in a 

situation where it is not obvious. There are many ways to 

do this, and some will surprise you. Keep reading to �nd 

out how to do this!

24
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Signs of Dehydration 
Dehydration is a serious issue. It is important to know the symptoms. Symptoms of dehydration include headaches, nausea, poor 
dehydration include headaches, nausea, poor 
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If your answer is 
If your answer is no, you will need to �nd water in a 
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situation where it is not obvious. There are many ways to 
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do this, and some will surprise you. Keep reading to �nd 

out how to do this!
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STEM Careers: Reinventing Robotics
Struggle for Survival: Water

*Full Dewey number available online

 o  o What are some possible What are some possible 
positive and negative 
applications of drone 
technology?

 o  o What restrictions should What restrictions should 
there be, if any, on 
drone usage? 

How Drones Can Be Used

Disaster Relief/Aid 
Efforts—Drones could 
be used to find missing 
people in a building 
collapse, fire, or other 
situation that may be 
too dangerous for rescue 
workers.

Farming—Drones are Farming—Drones are Farming
used to monitor livestock 
and crops.

1717171717

FX! Lighting 
and Sound
9781493836123
©2017
Dewey: 792.09
Lexile: 940L 
GR: X
$11.99

Safe & Sound: 
Stop Bullying
9781493836277
©2017
Dewey: 302*
Lexile: 990L 
GR: Y
$10.99

FX! Costumes 
and Makeup
9781493836130
©2017
Dewey: 792*
Lexile: 980L 
GR: W
$11.99

Safe & Sound: 
Social Media
9781493836284
©2017
Dewey: 4.678
Lexile: 1000L 
GR: Y
$10.99

FX! Computer-
Generated 
Imagery
9781493836147
©2017
Dewey: 777.7
Lexile: 950L 
GR: W
$11.99

STEM Careers: 
Metamorphosis 
of Medicine
9781493836215
©2017
Dewey: 610*
Lexile: 940L 
GR: Y
$10.99

STEM Careers: 
Enhancing 
Engineering
9781493836222
©2017
Dewey: 620*
Lexile: 890L 
GR: W
$10.99

STEM Careers: 
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Not the 
Monster Y

ou Know

Some of the traits that Shelley’s monster includes are long, black 

hair; pale, almost translucent skin; and high intelligence, 

speaking three languages. That’s very different from 

the mute, oversized humanoid with stitches and 

electrical terminals in his neck seen in the movie!

Some of the traits that Shelley’s monster includes are long, black 

hair; pale, almost translucent skin; and high intelligence, 

speaking three languages. That’s very different from 

the mute, oversized humanoid with stitches and 

electrical terminals in his neck seen in the movie!

Horrific Humanoids

Not all monsters are horrific mutations. Some of the 

scariest monsters started out as humans. And then . . . 

something happened. But whatever the cause, inhuman 

humans have been the basis of stories for as long as 

people have been telling stories.

Frankenstein’s Monster

Irresponsible use of science is a common theme in 

monster stories. In 1818, Mary Shelley published her 

novel Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus. In it, a 

scientist constructs a living human through science and 

alchemy. Shelley was first inspired to write the novel 

after learning of experiments with electricity to make 

dead limbs move. A 1931 film of her novel set the iconic 

look of Frankenstein’s monster. The film’s monster has 

low intelligence and is very childlike. 

But wait a second! Frankenstein’s monster is 

patched together with body parts from dead people. 

With a couple of good jolts of electricity, it’s brought 

back to life. That makes for a great story, but could 

it really happen? Not at all. Human tissue starts to 

decompose right away. In about six minutes, brain cells 

start to die from lack of oxygen. 

28

 o 

 o 
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oo What monsters can 

you disprove through 

science?

oo How might 

moviemakers use 

science when creating 

their monsters?

Interest Grade Levels: 5–10
Trim Size: 5.25" x 8" · Page Count: 48–64 TIME® Middle School

Reading Levels: 6.0–8.9The Science of Monsters

inker paints over the pencil lines in ink 

so the artwork stands out on printed 

Jack “The King” Kirby
Jack Kirby provided the visuals for most of the comics 

written by Stan Lee during the Silver Age. He drew the 

Fantastic Four, X-Men, Hulk, Iron Man, and The Avengers.

He illustrated over one hundred Fantastic Four comics Fantastic Four comics Fantastic Four

alone! Kirby drew the comics, designed what the characters 

looked like, and influenced story lines. Most of the popular 

heroes and villains of the time were designed by him.

Kirby’s style is known for his dynamic action, bold 

character layout, and thick, simple lines. His art style 

soon became the “Marvel Style.” Many artists have been 

in�uenced by his work.

Team
 Effo

rt

A team of artists usually illustrates 

comic books. A penciler draws the 

comic pages with various pencils. An 

inker paints over the pencil lines in ink 

so the artwork stands out on printed 

newspaper. Letterers add the words, 

and colorists provide the color.
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 o 
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“Kirby Krackles” are the way Jack 
“Kirby Krackles” are the way Jack 

Kirby drew energy blasts in comics. 
Kirby drew energy blasts in comics. 

He used circular dabs of ink to create 
He used circular dabs of ink to create 

the look. They are still used today.
the look. They are still used today.

oo Look at these red Kirby Krackles. 
Look at these red Kirby Krackles. 

What motion or message does 
What motion or message does 

each one convey to you?each one convey to you?

oo How would you show anger 
How would you show anger 

with your own Kirby Krackle? 
with your own Kirby Krackle? 

Excitement? Surprise?Excitement? Surprise?

Kirby KracklesKirby KracklesKirby Krackles

17

History of Comic Books
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TIME® Middle School
Grade-Level Sets, Grades 6–8
Featuring TIME® content, these collections cover everything from 
comics to social media and challenge readers to comprehend 
mathematics, science, social studies, and literature topics. Special 
text features include “Think Link” to encourage purposeful reading, 
“Dig Deeper!” to access a deeper understanding, “Stop! Think…”  to 
expand visual literacy and comprehension, and "Try It!" activities to 
apply what is read.

TIME® Informational Text 
Grade 7 Set 1 6-Book Set
9781425845933 ∙ $64.94

TIME® Informational Text 
Grade 8 Set 1 6-Book Set
9781425832964 ∙ $64.94

TIME® Informational Text 
Grade 7 Set 2 6-Book Set
9781425845940 ∙ $64.94

TIME® Informational Text 
Grade 8 Set 2 6-Book Set
9781425832971 ∙ $64.94

TIME® Informational Text 
Grade 6 Set 1 5-Book Set
9781493839254 ∙ $54.95

TIME® Informational Text 
Grade 6 Set 2 5-Book Set
9781493839261 ∙ $54.95

TIME® Informational Text 
Grade 6 Set 3 5-Book Set
9781493839216 ∙ $54.95

TIME® Informational Text 
Grade 7 Set 3 6-Book Set
9781425845957 ∙ $64.94

TIME® Informational Text 
Grade 8 Set 3 6-Book Set
9781425832988 ∙ $64.94
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Interest Grade Levels: 5–10
Trim Size: 5.25" x 8" · Page Count: 32–64
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TIME® Middle School

Single Single Single 
Titles!Titles!Titles!

pp. 21–23pp. 21–23pp. 21–23pp. 21–23pp. 21–23pp. 21–23

Content-Area Sets, Grades 6–8
Explore rich content-area themed sets that are designed to 
engage middle schoolers with topics that will interest them! 
Books in these sets feature TIME® content and activities to spur 
comprehension and the imagination!

TIME® Grades 6-8:
STEM 9-Book Set
9781425833220 ∙ $101.91

TIME® Grades 6-8: 
Social Studies 9-Book Set
9781425833237 ∙ $98.91

Dangerous Foods 
Do you love seriously spicy food? Then, you can call 

yourself a pyro-gourmaniac. If your taste buds are up to 
the challenge, there is a world of spicy eating contests 
waiting for you. Take the chile-eating contest in Hatch, 
New Mexico, for example. There, competitors fight to 
eat the greatest number of chiles. It’s a good idea to be 
an avid lover of chiles if you enter this competition—the 
highest prize is a 40-pound (18-kilogram) bag of chiles—
in case the winner didn’t get his or her fill!

The Curry Contest 
In Edinburgh, Scotland, there is a spicy food 

challenge so legendary that the British Red Cross has 
to stand by in case one of the contestants needs medical 
care. The most dangerous dish is called the Kismot 
Killer Curry, a fiery mix that includes five of the world’s 
hottest chiles.
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Dangerous Foods 
Do you love seriously spicy food? Then, you can call 

yourself a pyro-gourmaniac. If your taste buds are up to 
the challenge, there is a world of spicy eating contests 
waiting for you. Take the chile-eating contest in Hatch, 
New Mexico, for example. There, competitors fight to 
eat the greatest number of chiles. It’s a good idea to be 
an avid lover of chiles if you enter this competition—the 
highest prize is a 40-pound (18-kilogram) bag of chiles—
in case the winner didn’t get his or her fill!

The Curry Contest 
In Edinburgh, Scotland, there is a spicy food 

challenge so legendary that the British Red Cross has 
to stand by in case one of the contestants needs medical 
care. The most dangerous dish is called the Kismot 
Killer Curry, a fiery mix that includes five of the world’s 
hottest chiles.

The Ghost Pepper  
At the Clifton Chilli Club’s Chilli-Eating Contest, spicy-food lovers take turns eating incredibly hot chile peppers, including the spiciest chile on Earth, the ghost pepper. This chile pepper can be anywhere from 2 to 10 times hotter than the average habanero. 

Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings Atomic Chicken Wings 
Before contestants can participate in Quaker Before contestants can participate in Quaker Before contestants can participate in Quaker Before contestants can participate in Quaker Before contestants can participate in Quaker Before contestants can participate in Quaker 
Steak & Lube’s Atomic Hot Wing Challenge, they Steak & Lube’s Atomic Hot Wing Challenge, they Steak & Lube’s Atomic Hot Wing Challenge, they Steak & Lube’s Atomic Hot Wing Challenge, they Steak & Lube’s Atomic Hot Wing Challenge, they 
must sign a medical waiver. In the past, patrons must sign a medical waiver. In the past, patrons must sign a medical waiver. In the past, patrons must sign a medical waiver. In the past, patrons must sign a medical waiver. In the past, patrons 
of the restaurant have fainted after eating the of the restaurant have fainted after eating the of the restaurant have fainted after eating the of the restaurant have fainted after eating the of the restaurant have fainted after eating the of the restaurant have fainted after eating the of the restaurant have fainted after eating the 

legendarily spicy wings. legendarily spicy wings. legendarily spicy wings. 
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TIME® Grades 6-8: 
Language Arts 9-Book Set
9781425833190 ∙ $95.91
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Shakespearean TheatersShakespearean TheatersShakespearean TheatersShakespearean Theaters
There were two types of theaters during Shakespeare’s time: 
outdoor or public and indoor or private. Outdoor theaters were 
more popular since they held more people and were affordable. 
These theaters varied in size and shape but had some similar These theaters varied in size and shape but had some similar 
features. 

1. Trapdoor and cellar—allowed actors to magically appear on Trapdoor and cellar—allowed actors to magically appear on Trapdoor and cellar
stage from underneath

2. Props—served as clues for the audience

• example—candles indicated nightime

3. Balconies—represented high windows or castle ledges; 
highest balcony held musicians or royalty

4. Pillars—supported the roof; typically painted with stars to 
look like the heavens

5. Upper rooms—held items that produced sound effects 

6. Flags—indicated the genre of play being performed

• black—tragedy

• white—comedy

• red—history

7. Seating—based on wealthSeating—based on wealthSeating

8. Yard—standing-room-only viewing area without a roof; 
entrance cost one penny

40

Globe Theatre
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Lexile: 810L–1030L
GR: W–Z

TIME® Grades 6-8: 
You Are There! 9-Book Set
9781425833206 ∙ $89.91
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the scene on Sacramento 
Street after the earthquake 

Mass Exodus 
In the aftermath of the earthquake, people could be seen dragging suitcases and trunks with their belongings to parks and other open areas. Areas such as Golden Gate Park became full of people looking for safety.

Without considering the dangerous consequences, 
people are actively contributing to the massive damage. The 
city is on the brink of utter destruction. Who will help? Will 
help arrive before it’s too late?

Other fires around the city start more conventionally. 
One of the largest fires breaks out at 395 Hayes Street. It 
originates in a home kitchen, where a woman is making 
breakfast for her family. People would one day call it the 
“Ham and Eggs Fire.” 

However, not every fire is accidental. As the city lies 
in ruins, the citizens of San Francisco do the unthinkable 
and begin to intentionally burn some buildings that have 
been damaged in the earthquake. Insurance policies in the 
area tend to offer coverage for fire damage but not damage 
from earthquakes. To ensure compensation for their losses, 
residents set fire to their own homes and businesses.

Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire Ham and Eggs Fire 
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Tips and Tools of the Trade
A makeup designer must have a well-stocked 

makeup kit of foundations, brushes, powders, creams, 
and cleansers. Foundations, blushes, and shadows 
should be available for different skin tones and types. 
Liquids, creams, pencils, and powders work differently 
on every face. Experimenting with makeup ahead of 
time will allow the designer to see what works to create 
the desired looks. 

Airbrushing 
Many film designers focus on airbrushing. Airbrush 

makeup is applied with a machine that sprays liquid 
makeup onto the skin. The makeup flows out in a fine, 
even mist that blends easily. The makeup artist moves 
the airbrush back and forth less than a foot away from 
the skin.

Airbrushing was first used in 1959 on the set of Ben 
Hur. As the technique has improved, it has become more 
widespread. A flawless finish has become more needed 
with high-definition video. Airbrushing is now very 
popular on television sets. 

Prime Time 

Using a makeup primer can help to create the 

flawless coverage wanted for daily wear as well as 

close-ups in television and film. These products 

prepare the skin by filling in large pores or fine 

lines. Applying it can also help the makeup have 

a surface to stick to instead of seep into.

Face Painting 
Some special makeup designs require face 

painting. Fantasy characters, animals, and 

wounds can be created using stage makeup in 

this way. It takes practice and time to develop 

the skills to blend and highlight. When done 

properly, the results are amazing.

Tips and Tools of the Trade
A makeup designer must have a well-stocked 

makeup kit of foundations, brushes, powders, creams, 
and cleansers. Foundations, blushes, and shadows 
should be available for different skin tones and types. 
Liquids, creams, pencils, and powders work differently 
on every face. Experimenting with makeup ahead of 
time will allow the designer to see what works to create 
the desired looks. 

Airbrushing 
Many film designers focus on airbrushing. Airbrush 

makeup is applied with a machine that sprays liquid 
makeup onto the skin. The makeup flows out in a fine, 
even mist that blends easily. The makeup artist moves 
the airbrush back and forth less than a foot away from 
the skin.

Airbrushing was first used in 1959 on the set of Ben 
Hur. As the technique has improved, it has become more 
widespread. A flawless finish has become more needed 
with high-definition video. Airbrushing is now very 
popular on television sets. 

Prime Time 

Using a makeup primer can help to create the 

flawless coverage wanted for daily wear as well as 

close-ups in television and film. These products 

close-ups in television and film. These products 

prepare the skin by filling in large pores or fine 

prepare the skin by filling in large pores or fine 

lines. Applying it can also help the makeup have 

a surface to stick to instead of seep into.

4544

Lexile: 830L–1020L
GR: V–Z
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Single Titles: $4.99 each

Literary Text Grade 1

Mathematics

Science

Build literacy skills by engaging students with high-interest, 
appropriately-leveled original and adapted fi ction. Features include 
increasingly complex vocabulary, a range of fi ction genres and 
themes, colorful illustrations, and entertaining plots and characters.

Duck Pond Fun
Go to the park and watch 
silly ducks have fun in the 
pond!
9781433354458
9781480729476
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 40L
GR: A  · ATOS: 1.4

Playground Friends
Take a trip to the 
playground and see all 
the equipment and people 
who are there!
9781433354496
9781480729513
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: BR
GR: B

Grandpa and Me
A boy and his grandpa 
go on their Saturday walk 
through town. 
9781433354533
9781480729551
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 30L
GR: C  · ATOS: 0.8

Max
When Max gets sick, 
his friends bring him a 
surprise while practicing 
counting.
9781433354526
9781480729544
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 180L
GR: C

How to Be a Kitten
Three baby kittens have 
a lot to learn about their 
daily responsibilities!
9781433354571
9781480729599
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 480L
GR: E  · ATOS: 1.0

Interest Grade Levels: K–3 · ©2014
Trim Size: 5.25" x  7.75" · Page Count: 12–20

Life at the Top
Meet a human family 
and a ladybug family 
who live side by side.
9781433354878
9781480729919
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 430L
GR: F  · ATOS: 1.6

This Is My Story by 
Frederick G. Frog
Frederick G. Frog is the 
greatest frog in all the 
forest! See what makes 
him so special.
9781433354847
9781480729889
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 420L
GR: E · ATOS: 1.1

Boris Keeps Fit
Learn how Boris the 
Basset stays healthy 
and fi t!
9781433354922
9781480729964
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 280L
GR: H · ATOS: 1.6

The Bears' Story by 
Baldwin B. Bear
Hear the bears' side of the 
classic story of Goldilocks 
and the Three Bears. 
9781433354915
9781480729957
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 380L
GR: G  · ATOS: 1.7

Ready, Set, Go!
See what happens when a 
dog in disguise tries to join 
a sea-creature race.
9781433354885
9781480729926
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 330L
GR: F  · ATOS: 1.3

Safari Camp
It's bedtime at Safari 
Camp, and it is time 
for all of the animals 
to brush their teeth!
9781433354946
9781480729988
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 310L
GR: H  · ATOS: 1.8

It's Good Enough to Eat!
At lunchtime, Carly and 
her friends make silly 
faces out of their fruits and 
vegetables!
9781433354939
9781480729971
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 470L
GR: H · ATOS: 1.8

My Life as a Bee
Flip through a photo 
album that follows the life 
of a bee.
9781433354830
9781480729872
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 410L
GR: E  · ATOS: 1.4

I Am So Beautiful
A moth and butterfl y 
argue over who is better, 
eventually learning how 
to share.
9781433354854
9781480729896
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 320L
GR: E  · ATOS: 1.4

Maddy's Mad Hair Day
“What Callen and White do well is use the text to carefully reinforce the pictures... The horizontal trim size 
is especially well suited for the story...good fodder for those newly grappling with the printed word.”
 —Booklist

Carousel Colors
A young girl learns 
about primary colors 
while choosing a horse 
to ride on the carousel!
9781433354472
9781480729490
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: BR
GR: A · ATOS: 0.7

Seb's Train
Seb loves trains! Follow 
along as he tries to build 
the longest train track 
he can.
9781433354465
9781480729483
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: BR
GR: A

Maddy's Mad Hair Day
On a bad hair day, Maddy 
learns to love her wild 
hair!
9781433354502
9781480729520
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 10L
GR: B  · ATOS: 0.7

Boris the Basset
Find out what type of 
weather grumpy Boris the 
Basset likes!
9781433354540
9781480729568
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 200L
GR: D  · ATOS: 1.1

Splash Down!
On a hot summer 
day, three young 
siblings decide to play 
at the pool.
9781433354564
9781480729582
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: BR
GR: D · ATOS: 0.7

Dinosaur House
A young boy imagines
a house that looks just like 
a dinosaur.
9781433354595
9781480729612
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 380L
GR: E  · ATOS: 1.3

Zoo Hullabaloo
Discover all of the 
di� erent animals that 
live at the zoo and what 
sounds they make!
9781433354588
9781480729605
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 60L
GR: E  · ATOS: 1.6
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SpanishSpanishSpanish
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Literary Text Grade 1

Social Studies

9

Wednesday  

I row down long rivers. 

Thursday  

I climb up tall trees.

8

Edward the Explorer

When I Grow Up
Follow along as a little 
boy tries to decide what 
to do when he grows up. 
9781433354489
9781480729506
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: BR
GR: B  · ATOS: 0.7

Across the Sea
A boy sends postcards 
to his cousin in 
Australia and learns the 
di� erences between 
their homes.
9781433354519
9781480729537
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: BR
GR: C  · ATOS: 0.8

Edward the Explorer
Practice the days of the 
week while Edward the 
Explorer describes his 
amazing adventures!
9781433354557
9781480729575
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 140L
GR: D  · ATOS: 1.0
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 140L

Thursday
I climb up tall trees.

9

8

“No, I’ll stay.  My wings are colorful.”  Butterfly liked this bush.

11

Five Little Monkeys

Five little monkeys swinging from a tree,

Teasing Mr. Alligator, “You can’t catch me!”

Along comes Mr. Alligator, quiet as can be,

And. . .snapped those monkeys right out of that tree.

Traditional (origin unknown)

10

9

Anna Goes to Zambia
Anna visits countries 
around the world in 
alphabetical order.
9781433354953
9781480729995
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 230L
GR: I  · ATOS: 2.0

Maya Monkey
Maya Monkey is unhappy 
with her long tail, but 
learns to love her special 
tail!
9781433354861
9781480729902
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 210L
GR: F  · ATOS: 1.2

The Princess and 
the Pea
A princess completes 
a challenge and lives 
happily ever after with 
a prince.
9781433354892
9781480729933
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 360L
GR: G  · ATOS: 1.8

What Can You See?
Take a school fi eld trip
to an art museum. 
9781433354908
9781480729940
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 400L
GR: G  · ATOS: 1.6

Speak Up!
Read traditional poems 
from countries all over 
the world!
9781433354960
9781480740006
Dewey: 811* · Lexile: NP
GR: I  · ATOS: 3.3

Paul Bunyan: 
A Very Tall Tale
Meet Paul Bunyan, a giant 
man who accidentally 
makes some very famous 
landmarks!
9781433354977
9781480740013
Dewey: 813* · Lexile: 530L
GR: I  · ATOS: 2.2

I Am So Beautiful

Speak Up!

11

Five Little Monkeys

Five little monkeys swinging from a tree,

Teasing Mr. Alligator, “You can’t catch me!”

Along comes Mr. Alligator, quiet as can be,

And. . .snapped those monkeys right out of that tree.

Traditional (origin unknown)

Speak Up!
“a collection of very short poems. They are clever 
and easy to read with humorous illustrations.”

—Library Journal

“No, I’ll stay.  My wings are colorful.” Butterfly liked this bush.

Available!Available!Available!

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online
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Literary Text Grade 2

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

8

Where Did the Dinosaurs Go?

Single Titles: $6.99 each

The Treasure Hunt
Follow along as Opal 
goes on a treasure hunt 
through the science 
museum!
9781433355226
9781480740273
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 390L
GR: I  · ATOS: 2.2

Cuckoo, Cuckoo: 
A Folktale from 
Mexico
Lazy Cuckoo just wants 
to sing. In a crisis, she 
proves that she can 
still do her share of the 
work!
9781433355264
9781480740310
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 460L
GR: J  · ATOS: 2.4

Boris and Bea
Bea learns how to 
give back when she 
discovers that her 
dog used to visit the 
children's hospital.
9781433355301
9781480740358
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 430L
GR: J  · ATOS: 2.3

Escape from Pacaya
Juan's family must fl ee 
when a giant volcano 
erupts in their town!
9781433355295
9781480740341
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 360L
GR: J  · ATOS: 2.0

Journey to the 
Center of the Earth
Take a thrilling journey 
to the center of the 
Earth with Mr. Verne!
9781433355271
9781480740327
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 420L
GR: J  · ATOS: 2.4

Patrick and Paloma
Patrick has to adjust 
when a new kitten 
enters the picture!
9781433355325
9781480740372
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 450L
GR: J  · ATOS: 2.2

Where Did the 
Dinosaurs Go?
Two dinosaurs on 
another planet wonder 
why there are no more 
dinosaurs on Earth.
9781433355288
9781480740334
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 510L
GR: J  · ATOS: 2.6

In a Whirl
Join Scarlett as she 
explores the globe and 
the animals that inhabit 
di� erent areas!
9781433355615
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 390L
GR: K  · ATOS: 2.7

The Happy Faces 
Leave Home
When baby spiders 
move away from home, 
they send their mother 
exciting postcards!
9781433355608
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 450L
GR: K  · ATOS: 2.5

Lizzie's Dream
Lizzie wants to be a 
pilot someday. She 
will stop at nothing to 
achieve her goal!
9781433355639
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 590L
GR: L  · ATOS: 3.1

The Lonely Penguin's 
Blog
Palaki takes an 
unexpected journey 
when he learns that he 
has been swimming 
north, not south!
9781433355592
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 480L
GR: K  · ATOS: 2.8

Footprints on the 
Moon: Poems About 
Space
These poems are all 
about the wild world of 
outer space!
9781433355646
Dewey: 811*
Lexile: NP
GR: L  · ATOS: 4.1

Why Anansi Has Eight 
Thin Legs: A Tale from 
West Africa
Find out how Anansi 
got eight thin legs by 
getting pulled in di� erent 
directions all at once!
9781433355240
9781480740297
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 490L
GR: J · ATOS: 2.2

The Snake's Diary 
by Little Yellow
Little Yellow's diary 
shows us how the 
young snake grows, 
month by month.
9781433355318
9781480740365
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 500L
GR: J  · ATOS: 2.4

This Is the Tower that 
Frank Built
Learn about a grand 
tower with rippling 
walls that stands in 
New York City.
9781433355356
9781480740402
Dewey: 811*
Lexile: NP
GR: K · ATOS: 4.5

Sarah's Journal
Travel back in time 
to 1634 as Sarah 
describes her journey 
across the Atlantic.
9781433355684
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 560L
GR: M · ATOS: 3.0

The Human 
Calculator
Does Madison really 
have a calculator 
inside her head? Her 
classmates are sure 
she does!
9781433355653
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 340L
GR: L · ATOS: 2.4

A Road Trip to 
Yosemite
Amelia and her family 
get lost in Yosemite 
Valley and fi nd beautiful 
places during their trip!
9781433355691
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 430L
GR: M · ATOS: 2.8

Interest Grade Levels K–3 · Lexile: : 320L–670L · ©2014
Trim Size: 7.75" x 5.25" · Page Count: 24–28

Mathematics

Science

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

Links bit some leaves off a tree and munched them.  He wasn’t interested in other planets.  Budge looked worried.  “If Earth dinosaurs were powerful, what made them disappear?” she asked.

9
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Literary Text Grade 2

So, why not call a superhero?
It’s so easy to do.

27

26

Your Guide to Superheroes

Soo Yun's Book
Exchange student Soo 
Yun's classmates create 
a special book to help 
her remember them.
9781433355738
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 550L
GR: M  · ATOS: 2.8

The Hare and the 
Tortoise
Read two takes on the 
story of the tortoise and 
the hare. Which story 
do you believe?
9781433355721
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 580L
GR: M  · ATOS: 3.4

The Untold Story 
of Ms. Mirabella
Ms. Mirabella surprises 
her students by running 
in a race.
9781433355714
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 460L
GR: M  · ATOS: 2.6

Way Back When
Ethan interviews his 
grandpa and learns 
what school was like 
way back when.
9781433355707
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 450L
GR: M  · ATOS: 2.7

Vroom, Vroom! 
Poems About Things 
with Wheels
These poems are all 
about cars, trucks, and 
other wild wheels.
9781433355219
9781480740266
Dewey: 811*
Lexile: NP
GR: I 

Barnaby Dell
Barnaby is a lazy 
farmer who just wants 
to take a nap, but his 
crazy animals won't 
let him.
9781433355233
9781480740280
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 320L
GR: I  · ATOS: 1.9

The Town Mouse and 
the Country Mouse
The country mouse 
learns how dangerous 
the town is when he 
visits his cousin.
9781433355257
9781480740303
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 650L
GR: J  · ATOS: 2.5

The Glass Slippers
A fairy godmother 
helps Cinder escape 
her dismal life and 
fi nd happiness with a 
prince.
9781433355349
9781480740396
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 590L
GR: K  · ATOS: 2.7

Mia's Chocolate 
Challenge
When Mia's birthday 
present for Ben is 
broken, she must think 
fast!
9781433355332
9781480740389
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 360L
GR: K  · ATOS: 2.4

I remember when Soo Yun sat next to me when we I remember when Soo Yun sat next to me when we 

went on a field trip.  We went over a long bridge and went on a field trip.  We went over a long bridge and went on a field trip.  We went over a long bridge and went on a field trip.  We went over a long bridge and went on a field trip.  We went over a long bridge and went on a field trip.  We went over a long bridge and went on a field trip.  We went over a long bridge and went on a field trip.  We went over a long bridge and went on a field trip.  We went over a long bridge and went on a field trip.  We went over a long bridge and went on a field trip.  We went over a long bridge and went on a field trip.  We went over a long bridge and went on a field trip.  We went over a long bridge and 

counted all the boats we could see. counted all the boats we could see. 

Soo Yun told me her grandpa has a boat in Korea. Soo Yun told me her grandpa has a boat in Korea. Soo Yun told me her grandpa has a boat in Korea. Soo Yun told me her grandpa has a boat in Korea. Soo Yun told me her grandpa has a boat in Korea. 

He is a fisherman and he uses his boat to go fishing.He is a fisherman and he uses his boat to go fishing.He is a fisherman and he uses his boat to go fishing.He is a fisherman and he uses his boat to go fishing.

Soo Yun has been fishing with her grandpa.  

She misses her grandpa.She misses her grandpa.

7

“First question—what is all that blue you see on 

Earth?” asks Mama.  

Amarissa quickly says, “Blue paint!”

“No, absolutely wrong!”

“Blue cheese?”  

“No, Amarissa,” says Mama.

“Can you give us a clue?” asks Zachariah.

“Okay.  It starts with W.”

76

Soo Yun's Book

Planet Puzzle

Amelia sighed.  “I say six o’clock then.”  

“First random stop,” muttered Cameron.

Finally, after visiting family, they were on 

Highway 120.  The first few dozen miles were straight 

and narrow.  Then, the road climbed into the mountains, 

becoming windier and prettier.  Huge trees lined the road.

becoming windier and prettier.  Huge trees lined the road.

14

A Road Trip to Yosemite

Social Studies

My Foot Fell Asleep
These fun poems will 
teach you all about the 
human body!
9781433355677
Dewey: 811*
Lexile: NP
GR: L · ATOS: 3.6

Planet Puzzle
A family of aliens 
investigates facts 
about Earth.
9781433355622
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 450L
GR: L · ATOS: 2.4

Your Guide to 
Superheroes
Read all about these 
unique, hilarious 
superheroes!
9781433355660
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 670L
GR: L · ATOS: 3.1

Science (cont.)

27

15

777

15
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Literary Text Grade 3

The cars went faster and faster.  All 

Charlie could see was a blur of trees, food 

stalls, and red tracks.  He gripped the bar 

tightly and slid from side to side as the roller 

coaster jolted around corners.  He was 

relieved when the cart slowed down to go 

uphill.  But then he remembered—what goes 

up must come down!

12

13

The Marshmallow Man

“Where is Felix?” asked Mr. 

O’Finnegan one rainy Saturday night.

“He went upstairs,” said Mrs. 

O’Finnegan.  “I hope it’s sunny 

tomorrow.”

“The weather report said it will 

rain all week,” said Mr. O’Finnegan. 

“Oh, bother,” said Mrs. 

O’Finnegan.  “I wanted to work  

in the garden.”

Up in the attic, Felix fastened the 

final knot.  He tested the fins and 

flipped the propeller.  The engine 

hummed gently.  Felix smiled, switched 

it off, and hurried down to supper.

The rain poured all night.  It 

poured all week.  The river rose 

higher and higher.
23

22

Felix and His Flying Machine

Interest Grade Levels K–3 · ©2014
Trim Size: 5.25" x 7.75" ∙ Page Count: 28–32

Mathematics

Science

13

Up in the attic, Felix fastened the 

final knot.  He tested the fins and 

flipped the propeller.  The engine 

hummed gently.  Felix smiled, switched 

it off, and hurried down to supper.

The rain poured all night.  It 

poured all week.  The river rose 
23

*Full Dewey number available online

Felix and His Flying 
Machine
Felix is full of big ideas! 
Will his fl ying machine 
be successful?
9781433356049
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 420L
GR: N · ATOS: 2.9

The Adventures of 
Kingii the Frilled 
Lizard
Join Kingii on a wild 
adventure as he looks 
for a new home.
9781433356070
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 600L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.7

Cleopatra's Report
Cleopatra tells her 
classmates all about 
her journey to a 
strange planet.
9781433356391
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 410L
GR: P · ATOS: 3.0

Five Cents Worth
Join Dr. Bandage and 
Dr. Plaster as they help 
out patients at the Ear, 
Nose, and Throat Clinic.
9781433356421
Dewey: 811*
Lexile: NP
GR: P · ATOS: 3.6

Flabbergaster
You'll be 
fl abbergasted when 
you read these poems 
about roller coasters, 
pizza ovens, 
and more!
9781433356032
Dewey: 811*
Lexile: NP
GR: N · ATOS: 4.7

The Zoo and You:
A Guidebook
Follow these instructions 
to be a zookeeper 
extraordinaire!
9781433356063
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 570L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.5

Red Goes Green
What happens to 
Red when he eats a 
mysterious 
green cereal?
9781433356414
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 620L
GR: P · ATOS: 3.3

How to Survive in the 
Jungle by the Person 
Who Knows
Bradley has an interesting 
way of surviving in the 
jungle!
9781433355998
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 570L
GR: M · ATOS: 3.3

Race to the Moon
What should Timothy, 
Madison, Angelina, and 
Nicholas do on a rainy 
day? Build a rocket!
9781433356056
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 580L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.0

A Bright New Day
Brooke and Abel travel 
through space to fi nd a 
new planet to live on.
9781433356407
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 610L
GR: P · ATOS: 3.7

The Dream Team
Can the Caterpillars 
become great soccer 
players like their 
superstar heroes?
9781433356469
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 520L
GR: Q · ATOS: 3.4

The Curious Café
Grab a delightfully 
curious treat from 
The Curious Café!
9781433356094
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 640L
GR: O · ATOS: 3.8

Ms. Wilde and Oscar
Ms. Wilde and Oscar 
love to wear costumes 
and act out stories!
9781433356117
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 590L
GR: O · ATOS: 3.5

The Marshmallow 
Man
Come along with 
Charlie and Elliot as 
they go to the state fair!
9781433356438
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 610L
GR: P · ATOS: 3.6

Single Titles: $8.99 each

Felix and His Flying 
Machine
Felix is full of big ideas! 
Will his fl ying machine 
be successful?
9781433356049
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 420L
GR: N · ATOS: 2.9

The Adventures of 
Kingii the Frilled 
Lizard
Join Kingii on a wild 
adventure as he looks 
for a new home.
9781433356070
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 600L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.7

Cleopatra's Report
Cleopatra tells her 
classmates all about 
her journey to a 
strange planet.
9781433356391
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 410L
GR: P · ATOS: 3.0

Five Cents Worth
Join Dr. Bandage and 
Dr. Plaster as they help 
out patients at the Ear, 
Nose, and Throat Clinic.
9781433356421
Dewey: 811*
Lexile: NP
GR: P · ATOS: 3.6

Flabbergaster
You'll be 
fl abbergasted when 
you read these poems 
about roller coasters, 
pizza ovens, 
and more!
9781433356032
Dewey: 811*
Lexile: NP
GR: N · ATOS: 4.7

The Zoo and You:
A Guidebook
Follow these instructions 
to be a zookeeper 
extraordinaire!
9781433356063
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 570L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.5

Red Goes Green
What happens to 
Red when he eats a 
mysterious 
green cereal?
9781433356414
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 620L
GR: P · ATOS: 3.3

How to Survive in the 
Jungle by the Person 
Who Knows
Bradley has an interesting 
way of surviving in the 
jungle!
9781433355998
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 570L
GR: M · ATOS: 3.3

Race to the Moon
What should Timothy, 
Madison, Angelina, and 
Nicholas do on a rainy 
day? Build a rocket!
9781433356056
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 580L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.0

A Bright New Day
Brooke and Abel travel 
through space to fi nd a 
new planet to live on.
9781433356407
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 610L
GR: P · ATOS: 3.7

The Dream Team
Can the Caterpillars 
become great soccer 
players like their 
superstar heroes?
9781433356469
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 520L
GR: Q · ATOS: 3.4

The Curious Café
Grab a delightfully 
curious treat from 
The Curious Café!
9781433356094
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 640L
GR: O · ATOS: 3.8

Ms. Wilde and Oscar
Ms. Wilde and Oscar 
love to wear costumes 
and act out stories!
9781433356117
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 590L
GR: O · ATOS: 3.5

The Marshmallow 
Man
Come along with 
Charlie and Elliot as 
they go to the state fair!
9781433356438
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 610L
GR: P · ATOS: 3.6

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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Literary Text Grade 3
Everyone agreed it should be Sai’s choice,  

as she had won the contest, but Dad and Ben 

each could make one suggestion.

“Chile,” said Sai’s dad.  “I’ve have always 

wanted to explore volcanoes, and Chile is 

full of volcanoes.”  Sai agreed that exploring 

volcanoes sounded like a lot of fun.

“Canada,” said Ben.  “I want to get close 

to a brown bear.  I think they’re the coolest 

animals in the world.”  Sai agreed that it 

would be fun to see a brown bear close up. 

“I’d like to go to New Zealand,” said Sai.  

“It has hot springs.  I think playing in hot 

springs sounds like a lot of fun.  Let me think 

about it.  All our ideas sound great!” 

Sai spent most of the next day doing 

more research for the trip.  This was a 

decision she wanted to get right.

10

11

It didn’t take long for the crows to become bored and a little annoyed by Coyote’s boastfulness.  Teasing him wasn’t as fun as they thought it would be.  They began to dance and chant again, trying to ignore him. 
But Coyote joined in immediately, f lapping his feathers and making an awful yapping noise.  He thought he had a beautiful singing voice, but the crows thought it was dreadful.

18

19 Hot Springs and Brown Bears

Coyote: A Trickster Tale

19

The Bremen Town 
Musicians  
Donkey and friends run 
away to become 
musicians and end up 
on an unexpected 
adventure.
9781433356018
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 610L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.1

Sam the Incredible 
Inventor
See what inventions Sam 
comes up with to make 
chores and work easier!
9781433356100
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 600L
GR: O · ATOS: 3.4

Tiddalick, the Greedy 
Frog: An Aboriginal 
Dreamtime Story
What do the animals do when 
Tiddalick drinks all the water 
in the rivers and ponds?
9781433356360
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 560L
GR: O · ATOS: 3.3

The Boy Who Cried 
Wolf and Other 
Aesop Fables
Enjoy some of Aesop's 
most famous fables! 
9781433356483
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 750L
GR: Q · ATOS: 4.2

The Mystery of 
the Grand Bazaar
Join Zeyd as he helps fi nd 
who stole a bag of gold 
coins from the bazaar.
9781433356452
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 640L
GR: Q · ATOS: 3.8

Space Ace
Be a Space Ace with 
these poems about 
outer space!  
9781433356384
Dewey: 811*
Lexile: NP
GR: P · ATOS: 4.6

Pipeline News
The Pipeline News 
Network gives the latest 
updates from the islands 
of Hawaii.
9781433356353
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 540L
GR: O · ATOS: 3.4

A Baseball Giant
Eiji is inspired by one of 
the greatest Japanese 
baseball players who 
ever lived!
9781433356445
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 570L
GR: Q · ATOS: 3.3

Sinbad the Sailor
Follow Sinbad on his 
wild adventures as he 
hunts for treasure!
9781433356476
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 630L
GR: Q · ATOS: 3.9

So Many Henrys
Join Henry as he learns 
di� erent ways to say 
his name around the 
world.
9781433356025
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 440L
GR: N · ATOS: 2.6

Hot Springs and
Brown Bears
Join Sai and her family 
as they vacation to see 
bears and more!
9781433356377
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 580L
GR: O · ATOS: 3.6

The Lovely One
Come along with 
Beloved as she travels 
from Africa to France. 
9781433356490
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 610L
GR: Q · ATOS: 3.9

Queen Serena
Serena's family 
doesn't celebrate her 
birthday the way she 
expects.
9781433355981
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 490L
GR: M · ATOS: 3.0

Cat-astrophe at
the Opera
Join Eugene, Silhouette, 
and Minuette as they head 
to the Paris Opera!
9781433355974
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 380L
GR: M · ATOS: 3.0

Around the World in 
Twenty-Eight Pages
These poems will take 
you around the world!
9781433356001
Dewey: 811*
Lexile: NP
GR: N · ATOS: 4.8

Coyote: A Trickster Tale
Coyote wants to fl y like 
crows and soar like 
eagles. Will he ever be 
able to fl y? 
9781433356087
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 690L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.8

Social Studies

11
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Literary/Informational Text Pairs

Introduce students to multiple text types as 
called for in National and State standards 
with these fun and engaging literary and 
informational text pairs.

Features:
◗ Analyze how two or more texts address

similar themes to build knowledge
◗ Read and comprehend complex literary

and informational texts independently
and proficiently

◗ Draw comparisons between the genres
and learn the different purposes for which
they are written

Grade 1  6-Book Collections
These high-quality books feature an appropriate reading level and familiar standards-based themes. 
Each paired set includes 6 books; 3 fi ction and 3 nonfi ction titles. 12–20 pages per book.

Grade 2  6-Book Collections
The engaging fiction and authentic nonfiction text in these books will motivate even the most reluctant reader!

Each paired set includes 6 books, 3 fiction and 3 nonfiction titles. 24–28 pages per book.

Grade 3  6-Book Collections
The high-interest books in this series feature vivid imagery and exciting content that will appeal to readers.

Each paired set includes 6 books, 3 fiction and 3 nonfiction titles. 28–32 pages per book.

Literary/Informational Text PairsLiterary/Informational Text Pairs

Introduce students to multiple text types as Introduce students to multiple text types as 
called for in National and State standards called for in National and State standards 

Interest Grade Levels: K–3

Literary Text

Informational Text

Single Single Single 
Titles!Titles!Titles!

p. 8–13p. 8–13p. 8–13
p. 26–31p. 26–31p. 26–31

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

Basic Concepts
9781480722101
9781493808205
Lexile: BR–60L
GR: A | $32.94

Me, Myself, and I
9781480722361
9781493808786
Lexile: BR–10L 
GR: B | $32.94

In the Community
9781480722057
9781493808472
Lexile: BR–180L 
GR: C | $32.94

Explore Earth
9781480722026
9781493808342
Lexile: BR–200L 
GR: D | $32.94

Learn About Life 
Science
9781480722392
9781493808038
Lexile: BR–480L
GR: E | $32.94

Life Cycles
9781480722408
9781493808168
Lexile: 180L–420L
GR: E | $32.94

Animal Groups
9781480722156
9781493808397
Lexile: 210L–430L 
GR: F | $32.94

Crafts and Culture
9781480722033
9781493808045
Lexile: 230L–400L
GR: G | $32.94

Healthy and Fit!
9781480722415
9781493807970
Lexile: 160L–470L
GR: H | $32.94.

Around the World
9781480722125
9781493808007
Lexile: 140L–530L
GR: I | $32.94

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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Literary/Informational Text Pairs
Grade 2  6-Book Collections

The engaging fi ction and authentic nonfi ction text in these books will motivate even the most reluctant reader! 
Each paired set includes 6 books, 3 fi ction and 3 nonfi ction titles. 24–28 pages per book.

Grade 3  6-Book Collections
The high-interest books in this series feature vivid imagery and exciting content that will appeal to readers. 

Each paired set includes 6 books, 3 fi ction and 3 nonfi ction titles. 28–32 pages per book.

Let's Explore!
9781480722170
9781493807963
Lexile: 320L–640L
GR: I | $44.94 

Countries and Regions
9781480722040
9781493808458
Lexile: 460L–650L
GR: J | $44.94

Natural Disasters
9781480722354
9781493808236
Lexile: 360L–660L
GR: J | $44.94

Animal Species
9781480722132
9781493808304
Lexile: 430L–630L
GR: J | $44.94 

I'm Curious About
9781480722163
9781493808755
Lexile: 360L–680L
GR: K | $44.94

Step into Biomes
9781480722071
Lexile: 390L–750L
GR: K | $44.94

Space Adventures
9781480722255
Lexile: 450L–680L
GR: L | $44.94

The Human Body
9781480722231
Lexile: 340L–670L
GR: L | $44.94

Count on Math
9781480722385
Lexile: 430L–740L
GR: M | $44.94

Motivational Figures
and Characters  
9781480722095
Lexile: 460L–780L
GR: M | $44.94

A Day in the Life
9781480722187
Lexile: 380L–840L 
GR: M | $56.94

World of Wonder
9781480722118
Lexile: 440L–920L
GR: N | $56.94

How Things Work
9781480722200
Lexile: 420L–700L 
GR: N | $56.94

Discover Animals
9781480722149
Lexile: 570L–690L 
GR: N | $56.94

Math at Work
9781480722378
Lexile: 590L–780L 
GR: O | $56.94

Exploring Biomes
9781480722088
Lexile: 540L–780L 
GR: O | $56.94

Blast into Space
9781480722248
Lexile: 410L–860L 
GR: P | $56.94

How Our Body Works
9781480722064
Lexile: 610L–730L 
GR: P | $56.94

What's the History?
9781480722217
Lexile: 520L–890L 
GR: Q | $56.94

Motivational People
and Characters 
9781480722194
Lexile: 610L–930L 
GR: Q | $56.94

Some English titles in each 
set have AR Quizzes.

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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Literary Texts Interest Grade Levels: K–3

Grade 1 Set 1
Lexile®: BR–480L 
GR: A–I

Grade 1 Set 3
Lexile®: BR–530L
GR: A–I

Grade 1 Set 2
Lexile®: BR–400L 
GR: A–I

Build students’ literacy skills with these 
high-interest, appropriately-leveled original 
and adapted literary texts that support 
national and state standards.
12–32 pages per book

Features:
 ◗ Increasingly complex vocabulary
 ◗ Range of fiction genres and themes
 ◗ Entertaining plots
 ◗ Interesting characters
 ◗ Literary devices
 ◗ Colorful illustrations

Literary Text Grade 1
12–20 pages per book
$49.90 each

Description ISBN (English) ISBN (Spanish)
Set 1 10-Book Set 9781480716599 9781493812684
Set 2 10-Book Set 9781480716582 9781493812691
Set 3 10-Book Set 9781480716575 9781493812707

Some English titles above have AR Quizzes.

Then, she had a wonderful idea.  Very 

carefully, she unwrapped the present.  She held 

up the chocolate horse.  “Look what I made, 

Chocolatto,” she said.  “It’s just like you.”

Chocolatto opened his slobbery mouth  

and went to take a bite. 13

12

Mia’s Chocolate Challenge

Ready, Set, Go!

How to be a Kitten

Chocolatto opened his slobbery mouth 

and went to take a bite. 13

18

19

“What a great race!” squeaks Seal.

Finish

19191919

Finish

MeowMeo
w

Meee
ee

9
8

“Meow when you are hungry,”  

says Mother Cat.

SPANISH ISBNs

MeowMeo
w

MeowMeee
ee

9
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Literary Texts

Grade 2 Set 3
Lexile®: 320L–550L
GR: I–M

Grade 2 Set 1
Lexile®: 340L–560L
GR: I–M

Grade 2 Set 2
Lexile®: 390L–670L
GR: I–M

Grade 3 Set 3
Lexile®: 440L–690L
GR: M–Q

Grade 3 Set 1
Lexile®: 440L–690L 
GR: M–Q

Grade 3 Set 2
Lexile®: 410L–750L 
GR: M–Q

Literary Text Grade 2
24–28 pages per book
$69.90 each

Description ISBN (English)
Set 1 10-Book Set 9781480722323
Set 2 10-Book Set 9781480722316
Set 3 10-Book Set 9781480722309

Literary Text Grade 3
28–32 pages per book
$89.90 each

Description ISBN (English)
Set 1 10-Book Set 9781480722286
Set 2 10-Book Set 9781480722279
Set 3 10-Book Set 9781480722262

Cuckoo, Cuckoo: A Folk Tale from Mexico

Around the World in Twenty-Eight Pages

But the next morning, Cuckoo sang as she always did.  All the other birds collected as many seeds as they could.  They collected them from acorns and peppers, squash and tomatoes.  Then, they dropped them near the woods.6

7

Calling Planet Earth

When I lived in outer space

I went on very long vacations.

Earth was such a favorite place,

I’d call its names like railroad stations!

Over the crest of Mount Everest

Mangalore, Bangalore, Mumbai, Madurai 

Climb to the top of the pyramid of Cheops

Aswan, Helwan, Samalut, Asyut 

Piles of ravioli at cafes in Italy

Bergamo, Palermo, Roma, Verona 

Big Ben chimes Greenwich Mean Time

London, Swindon, Ipswich, and Norwich

Fly for a change over the Rocky Range

Provo, Medicine Bow, Kootenay, Calgary 

4

5

Piles of ravioli at cafes in Italy

Bergamo, Palermo, Roma, Verona

Big Ben chimes Greenwich Mean Time

London, Swindon, Ipswich, and Norwich

Fly for a change over the Rocky Range

Provo, Medicine Bow, Kootenay, Calgary 

5

7
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Early Literacy Big Books Grades Pre•K–2
Single Titles: $26.99 each

These NEW highly engaging books will get your children reading 
and singing some of the most well-known children’s poems 
and songs, all while exploring Science, Social Studies and 
Mathematics themes.

10 11

The mouse ran down.

4 5

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear,

touch the ground.touch the ground.

Interest Grade Levels: Pre·K–2
Trim Size: 15" x 19" · Page Count: 16

Little Boy Blue Big 
Book
9781493882632

Yankee Doodle Big 
Book
9781493882762

One, Two, Buckle My 
Shoe Big Book
9781493882717

Baa, Baa, Black Sheep 
Big Book
9781493882724

Hush, Little Baby 
Big Book
9781493882663

Sing a Song of 
Sixpence Big Book
9781493882656

Old Mother 
Hubbard Big Book
9781493882779

Twinkle, Twinkle, 
Little Star Big Book
9781493882670

Miss Molly's Dolly Big 
Book
9781493882625

Wheels on the Bus Big 
Book
9781493882748

The Itsy Bitsy Spider 
Big Book
9781493882694

Hickory Dickory Dock 
Big Book
9781493882700

Oats, Peas, Beans, and 
Barley Grow Big Book
9781493882618

If You're Happy and 
You Know It Big Book
9781493882793

Head and Shoulders 
Big Book
9781493882731

Down by the Bay Big 
Book
9781493882649

Teddy Bear, Teddy 
Bear, Say Good Night 
Big Book
9781493882786

London Bridge Big 
Book
9781493882755

Mary Had a Little 
Lamb Big Book
9781493882809

Oh, Mr. Sun Big Book
9781493882687

Mathematics

Science

Social Studies

NEW
15" x 19"

Big Books!
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Early Literacy
SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

Mathematics Grades Pre•K–2
Single Titles: $6.99 each

Interest Grade Levels: Pre·K–2
Trim Size: 7” x 9” ∙ Page Count: 16

Content-Area Collections
The content-area collections on pages 37–40 are 
designed specifi cally for early learners' unique 
needs, abilities, and interests. These original 
nonfi ction and fi ction books are grouped by 
content area, including mathematics, science, 
and social studies, to make building classroom 
libraries quick and easy. Phonics titles are 
featured on pages 41–45.

Features:
 ◗ Fiction and Nonfiction
 ◗ Wordless and/or easy text
 ◗ Cross-curricular connections
 ◗ Engaging real-world contexts
 ◗ Variety of text types 
 ◗ Phonics strategies to help students unlock 

words and build comprehension

2

3

One, two,

buckle my shoe.

3

One, Two, Buckle My Shoe 

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

Do You See a Shape? 
9781433323294
9781433324604
©2010
Dewey: 510*
GR: E 

Twinkle, Twinkle, 
Little Star 
9781433323270
9781433324581
©2010
Dewey: 808*
GR: F 

Sing a Numbers Song 
9781433323416
9781433324727
©2010
Dewey: 510*
GR: G

Time (Wordless) 
9781433334894
9781433341717
©2012
Dewey: 510*
GR: N/A 

Numbers (Wordless) 
9781433323393
9781433324703
©2010
Dewey: 510*
GR: N/A 

Shapes (Wordless) 
9781433323256
9781433324567
©2010 
Dewey: 516*
GR: N/A 

Day and Night 
9781433334917
9781433341755
©2012
Dewey: 510*
GR: A 

Hickory, Dickory, 
Dock 
9781433334931
9781433341731
©2012
Dewey: 808*
GR: B 

One, Two, Buckle 
My Shoe 
9781433323430
9781433324741
©2010
Dewey: 808*
GR: D 

Day and Night

11

10

The Night

11
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SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

Science Grades Pre•K–2
Single Titles: $6.99 each

Plants (Wordless) 
9781433314858
9781433321207
©2010
Dewey: 580*
GR: N/A

The Itsy Bitsy Spider 
9781433314544
9781433315008
©2010
Dewey: 808*
GR: B

Colors (Wordless) 
9781433323324
9781433324635
©2010
Dewey: 752*
GR: N/A

Health and Safety 
(Wordless) 
9781433318085
9781433321221
©2010
Dewey: 613*
GR: N/A

Space (Wordless) 
9781433334672
9781433341496
©2012
Dewey: 520*
GR: N/A

Building Things 
(Wordless) 
9781433323461
9781433324772
©2010
Dewey: 690*
GR: N/A

Weather (Wordless) 
9781433314568
9781433314964
©2010
Dewey: 551*
GR: N/A

Oceans (Wordless) 
9781433335112
9781433341939
©2013
Dewey: 551*
GR: N/A

My Body (Wordless) 
9781433323676
9781433324987
©2012
Dewey: 613*
GR: N/A

Head and Shoulders 
9781433323713
9781433325021
©2012
Dewey: 808*
GR: B

Animals (Wordless) 
9781433314797
9781433321184
©2010
Dewey: 590*
GR: N/A

Five Senses 
(Wordless) 
9781433335228
9781433342042
©2013
Dewey: 612*
GR: N/A

4 5

Space (Wordless)

6

7

Down came the rain

7

The Itsy Bitsy Spider 

Five Senses (Wordless)
2

33

Interest Grade Levels: Pre·K–2
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 16

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online
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Early Literacy

Use Your Brain 
9781433318108
9781433321061
©2010
Dewey: 613*
GR: C

Ready To Build 
9781433323485
9781433324796
©2010
Dewey: 690*
GR: E

London Bridge 
9781433323508
9781433324819
©2010
Dewey: 808*
GR: H

Little Boy Blue 
9781433323362
9781433324673
©2010
Dewey: 808*
GR: D

Oh, Mr. Sun 
9781433334719
9781433341519
©2012
Dewey: 808*
GR: E

Into Space 
9781433334696
9781433341533
©2012
Dewey: 520*
GR: I

Animal Homes 
9781433314810
9781433320965
©2010
Dewey: 590*
GR: E

What Kind 
of Weather? 
9781433314582
9781433314988
©2010
Dewey: 551*
GR: G

Oh, to the Ocean 
9781433335136
9781433341977
©2013
Dewey: 551*
GR: G

If I Were a Tree 
9781433314872
9781433321016
©2010
Dewey: 580*
GR: D

I See Colors 
9781433323348
9781433324659
©2010
Dewey: 752*
GR: E

Down by the Bay 
9781433335150
9781433341953
©2013
Dewey: 551*
GR: R

Miss Molly's Dolly 
9781433318122
9781433321047
©2010
Dewey: 808*
GR: E

Delicious and 
Nutritious 
9781433323690
9781433325007
©2012
Dewey: 613*
GR: G

With My Senses 
9781433335242
9781433342080
©2013
Dewey: 612*
GR: A

Baa, Baa, Black 
Sheep 
9781433314834
9781433320941
©2010
Dewey: 808*
GR: E

Oats, Peas, 
Beans, and Barley 
Grow 
9781433314896
9781433320996
©2010
Dewey: 808*
GR: G

Sing a Song of 
Sixpence 
9781433335266
9781433342066
©2013
Dewey: 782*
GR: I

Into Space

Down by the Bay

Science (cont.) Grades Pre•K–2
Single Titles: $6.99 each
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Yankee Doodle, 
keep it up,

10

11

Social Studies Grades Pre•K–2
Single Titles: $6.99 each

I Can Be Anything 
9781433314759
9781433319501
©2010
Dewey: 307*
GR: G

I Wear My Feelings 
9781433334801
9781433341649
©2012
Dewey: 300*
GR: K

My Community 
(Wordless) 
9781433314735
9781433319488
©2010
Dewey: 307*
GR: N/A 

On the Go
9781433318221
9781433321146
©2010
Dewey: 380*
GR: C 

All About Me 
(Wordless) 
9781433314674
9781433319426
©2010
Dewey: 613*
GR: N/A 

School 
(Wordless) 
9781433323539
9781433324840
©2012
Dewey: 371*
GR: N/A 

If You're Happy and 
You Know it 
9781433334825
9781433341625
©2012
Dewey: 808*
GR: K

American Through 
and Through
9781433323621
9781433324932
©2012
Dewey: 973*
GR: N/A

Old Mother Hubbard
9781433314773
9781433319525
©2010
Dewey: 808*
GR: N/A

Special Me
9781433314698
9781433319440
©2010
Dewey: 613*
GR: N/A

Teddy Bear, Teddy 
Bear, Say Good Night
9781433314711
9781433319464
©2010
Dewey: 808*
GR: N/A

What Makes a 
Grandparent?
9781433318160
9781433321092
©2010
Dewey: 300*
GR: N/A

Wheels on the Bus
9781433318245
9781433321160
©2010
Dewey: 808*
GR: N/A

Yankee Doodle
9781433323645
9781433324956
©2012
Dewey: 808*
GR: N/A

Big Kid School
9781433323553
9781433324864
©2012
Dewey: 371*
GR: N/A

Hush, Little Baby
9781433318184
9781433321115
©2010
Dewey: 808*
GR: J 

Families 
(Wordless) 
9781433318146
9781433321245
©2010
Dewey: 300*
GR: N/A 

My Country 
(Wordless) 
9781433323607
9781433324918
©2012
Dewey: 973*
GR: N/A 

Mary Had a Little 
Lamb  
9781433323577
9781433324888
©2012
Dewey: 808*
GR: G

Feelings 
(Wordless) 
9781433334788
9781433341601
©2012
Dewey: 300*
GR: N/A 

Transportation 
(Wordless) 
9781433318207
9781433321269
©2010
Dewey: 380*
GR: N/A 

Yankee Doodle

Interest Grade Levels: Pre∙K–2
Trim Size: 7" x 9" ∙ Page Count: 16

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online
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My Bl Words 
9781433339745
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B 

My Br Words 
9781433339752
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B 

My Sh Words 
9781433339875
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B 

My Th Words 
9781433339882
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My Wh Words 
9781433339899
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B

Mis palabras con A 
9781425824327
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

Mis palabras con E 
9781425824365
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My Vowels Grades Pre•K–K
Single Titles: $4.99 each

My Blends & Digraphs Grades Pre•K–1
Single Titles: $4.99 each

My Short A Words 
9781433325625
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My Short E Words 
9781433325632
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

Mis palabras con I 
9781425824402
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

Mis palabras con O
9781425824471
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

Mis palabras con U 
9781425824532
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

My Short I Words 
9781433325649
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My Short O Words 
9781433325656
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My Short U Words 
9781433325663
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

My Fl Words 
9781433339783
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B 

My Fr Words 
9781433339790
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B

My Gr Words 
9781433339806
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B 

My Cl Words 
9781433339769
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My Pl Words 
9781433339813
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My Cr Words 
9781433339776
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B 

My Sl Words 
9781433339820
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B 

My Sp Words 
9781433339844
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B 

My St Words 
9781433339851
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B 

My Sn Words 
9781433339837
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My Ch Words 
9781433339868
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B 

My Sh Words

Interest Grade Levels: Pre·K–1 
Trim Size: 5.5" x 5.5" ∙ Page Count: 12

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!
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My Consonants Grades Pre•K–K
Single Titles: $4.99 each

Mis palabras 
con K 
9781425824426
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

Mis palabras 
con L 
9781425824433
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

Mis palabras 
con M 
9781425824440
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

Mis palabras 
con Q 
9781425824495
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

Mis palabras 
con N 
9781425824457
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

Mis palabras 
con Ñ 
9781425824464
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: TBD

Mis palabras 
con P 
9781425824488
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My K Words 
9781433325533
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My L Words 
9781433325540
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My M Words 
9781433325557
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My Q Words 
9781433339691
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My N Words 
9781433325564
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My P Words 
9781433325571
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My R Words 
9781433325588
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My B Words 
9781433325465
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

My C Words 
9781433325472
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My D Words 
9781433325489
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

My F Words 
9781433325496
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B

My G Words 
9781433325502
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My H Words 
9781433325519
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

My J Words 
9781433325526
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

Mis palabras 
con B 
9781425824334
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

Mis palabras 
con C 
9781425824341
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

Mis palabras 
con D
9781425824358
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

Mis palabras 
con F
9781425824372
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B

Mis palabras 
con G 
9781425824389
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

Mis palabras 
con H 
9781425824396
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

Mis palabras 
con J 
9781425824419
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My S Words 
9781433325595
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: B 

My T Words 
9781433325601
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

My W Words 
9781433325618
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

My V Words 
9781433339707
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

My X Words 
9781433339714
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My Y Words 
9781433339721
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

My Z Words 
9781433339738
©2012
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

Mis palabras 
con T 
9781425824525
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

Mis palabras 
con W 
9781425824556
©2018
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

Mis palabras 
con V 
9781425824549
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

Mis palabras 
con X 
9781425824563
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

Mis palabras 
con R 
9781425824501
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

Mis palabras 
con Y 
9781425824570
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

Mis palabras 
con S 
9781425824518
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 

Mis palabras 
con Z 
9781425824587
©2018
Dewey: 372*
Lexile: BR
GR: C

Interest Grade Levels Pre·K–1 ∙ ©2012 & 2018
Trim Sizes: 5.5" x 5.5" ∙ Page Count: 12

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!
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Vowels & Rimes Storybooks
Grades Pre•K–2
Single Titles: $4.99–$5.99 each

Short Vowel A and I Rimes Grades Pre•K–1
Single Titles: $4.99 each

Short Vowel E, O, U Rimes Grades Pre•K–1
Single Titles: $4.99 each

Fix It!

Main Street 
Game Day 
9781433329227
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 320L
GR: I 
$5.99

Main Street 
Parade 
9781433329210
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 380L
GR: I 
$5.99

Kip Gets Sick 
9781433324222
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 120L
GR: D 
$5.99

Fix It! 
9781433324239
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 140L
GR: E 
$5.99

You Can Do It! 
9781433324246
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 100L
GR: E 
$5.99

What Can You 
Do? 
9781433329395
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: B 
$4.99

What Do You 
Have? 
9781433329401
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 
$4.99

What Can You 
Get? 
9781433329418
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: C 
$4.99

Where Is It? 
9781433329425
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: D 
$4.99

 Wag! 
9781433329258
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 190L
GR: A

 The Man Can 
9781433329265
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: B 

A Nap 
9781433329272
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: A 

A Cat and a 
Hat 
9781433329289
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: A 

Big Pig 
9781433329296
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: A 

I Win! 
9781433329302
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: A 

Hit It! 
9781433329326
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: A 

Mop Hop 
9781433329333
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: A 

Hot! 
9781433329340
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: A 

Ten Hens 
9781433329357
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: A 

Wet Pet 
9781433329364
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: A 

Hug a Bug 
9781433329371
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: A 

We Like Nuts 
9781433329388
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 70L
GR: B

This van looks dull.  
Zip zap zup.  I will wax 
it up.

This big net fell.  Zip 
zap zup.  I will tack it 
up.

1312

This van looks dull.  
Zip zap zup.  I will wax 
it up.

13

Interest Grade Levels Pre·K–2 
Trim Sizes: 5.25" x 7.75" and 7" x 9" ∙ Page Count: 12-16

The Tip 
9781433329319
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR
GR: A 

 Main Street Block 
Party 
9781433329234
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 390L
GR: I
$5.99
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Short and Long A Grades K–2
Single Titles: $5.99 each

Short and Long I Grades K–2
Single Titles: $5.99 each

Spy It! 
9781433329104
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 210L 
GR: E 

Mike Makes 
Up His Mind 
9781433329111
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 230L 
GR: E 

How Big Is Kip? 
9781433324109
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 330L 
GR: B 

Kip Gets Fit 
9781433324123
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 350L 
GR: A 

Dad Wants a Nap 
9781433324079
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 50L 
GR: A 

What Can San 
Do? 
9781433324086
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 150L 
GR: A 

Twice as Nice 
9781433329098
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 390L 
GR: E 

Pack a Bag! 
9781433324093
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 130L 
GR: A 

Late Kate 
9781433329067
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 170L 
GR: B 

Kip Wins! 
9781433324116
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 470L 
GR: A

Big Day for Kate 
9781433329081
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 130L 
GR: E 

Kate and Gail 
9781433329074
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 480L 
GR: D

Kate and Gail

Mike Makes Up His Mind

11

10

I can work as a mime. I can fight crime.I can fight crime.

Kip Gets Fit

98

Kip wants to get fit.  
Kip will fill up a bin.

Kip will fill it to the 
rim.

9

Kip will fill it to the 
rim.

Interest/Grade Levels Pre·K–2
Trim Sizes: 7" x 9" ∙ Page Count: 16

What Can San Do?
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Short and Long E Grades K–2
Single Titles: $5.99 each

On a Walk with Ren 
9781433324178
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 220L 
GR: B 

Ren in a Mess 
9781433324185
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 60L 
GR: C 

Get to Bed, Ren! 
9781433324161
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 120L 
GR: B 

Pete Has Fast Feet 
9781433329159
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 380L 
GR: H 

What Can I Read? 
9781433329173
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 400L 
GR: H 

Green Peas in Cream 
9781433329166
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 510L 
GR: I

Short and Long O Grades K–2
Single Titles: $5.99 each

A Big Job 
9781433324130
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 280L 
GR: A 

Rose and Dad
9781433329128
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 300L 
GR: F 

On the Road with 
Rose and Bose 
9781433329142
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 310L 
GR: H

Rose and Bose 
9781433329135
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 140L 
GR: G 

Top That!
9781433324147
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: BR 
GR: A 

A Box for Ross
9781433324154
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 140L 
GR: C 

Luce and Duke 
9781433329197
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 220L 
GR: H 

On My Stoop 
9781433329203
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 240L 
GR: G 

Read with Gus
9781433324208
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 20L 
GR: C 

What Luck! 
9781433324215
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 170L 
GR: E

Gus in the Tub 
9781433324192
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 270L 
GR: A 

To the Dunes 
with Luce 
9781433329180
©2012
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: 300L 
GR: I

Short and Long U Grades K–2
Single Titles: $5.99 each

What Can I Read

11

10

In this book, two kids 
steal a treat.  They 
snack on a home 
made of sweets.

In this book, the girl 
sweeps and cleans.  
But there is a prince 
in her dreams.

11

In this book, the girl 
sweeps and cleans.  
But there is a prince 
in her dreams.
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10 11

The mouse ran down.

4 5

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear,

touch the ground.touch the ground.

Interest Grade Levels: Pre·K–2
Trim Size: 15" x 19" · Page Count: 16

Little Boy Blue Big 
Book
9781493882632

Yankee Doodle Big 
Book
9781493882762

One, Two, Buckle My 
Shoe Big Book
9781493882717

Baa, Baa, Black Sheep 
Big Book
9781493882724

Hush, Little Baby 
Big Book
9781493882663

Sing a Song of 
Sixpence Big Book
9781493882656

Old Mother 
Hubbard Big Book
9781493882779

Twinkle, Twinkle, 
Little Star Big Book
9781493882670

Miss Molly's Dolly Big 
Book
9781493882625

Wheels on the Bus Big 
Book
9781493882748

The Itsy Bitsy Spider 
Big Book
9781493882694

Hickory Dickory Dock 
Big Book
9781493882700

Oats, Peas, Beans, and 
Barley Grow Big Book
9781493882618

If You're Happy and 
You Know It Big Book
9781493882793

Head and Shoulders 
Big Book
9781493882731

Down by the Bay Big 
Book
9781493882649

Teddy Bear, Teddy 
Bear, Say Good Night 
Big Book
9781493882786

London Bridge Big 
Book
9781493882755

Mary Had a Little 
Lamb Big Book
9781493882809

Oh, Mr. Sun Big Book
9781493882687

Mathematics

Science

Social Studies

NEW
15" x 19"

Big Books!

Early Literacy Big Books Grades Pre•K–2
Single Titles: $26.99 each

These NEW highly engaging books will get your children reading 
and singing some of the most well-known children’s poems 
and songs, all while exploring Science, Social Studies and 
Mathematics themes.

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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Rhyming Boards

#51019—Successful Centers 

© Shell Education

54

Rhyming Cards

© Shell Education  

#51019—Successful Centers

53

Managing an Early Childhood 
Classroom
by Wendy Koza
Grades Pre·K–K

This resource provides the “nuts and bolts” of creating 
and managing a developmentally appropriate early 
childhood classroom. 
 ◗ Present ready-to-use lessons designed for early learners.
 ◗ Incorporate patterns and templates to enhance learning.

8.5" × 11" | 240pp. | ISBN 9781425806354 | $24.99

Procedure

1. Explain to children that they will play 

a rhyming game.  Begin by showing 

a card and naming the picture.  Have 

children look on their Rhyming Boards 

for a picture that rhymes with the card 

chosen.

2. Have children take turns drawing 

cards and naming the objects on the 

cards aloud as they look for a match.  

Have the group place markers on 

the rhyming picture on their Rhyming 

Boards.

3. Children should continue until all of 

the cards are used to match items 

on their Rhyming Boards.  Comment 

on the rhyming pairs that children 

have identi� ed.

Extension

Have children use the Rhyming Card 

Template found on the Digital Resource 

CD (� lename: rhymingcardstemplate.pdf)

to draw their own rhyming cards.  Put 

children in pairs and ask them to play 

Memory.  They can place all of their cards 

facedown and take turns � ipping them over 

to create a match.

Home Connection

Send home the Family 

Letter (page 198) inviting 

children to notice rhyming 

objects at home and to 

share them with the class.

Rhyming Board

Standard

Knows rhyming sounds and 

simple rhymes

Overview

Children draw a card from a 

pile and match the card to a 

corresponding image on a board 

based on rhyming.

Materials

	 	 hymin
	 ards	

pa e	

	 	 hymin
	 oards

	

pa es	

	 	 ame	
mar

ers	 e
. .,	b

utton
s,	

pennies)

Preparation Note

Make copies of and cut out the 

Rhyming Cards (one set per 

group) and Rhyming Boards (one 

board per child).

#51019—Successful Centers 

© Shell Education

52

Purposeful Play for Early 
Childhood Phonological 
Awareness
by Hallie Kay Yopp and Ruth Helen Yopp
Grades Pre·K–1

Each of the 70 activities provides fun ways for children 
to interact with phonological awareness and 
language.
Digital resources include full-color pages. 
8.5" × 11" | 196pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425806651 | $29.99

Successful Centers
Standards-Based Learning Centers that Work
by Lisa B. Fiore
Grades Pre·K–1

Create, implement, and manage early childhood learning 
centers based on current research.
 ◗ Features 70 ready-to-use centers that teachers can implement 

right away.
 ◗ Each center has differentiation suggestions.
 ◗ Supports developmentally appropriate instruction and is 

aligned to standards.
8.5" × 11" | 208pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425810191 | $21.99 Memory.  They can place all of their cards 

facedown and take turns � ipping them over 

Home Connection

Send home the Family 

Letter (page 198) inviting 

children to notice rhyming 

objects at home and to 

share them with the class.

© Shell Education

#51019—Successful Centers

53

Letter (page 198) inviting 

children to notice rhyming 

share them with the class.

share them with the class.

Early Learning Resources

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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© Shell Education
#50976—Learning through Poetry: Rimes

My Pet, ChetMy Pet, Chet
By David L. Harrison

I caught a goldfish in my net.
I thought he’d make a perfect pet.
I took him home and named him Chet.

But then,

My goldfish got the sniffles,
His nose was dripping wet,
I took him to my sister,
She said I shouldn’t fret.

My goldfish starting wheezing,
I took him to my dad,
He told me it was allergies,
He said, “It’s not so bad.”

My goldfish started coughing,
I took him to the nurse,
She said, “He’ll soon get better,
Unless, of course, he’s worse.”

My goldfish ran a fever,
I took him to the vet,
He said, “Your pet is sickly,
But he’ll get better yet.”

I took my goldfish swimming,
I said, “I’ll save you yet!”
And suddenly he got better!
Oh!—Fish need water, I bet.

© Shell Education

#51336—Rhythm & Rhyme Literacy Time

Lesson 8

Itsy Bitsy SpiderItsy Bitsy Spider

Traditional Rhyme

The Itsy Bitsy spider

Climbed up the water spout;

Down came the rain

And washed the spider out.

Out came the sun

And dried up all the rain;

And the Itsy Bitsy spider

Climbed up the spout again.

Three in a RowDirections: Match each letter to the picture 

that begins with its sound.

_________________________________________  Date: ______________________

#51078—Ready! Set! Go! Literacy Centers—Level K © Shell Education

p

Learning through Poetry
by Mary Jo Fresch and David L. Harrison
Levels Pre·K–2

Improves phonemic and phonological awareness through 
activities focused around level-appropriate poetry! 18 or 
more original poems per book each with a corresponding 
lesson; each lesson includes two cross-curricular 
connections. 
8.5" × 11" | 112–152pp. + CD | $29.99 each
Title Level Grades ISBN
Consonants A Pre·K–1 9781425809720
Rimes B K–1 9781425809768
Consonant Blends and Digraphs C K–1 9781425809744
Short Vowels D K–2 9781425809782
Long Vowels E K–2 9781425809805

© Shell Education

My goldfish starting wheezing,
I took him to my dad,
He told me it was allergies,
He said, “It’s not so bad.”

Level ISBN 
Level 2 9781425813383
Level 3 9781425813390

The Itsy Bitsy spider

Climbed up the water spout;
The Itsy Bitsy spider

Climbed up the water spout;

© Shell Education

Down came the rain

And washed the spider out.

Out came the sun

And dried up all the rain;

And the Itsy Bitsy spider

Climbed up the water spout;

Down came the rain

And washed the spider out.

Climbed up the water spout;

Rhythm & Rhyme Literacy Time
by Timothy Rasinski, Karen McGuigan Brothers, 
and Gay Fawcett 
Grades K–3

Improve phonemic and phonological awareness, as 
well as collaborative learning, through the use of grade-
appropriate poetry. Introduce poetry to students to develop 
and comprehend skills such as rhyming, phonics, onset 
and rime, syllables, words with multiple meanings, writing, 
alliteration, and fluency.
8.5" × 11" | 144pp. | $15.99 each
Level ISBN 
Kindergarten 9781425813369
Level 1 9781425813376

Foundational Skills 

Phonics
Grades Pre·K–2

Support students’ phonetic development as they practice 
key grade-level phonics skills with engaging activity pages 
that are research based and aligned to College and 
Career Readiness standards.
8.5" × 11" | 96pp. + CD | $12.99 each
Level ISBN
Pre∙Kindergarten 9781425810948
Kindergarten 9781425810962

Level ISBN
First Grade 9781425810986
Second Grade 9781425811006

Ready! Set! Go!

Literacy Centers
by Kelly Hacket
Levels K–3

Perfect for focusing on early literacy skills, this full-color 
classroom series demonstrates how to implement 
easy-to-use literacy centers into the classroom.
8.5" x 11" | 184pp. | $19.99 each
Level ISBN
Level K 9781425810788
Level 1 9781425810795

Level ISBN
Level 2 9781425810801
Level 3 9781425810818

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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A caption is a title or a sentence given for an illustration.  

Words are set in a typeface. It can be normal, boldface, or 

italic.  Sometimes words can be underlined.  When you see 

text set in one of these ways, it is a special typeface.  It means 

the word is important.  

Look at the title at the top of the page.  What might the title mean? 

___________________________________________________________

 Scan the text.  What is the special typeface you see on words in the 

___________________________________________________________

 Write the words that are set in that special typeface.

____________________________      ____________________________

How do the captions help you understand what you read? 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Critical Thinking

A caption is a title or a sentence given for an illustration.  

Words are set in a typeface. It can be normal, boldface, or 

italic.  Sometimes words can be underlined.  When you see 

text set in one of these ways, it is a special typeface.  It means 

Sk
ill Focus

Typeface and Captions

#50726—Read and Succeed: Comprehension Level 3

© Shell Education
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The main idea is what a text is mostly about.  Sometimes the main 

idea is stated in a sentence in the text.  That sentence is usually 

the first—and sometimes the last—sentence in a paragraph.

1. Scan the first sentence of each paragraph.  Often this sentence states the 

main idea of that paragraph.  Write the main idea of the passage in the 

graphic organizer below.2. Read the text.  Fill in the graphic organizer with details that support the 

main idea.  Write one detail in each box below.
Main Idea

Detail

Detail

Detail

Main Idea

How did scanning the text �rst help you to �nd the main idea 

sentence quickly as you read the text?
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

The main idea is what a text is mostly about.  Sometimes the main 

idea is stated in a sentence in the text.  That sentence is usually 

the first—and sometimes the last—sentence in a paragraph.

Skill Focus

Critical Thinking

#50726—Read and Succeed: Comprehension Level 3
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Imagine that you took a photograph of your mom or dad 

riding a big tricycle.  Write a caption for the photograph.

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

1. Look at the title at the top of the page.  What might the title mean? 

  ___________________________________________________________

2. Scan the text.  What is the special typeface you see on words in the 

second and third paragraphs?

  ___________________________________________________________

3. Write the words that are set in that special typeface.

  ____________________________      

4. Read the text.  How do the captions help you understand what you read? 

  ___________________________________________________________

  ___________________________________________________________

#50726—Read and Succeed: Comprehension Level 3
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___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Ski

#50726—Read and Succeed: Comprehension Level 3

68

CCrriittiical TThhiinnkking

#51168—180 Days of Language 

Directions
SCORE

Read and answer each question.

Name:Name: _____________________________ Date:  ______________________

DAY

1.  Add quotation marks to the sentence. 
 Add quotation marks to the sentence. 

2.

3.

4.

Nina walked home quickly to make it in time for her favorite show.

5.

6.

1Name:Name: _____________________________

Intro
d
u
ce the W

o
rd

s

1
DAY

WEEK 3

Directions: Trace each word.  Cut along the lines.  

 Trace each word.  Cut along the lines.  

Staple the pages together.  Read each word.  My Words Book

© Shell Education
51633—180 Days of High-Frequency Words

_____________________________

Reco
g
n
ize the W

o
rd

s

2
DAY

WEEK 26

Directions: Read each word.  Find each hidden 

word twice.  Circle the hidden words.

no number

disnoskenlkswyaois

kshenumberlsksoke

skdjwaylkzumborks

Name:Name: _____________________________

Directions:
word twice.  Circle the hidden words.

no

disnoskenlkswyaois

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

180 Days of High-Frequency Words
Grades K–2

 ◗ Helps students build reading skills and increase their 
ability to recognize sight words instantly.

 ◗ Includes a variety of fun activities that provide a 
repetitive structure and focus on words.

 ◗ Maximizes student exposure and knowledge of Dr. Fry’s 
Instant Words.

8.5" × 11" | 216pp. + Digital Resources | $19.99 each
Level ISBN
Kindergarten 9781425816339
First Grade 9781425816346
Second Grade 9781425816353

Level ISBN
Kindergarten 9781425809218
First Grade 9781425809225
Second Grade 9781425809232
Third Grade 9781425809249

Level ISBN
Fourth Grade 9781425809256
Fifth Grade 9781425809263
Sixth Grade 9781425809270

Level ISBN
Level 1 9781425807245
Level 2 9781425807252
Level 3 9781425807269

Level ISBN
Level 4 9781425807276
Level 5 9781425807283
Level 6 9781425807290

Student Practice

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

180 Days of Reading
by Suzanne Barchers, Christine Dugan, and 
Margot Kinberg
Grades K–6

 ◗ Provides short passages for students to practice 
reading comprehension, word study, and written 
responses to texts.

 ◗ Helps to build students’ skills for reading complex 
texts as required in the College and Career 
Readiness standards and aligned to both 
literary and informational text standards.

8.5" × 11" | 240–248pp. +  CD | $19.99 each

12

Read and Succeed: 
Comprehension
by Debra J. Housel and Mary Rosenberg
Levels 1–6

These books provide targeted practice using fi ction and 
nonfi ction passages with standards-based activities that 
improve students’ reading comprehension.
Each full-color book includes: 
 ◗ 65 fiction and nonfiction passages
 ◗ Skill practice pages
 ◗ Digital resources featuring reading passages and 

student practice pages.
8.5" × 11" | 152pp. + CD | $19.99 each

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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K–3 students practice language 
conventions related to the literature.

29© Shell Education #40012—Instructional Guide: If You Give . . . Series Guide

Name _____________________________________ If You Give a Moose a Muffin
If You Give a Moose a Muffin

Language Learning—
Contraction Match Up

Directions: Below are contractions used in If You Give 
a Moose a Muffin.  A contraction is a word that uses 
an apostrophe to replace one or more missing letters.  
Match each contraction to the two words that it is 
based on. 

Directions: Use one of these contractions in a sentence.

it will

he is

they are

they’re he will

it’ll you will

Great Works 
Instructional Guides for Literature
8.5" x 11" | 72pp. | $9.99 each
Title ISBN
Suggested Grade Levels K–3 Titles

Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, 
No Good, Very Bad Day 9781480769106
Are You My Mother? 9781425889630
Cat in the Hat, The 9781425889548
Day the Crayons Quit, The 9781480785069
Fire Cat, The 9781480769113
Frog and Toad Together 9781425889647
Great Kapok Tree, The 9781425889586
Green Eggs and Ham 9781425889654
Henry and Mudge: The First Book 9781425889593
Hi! Fly Guy 9781425889562
Hundred Dresses, The ▲ 9781425817213
If You Give . . . Series Guide 9781480769915
Last Stop on Market Street Newbery 9781425816476
Little Bear 9781425889661
Magic Tree House Series 9781480785106
Mitten, The 9781425889678
My Father's Dragon ▲ 9781425889685
One and Only Ivan, The ▲ Newbery 9781425889692
Owl at Home 9781425889579
Pigeon Books, The 9781480769922
Poppleton in Winter 9781425889616
Put Me in the Zoo 9781425889623
Sarah, Plain and Tall Newbery 9781425889708
Stories Julian Tells, The 9781425889715
Thunder Boy Jr. 9781425817206
Very Hungry Caterpillar, The 9781425889722

Suggested Grade Levels 3–5 Titles
Because of Winn-Dixie ▲ 9781425889555
Charlotte's Web 9781480769953
Freckle Juice 9781480769939
How to Eat Fried Worms 9781480769946
In the Year of the Boar and Jackie 
Robinson 9781425817190

Up-to-date guides for the exploration of rich, complex literature. 
This series has everything teachers need, including these 
research-based strategies:
◗ Close reading tasks
◗ Text-dependent questions
◗ Text-based vocabulary practice
◗ Cross-curricular activities
◗ Leveled comprehension 

questions

◗ Story elements comprehension 
tasks

◗ Reader response writing 
prompts

◗ Diverse and relevant 
assessments

Newbery = Based on Newbery Medal Winner
▲ Spanish Available

Great Works: Instructional Guides for Literature

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available! Available! Available! 

p.159p.159p.159

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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Newbery = Based on Newbery Medal Winner
*Great for High School 

NEW Titles Available Summer 2018

Great Works
Instructional Guides for Literature
8.5" x 11" | 72pp. | $9.99 each
Title ISBN
Suggested Grade Levels 4–8 Titles

A Wrinkle in Time Newbery 9781425889906
Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The 9781425889739
Bound NEW 9781425817695
Boy in the Striped Pajamas, The 9781480785076
Bridge to Terabithia Newbery 9781425889746
Bud, Not Buddy Newbery 9781425889753
Crossover, The Newbery 9781425816483
Dark Is Rising, The 9781425889760
Dragonwings 9781425889777
Esperanza Rising 9781480785120
Flora & Ulysses: The Illuminated 
Adventures Newbery 9781480782341
Giver, The Newbery 9781425889784
Hatchet 9781425889791
Holes Newbery 9781425889807
Hunger Games, The 9781480785151
Island of the Blue Dolphins Newbery 9781425889814
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, The 9781480769137
M.C. Higgins, the Great Newbery 9781425889821
Maniac Magee Newbery 9781425889838
My Brother Sam Is Dead 9781425889845
Number the Stars Newbery 9781425889852
Out of My Mind 9781480785113
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry Newbery 9781425889876
Tuck Everlasting 9781425889883
Watsons Go to Birmingham–1963, The 9781425889890

Suggested Grade Levels 6–12 Titles
Fahrenheit 451* 9781425889920
Great Gatsby, The* 9781425889937
Hamilton: An American Musical 9781425816957
Lord of the Flies NEW 9781480785168
Odyssey, The* 9781425889944
Of Mice and Men* 9781480785083
Outsiders, The 9781425889951
Their Eyes Were Watching God* 9781425889975
To Kill a Mockingbird 9781425889999
Westing Game, The NEW 9781480785182

Great Works: Instructional Guides for Literature
Text-based assessments prepare 
students for today’s rigorous 
standardized tests.

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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Literature and Informational Text

Symbols behind the page numbers represent the reading level 
range of each text to help teachers di� erentiate instruction.

Below Grade 
Level

At Grade 
Level

Above Grade 
Level

Leveled Texts Grade-Level series
Grades K–5

Help teachers di� erentiate instruction for all students with 
language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies content 
written at multiple reading levels.
 ◗ Students will feel confident and secure about the texts they 

receive as all content appears the same and only the text varies 
for each reading level.

 ◗ Captivate student attention with pictures, images, 
and diagrams that support the comprehension of 
the content-area topics introduced in the text.

 ◗ Digital resources include all texts in black and 
white as well as color.

8.5" × 11" | 144pp. | $39.99 each
Title ISBN
Kindergarten 9781425816278
First Grade 9781425816285
Second Grade 9781425816292

Title ISBN
Third Grade 9781425816308
Fourth Grade 9781425816315
Fifth Grade 9781425816322

Reading Strategies for the Content 
Areas and Fiction
by Stephanie Macceca, Trisha Brummer, 
and Jessica Hathaway
Grades 1–12

 ◗ Helps English language learners read and understand fiction, 
science, social studies, and mathematics content with 
practical, standards-based strategies.

 ◗ Each book provides detailed strategies, graphic organizers, and 
specific suggestions for differentiating instruction.

 ◗ Digital resources are included.
8.5" × 11" | 256–288pp. + CD | $39.99 each
Title ISBN
Fiction 9781425810054
Social Studies 9781425811594

Title ISBN
Science 9781425811556
Mathematics 9781425811518

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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Leveled Texts for Social Studies
Grades 1–8
Title ISBN Price
American Biographies 9781425808945 $39.99
Symbols, Monuments, 
and Documents

9781425808969 $39.99

Complete 2-Book Set 9781425810771 $79.99

Leveled Texts 
for Mathematics 
Grades 3–12
Title ISBN Price
Algebra and Algebraic Thinking 9781425807160 $39.99
Fractions, Decimals, and Percents 9781425807856 $39.99
Number and Operations 9781425807153 $39.99
Measurement 9781425807542 $39.99
Geometry 9781425807177 $39.99
Data Analysis and Probability 9781425807559 $39.99
Complete 6-Book Set 9781425805647 $239.99

Leveled Texts for Science 
Grades 4–12
Title ISBN Price
Earth and Space Science 9781425801601 $39.99
Physical Science 9781425801618 $39.99
Life Science 9781425801625 $39.99
Complete 3-Book Set 9781425805876 $119.99

Leveled Texts for 
Classic Fiction
Grades 3–12
Title ISBN Price
Shakespeare 9781425809829 $39.99
Adventure 9781425809836 $39.99
Fantasy and Science Fiction 9781425809843 $39.99
Mystery 9781425809850 $39.99
Historical Fiction 9781425809867 $39.99
Mythology 9781425809874 $39.99
Humor 9781425809881 $39.99
Complete 7-Book Set 9781425810696 $279.99

Leveled Texts for Classic Fiction 
and the Content Areas
Use leveled texts to di  ́erentiate instruction while 
ensuring that all students have access to the same 
content. Each book includes:
 ◗ 15 leveled passages (two pages each) 

written at four different reading levels.
 ◗ Passages support each title and help teach 

identical content through multiple reading levels.
 ◗ Digital resources include all 15 electronic passages 

in full color plus editable versions of each text in
Microsoft Word.

1.5–2.2 3.0–3.5 5.0–5.5 6.5–7.2

1.5–2.2 3.0–3.5 4.5–5.2 6.5–7.2

1.0–1.8 1.9–2.4 2.9–3.9 4.2–5.2

1.5–2.2 3.0–3.5 4.5–5.2 6.5–7.2

1.5–2.2 3.0–3.5 4.5–5.2 6.5–7.2

Perfect for educators to support students at various reading levels!

Leveled Texts for Social Studies
Grades 4–12
Title ISBN Price
Early America 9781425800819 $39.99
Expanding & Preserving the Union 9781425800826 $39.99
The 20th Century 9781425800840 $39.99
World Cultures Through Time 9781425800833 $39.99
Complete 4-Book Set 9781425805869 $159.99
Complete 6-Book Set
Set includes all 6 social studies titles.

9781425810702 $239.99

Literature and Informational Text

Symbols behind the page numbers represent the reading level range 
of each text to help teachers differentiate instruction.

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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951359—Close Reading Activities

Super Storms

By Jodene SmithBy Jodene SmithBy Jodene Smith

There are many different types of storms, but two of the most powerful 
are tornadoes and hurricanes.  They different in many ways, but can both be 

A tornado is a bad storm that acts like a huge 
vacuum.  It moves at a high speed.  It can go as fast 
as 31 miles (50 kilometers) per hour.  It smashes 
everything in its path.  Tornadoes pick up everything in 
their paths and drop them far away.  Even heavy items 
like a truck are no match for a tornadoes strength.

Tornadoes start as thunderstorms over land.  
These huge storms can form supercells, which start to turn.  The supercells are 
huge rainstorms that can have thunder and lightning.  They can cause hail 
and strong winds.  Strong winds blow around the storm.  The air inside the 
clouds starts to spin.  The spinning winds can touch the ground.  Once that 

Each year, hurricanes cause more damage than all other storms 
combined.  Hurricanes start as tropical storms over warm water in late 

summer or fall.   They are rotating storm systems 
with strong winds and heavy rains.  Hurricanes have 
wind speeds over 75 miles per hour.

The center of a hurricane is called the eye.  
Clouds rush toward it.  But they start to spin due 
to Earth’s rotation.  As a result, the eye stays calm.  
It has no clouds and no wind.

Science Texts

51557—Dive into Close Reading 83

Literary
K

ey Id
eas an

d
 D

etails

The Fox and the Crow

PurposePurpose
WHAT: Analyze the development of the moral of a fable. 

 Analyze the development of the moral of a fable. 
HOW: Recreate the development of a moral in a new fable.

 Recreate the development of a moral in a new fable.
I CAN: I can use key details to analyze and identify the moral of a fable.

 I can use key details to analyze and identify the moral of a fable.

 (See pages 40–43 for more information.)

 (See pages 40–43 for more information.)

 (See pages 40–43 for more information.) Identify phrases in the text that describe what Crow thinks of himself at the 

 he noticed about Crow? 

Standards
 ➜ Reading: Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central message, lesson, or moral, 

Text Selection
 ➜ “The Fox and the Crow—A Retelling of Aesop’s Fable”

 Text is divided into paragraphs.

The Fox and the Crow passage, one copy 
per student (page 88; foxandcrow.pdf)Check Your Understanding activity 

Can You See It? activity (page 90)The Moral of the Fable activity (page 91)The Moral of the Fable Scoring Rubric 

3rd

GradeGrade

Close Reading

© Shell Education

By Jodene SmithBy Jodene SmithBy Jodene Smith

There are many different types of storms, but two of the most powerful 
are tornadoes and hurricanes.  They different in many ways, but can both be 
very destructive.

Tornadoes

A tornado is a bad storm that acts like a huge 
vacuum.  It moves at a high speed.  It can go as fast 
as 31 miles (50 kilometers) per hour.  It smashes 
everything in its path.  Tornadoes pick up everything in 
their paths and drop them far away.  Even heavy items 
like a truck are no match for a tornadoes strength.

Tornadoes start as thunderstorms over land.  
These huge storms can form supercells, which start to turn.  The supercells are 
huge rainstorms that can have thunder and lightning.  They can cause hail 
and strong winds.  Strong winds blow around the storm.  The air inside the 
clouds starts to spin.  The spinning winds can touch the ground.  Once that 
happens, it is a tornado.

Hurricanes

Each year, hurricanes cause more damage than all other storms 
combined.  Hurricanes start as tropical storms over warm water in late 

summer or fall.   They are rotating storm systems 
with strong winds and heavy rains.  Hurricanes have 
wind speeds over 75 miles per hour.

The center of a hurricane is called the eye.  
Clouds rush toward it.  But they start to spin due 
to Earth’s rotation.  As a result, the eye stays calm.  
It has no clouds and no wind.

© Shell Education

summer or fall.   They are rotating storm systems 
with strong winds and heavy rains.  Hurricanes have 
wind speeds over 75 miles per hour.

Clouds rush toward it.  But they start to spin due 

© Shell Education 

51557—Dive into Close Reading

Text-Dependent Questions 
Text-Dependent Questions  (See pages 40–43 for more information.)

 (See pages 40–43 for more information.)

 ➜ What is the main idea of the story? ➜ Identify phrases in the text that describe what Crow thinks of himself at the 

beginning, middle, and end of the text.  ➜ What did Fox notice about Crow? What did Fox say he noticed about Crow? 

 ➜ Why did Crow drop the cheese?  ➜ What did Fox want to eat before he spotted the cheese? 
 ➜ What is the moral (or lesson learned) of the story?

diverse cultures; determine the central message, lesson, or moral, and explain how it is conveyed through key details in the text. ➜ Writing: Provide a sense of closure. ➜ Language: Distinguish shades of meaning among related words that describe states of mind or degrees of certainty.

Performance Assessment ➜ Student will write fables, focusing on events that lead to a moral that brings 
the story to a satisfying close. 

of Aesop’s Fable”
 ➜ Text is divided into paragraphs.Materials

 ➜ The Fox and the Crowper student (page 88; foxandcrow.pdf) ➜ Check Your Understanding (page 89)
 ➜ Can You See It? 
 ➜ The Moral of the Fable 
 ➜ The Moral of the Fable Scoring Rubric (page 92)

and strong winds.  Strong winds blow around the storm.  The air inside the 
clouds starts to spin.  The spinning winds can touch the ground.  Once that 

Each year, hurricanes cause more damage than all other storms 
combined.  Hurricanes start as tropical storms over warm water in late 

summer or fall.   They are rotating storm systems 
with strong winds and heavy rains.  Hurricanes have 

New New New New New New New New New 
LevelLevelLevelLevelLevelLevelcombined.  Hurricanes start as tropical storms over warm water in late Levelcombined.  Hurricanes start as tropical storms over warm water in late Levelcombined.  Hurricanes start as tropical storms over warm water in late Levelcombined.  Hurricanes start as tropical storms over warm water in late 

summer or fall.   They are rotating storm systems Levelsummer or fall.   They are rotating storm systems Levelsummer or fall.   They are rotating storm systems Levelsummer or fall.   They are rotating storm systems LevelLevelLevel

huge rainstorms that can have thunder and lightning.  They can cause hail 
and strong winds.  Strong winds blow around the storm.  The air inside the 
clouds starts to spin.  The spinning winds can touch the ground.  Once that 

Each year, hurricanes cause more damage than all other storms 
combined.  Hurricanes start as tropical storms over warm water in late 

summer or fall.   They are rotating storm systems 
with strong winds and heavy rains.  Hurricanes have 

The center of a hurricane is called the eye.  

Mentor Text for Text Structure 

Lesson

Objective

Students will recognize and 

learn one of the informational text 

structures by listening to a read aloud.

Teacher Model

1. Explain to students that when good readers read informational text, they 

often use the text structure to help them comprehend the material better. 

Tell students today they will use the structure _____ (choose one of the 

five) as they read to help understand the text. Or, if students are familiar 

with text structures, have them guess which structure goes with the text by 

previewing it.

2. Display the graphic organizer that goes with the type of text. 

3. Model for students how to text-walk before reading to anticipate the structure 

of the text. Say, “I think the author organized this text by _____ (choose one 

of the five structures), because I see _____ (visuals, headings, other clues).” 

Pause often during reading to think aloud and share with students how the 

information “fits” into the text structure. 

Guided Practice

Partners Share: Have students work in pairs to discuss and complete the graphic 

organizer that goes with the selected text. 

Same-o Structure Hunt: Give teams of students different texts to “hunt” for 

the text structure you just modeled in the mentor text read-aloud. Texts for the 

hunt could include textbooks, classroom magazines, nonfiction picture books, 

encyclopedias, and other texts.

Lesson Idea

63
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#51316—Just the Facts! 

Chapter 3
Motivating Students to Read Informational Texts: Practical Classroom Routines
For some of our students, the only informational texts they will ever encounter are 

the content-area textbooks they read in school (Moss 2013). If we want to truly equip 
students with 21st century reading skills, then part of our challenge is to inspire students 
to read widely from a range of informational texts all day long! The Common Core State 
Standards (2010) call for us to go beyond just arming students with the strategies to “read 
and comprehend complex literary and informational texts.” In this chapter you will find 
many practical ways to teach from informational texts throughout the school day. From 
participating in informational text read-alouds to small-group lessons, to independent 
reader’s workshop, the opportunities to inspire students with rich content and strategies 
for comprehending informational text abound.

Using Informational Text All Day Long
Classroom Connection
Primary Example

Mrs. Sanchez invites the first graders to the rug for an informational text 
read aloud. When she holds up the cover of Bugs A to Z by Caroline Lawton 

Bugs A to Z by Caroline Lawton 
Bugs A to Z(2011), the students quietly study the title and photo anticipating how the 

author organized the text. Hands shoot up and Will explains, “Some authors 
like to use the A, B, C’s for their books.” Jenna adds,” We read Into the A, B, 
Sea (Rose 2000) about ocean animals.” Javier interjects, “I think this is about 

Sea (Rose 2000) about ocean animals.” Javier interjects, “I think this is about 

Sea
bugs. A will be for A will be for A ant!”

© Shell Education

Independent Practice

4. Give students a new text or have students complete the graphic organizer with 

key words from the mentor text or other texts.

Level ISBN 
Kindergarten 9781425813567
Level 1 9781425813574
Level 2 9781425813581
Level 3 9781425813598

Level ISBN 
Level 4 9781425813604
Level 5 9781425813611
Secondary 
NEW LEVEL

9781425817350

Available Spring 2018

Close Reading with Paired Texts
by Lori Oczkus and Timothy Rasinski
Grades K–8

Closely analyze rich pairs of fi ction and nonfi ction texts 
to build students’ fl uency and comprehension skills. 
This easy-to-use resource:
 ◗ Encompasses reciprocal teaching strategies, text sets,

text-dependent questions, and activities to build each 
student’s vocabulary, reading fluency, writing skills,
and comprehension skills.

 ◗ Provides teacher modeling to help teachers guide 
students as they clarify the meanings of texts.

 ◗ Includes 24 texts across the content areas.
8.5" × 11" | 128pp. | $19.99 each

Just the Facts!
Close Reading & Comprehension 
of Informational Text 
by Lori Oczkus
Forward by Pam Allyn
Grades K–8

Use informational text in the classroom 
e� ectively to support close reading and 
comprehension.
8.5" × 11" | 256pp. + CD
ISBN 9781425813161 | $45.99

Dive into Close Reading
by Diane Lapp, Barbara Moss, Kelly Johnson
and Maria Grant
Foreword by Lori Oczkus
Grades K–5

Provides teachers with a practical guide to understanding 
and implementing close reading with any rich, 
complex text.
 ◗ Offers teachers a step-by-step process for analyzing and 

selecting a text, preparing students to be successful, and 
applying support strategies in response to student 
performance.

 ◗ Includes a set of grade-specific sample lessons, giving 
teachers all the ready-to-implement materials they need.

 ◗ Provides differentiation options to address all students 
and types of text.

8.5" × 11" | 272–280pp. | $45.99 each
Level ISBN 
Level K–2 9781425815400
Level 3–5 9781425815578

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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Inference 

Informational Text 

Your brain is a soft organ. It is inside your 

head. The bone around your brain is called 

your skull. Your skull protects your brain. 

Your brain controls your body. It stores 

information in your memory. This is how 

you learn. It also tells your muscles when to 

move. It moves your legs when you run. It 

even tells your eye muscles when to blink! 

Your feelings also 

come from your brain. 

How do you feel when 

you cut your fi nger? 

Your brain sends out a 

signal that makes you 

feel the pain from the 

cut. It also controls 

your mood. It makes 

you feel happy, sad, or 

scared. Your brain is 

very important!

The Brain

Strategies for Building 
Text-Dependent Questions 
by Jessica Hathaway
All Grades

 ◗ Teachers can build their own text-dependent questions 
for any text using the sample questions and stems. 

 ◗ Ensures that students are using evidence from 
the text to support their ideas and conclusions 
to meet important standards.

8.5" × 11" | 272pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425814496 | $45.99

Leveled Text-Dependent Question Stems 
for the Content Areas
All Grades

Increase student comprehension through in-depth examinations 
of content-area texts.
 ◗ Provides teachers with text-dependent question stems to deeply 

analyze texts and/or mathematics word problems.
 ◗ Allows students to analyze details within the text including word choice 

and sentence structure, as well as broader concepts such as text 
structure, point of view, and author’s purpose.

 ◗ Features leveled question stems at four different grade bands 
to meet students’ individual instructional needs.

8.5" × 11" | 160pp. | $19.99 each
Title ISBN
Language Arts 9781425814755
Mathematics Problem Solving 9781425816445
Science 9781425816452
Social Studies 9781425816469

Prove It! Using Textual Evidence
Grades 3–8

Provide teachers with easy-to-use strategies to teach students 
how to cite textual evidence when writing.
 ◗ Covers how to annotate, use MLA formatting, finding and using 

credible sources, and avoiding plagiarism.
 ◗ Helps students learn how to paraphrase and use direct 

quotations as supportive evidence to make their point.
8.5" × 11" | 128pp. | $17.99 each
Level ISBN
Levels 3–5 9781425817008
Levels 6–8 9781425817015

Available Spring 2018

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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9

Interest: The First Step  to Reading Riches

Chapter

1

In this chapt er we wil l focus on why reading is important in the first 

place. We will offer strategies that have worked in our own classrooms, as well 

as those of parents, teachers and administrators who have participated in our 

trainings. The importance of choice will be examined, as well as how to pick 

high-quality, high-interest reading materials for students.

If interest drives reading, it is critical that we facilitate an environment 

where students get to choose their own reading materials. As we take our first 

step on the path to reading riches, let’s consider our role in creating reading 

environments that entice students to read.

All students deserve equitable access to an engaging and rigorous 

curriculum. To create classrooms that give students equal access to 

excellence, educators at all levels need to focus on seven interrelated 

principles.

1 Accept that human differences are not only normal but also 

desirable.

2 Develop a growth mind-set.

3 Work to understand students’ cultures, interests, needs, and 

perspectives.

Students are having a hard time distinguishing 
key details in the text. They see all information 

Model how titles, headings, captions, and 
boldface words help determine important 

Make the rounds and observe students 

If you observe that a student thinks that 

model how to use the text features to find 

Identifying Details 

Scaffolding Suggestions
‚ Model how you reread a paragraph and 

pinpoint key details. 

‚ Show how you use the title and headings to 
find and cite details.

‚ Have students use photographs, captions, 
charts, diagrams, etc. to think of the details 
these features highlight. Have students find 
more details in the text that relate to the 
features.

‚ Explain that the title, headings, and bold face 
words can be used to find specific details. 
Then, model the process for each student.

‚ Have the student reread paragraph by 
paragraph and cite details also showing how 
details link to the title and headings.

‚ Ask the student to read two to three 
paragraphs and tell the details, after you 
observe success when you offer support.

‚ Show students details from the text and 
discuss what details are.

‚ Have students read headings and predict the 
kind of details they will find in a section.

‚ Ask the student to read a paragraph and 
identify details in the text. Keep adding more 
text until the student shows she’s comfortable 
with identifying details.

Classroom Snapshot: 5 Minute Intervention
“I think everything is an important detail,” Mena says as I pause at her desk. She’s reading Bug 

“Let me model again,” I say. I read the heading Underwater Living, and the caption: This aquanaut 
lives and works in an underwater habitat. Then I explain that I’ll pull out details that relate to 

“I get it,” says Mena. “Aquanauts live underwater in a habitat that has oxygen.” Scuba divers 
might not need oxygen in the future, we might be able to get it from the water like fish.” 

© Shell Education

An Interest-Based Model of Content-Area Literacy

Results from the interviews and tests led to an Interest-Based 
Model of Content-Area Literacy that I developed (Fink 2012, 2008, 
2006, 1996; Fink, Wauhkonen, and Pluto 2012). This model places 
student interest at the center of teaching and learning and relies 
on teachers as marvelous mentors who open the door to student 
success. The model involves tapping into students’ individual 
interests and providing reading materials and writing activities 
based on their interests.

Teachers provide a key to success in The Interest-Based 
Model of Content-Area Literacy. They can be marvelous mentors 
who encourage each student and provide compelling materials 
about students’ interests. The Interest-Based Model has seven 
components, as shown in Figure 1.2. Suggestions for implementing 
components of the model are described in Chapters 2–5.

Figure 1.2 The Interest-Based Model of 

Guidance in 
posing their 

own questions

Guidance in the development of background knowledge and deep schema

Use of the arts to engage students and support their learning

Opportunities for 
content-specific 

reading and writing

Explicit teaching of contextual reading 
strategies

Personal
Interest

Reading, Writing, and Rhythm
Engaging Content-Area Literacy Strategies
by Dr. Rosalie Fink
Foreword by Timothy Rasinski
All Grades 

Enable all students to become engaged in innovative educational 
approaches for literacy development across the content areas.
◗ Use students’ familiarity with rap and other engaging art forms 

to connect to important content concepts and literacy skills.
◗ Work creatively with students to master concepts in English 

language arts, social studies, science, and mathematics in order 
to meet College and Career Readiness and other standards 
across the content areas.

7" × 9" | 248pp. | ISBN 9781425809997 | $29.99

The Reading Makeover
by Danny Brassell and Mike McQueen 
All Grades

 ◗ Helps teachers make reading fun with activities that will 
engage even the most reluctant readers.

 ◗ Provides techniques to ignite a passion for readers of all 
levels, bringing the joy of reading with tips and 
strategies that build confidence for struggling 
readers.

 ◗ Allow students working with literary and informational 
text to strengthen their vocabulary; build discussion 
strategies; and become motivated, life-long readers. 

7" × 9" | 208pp. | ISBN 9781425814762 | $29.99

The Reading Intervention Toolkit
by Laura Robb
Foreword by Mary Howard
Grades 4–8

 ◗ Helps teachers utilize practical strategies for 5 –, 15–, and 
30–minute interventions for struggling readers.

 ◗ Provides interventions that focus on a variety of different text 
genres—narrative, expository/explanatory, informational, and 
opinion/argument.

 ◗ Utilizes reading techniques that support students at every 
stage, from analyzing texts to drawing logical conclusions. 

 ◗ Includes tips and suggestions for assessment, management, 
and implementation of high-quality interventions to meet 
the needs of all students.

8.5" × 11" | 272pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425815134 | $39.99

An Interest-Based Model of Content-Area Literacy

Results from the interviews and tests led to an Interest-Based 
Model of Content-Area Literacy that I developed 2006, 1996; Fink, Wauhkonen, and Pluto 2012student interest at the center of teaching and learning and relies 
on teachers as marvelous mentors who open the door to student 
success. The model involves tapping into students’ individual 
interests and providing reading materials and writing activities 
based on their interests.

Teachers provide a key to success in The Interest-Based 
Model of Content-Area Literacy. They can be marvelous mentors 
who encourage each student and provide compelling materials 
about students’ interests. The Interest-Based Model has seven 
components, as shown in Figure 1.2. Suggestions for implementing 
components of the model are described in Chapters 2–5.

Figure 1.2 The Interest-Based Model of 

Opportunities for 
content-specific 

reading and writing

An Interest-Based Model of Content-Area Literacy

Model of Content-Area Literacy that I developed 2006, 1996; Fink, Wauhkonen, and Pluto 2012student interest at the center of teaching and learning and relies 
on teachers as marvelous mentors who open the door to student 
success. The model involves tapping into students’ individual 
interests and providing reading materials and writing activities 
based on their interests.

Teachers provide a key to success in The Interest-Based 
Model of Content-Area Literacy. They can be marvelous mentors 
who encourage each student and provide compelling materials 
about students’ interests. The Interest-Based Model has seven 
components, as shown in Figure 1.2. Suggestions for implementing 
components of the model are described in Chapters 2–5.

Students are having a hard time distinguishing 
key details in the text. They see all information 

Bug Builders text (page xx)

Model how titles, headings, captions, and 
boldface words help determine important 

Make the rounds and observe students 
practice with a page from their 

If you observe that a student thinks that 
every detail is important, once again 
model how to use the text features to find 

Identifying Details 

Classroom Snapshot: 5 Minute Intervention
“I think everything is an important detail,” Mena says as I pause at her desk. She’s reading 

 by Timothy J. Bradley.

“Let me model again,” I say. I read the heading 
lives and works in an underwater habitat

“I get it,” says Mena. “Aquanauts live underwater in a habitat that has oxygen.” Scuba divers 
might not need oxygen in the future, we might be able to get it from the water like fish.” 

5 Minute 

Overview
Students are having a hard time distinguishing 
key details in the text. They see all information 

Bug Builders text (page xx)

Model how titles, headings, captions, and 
boldface words help determine important 

Make the rounds and observe students 
practice with a page from their 
informational books.

If you observe that a student thinks that 
every detail is important, once again 
model how to use the text features to find 
important details.

Classroom Snapshot: 5 Minute Intervention
“I think everything is an important detail,” Mena says as I pause at her desk. She’s reading 

 by Timothy J. Bradley.

“Let me model again,” I say. I read the heading 
lives and works in an underwater habitat

“I get it,” says Mena. “Aquanauts live underwater in a habitat that has oxygen.” Scuba divers 
might not need oxygen in the future, we might be able to get it from the water like fish.” 

5 Minute 
Intervention

#51513—The Reading Intervention Toolkit
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Objective: Students will discriminate between vowel teams (oa

 Students will discriminate between vowel teams (oa

 Students will discriminate between vowel teams ( , ai, ea, ee

Preparation: 
• Draw four blank football goal posts on the white board or on 

chart paper. On the left goal post, write b; on the right, write 

• Photocopy the page of four footballs (Footballs, 

filename:footballs.pdf).

• On the footballs, write the vowel teams oa, ea, ee, and 

out the footballs.

• Photocopy the page of blank football helmets, making enough 

copies so each student has one or more helmets (Football 

Helmets, filename: footballhelmets.pdf). 

• Pin the goalposts to bulletin board or tape to blank wall space.K
–2

 S
tr

at
eg

ie
s

51519—Strategies for Effective Balanced Literacy

24
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Go Team!

Steps: 
1. Show the students the goal posts. 

Talk about what happens during a 

football game. Encourage students 

to suggest what the goal posts are 

for and how the football needs to 

be kicked through the posts.

2. Tell them these are special posts. 

When the footballs you show them 

are put through the goalpost they 

make words.

3. Model how the football oa make the 

word boat when placed between 
boat when placed between 
boat

the posts. 

4. Continue with ai (bait), ai (bait), ai ee (beet) 

and ea (beat), having the students 

tell you what the words are.

5. Distribute the football helmets, 

telling students that each goal post 

needs more team members. What 

words can they think of that has 

the vowel teams in the middle? 

(coat, goal, tail, rain, peek, seed, 
(coat, goal, tail, rain, peek, seed, 
(
meal, bean)meal, bean)meal, bean

6. Have them write the words on the 

helmets and pin them around the 

appropriate goal posts.

Differentiation: Reduce the 

number of vowel teams you explore 

with struggling students. Have them 

use books, especially those they have 

recently read, and other materials 

to find words for the helmets. Have 

more able students find more complex 

words that have the same feature, 

such as words like feature, treason, 

bleacher, seasonal, and decrease

the footballs and helmets at a learning 

center so students can revisit the 

words and add helmets with words 

they find in their reading or personal 

dictionaries.

✔ Assessment Check:

checklist of students’ names and note 

who suggests words for their helmets.   

Technology Tip: 
Find fun practice at http://www.

starfall.com/n/make-a-word/two-

vowels/play.htm?f.

ai, ea, ee).ai, ea, ee).ai, ea, ee

 Reduce the 

number of vowel teams you explore 

with struggling students. Have them 

use books, especially those they have 

recently read, and other materials 

to find words for the helmets. Have 

more able students find more complex 

words that have the same feature, 

feature, treason, 

decrease

the footballs and helmets at a learning 

center so students can revisit the 

words and add helmets with words 

they find in their reading or personal 

Assessment Check:

checklist of students’ names and note 

who suggests words for their helmets.   

Technology Tip: 
Find fun practice at http://www.

starfall.com/n/make-a-word/two-

vowels/play.htm?f.

© Shell Education

 Reduce the 

number of vowel teams you explore 

with struggling students. Have them 

use books, especially those they have 

recently read, and other materials 

to find words for the helmets. Have 

more able students find more complex 

words that have the same feature, 

feature, treason, 

decrease. Put 

the footballs and helmets at a learning 

center so students can revisit the 

words and add helmets with words 

they find in their reading or personal 

Assessment Check: Have a 

checklist of students’ names and note 

who suggests words for their helmets.   

Technology Tip: 
Find fun practice at http://www.

starfall.com/n/make-a-word/two-

© Shell Education

Strategies for Effective 
Balanced Literacy 
by Mary Jo Fresch
Foreword by Michael Opitz 
Grades K–8

Incorporate elements of a rigorous and comprehensive 
balanced literacy framework with fl exible, e  ́ective 
strategies, model lessons, and teacher support.
 ◗ Provides teachers with an understanding of the 

developmental readiness needed for reading, writing, 
vocabulary, and spelling.

 ◗ Helps teachers assess students to meet their needs with 
the best approach for each balanced literacy element.

8.5" × 11" | 344pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425815196 | $45.99

Creating Strategic Readers 
3rd Edition
by Valerie Ellery
Foreword by Lori Oczkus
Grades K–5

Author Valerie Ellery has updated her best-selling 
book, Creating Strategic Readers, to help you meet the 
challenges of educating your 21st-century learners. This 
updated, revised, and expanded third edition features:
 ◗ New classroom-tested techniques.
 ◗ An expanded focus on educating 

the whole child.
 ◗ A strong link to College and Career 

Readiness standards.
8.5" × 11" | 304pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425811853 | $45.99

Comprehension and Critical Thinking
with content from TIME FOR KIDS®

Grades 1–6

An e  ́ective classroom resource, these books help build 
students' comprehension and critical thinking skills with:
 ◗ TIME FOR KIDS® nonfiction exemplar texts.
 ◗ Follow-up questions from all levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy 

to prepare students for testing.
 ◗ Digital resources include all student resources.

8.5" × 11" | 112pp. + CD | $24.99 each
Level ISBN
Grade 1 9781425802417
Grade 2 9781425802424
Grade 3 9781425802431
Grade 4 9781425802448
Grade 5 9781425802455
Grade 6 9781425802462

Reading Strategies
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120 #51696 — 21st Century Literacy

Reading Purposefully

Podcast Listening Activity
Listening skills are essential for students in every environment. As citizens in a digital 
world children will be asked to gather and evaluate information from sources that ask 
them to listen closely and intently. We are big fans of podcasts since they provide a way 
for listeners of all ages and abilities to digest information.

In the classroom, podcasts can be used in listening centers, for small-group instruction, 
or for whole-class activities. You won’t play the same hour-long podcast you listen to on 
your commute to work, but short audio clips can help students pause and think critically 
about an idea. Depending on the group of students you are working with and the topics 
you are exploring, you may choose clips that are geared toward a wide audience or 
recorded specifically for children.

Steps for Success:

1. Introduce students to the idea of podcasts as 
a way to gather information. You may decide 
to make connections to your own learning 
life and share examples of podcasts you 
listen to.

2. With students, compile a list of things that 
strong listeners do. This list may include: 
finding a comfortable spot to sit, doodling or 
drawing pictures, being respectful of other 
listeners, etc.

3. Choose a podcast clip to play for your 
class and set a purpose for listening by 
saying something like, “We are listening 
to this podcast to learn more about 
bioluminescence, a topic we explored when 
reading about marine ecosystems,” or, “Let’s listen to an interview with one of 
our favorite authors to learn a bit more about her life.”

4. For this activity, you may have a set of discussion questions or response 
prompts prepared for students to work on with a partner. This will provide 
accountability for the task and a place for students to record their thinking 
before having a whole class discussion.

a way to gather information. You may decide 

183

Capturing Multiple Perspectives ActivityBook Title: 

Character: 

Situation : 

What would your character say in this situation?

Why would your character say or write this?

What in the text supports your thinking? Include page or paragraph numbers.

29© Shell Education 51756—Information Literacy: Separating Fact from Fiction

Student Reproducibles
FI

N
D

IN
G

 IN
FO

R
M

AT
IO

N

Name: ______________________________________ Date: ____________________

Library Information Sheet

Directions: Fill in the appropriate information for at least three libraries you visit, 
whether physically or online.  For location, indicate a physical address for local libraries 
or URLs for online libraries. 

Activity 3

Library Name Location Special Features Contact Info.

Library Name Location Special Features Contact Info.

Library Name Location Special Features Contact Info.

Reading Strategies
Taming the Wild Text
Literacy Strategies for Today’s Reader
By Pam Allyn and Monica Burns

Grades K–8

 ◗ Provides strategies to develop Five Habits of Reading: 
reading widely, reading critically, reading deeply, reading 
closely, and reading socially.

 ◗ Addresses the blended needs of today’s readers, teaching 
students how to read on every platform, in every genre, 
to become nimble readers ready to navigate any text.

 ◗ Presents instructional resources for use in the classroom 
including key reading tips, resource lists, reproducibles, 
technology tips, and EdTech spotlights.

7” x 9” | 184pp. | ISBN 9781425816964 | $39.99

Information Literacy 
Separating Fact from Fiction 
By Sara Armstrong and Pamela Brunskill

Grades 3–8

Helps teachers guide students in locating information 
sources, critically thinking about the content, and applying 
this thinking to make informed decisions.
 ◗ Provides easy-to-use reasoning strategies to help students 

carefully and critically analyze the information they 
encounter daily.

 ◗ Includes engaging activities and templates to teach the key 
skills that students need to become confident, critical thinkers 
and active digital citizens.

8.5” x 11” | 216pp. | ISBN 9781425817565 | $29.99

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

Connect to Text
Strategies for Close Reading and Writing
by Jessica Hathaway
All Grades

 ◗ Apply close reading strategies to meet specific 
language arts anchor standards in reading and writing. 

 ◗ Includes literature, expository text, and lessons that 
correspond to grade spans.

8.5" × 11" | 208pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425815059 | $45.99

#51505—Connect to Text: Strategies for Close Reading and Writing #51505—Connect to Text: Strategies for Close Reading and Writing #51505—Connect to Text: Strategies for Close Reading and Writing © Shell Education

Standards  Standards  
With prompting and support, 
ask and answer questions 
about key details in a text.

With prompting and support, 
describe the connection 
between two individuals, 
events, ideas, or pieces of 
information in a text.

With prompting and support, With prompting and support, 
describe the relationship describe the relationship 
between illustrations and the 
text in which they appear.

Use a combination of drawing, 
dictating, and writing to 
compose informative/
explanatory texts in which 
they name what they are 
writing about and supply 
some information about the 
topic.

Overview  
The close reading of this passage focuses The close reading of this passage focuses 
on teaching the students how information is 
connected within a piece of text. Although this 
text sample is very short, the components of 
the text interact in several ways. First, students 
examine how the sentences of written text 
are connected. Each sentence builds on the 
sentence before it to provide the reader with 
more information and detail about the topic.
Then, students identify the two individuals in the Then, students identify the two individuals in the 
text, the narrator and his mother, and consider text, the narrator and his mother, and consider 
how their relationship impacts the text. While 
it is common for parents to help their children, 
in this text, the boy helps his mother and, as a 
result, feels proud. Finally, the last close reading 
activity helps students identify the relationship 
between the written text and the graphics. By 
examining the photograph that accompanies 
the text, students learn how visual elements 
often add details that are not provided in the 
text. Together, these close reading activities 
illustrate how several text components work 
together to convey information and meaning 
in a variety of waysin a variety of ways. At the end of the lesson,  At the end of the lesson, 
students apply their new learning to create their 
own informational text based on the format and 
structure of the sample text.

Grades K-1

Areas of Focus  Areas of Focus  
•• key details

• connecting 
information

• visual mediavisual media

• connecting connecting 
drawing and drawing and 
writingwriting

Materials
• I Can Work

(page 39)

• Feeling Proud
(page 42)

• Helping Hand 
(page 43)

• Kids Can Work 
(pages 44–45)

• projector or 
document camera

• chart paper

• coloring supplies

Standards  Standards  
•

•

•

•

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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23©Shell Education #50688: Teaching with Text Sets
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An Example: Tree Text Set

The students at the beginning of this chapter were working with a multimodal, 
multigenre text set as part of their study of trees, a required element of curriculum standards 
for	science	at	the	elementary	level.		When	gathering	the	te ts	for	use	in	this	unit	of	study,	
we	sought	te ts	that	represented	a	diversity	of	genres,	modalities,	and	reading	levels.		We	
offer you a sampling of the texts that we located to provide a concrete example of a 
multimodal,	multigenre	te t	set.		A	more	complete	te t	set	e ample	for	trees	can	be	found	
in	Appendi 	 .

Tree Text Set Sampling

Text Genre Modality
Trout Are Made of Trees  
(Sayre 2008)

non�ction picture 
book

print, visual

Poetrees  
(Florian 2010)

non�ction poetry print, visual

The Quest for the Tree Kangaroo 
(Montgomery 2006)

photo essay print, visual

Planting the Trees of Kenya: 
The Story of Wangari Maathai 
(Nivola 2008)

picture book 
biography

print, visual

The Greenbelt Movement  
http://www.greenbeltmovement.org/ 

website print, audio, visual

“Growing Trees for Kenya” 
(Creegan 2009)

magazine feature 
article

print, visual

Leafsnap  
(Columbia University, University 
of Maryland, and Smithsonian 
Institution)

app print, visual

Audubon Trees—A Field Guide to 
North American Trees 
(Green Mountain Digital)

�eld guide, app print, visual

The Lorax  
(Universal Pictures 2012) 
(Columbia Broadcasting 
System 1972)

animated movie audio, visual

Note:	Bibliographic	information	for	titles	listed	in	this	chart	can	be	found	in	the	 rees	 e t	
et	in	Appendi 	 .
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Chapter 3

books  •   blogs  •   m
agazines  •   interactive books  •   m

usic  •   podcasts  

  internet  •   m
aps  •   books  •   blogs  •   m

agazines  •   interactive books  

  m
usic  •   podcasts  •   internet  •   m

aps  •   books  •   blogs  •   m
agazines  

  interactive books  •   m
usic  •   podcasts  •   internet  •   m

aps  •   books  

Online Book Reviews

The Horn Book Magazine

http://www.hbook.com 

School Library Journal

http://www.slj.com/

Titlewave

http://www.titlewave.com

Well written	re
views	also	sh

ape	our	teach
ing.		 ometimes	a	review	p

oints	something	out	

that	we	woul
d	not	have	th

ought	of	on	
our	own 	it	might	be	an	ob

servation	abo
ut	the	way	

point of view
	is	used	in	a	

nonfiction	te
t,	or	it	might	be	a	cert

ain	theme	that	surface
s	in	a	

subtle	manner.		Other	times,	the	writte
n	reviews	con

firm	what	we	eac
h	have	observ

ed	in	a	

te t.		 ach	of	those	
observations	

becomes	a	useful	to
ol	in	conside

ring	the	diffe
rent	roles	a	

book can play in a language arts or content curriculum.

For example, take a look at the following School Library Journal review for The Mangrove 

Tree: Planting Trees to Feed Families	 oth	and	 rumbore	 ,	from	 ay	 ,	 	

rades	 	 his	is	a	true	s
tory	set	in	a	

small	village	in	
ritrea.		 he	

families	used	to	b
e	hungry. heir	animals	were	hung

ry	too. But	t
hen	things	

began	to	cha
nge... all	bec

ause	of	a	tree
. 		 n	poigna

nt	te t	that	alterna
tes	

between cumulative verse and prose, Roth and Trumbore describe how Dr.  

ordon	 ato,	a
	 apanese Am

erican	cell	bi
ologist,	helpe

d	to	relieve	p
overty	

and famine by planting mangrove trees in saltwater.  Tended mainly by 
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Chapter 1

Understanding 

Multimodal, Multigenre 

Text Sets

Imagine peeking through the window of an elementary classroom where students are 

studying trees.  The students and their teacher are in and out of the school doors, walking 

in a wooded area near school or in a nearby city park, drawing and sketching what they see, 

binocu
lars	in

	hand,
	and	d

ocumenting
	their	

eviden
ce	furt

her	wi
th	dig

ital	cam
eras.		B

ack	

inside the classroom, they examine their digital photographs of leaves, bark, individual 

branches, and whole trees in small groups, and as a whole class they use the LCD projector.  

Once	a	w
eek	fo

r	over	
a	month,	

the	cla
ss	con

tinues
	to	ven

ture	ou
t	to	do

cument	th
e	chan

ges	

in the trees, be it spring or fall, and notice which parts of the tree change and which stay 

the	sam
e,	grap

hing	t
heir	da

ta	to	s
hare	th

e	resul
ts.		All

	the	w
hile,	se

eds	are
	growi

ng	ins
ide	

the classroom, and students are documenting those changes with words and pictures and are 

generating questions about what they observe.

As	stu
dents	

interac
t	with

	the	na
tural	w

orld	ar
ound	

them,	they	
also	re

search
	trees	t

hrough
	

print.  They read survey and concept nonfiction books in small groups, drawing and 

writing down information that begins to answer the questions that they and their teacher 

have	a
bout	t

rees,	a
nd	doc

umenting
	their	

new	q
uestion

s.		Within	s
mall	gro

ups,	st
udents

	

explore texts that are a good fit for where they are as readers—not too hard, not too easy.  

As	the
y	finis

h	one	
book,	

they	m
ove	on

	to	ano
ther,	a

dding	
to	thei

r	know
ledge,	

comparing
	

information from one book to the next, and synthesizing what they learn in print with 

what they observe in the natural world.  Some students who are not the strongest readers 

in the class have an immense knowledge of trees and are reading more complex books than 

they might otherwise.  Some of the stronger readers know less about trees and are starting 

off with easier books to build their knowledge and support what they observe in their data 

collect
ing.		W

hile	in
	these	

groups
,	stude

nts	rec
eive	in

structi
on	to	

streng
then	t

heir	re
ading	
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Figure 3.2 Instructional Purposes for Text Selection

One or more of these different purposes may be a driving force for text selection at any 
one time. One purpose may be primary in the decision-making, the others secondary. These 
are considerations that teachers will be making while they are reading the book, and after, 
as they consider the relationship between the literary and artistic merit of the text and the 
utility of the text. Depending on whether the primary focus is on instruction in the language 
arts or on content-area instruction, the initial assessment of the teaching potential may vary.

If we are selecting a text for content-area instruction, such as math, science, or social 
studies, our primary focus will likely be on whether the content of the text is a good match 
for our topic of study. After this initial determination, we would then consider what the text 
offers to support students in their growth as readers and writers. For example, when studying 
the American Revolution we might select Hope’s Crossing (Goodman) or War Comes to Willy 
Freeman (Collier and Collier) for a literature circle in a fifth grade classroom because of the 
opportunity these works of historical fiction provides readers to vicariously engage with the 
time period. We might have multiple ongoing literature circles, with each group reading a 
different historical novel. Then, switching gears slightly, to focus more on literary analysis 
and genre study, we might consider how these novels could be used to help students examine 
character development across the span of a book. We would strive to connect our exploration 
of characterization and character development with the actual perspectives and points of 
view that different groups of people had during the war. 
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The Complexity of 

Literacy Practices

Another book about text complexity? Well, yes, and no. This book is about the complexity of 

texts, but it is more about the endlessly fascinating complexity of teaching. For years, we have 

followed a process for selecting texts for our classrooms. We want to share this process with 

you because we think it gives you the tools you need to teach with depth and authenticity 

in a time of high stress and high stakes. This is a book about making decisions as well as 

activating and applying your knowledge of students, standards, and strategies for instruction. 

With the implementation of the Common Core and other state standards, teachers and 

administrators across the country have been grappling with the implications of higher 

expectations for student learning. These expectations involve an integration of the content 

areas into the standards, specifically focusing on the roles of reading, writing, speaking, and 

listening (the language arts) in science and social studies. Simultaneously, these standards 

ask teachers to explicitly consider how they build students’ reading abilities—described as 

the facility to read increasingly complex texts in the interest of college and career readiness. 

Raising the bar yet higher, teachers are expected to guide students to critically analyze the 

texts they read and to express new knowledge and opinions in written responses.

Although the standards frame these expectations broadly, two components of the 

Common Core standards documents have generated much discussion and perhaps undue  

emphasis—Reading Standard 10: Text Complexity and Appendix A. Suddenly literacy 

organization discussion boards, reading specialists’ and administrators’ offices, and university 

classrooms are abuzz with talk about “text complexity.” Although Appendix A makes it clear 

that evaluation of the complexity of texts is multifaceted, incorporating quantitative and 

qualitative analysis of text features, as well as a consideration of reader and task (who will read 

the text and how it will be used), the conversations we have been privy to in the education 

world tend to heavily emphasize quantitative readability levels. We wrote this book with 

the goal of extending these discussions because we see this moment as an opportunity to 

look more explicitly at exactly how teachers go about making text selections that are ideally 

matched to their curriculum goals, the readers in their classrooms, and their instructional 

activities.

Chapter 

1
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Figure 2.2 The Quality, Utility, and Complexity Chart Template
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Resources for Evaluating Texts • Appendix E

Utility as a Teaching Tool: Instructional Possibilities (Purpose/Practice)

Quantitative Evaluation of Text Complexity

Include one or two quantitative measurements of complexity to compare and contrast with your 

evaluation of the text.

218 #51460—Teaching to Complexity: A Framework for Text Evaluation 
© Shell Education

Appendix E • Resources for Evaluating Texts

Visuals:

Literary & Artistic Quality

Visuals:

Complexity and Accessibility

How do the visuals engage the reader? How do they enhance the 

content?

How does the book design reinforce the content?

How do the visuals and design impact accessibility?

Readers

Overall, in what way does this book feel appropriate for some or all of the readers in your class?

#51460—Teaching to Complexity: A Framework for Text Evaluation

Utility as a Teaching Tool: Instructional Possibilities (Purpose/Practice)

Include one or two quantitative measurements of complexity to compare and contrast with your 

© Shell Education

Overall, in what way does this book feel appropriate for some or all of the readers in your class?

#51460—Teaching to Complexity: A Framework for Text Evaluation

Utility as a Teaching Tool: Instructional Possibilities (Purpose/Practice)

Include one or two quantitative measurements of complexity to compare and contrast with your 

© Shell Education

Overall, in what way does this book feel appropriate for some or all of the readers in your class?
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Resources for Evaluating Texts • Appendix E

Content:

Literary & Artistic Quality

Content:

Complexity and Accessibility

What is the book about?

How complex is the content for the intended audience? How does this 

impact accessibility?

Text Structure:

Literary & Artistic Quality

Text Structure:

Complexity and Accessibility

How is the book organized? What is the overall text structure? Is the text structure simple or more complex? How does this impact 

accessibility?

Language:

Literary & Artistic Quality

Language:

Complexity and Accessibility

How is the language rich and interesting? What kind of sentence 

variation occurs?

How challenging is the language? How does this impact accessibility?

218 #51460—Teaching to Complexity: A Framework for Text Evaluation 
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Visuals:

Literary & Artistic Quality

Visuals:

Complexity and Accessibility

How do the visuals engage the reader? How do they enhance the 

content?

How does the book design reinforce the content?

How do the visuals and design impact accessibility?

Readers

Overall, in what way does this book feel appropriate for some or all of the readers in your class?
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Appendix E • Resources for Evaluating Texts

The Quality, Utility, and 

Complexity Chart

Title:  _____________________________________________________________________

Author:  ____________________________________  Year of Publication:  _____________

Notes from the Book Reviews

Genre Characteristics:

Literary & Artistic Quality

Genre Characteristics:

Complexity and Accessibility

How does it meet established criteria?
How does the book meet and/or differ from genre characteristics? 

How does this impact accessibility?

For the rest of this chapter, we will share some general practices for evaluating books 

for classroom use, and then walk you through, genre by genre, the particular qualities that 

are important to each. We will start by outlining a process for identifying books that seem 

appropriate, based on recommendations by others and your own sense of the text, publisher’s 

criteria, etc., and give you a robust process for evaluating the book for its quality. We will also 

take a closer look at how to evaluate texts in the framework of genre characteristics. 

Where to Begin: Finding and Considering Books

Where do you begin when you have to find books for your classroom? Do you have a set 

process that you follow for finding and locating books? A go-to teacher or media specialist 

colleague who always has something great to share? In so many ways, it is easier than ever to 

find and locate books because so many are published each year and so many resources exist 

to help identify and review children’s and young adult book titles online. But that range of 

resources and the number of books published is also what makes it overwhelming.

Finding and locating curriculum materials may feel for some teachers like an added layer 

of responsibility that there isn’t enough time for during the school day. Finding the right 

texts for one’s students and curriculum standards indeed can be very time-consuming. But 

the time invested has tremendous payoff in many different ways. The wide range of topics 

covered by high-quality children’s books allows us to locate appropriate and engaging books 

for the range of students in our classrooms. Ideally, the Common Core State Standards allow 

teachers in different states all over the country to support one another by positioning them 

Reading Strategies

Teaching with Text Sets
by Mary Ann Cappiello and Erika Thulin Dawes
All Grades

Create and implement texts in the classroom. 
 ◗ This resource walks teachers through the steps to 

create and use multi genre, multimodal text sets for 
content area and language arts study. 

 ◗ Supports College and Career Readiness standards.
8.5" × 11" | 304pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425806880 | $45.99

#51460—Teaching to Complexity: A Framework to Evaluate Literary and Content-Area Texts © Shell Education

One or more of these different purposes may be a driving force for text selection at any 
one time. One purpose may be primary in the decision-making, the others secondary. These 
are considerations that teachers will be making while they are reading the book, and after, 
as they consider the relationship between the literary and artistic merit of the text and the 
utility of the text. Depending on whether the primary focus is on instruction in the language 
arts or on content-area instruction, the initial assessment of the teaching potential may vary.

If we are selecting a text for content-area instruction, such as math, science, or social 
studies, our primary focus will likely be on whether the content of the text is a good match 
for our topic of study. After this initial determination, we would then consider what the text 
offers to support students in their growth as readers and writers. For example, when studying 
the American Revolution we might select Hope’s Crossing (Goodman) or War Comes to Willy 

(Collier and Collier) for a literature circle in a fifth grade classroom because of the 
opportunity these works of historical fiction provides readers to vicariously engage with the 
time period. We might have multiple ongoing literature circles, with each group reading a 
different historical novel. Then, switching gears slightly, to focus more on literary analysis 
and genre study, we might consider how these novels could be used to help students examine 
character development across the span of a book. We would strive to connect our exploration 
of characterization and character development with the actual perspectives and points of 
view that different groups of people had during the war. 
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With the implementation of the Common Core and other state standards, teachers and 

administrators across the country have been grappling with the implications of higher 

expectations for student learning. These expectations involve an integration of the content 

areas into the standards, specifically focusing on the roles of reading, writing, speaking, and 

listening (the language arts) in science and social studies. Simultaneously, these standards 

ask teachers to explicitly consider how they build students’ reading abilities—described as 

the facility to read increasingly complex texts in the interest of college and career readiness. 

Raising the bar yet higher, teachers are expected to guide students to critically analyze the 

Although the standards frame these expectations broadly, two components of the 

Common Core standards documents have generated much discussion and perhaps undue 

emphasis—Reading Standard 10: Text Complexity and Appendix A. Suddenly literacy 

organization discussion boards, reading specialists’ and administrators’ offices, and university 

classrooms are abuzz with talk about “text complexity.” Although Appendix A makes it clear 

that evaluation of the complexity of texts is multifaceted, incorporating quantitative and 

qualitative analysis of text features, as well as a consideration of reader and task (who will read 

the text and how it will be used), the conversations we have been privy to in the education 

world tend to heavily emphasize quantitative readability levels. We wrote this book with 

the goal of extending these discussions because we see this moment as an opportunity to 

look more explicitly at exactly how teachers go about making text selections that are ideally 

matched to their curriculum goals, the readers in their classrooms, and their instructional 

Teaching to Complexity
A Framework to Evaluate Literary
and Content-Area Texts
by Mary Ann Cappiello and Erika Thulin Dawes
Foreword by Della Racines
All Grades

 ◗ Learn how to examine texts for quality and complexity 
to support rigorous literacy instruction. 

 ◗ Understand the importance of text complexity when 
building and using text sets in the classroom and 
reading for different purposes.

8.5" × 11" | 248pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425814601 | $39.99

“…brings it all together by walking teachers 
through the process with examples of 
specifi c texts and how decisions about 
their use in instruction impacts the level of 
complexity across di� erent grades.” 

—School Library Journal
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http://www.greenbeltmovement.org/ 

“Growing Trees for Kenya” 
(Creegan 2009)

magazine feature 
article

print, visual

Leafsnap 
(Columbia University, University 
of Maryland, and Smithsonian 
Institution)

app print, visual

Audubon Trees—A Field Guide to 
North American Trees
(Green Mountain Digital)

�eld guide, app print, visual

The Lorax
(Universal Pictures 2012)
(Columbia Broadcasting 
System 1972)

animated movie audio, visual

Bibliographic information for titles listed in this chart can be found in the rees e t
Appendi .
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“…o� ers a framework for developing 
content-rich, standards-based curriculum 
backed by the authors’ years of teaching 
experience and extensive knowledge of 
engaging, age-appropriate materials.” 

—School Library Journal

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450



Name: __________________________________________ Date: _________________Divide and Conquer:  Bases mov-, mot-, and mov-, mot-, and mov-, mot-, mobil-Directions: Complete the chart below. An X means that the word has no 
X means that the word has no 
Xpre�x. Put the roots together to make a de�nition for each word. Be sure to 

use move in your de�nition.

Word Pre�x Means Base Means De�nition1. promote pro- = forward, 
ahead

2. commotion com- = with, 
together

3. mobile

Lesson 5 

Bases mov-, mot-, and mobil-

Lesson 5 

Bases mov-, mot-, and mobil-

About the Root:  

Bases mov-, mov-, mov- mot-, and mot-, and mot- mobil- (cont.)

Motels

Motel is a blended word. It is a shortened form of 

Motel is a blended word. It is a shortened form of 

Motel

motor and motor and motor

hotel. If you think about the meaning of these two words, you can 

�gure out what motels are.

Beginning in the 1920s, highways were built across America. 

In the 1950s, President Eisenhower led the development of the 

interstate highway system. Now people could travel by automobile. 

They needed roadside hotels in which to spend the night during 

their travels.

These roadside hotels were usually single buildings, and rooms 

were connected to each other. Doors opened onto parking lots. 

These “motor hotels” became known as motels because they were 

designed for people on the move.

R
ea

d
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g
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es
o

u
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es
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48

X

4. motion

X

5. remove re- = back, again

© Shell Education
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These “motor hotels” became known as 

designed for people on the move.

Vocabulary Ladders
Understanding Word Nuances
by Timothy Rasinski and Melissa Cheesman Smith
Grades 2–6

Teach related words in 10 minutes a day with this cluster 
approach to help students learn many semantically 
related words at once! This resource provides opportunities 
for students to explore and expand vocabularies, increase 
reading comprehension, and improve writing composition.
Supports College and Career Readiness standards.
8.5" × 11" | 144pp. + CD | $15.99 each
Level ISBN
Grade 2 9781425813017
Grade 3 9781425813024

Getting to the Roots of

Content-Area Vocabulary
by Timothy Rasinski, Nancy Padak, Rick Newton, 
and Evangeline Newton
Grades 3–8

Use root words to teach and reinforce vocabulary across 
content-area instruction!
 ◗ Benefit from an introduction to root-based instruction 

and tips on how to begin teaching with roots.
 ◗ Reinforce student practice in word roots with engaging 

activity sheets and informational text.
 ◗ Correlated to the College and Career Readiness 

standards.
8.5" x 11" | 176–192pp. + CD | $19.99 each
Title Level ISBN
Content-Area Vocabulary Grade 3 9781425808631
Content-Area Vocabulary Grade 4 9781425808648
Content-Area Vocabulary Grade 5 9781425808655
Mathematics Vocabulary Grades 6–8 9781425808662
Science Vocabulary Grades 6–8 9781425808679
Social Studies Vocabulary Grades 6–8 9781425808686

Vocabulary

Level ISBN
Grade 4 9781425813031
Grade 5 9781425813048
Grade 6 9781425813055

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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#50472—Greek and Latin Roots

From the Classroom: 

Roots in Action

In the last chapter, we shared some effective classroom-tested 

instructional activities that will give your students practice with 

roots.  We noted that a good activity should provide students 

with practice at appropriate difficulty levels.  It should provide 

you with ways to support students by modeling strategies, guiding 

assignments, leading discussions, and even participating with 

them in word play activities that are both fun and good instruction.  

We know that sometimes the best support comes from peers, so 

activities in which students can work in pairs and/or share their 

thoughts with others through discussion also provide excellent 

vocabulary practice.  

As we noted, a good activity should also be “authentic,” 

providing practice with words in many different contexts.  Such 

practice creates an awareness of the meaning and structure of 

words that will fascinate students and help make them lifelong 

word lovers.  In this chapter, we will peek in on some classroom 

activities where students and their teachers are learning new 

words—and learning about words—together! 

Root of the Week

In Joanna Newton’s second-grade classroom, words are 

everywhere.   There are math and social studies word walls, as 

well as a student-created word wall that explores word families.  

One bulletin board of student writing has a bold banner that 

asserts, “Your Words Matter.”  Many of the students in Joanna’s 

classroom have learned English as a second language.  They 
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Greek & Latin Roots
Keys to Building Vocabulary
by Timothy Rasinski, Nancy Padak, 
Rick M. Newton, and Evangeline Newton
Foreword by Karen Bromley
All Grades

This engaging teacher-friendly guide provides 
the latest research on strategies, ideas, and 
resources for using Greek and Latin roots to
teach vocabulary.  
7" × 9" | 208pp. | ISBN 9781425804725 | $29.99

“...this book o� ers practical activities and ideas for 
incorporating vocabulary study into grades one through 
eight classroom lessons.” 
 —School Library Journal

Practice with Prefixes
by Timothy Rasinski, Nancy Padak, Rick M. Newton, 
and Evangeline Newton
Grades 2–8

These resources present the most frequently encountered 
Latin prefi xes, as well as introductory Greek prefi xes and 
su¿  xes, to help build students’ vocabularies.
 ◗ Each lesson provides content explanations, 

instructional guidelines, and student activities.
 ◗ Helps meet the requirements in the College and 

Career Readiness standards for using word roots. 
 ◗ Digital resources include teacher resource 

materials and student activity pages.
8.5" × 11" | 216–240pp. + CD | $24.99 each
Title Level ISBN
Starting with Prefi xes 
and Su¿  xes

Grades 2–4 9781425811037

Practice with Prefi xes Grades 5–8 9781425808822

Strategies for Building 
Academic Vocabulary
by Christine Dugan
Grades 1–8

Gives students’ academic vocabularies a boost 
with e  ́ective and easy-to-implement strategies! 
Each notebook includes:
 ◗ 25 research-based strategies with differentiation 

suggestions for each strategy.
 ◗ Assessment strategies.
 ◗ Sample word lists that include both specialized content 

and general academic words.
 ◗ Strategies correlated to the College and Career 

Readiness standards
Notebook | 280pp. + CD | $99.99 each
Content Area ISBN Content Area ISBN
Language Arts 9781425801281 Science 9781425801298
Mathematics 9781425801274 Social Studies 9781425801304
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Unit of Study: U.S. Constitution

McREL Civics Standard 8.3

 2. Write cloze sentences that help students see how to use the vocabulary words 

appropriately.  Make sure that the sentences provide enough context for students to 

identify the selected vocabulary words that correctly complete the sentences.  Record 

these sentences on a sheet of chart paper or on the board.

 3. Write the selected vocabulary words on the board.  Read each word aloud and ask 

students to repeat after you.  �en briefly review the meaning of each word.

 4. Read the first cloze sentence aloud.  Ask students to talk in pairs to determine which 

word they think will best complete the sentence.  Discuss students’ ideas as a group.  

Discuss the clues in the sentence that support students’ understanding of the words.

In this lesson, the teacher reads the first cloze sentence: �e U.S. Constitution 

created a system of _____ to ensure that no one person had too much power.  

Students first work in pairs to identify the correct vocabulary word that completes 

the sentence (checks and balances).  �e teacher then leads a brief discussion about the 

clues that support the meaning of checks and balances: “U.S. Constitution,” “system,” 

“ensure,” “no one person,” and “too much power.”

limit

Strategy in Action: How Does It Work?

 1. Identify the specialized content and general academic vocabulary words that will 

be the focus of this lesson.  �ese should be words to which the students have been 

introduced but which still need some additional reinforcement.

In this lesson, the teacher selects the following specialized content (SC) and general 

academic (GA) words that have already been introduced to students but which need 

additional reinforcement:

cabinet

checks and balances

interpret

rights

veto
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 7. Allow students to share other forms of the word.  �en have volunteers share their 
original sentences.
In this sample lesson, students share the following forms of equality: equal, equivalent, 
and equitable.  A student also shares the following original sentence: �roughout 
history, many important men and women have fought for equality among all people, 
regardless of skin color, religion, or ethnic background.

 8. In conclusion, talk with students about the importance of knowing a word’s synonyms and antonyms, finding other forms of the word, being able to use the word 
in an original sentence, and drawing a visual picture to remember the word.  Ask 
students to write a brief response on the back of their diagrams.Example

Synonyms:
fairness, impartial

Antonyms:
unfairness, favoritism, bias

Word:
equality

Other Forms of Word:
equal, equivalent, equitable

Sentence in Text:
People must abandon 

Picture: Original Sentence:

#50130— Strategies for Building Academic Vocabulary in Social Studies

 2. appropriately.  Make sure that the sentences provide enough context

identify the selected vocabulary words that correctly complete the sentences.

these sentences on a sheet of chart paper or on the board.

 3. Write the selected vocabulary words on the board.  Read each aloud and

students to repeat after you.  �en briefly review the meaning

 4. Read the first cloze sentence aloud.  Ask students to talk in pairs

word they think will best complete the sentence.  Discuss students’

Discuss the clues in the sentence that support students’ understanding

In this lesson, the teacher reads the first cloze sentence: �e

_____ to ensure that no one person had

pairs to identify the correct vocabulary

checks and balances).  �e teacher then leads

meaning of checks and balances: “U.S.

person,” and “too much power.”

30
#50130— Strategies for Building Academic Vocabulary in Social Studies

In this lesson, the

created a system of _____

Students first work in pairs

the sentence (checks and balances

clues that support the meaning

“ensure,”“no one person,”
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YPeople must abandon 
prejudices and stereotypes 
in order for equality to be a reality in society.

Picture: Original Sentence:
�roughout history, 
many important men 
and women have fought 
for equality among all 
people, regardless of skin 
color, religion, or ethnic 
background.

Differentiation
Above-Level Learners

Allow students to 
independently select a word that they find challenging.  
Encourage them to complete a Vocabulary Diagram 
independently.

English Language Learners
Work with a small group of students.  Focus on drawing a visual for the word to 

build students’ background knowledge.  When 
appropriate, have students act out the word to solidify their understanding.

Below-Level Learners
Work with a small group 
of students to complete 
portions of the diagram.  
Discuss familiar synonyms for the word to build students’ background knowledge.

and ask

word.

determine which

as a group.

the words.

Constitution

power.  

completes

discussion about

Constitution,”“system,”

© Shell Education

word aloud and

meaning of each word.

pairs to determine

students’ ideas as

understanding of the

�e U.S. Constitution

had too much power.

vocabulary word that completes

a brief discussion

“U.S. Constitution,”

Vocabulary
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Language Arts

Idioms and Other English Expressions
by Timothy Rasinski, Kathleen Knoblock, and Kathleen N. Kopp
Grades 1–6

Introduces students to common idioms and other expressions, including 
hyperbole, simile, metaphor, and personifi cation.
 ◗ The idioms are provided in context with stories and activities 

to teach usage and meanings.
 ◗ Based on Dr. Rasinski’s research, the idioms are grouped 

by themes for ease in teaching and learning.
 ◗ Helps English language learners build language skills.

8.5" × 11" | 96pp. + CD | $24.99 each
Level ISBN
Grades 1–3 9781425801588
Grades 4–6 9781425801595

Overview
Students will enjoy learning about number-related figures 
of speech through the activities in this section. For 
detailed instructions on how to implement the activities 
in this lesson, see pages 8–10.

Materials
	›	 copies of Numbers—Match That Figure! (page 79)

	›	 copies of Numbers—Would You Rather? (page 80)

	›	 copies of Numbers—Meaningful Words (page 81)

	›	 copies of Numbers—Wacky Writing (page 82)

	›	 copies of Numbers—Say What? Extensions (page 83)

	›	 scissors and glue

Answer Key
Match That Figure! (page 79)

1. a group of people has more power 
than one person alone

2. splitting a large task into smaller, 
more manageable parts

3. a story doesn’t make sense based on 
the facts

4. doing something to make a problem 
worse

5. take care of your own needs and 
not the needs of others

Pictures will vary but should show 
an understanding for each figure of 
speech.

Would You Rather? (page 80)

Check sentences to be sure students’ 
explanations answer the questions.

Meaningful Words (page 81)

1. A 2. A 3. B
Challenge: Check sentences to be sure 
contexts match the definitions chosen.
4. A 5. B 6. A

Challenge: Check sentences to be sure 
contexts match the definitions chosen.

Wacky Writing (page 82)

Students’ responses should accurately 
answer each prompt and demonstrate 
understanding of the figurative phrase.

Say What? Extensions (page 83)

Check to see that students have 
completed two of the three activities. 

Figures of SpeechFigures of Speech
 add fuel to the fire

 divide and conquer  look out for number one

 there is safety in numbers

Mathematics

Additional Figures of Speech
	›	 add insult to injury

	›	 multiply by something

	›	 your days are numbered

	›	 do a number on someone

	›	 public enemy number one

	›	 two’s company, three’s a crowd

51626—Go Figure! Exploring Figurative Language © Shell Education78

Social Studies Name ______________________   Date ____________

  Read All About It!
With a partner, pretend you work 

for a news organization and have 

to write one paragraph about 

something that happened in your 

town.  The story should contain at 

least two of this week’s figures of 

speech.

  Critical Thinking
Create a piece of artwork with 

symbols and pictures that 

represent the meaning of one of 

the figures of speech.  You may 

not use any words in the piece.  

Share your picture with a partner 

or group to see if they can guess 

which figure of speech you chose.

  Sing Me a Song
With a partner, write a simple song 

to a familiar tune.  Include at least 

one of the figures of speech in your 

song.  Share your song by singing 

it or reading the lyrics aloud like 

a poem.

History—Say What? Extensions—Say What? Extensions—Say What? Extensions
Directions: 

 go down in history

 blast from the past  the rest is history

 history repeats itself

blast from the past

47© Shell Education 51625—Go Figure! Exploring Figurative Language

Go Figure!
Exploring Figurative Language
by Timothy Rasinski, Jerry Zutell, and Melissa Cheesman Smith
Grades 2–8

Give students the tools they need to understand fi gurative 
language and its context in sentences.
 ◗ Provides teachers with engaging literacy-based activities to enhance 

student understanding of idioms, proverbs, and other figures of 
speech through different content areas.

 ◗ Encourages students to explore figures of speech and increase 
their skills in writing, word study, and using context clues.

 ◗ Includes 20 units, 5 units each for science, social studies, 
mathematics, and additional themes such as animals or holidays.

8.5" x 11" | 136pp. | $15.99 each
Title ISBN
Grades 2–4 9781425816254
Grades 5–8 9781425816261

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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Strategies for Building Vocabulary  

Name: _________________________________________ Date:  ______________________________________

Word Ladder for “Original Thirteen Colonies”  

Directions: Starting at the bottom of the ladder, read the clues in the left column to 

figure out the missing words in the right column.

The colonists risked everything so they could 

be . (change: first letter)  10. ___________________

These grow outside and provide shade on a 

sunny day. (change: add one letter)  9. ___________________

A golfer hits the ball from a . 

(change: last two letters)  8. ___________________

Metal used in cans 

(change: drop one letter)  7. ___________________

A prong on a fork (change: the first letter)  6. ___________________

In school, everyone walks down the hallway 

in a straight . (change: one letter)  5. ___________________

These little critters can live in people’s hair. 

(change: first letter)  4. ___________________

You might eat this food as a side dish with 

your dinner. (change: one letter)  3. ___________________

The sun does this every morning. 

(change: last letter)  2. ___________________

When the people came to the New World, 

they knew they were taking a .

 1. ___________________

The colonists risked everything so they could 

be 

These grow outside and provide shade on a 

sunny day. 

Strategies for Building Vocabulary  

Name: _________________________________________ Date:  ______________________________________

Word Ladder for “Original T
hirteen Colonies”  

Directions: Startin
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The colonists 
ris

ked everything so
 th

ey could 

be 

. (change: first letter)

 10. _
__________________

These grow outsi
de and provide sh

ade on a 

su
nny day. (change: add one letter)

 9. _
__________________

A golfe
r h

its
 th

e ball f
rom a 

. 

(change: last two letters)

 8. _
__________________

Metal u
sed in

 cans 

(change: drop one letter)

 7. _
__________________

A prong on a fo
rk (change: the first letter)

 6. _
__________________

In sc
hool, e

veryone w
alks d

own th
e hallw

ay 

in a stra
ight 

. (change: one letter)

 5. _
__________________

These lit
tle

 critt
ers 

can liv
e in

 people’s h
air.  4. _

__________________

 (change: one letter)

.

The colonists 
ris

ked everything so
 th

ey could 

be 

These grow outsi
de and provide sh

ade on a 

su
nny day. 

A golfe
r h

its
 th

e ball f
rom a 

(change: last two letters)

Metal u
sed in

 cans

(change: drop one letter)

A prong on a fo
rk

In sc
hool, e

veryone w
alks d

own th
e hallw

ay 

in a stra
ight 

These lit
tle

 critt
ers 

can liv
e in

 people’s h
air. 
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Name: __________________________

Lesson 8

Going to the Circus

Directions: List people and animals you might find at a circus on the chart.  

Use the Word Bank to help you.

People

Animals

tigers clowns elephants trapeze artist
monkeys

bears ponies lion-tamer tightrope walker acrobat

Challenge: On a separate sheet of paper, write a newspaper article about an 

exciting event that happened at the circus.  Use the words from the Word Bank 

to help you.

Word Bank

Vocabulary

Fluency

© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education© Shell Education

These grow outside and provide shade on a 

sunny day. (change: add one letter) 9. ___________________

A golfer hits the ball from a .

(change: last two letters) 8. ___________________

Metal used in cans

(change: drop one letter) 7. ___________________

A prong on a fork (change: the first letter)A prong on a fork (change: the first letter)A prong on a fork 6. ___________________

In school, everyone walks down the hallway 

in a straight . (change: one letter) 5. ___________________

These little critters can live in people’s hair. 

(change: first letter) 4. ___________________

You might eat this food as a side dish with 

 (change: one letter) 3. ___________________

The sun does this every morning.

(change: last letter) 2. ___________________

When the people came to the New World, 

they knew they were taking a .

1. ___________________

These grow outside and provide shade on a 

sunny day. 

A golfer hits the ball from a 

(change: last two letters)

Metal used in cans

(change: drop one letter)

A prong on a fork

In school, everyone walks down the hallway 

___________________

___________________

Rhymes for the Times
Literacy Strategies through Social Studies
by Timothy Rasinski and David L. Harrison
Grades 4–8 

Improve students' skills in a fun and engaging way. Improve 
reading comprehension, word study, speaking, and writing through grade-
appropriate poetry. 60 poems focus on the 50 states, United States history, 
and ancient civilizations.
8.5" × 11" | 168pp. | ISBN 9781425814670 | $29.99

Reader's Theater Scripts
Texas History
by Timothy Rasinski, Debby Murphy, and Chase Young
Grades 4–7 

Improve students’ reading fl uency while providing fun and purposeful practice and performance. 
Build knowledge of Texas history and the significant people, events, and places that made Texas 
what it is today.
8.5" × 11" | 176pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425810092 | $19.99 

The Poet and the Professor

Poems for Building Reading Skills
by Timothy Rasinski, Karen McGuigan Brothers, and Brod Bagert
Levels 1–8

Teachers will empower students to build fl uency and comprehension skills using 
poetry! Each full-color book includes 30 original poems. Addresses key literacy 
skills through standards-based lesson plans.
8.5" × 11" | 144pp. + 2 CDs | $29.99 each
Level ISBN 
Level 1 9781425806750
Level 2 9781425806767
Level 3 9781425806774

#50677—The Poet and the Professor: Poems for Building Reading Skills
©Shell Education

__________________________

Going to the Circus

 List people and animals you might find at a circus on the chart.  

Animals

trapeze artist
monkeys

tightrope walker acrobat

On a separate sheet of paper, write a newspaper article about an 

exciting event that happened at the circus.  Use the words from the Word Bank 

Vocabulary

exciting event that happened at the circus.  Use the words from the Word Bank 

Increasing Fluency with High Frequency 
Word Phrases
by Timothy Rasinski, Edward Fry, and Kathleen Knoblock
Grades 1–5

Using Dr. Fry’s Instant Words and Dr. Rasinski’s research, these books provide a 
powerful tool for building fl uency. Teach students to recognize words, read phrases 
with expression, and ultimately improve comprehension. 
8.5" × 11" | 96pp. + 2 CDs | $29.99 each
Level ISBN 
Grade 1 9781425802882
Grade 2 9781425802776
Grade 3 9781425802783

Level ISBN 
Level 4 9781425802387
Level 5 9781425802394
Level 6–8 9781425802400

Level ISBN 
Grade 4 9781425802790
Grade 5 9781425802899

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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 ______________________________

Directions:

 
pages 57–59.
 1 “Eat your vegetables, Bailey!” Bailey looked at her father. Then 

she frowned at her plate. She hated vegetables. Her father 
sighed sadly.

 2 Bailey would eat spaghetti, hot dogs, and chicken. But she 
would not touch carrots, broccoli, and beans. 3 Then something happened. Bailey’s class was asked to work 
in the school garden. First, they cleared a space in the garden. 
Next, they planted tomato seeds. Then, they watered the soil. 
Finally, they covered the soil with straw.A Tasty Meal

 4 The students watered the seeds every day. Tiny plants sprouted. The seedlings grew and grew. Bailey helped to take care of them. One day, she saw �owers on the plants. Next, there were small green tomatoes. The tomatoes got bigger and bigger. Two months later, the tomatoes were 
big and red. Each student took some home. 5 Bailey’s dad cut up a tomato. He put it on Bailey’s plate. Bailey 
did not push it away. Instead, she tasted it! 6 “This is really good!” said Bailey. “It’s because I worked so 
hard to make it grow!”

 7 Her father smiled. “Maybe you can plant some beans next,” 
he said.
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8.5" x 11" | 112pp. + Digital Resources | $24.99 each
Level English ISBN Spanish ISBN
Level 3 9781425817053 9781425817114
Level 4 9781425817060 9781425817121
Level 5 9781425817077 9781425817138

TIME FOR KIDS®:

Practicing for Today’s Tests: Language 
Arts
Grades 2–6

 ◗ Broaden students' knowledge base and prepare them for Next 
Generation assessments by incorporating these engaging, rigorous 
practice exercises into their daily learning. 

 ◗ Featuting content from TIME FOR KIDS®, text types include informational 
text, literature passages, reader’s theater scripts (grades 4–6), and 
poems. 

 ◗ Each book includes 20 practice exercises featuring clusters of 
questions modeled after today's new assessments.

8.5" x 11" | 112–120pp. + CD | $24.99 each

TIME FOR KIDS®:

Practicing for STAAR Success: Reading
Grades 3–5

 ◗ Broaden students’ knowledge base and prepare them for STAAR 
testing with rich content from TIME FOR KIDS®.

 ◗ Includes text types such as informational and literary text, covering 
expository, literary, nonfiction, poetry, and more.

 ◗ Provides 20 practice exercises featuring multiple-choice questions 
modeled after the STAAR test.
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Directions:
pages 57–59.
1 “Eat your vegetables, Bailey!” Bailey looked at her father. Then 

she frowned at her plate. She hated vegetables. Her father 
sighed sadly.

2 Bailey would eat spaghetti, hot dogs, and chicken. But she 
would not touch carrots, broccoli, and beans.3 Then something happened. Bailey’s class was asked to work 
in the school garden. First, they cleared a space in the garden. 
Next, they planted tomato seeds. Then, they watered the soil. 
Finally, they covered the soil with straw.A Tasty Meal

4 The students watered the seeds every day. Tiny plants sprouted. The seedlings grew and grew. Bailey helped to take care of them. One day, she saw �owers on the plants. Next, there were small green tomatoes. The tomatoes got bigger and bigger. Two months later, the tomatoes were 
big and red. Each student took some home.5 Bailey’s dad cut up a tomato. He put it on Bailey’s plate. Bailey 
did not push it away. Instead, she tasted it!6 “This is really good!” said Bailey. “It’s because I worked so 
hard to make it grow!”

7 Her father smiled. “Maybe you can plant some beans next,” 
he said.

#51474—TIME For Kids: Practicing for Today’s Tests
56 #51474—TIME For Kids: Practicing for Today’s Tests

Nonfiction Comprehension Test Practice 
with content from TIME FOR KIDS® and 
Dr. Edward Fry
Levels 2–6

Based on articles from TIME FOR KIDS® magazine, these books 
include activities that provide reading comprehension practice in 
standardized-test format. Improves comprehension skills. Digital 
resources include all student resources.
8.5" × 11" | 144pp. + CD | $29.99 each
Level ISBN 
Level 2 9781425804237
Level 3 9781425804244

Level ISBN 
Level 4 9781425804251
Level 5 9781425804268

Level ISBN 
Level 6 9781425804275

Test Preparation

Level ISBN 
Level 2 9781425814748
Level 3 9781425814366

Level ISBN 
Level 4 9781425814373
Level 5 9781425814380

Level ISBN 
Level 6 9781425814397

© Shell Education

Her father smiled. “Maybe you can plant some beans next,” 

© Shell Education

For 
Mathematics 

see p. 94

For 
Mathematics 

see p. 94
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Writing
My View, My Voice

21 Strategies For Powerful Persuasive Writing
Grades K–8

by Rebekah Coleman and Carolyn Greenberg
Allows teachers to dive deeply into essential persuasive writing strategies 
to help students learn how to research topics, form and support opinions 
and arguments, and present their ideas in a variety of engaging ways.
 ◗ Enables teachers and students to engage with persuasive writing with 

expertise, confidence, and joy.
 ◗ Helps students examine multiple views on a topic and develop and write 

their own informed opinions and effective arguments.
8.5" × 11" | 160pp. | $39.99 each

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

180 Days of Writing
Grades K–6

 ◗ Allows students to learn more about the writing process 
through mentor texts and application.

 ◗ Provides authentic daily practice writing opinion/argument, 
informative/explanatory, and narrative pieces.

 ◗ Digital resources include assessment tools. 
8.5" x 11" | 208–224pp. + CD | $19.99 each
Level ISBN Level ISBN 
Kindergarten 9781425815233 Fourth Grade 9781425815271
First Grade 9781425815240 Fifth Grade 9781425815288
Second Grade 9781425815257 Sixth Grade 9781425815295
Third Grade 9781425815264

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

180 Days of Language
Grades K–6

 ◗ Build students’ grammar skills as they gain regular practice 
through these quick, diagnostic-based activities.

 ◗ Each question is tied to a specific language standard.
 ◗ Digital resources include assessment tools. 

8.5" x 11" | 208pp. + CD | $19.99 each
Level ISBN Level ISBN 
Kindergarten 9781425811723 Fourth Grade 9781425811693
First Grade 9781425811662 Fifth Grade 9781425811709
Second Grade 9781425811679 Sixth Grade 9781425811716
Third Grade 9781425811686

Available Spring 2018

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

Level ISBN
Levels K–2 9781425816971
Levels 3-5 9781425816988

Level ISBN
Levels 6-8 9781425816995

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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Editing and ProofreadingCheck Your Spelling 
When you spell words correctly, it is easier for others to read and understand what 

you write. Correct spelling allows readers to focus on your message. Many words 

have spelling patterns like those in the words listed below.

Try This!
Circle the spelling mistakes in the sentences below. Rewrite the sentences correctly on a separate sheet of paper.

1 The direcshuns say to meazur two cups of fl our.2 Dan wrote an amuseing story about wolfs.
3 Did you notis that the new printer is defectiv?

Time to Edit 
Proofread something you have written. Circle words you are unsure of and check their spellings in the dictionary.

TFK Tips for Writers
Some words have unusual letter patterns that are tricky to spell. Writers must memorize the spelling of these words.

Form pluralsbook dress beach fox shelfbooks dresses beaches foxes shelves

Add suffi xes -ed and -ingkick pour fl ap movekicked poured fl apped movedkicking pouring fl apping moving
Add -es, -ed, -er, -est to words ending with a consonant + ycountry identify healthy easycountries identified healthier easiest

Add suffi x -ioninspect introduce proceedinspection introduction procession

Common 
ending sounds

postage
creative
practice

mountain
adventure

Final /l/ sound spelled 
le, el, al

dazzle fl annel mental
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Try This! 
Look at the proofreading marks in the paragraph below. Why were these changes 

made?

Last summer my family and I went to Sydney, australia. I 

had read a travel book called The Kid’s Book of Australia, so I had 

a list of Places I wanted to visit. We visited a really cool natral 

history museum that had bones that were millions of years old. 

We took a long ferry ride We also went to a wildlife park where we 

saw koalas kangaroos and wombats. My sister andI hope we can 

got back to Australia for our next family vacation.

Using Proofreading MarksOnce you have revised your fi rst draft, it’s time to fi nd and fi x any 

mistakes. All writers and editors use a special set of marks to 

show what changes need to be made. Common Proofreading Marks

76

Start a new paragraph
Delete a letter or word

Insert an apostrophe

Add a period

Add a comma

Insert a space

Make capital 

Make lowercase

Insert a letter or a word 
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Name _______________________________________________   Date _____________________  

Go on

Adjectives That Tell How Many

Adjectives That Tell How Many

●1  Show What You KnowRead the sentences below. Draw a line under the adjectives 

that tell how many. 
Some children went sledding after school.  Ten inches of snow covered the hillside.  Patty lost her hat during one ride down the hill.  After pulling his sled up the hill six times, David was tired and cold.  

The children went inside to drink some mugs of hot chocolate.  
They ate several cookies, too.  Who can resist some cookies and hot chocolate on a cold day?

Some adjectives answer the question “How many?” 

A few days ago, Alice drank several cups of juice and ate some cookies.Some adjectives tell exactly how many.

One bus took thirty children to seventeen places. 

some several few

one thirty seventeen

30 Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics—Level 3
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Name _______________________________________________   Date _____________________  

Adjectives That Tell How Many

Use adjectives that tell exactly how many when you want to tell your 
reader more. You might write in an e-mail to a friend that “several 
inches of snow fell,” but if you say “ten inches of snow fell,” your 
friend will know just how much snow you have to shovel! 

TFK Tips for Writers

●3  On Your Own

●2  Take It Up a NotchFinish the story by writing adjectives that tell how many. Do not forget  

the capital letter when the word you write begins a sentence. Spell out  

any numbers.

The temperature dropped ________________ degrees overnight. The weather forecaster 
predicts that ________________ inches of snow will fall today. ________________ children 
hope that the forecaster is right. Last week, they played in the snow ________________ 
times. On a cold day, ________________ children built a fort out of snow. They played 
________________ games in the fort. They made ________________ large snowballs and 
piled them up to make a snow person, using ________________ pieces of coal for the eyes 
and ________________ carrot for a nose. 

Working on your own or with a partner, make a shopping list for a winter party. You will need to decide how many of each item on your list you will need. Just for fun, use some descriptive adjectives with the adjectives that tell how many. Don’t forget decorations! 

       For the Party
   some colorful             balloons

    six gallons  
      of delicious       apple juice

TIME FOR KIDS® 

Grammar, Usage, & Mechanics
by the editors of TIME Learning Ventures and TIME FOR KIDS®

Grades 1–12

 ◗ Teach a wide variety of grammar, usage, and mechanics skills.
 ◗ Offer reinforcement and application opportunities, including 

proofreading practice and Tips for Writers.
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●●1● Show What You KnowRead the sentences below. Draw a line under the adjectives 

that tell how many.
Some children went sledding after school. Ten inches of snow covered the hillside. Patty lost her hat during one ride down the hill. After pulling his sled up the hill six times, David was tired and cold. 

The children went inside to drink some mugs of hot chocolate. 
They ate several cookies, too. 
They ate several cookies, too. Who can resist some cookies and hot chocolate on a cold day?

Who can resist some cookies and hot chocolate on a cold day?

Some adjectives tell exactly how many.

One bus took 

one thirty seventeen

30 Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics—Level 3

Name _______________________________________________

Adjectives That Tell How Many

Use adjectives that tell exactly how many when you want to tell your 
reader more. You might write in an e-mail to a friend that “
inches of snow fell,” but if you say “ten inches of snow fell,” your 
friend will know just how much snow you have to shovel! 

TFK Tips for Writers

●●3● On Your OwnOn Your Own

●●2● Take It Up a NotchFinish the story by writing adjectives that tell how many. Do not forget 

the capital letter when the word you write begins a sentence. Spell out 

any numbers.

The temperature dropped ________________ degrees overnight. The weather forecaster 
predicts that ________________ inches of snow will fall today. ________________ children 
hope that the forecaster is right. Last week, they played in the snow ________________ 
times. On a cold day, ________________ children built a fort out of snow. They played
________________ games in the fort. They made ________________ large snowballs and 
piled them up to make a snow person, using ________________ pieces of coal for the eyes 
and ________________ carrot for a nose. 

Working on your own or with a partner, make 

Working on your own or with a partner, make a shopping list for a winter party. You will 

a shopping list for a winter party. You will need to decide how many of each item on 

need to decide how many of each item on your list you will need. Just for fun, use some 

your list you will need. Just for fun, use some descriptive adjectives with the adjectives that 

descriptive adjectives with the adjectives that tell how many. Don’t forget decorations! 
tell how many. Don’t forget decorations! 

Try This!
Circle the spelling mistakes in the sentences below. Rewrite the sentences correctly on a separate sheet of paper.

1 The direcshuns say to meazur two cups of fl our.2 Dan wrote an amuseing story about wolfs.
3 Did you notis that the new printer is defectiv?

fl appedkicking pouring fl apping

Add -es, -ed, -er, -est to words ending 
-es, -ed, -er, -est to words ending 
-es, -ed, -er, -est

with a consonant + ycountry identify healthy easycountries identified healthier

Add suffix -ioninspect introduce proceedinspection introduction procession

Tr
Look at the proofreading marks in the paragraph below. Why were these changes 

made?

Last summer my family and I went to Sydney, australia. I 

had read a travel book called The Kid’s Book of Australia, so I had 

a list of Places I wanted to visit. We visited a really cool natral 

history museum that had bones that were millions of years old. 

We took a long ferry ride We also went to a wildlife park where we 

saw koalas kangaroos and wombats. My sister andI hope we can 

got back to Australia for our next family vacation.
76

Getting to the Core of Writing
Essential Lessons for Every Student
by Dr. Richard Gentry, Jan McNeel, and Vickie Wallace-Nesler
Levels K–6

 ◗ Provides the how-to in establishing a daily writer's workshop 
that includes consistent, structured instruction to engage 
students in the writing process.

 ◗ Digital resources include reproducible teacher resource 
materials and student activity pages.

8.5" × 11" | 256–296pp. + CD | $29.99 each
Level ISBN Level ISBN 
Level K 9781425809140 Level 4 9781425809188
Level 1 9781425809157 Level 5 9781425809195
Level 2 9781425809164 Level 6 9781425809201
Level 3 9781425809171

TIME FOR KIDS®

Writer's Notebook
by the editors of TIME Learning Ventures and TIME FOR KIDS®

Grades 1–12

 ◗ Improve writing skills for life by teaching students the steps of the 
Writing Process in a clear and concise manner.

 ◗ Prepare students for the writing portion of many standardized 
tests by offering a variety of opportunities for practice writing.

7" × 9" | 64pp. | $13.99 each
Level ISBN 
Level A (Gr. 1–2) 9780743901468
Level B (Gr. 3–4) 9780743901475

Teacher Guides | 8.5" × 11"
13pp. | $4.99 each
Level ISBN
Level 1 9780743901406
Level 2 9780743901413
Level 3 9780743901420
Level 4 9780743901437
Level 5 9780743901444
Level 6 9780743901451
Secondary 
(Levels 7–12)

9780743904117

Student Books | 8.5" × 11" 
60–84pp. | $11.99 each
Level ISBN
Level 1 9780743901260
Level 2 9780743901277
Level 3 9780743901284
Level 4 9780743901291
Level 5 9780743901307
Level 6 9780743901314
Secondary 
(Levels 7–12)

9780743901321

Level ISBN
Level C (Gr. 5–6) 9780743901482
Level D (Gr. 7–12) 9780743903776

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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Writing

Argument PlannerDirections: Use the categories below to plan your argument text using your research notes.

Main Argument

Claims

Counterclaims

Conclusion

Name _______________________________________  Date _________________

135

#51546—Strategies for Writing from Sources

© Shell Education 51560—Content-Area Writing That Rocks (and Works!)

Social Media Summaries
Background

One way to address the skill of summarizing 

is by using social media influences. Because 

many students are fluent in using social media, 

(hashtags, Instagram®, and/or tweets) Social 

Media Summaries are engaging ways to get 

students to interact with content-specific material.

While there are several social media 

examples for this skill, tweets and Instagram 

captions are fantastic vehicles for initiating 

Social Media Summaries. These summaries can 

be used as hooks for lessons or as the actual 

product you want students to create.

Benefits
 • This activity will interest students who like 

and use social media.

 • This activity is informal.

 • Students are encouraged to apply their 

informal communication skills in an 

academic context. 

Procedure for Hashtag Summaries
 1. Introduce students to hashtag 

summaries. Explain the main purpose 

of a hashtag summary (to summarize 

the material into a word or a short 

phrase).

 2. Model some hashtag summaries.

 3. Give students time to think of an 

overarching hashtag that summarizes 

the message or main idea of the 

material taught. The template on 

page 116 can be used to present 

students final Hashtag Summaries.

 4. Ask students to share their Hashtag 

Summaries. 

 5. In a longer unit or lesson, create a 

classroom display of all hashtags for 

later use and review.

 This image shows how hashtags are used in a science classroom.

51560—Content-Area Writing That Rocks (and Works!) 

© Shell Education

Social Media Summaries (cont.)

Last year, I went to my daughter’s third grade classroom and observed some 

summertime selfies hanging outside the classroom. Each student had drawn a picture 

of his or her summer activity on a template of a smartphone and had written a tweet 

about their summer fun. As I looked at the selfies, I noticed that some students had 

included a hashtag with their tweets. For example, in the image below, one student 

included #charlestonfun.

 This Hashtag 
Summary is from 
a third grade classroom.

Think about the example above. The hashtag related to the overarching main idea 

of the summertime selfie drawing and tweet. In other words, this student wrote about 

his summer escapades and then encapsulated them in a hashtag that functioned as a 

main idea, thus effectively summarizing the event in one word or phrase.

I began to think about this. If students as young as third grade know enough about 

hashtags to know that they can function as main ideas, why not use them in teaching? 

As a result, I began using this idea to teach summarization and main idea.

Author’s 
Thoughts

© Shell Education 
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Official DocumentsFamily Rules Poster
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Procedure for Summaries as Tweets
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51517—Strategies for Implementing Writer’s Workshop

51517—Strategies for Implementing Writer’s Workshop 15

Publishing Checklisto Include main idea with interesting and important details.
o Check organization of writing to include an introduction, body, and 

conclusion.

o Read your writing aloud to yourself and someone else. Listen carefully 

for parts that may be confusing or where something may have been 

left out.

o Edit for capitalization, grammar, punctuation, and spelling.
o Use your best handwriting to create a final copy or type a final copy.
o Place page numbers at the bottom of each page.o Add illustrations/pictures/photographs to your writing for the final 

copy.

o If making a cover, select the materials for the cover and back of your 

publication.
o Design the cover page. Remember to capitalize the title and include 

the names of the author and illustrator.o Develop an “About the Author” page.o Arrange all pages in order.
Consider these optional pages:
o Dedication page
o Table of contents
o Glossary

Analyzing and Writing 
with Primary Sources
by Wendy Conklin
Grades K–12

Use strategies that help students learn how to read closely 
with a purpose and address text-dependent questions that 
build meaning of primary sources.
 ◗ Give students opportunities to learn how to write in 

response to the primary source to demonstrate their 
learning and understanding.

 ◗ Digital resources include reproducible versions of the 
student pages and primary sources used in the lessons.

8.5" × 11" | 320pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425814786 | $45.99

Strategies for Implementing 
Writer's Workshop
by Richard Gentry, Jan McNeel, and Vickie Wallace-Nesler
Grades K–8

Teach e  ́ective strategies to enhance student writing 
using the Writer’s Workshop model.
 ◗ Learn classroom-tested techniques and strategies to 

organize and manage Writer’s Workshop.
 ◗ Utilize sample lessons, activities, and classroom 

snapshots in three grade level spans: K–2, 3–5, and 6–8.
8.5" × 11" | 256pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425815172 | $45.99

Strategies for Writing from 
Sources
by Jessica Hathaway
Grades K–12

 ◗ Help students analyze text to learn writing techniques 
for use in their own writing through mentor texts 
within each lesson.

 ◗ Follow this how-to guide to help students analyze 
and write from informational texts, argument/opinion 
texts, narrative texts, diverse media sources, and 
multiple sources.

8.5" × 11" | 296pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425815462 | $45.99

Directions:
Main Argument

Claims

Conclusion

© Shell Education 

© Teacher Created Materials

Content Area

Writing That Rocks (and Works!)
by Rebecca G. Harper
Grades 3–12

Provide teachers with innovative and contemporary 
strategies to engage students in the writing process.
 ◗ Help students develop their writing skills and motivate 

them to enjoy writing using their interests in technology, 
social media, and other topics.

 ◗ Provides practical strategies that allow teachers to help 
their students learn to utilize writing as a tool for 
processing and understanding content material.

8.5" x 11" | 120pp. | ISBN 9781425816506 | $29.99

© Shell Education 
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Learning Cursive

Name:_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________ Date: ______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

Directions: Trace each letter combination.  

Then, write your own.

AaA A A A A A A 
A A A A A A A 
A A A A A A A 

9

Chapter

47
© Shell Education 

#51482—Writing is Magic, Or is It?

3
Poetry

As we guide students to discover the pigeons that are tucked up the sleeves of magician-poets, we remember the important words of poet Georgia Heard:
When I read a poem I first let it affect my heart. My curiosity about the poem begins with amazement and love. And my eagerness to search deeper into analyzing a poem’s craft comes from my yearning as a poet to know my craft better, so I can better express my heart (1999, 43).

Many of us might recall experiences with poetry that left us feeling disengaged due to inspecting poems in mechanical ways. In fact, Heard explains that traditional ways of analyzing a poem can “alienate many people from the world of poetry” (1999, 21). 
How do we, as teachers, instill within our students a love for poetry and for the craft strategies involved in writing poetry—strategies that communicate to others what our hearts want to say? Heard suggests three layers of reading a poem.
First, she recommends introducing students to poems that are “immediately accessible, nonthreatening, and relevant to student’s lives” (Heard 1999, 21). For this reason, we are using mentor texts from Amy Ludwig VanDerwater, who writes poems that speak directly to children. We find that children save her poems and cherish her poems as if they were friends. Students will greatly enjoy getting to know her work and making visible her expert use of craft strategies. 

Heard also explains that we need to “help students connect personally to a poem by guiding them toward finding themselves and their lives inside a poem” (34). This resource provides lesson ideas that encourage personal connections and presents craft as the way to communicate our inner thoughts and the larger truths of life. We also believe that the process of finding ourselves in a poem begins with the opportunity to jot down our thoughts as we experience it. 

Each student brings his or her own worldview and prior knowledge to construct meaning; therefore, there is no right or wrong way to make notes about a poem. We share examples of how we have jotted down our thoughts while reading the poems that follow in this chapter; however, each student will provide unique reactions, wonderings, and findings. Our models serve to show that the task of interacting with a poem on paper is quite open-ended and particular to the reader. Each student’s jottings will look different; jotting notes is a personal matter and provides a special space and time for students to make meaning of their reading. 
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 for the craft strategies involved in writing poetry—strategies that communicate to others what our 
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Name:  _________________________________________________  Date:  ____________________

Directions: Use this map to show the sequence of events.  Write the � rst event in the top box, and the 

second event in the second box.  Continue until you have described the entire chain of events.
Subject: _____________________________________________________________

Time Order Map

Writing

  189

Real Audience (Purpose):  Students engage in the purpose motive 
when they write for a real purpose and a real audience. It may start in 
kindergarten as students make a grocery list or when they send a “thank you” 
note to a real person. The purpose motive follows the writer throughout 
school and into adulthood. 

Make it your goal to bestow autonomy, mastery, and purpose in your 
student writers, and watch their motivation to write grow. Don’t ask, “How 
do I motivate my students to write?” Both Donald Graves and Daniel Pink 
(2010) have given us the answer. Ask, “How do I increase each student’s 
sense of autonomy, mastery, and purpose as a writer?”

Switching Gears: From Marking Errors to Praise, 
Encouragement, and Support

It’s often the struggling writer that teachers find most diff icult to 
motivate, and sometimes we need to switch gears. It’s easy to look at a 
piece of student writing wracked with errors and think that the situation is 
hopeless. When you find yourself in this situation, turn the tables and look 
on the bright side. The following tips for motivating struggling writers 
demonstrate how little steps and positive thinking can turn things around.

Tips for Motivating Struggling Writers

 Ü Begin with a positive attitude. Envision success in your 
struggling writers. Be hopeful and excited about the impact  
that your manner, words, and teaching can have on a 
student’s writing growth. 

 Ü Praise and encourage. Often, struggling writers become 
easily frustrated as their peers’ accomplishments are 
recognized and celebrated. Be especially attentive to even 
the slightest improvement made by struggling writers. 
Provide frequent praise by reminding students how proud 
they should be of their accomplishments (e.g., “You must 
be so proud of your effort and perseverance”). Giving 
encouragement in an environment where all writers are 
valued will motivate your struggling writers. 
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Name: ________________________________________________  Date:___________________________
Cursive Name Alien!Directions: Imagine you are on a trip of a 

lifetime.  Use cursive to write a short letter 
about your travels.  

2

AaA A A A A A A 
A A A A A A A 
A A A A A A A 
a a a a a a a a 
a a a a a a a a 

Directions: Trace each letter combination. Then, write your own.AAAprilprilprilprilAprilAAprilAAprilA
aalligato® lligato® lligato® lligato® 
alligato® 
aalligato® 
a
aanteater nteater nteater nteater anteater aanteater a
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#51482—Writing is Magic, Or is It?

2Narrative Fiction Writing
The late Donald Graves, an inspirational writing teacher and researcher, was fond 

of saying, “You have a story to tell”  (National Council of Teachers of English [NCTE] 

2013). These words come to mind as we consider the genre of narrative fiction writing. 

‘You have a story to tell’ (NCTE 2013) is a powerful message for writers of all 

ages; storytelling is how we communicate our life experiences, how we connect with 

others, and how we think about our place in the world. In fact, students who gather 

family stories to tell in class create connections to their pasts and feel as though the 

knowledge they bring to school is just as important as the knowledge they learn from 

the teacher” (Hamilton and Weiss 2005). The process of recording the stories we tell, whether they are true or imagined, is 

the essence of narrative fiction writing. The Common Core State Standards assert that, 

“narrative fiction writing conveys experience, either real or imaginary, and uses time 

as its deep structure” and that “it can be used for many purposes, such as to inform, 

instruct, persuade, or entertain” (Appendix A, 23).
While we all have a story to tell, we should keep in mind that “how writers write is 

a complex, at times even quirky, process filled with starts and stops and twists and 

turns of seemingly infinite variety” (Peha 2003, 4). You have probably experienced how 

“even writers themselves are often at a loss to explain exactly how they do what they 

do” and that “many might even say they do things a little differently every time they 

start a new project” (Peha 2003, 4). As Steve Peha reminds us, “that’s just the truth of 

writing: there’s no one best way to do it” (2003, 4). 
We agree. We also believe that, for narrative writers and writers of all genres, the 

pigeons that are tucked up the sleeves of magicians are the writing strategies that we 

can name. Instead of asking students to “add more,” we suggest, for example, that they 

try a circular ending or they add a metaphor. These are specific, named strategies that 

students can apply to their current piece of narrative fiction writing and also apply to 

future pieces of narrative fiction writing.We believe that teaching students specific strategies will empower them with ways 

to “provide visual details of scenes, objects, or people; to depict specific actions (for 

example, movements, gestures, postures, and expressions); to use dialogue and interior 

monologue that provide insight into the narrator’s and characters’ personalities and 

motives; and to manipulate pace to highlight the significance of events and create 

tension and suspense” (CCSSO Appendix A, 23–24).
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As we guide students to discover the pigeons that are tucked up the sleeves of 
As we guide students to discover the pigeons that are tucked up the sleeves of 
As we guide students to discover the pigeons that are tucked up the sleeves of magician-poets, we remember the important words of poet Georgia Heard:

magician-poets, we remember the important words of poet Georgia Heard:
magician-poets, we remember the important words of poet Georgia Heard:

with amazement and love. And my eagerness to search deeper into analyzing a poem
express my heart (1999, 43).

Many of us might recall experiences with poetry that left us feeling disengaged due to inspecting poems in mechanical ways. In fact, Heard explains that traditional ways of analyzing a poem can 

How do we, as teachers, instill within our students a love for poetry strategies involved in writing poetry—strategies that communicate to others what our hearts want to say? Heard suggests three layers of reading a poem.
First, she recommends introducing students to poems that are accessible, nonthreatening, and relevant to student

reason, we are using mentor texts from Amy Ludwig VanDerwater, who writes poems that speak directly to children. We find that children save her poems and cherish her poems as if they were friends. Students will greatly enjoy getting to know her work and making visible her expert use of craft strategies. 

Heard also explains that we need to 
by guiding them toward finding themselves and their lives inside a poemresource provides lesson ideas that encourage personal connections and presents craft as the way to communicate our inner thoughts and the larger truths of life. We also believe that the process of finding ourselves in a poem begins with the opportunity to jot down our thoughts as we experience it. 

Each student brings his or her own worldview and prior knowledge to construct meaning; therefore, there is no right or wrong way to make notes about a poem. We share examples of how we have jotted down our thoughts while reading the poems that follow in this chapter; however, each student will provide unique reactions, wonderings, and findings. Our models serve to show that the task of interacting with a poem on paper is quite open-ended and particular to the reader. Each studentlook different; jotting notes is a personal matter and provides a special space and time for students to make meaning of their reading. 

#51157—Writing Strategies for Science Second Edition 
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Directions: Use this map to show the sequence of events.  Write the � rst event in the top box, and the 

second event in the second box.  Continue until you have described the entire chain of events.
Subject: _____________________________________________________________

Time Order Map

Fostering Writing in Today’s Classroom
by Richard Gentry, Jan McNeel, and Vickie Wallace-Nesler
Foreword by Laura Robb
All Grades

Develop enthusiastic and e�  cient writers with proven research-
based strategies to meet the needs of all students. A practical 
guide for novice and experienced educators, this resource provides 
up-to-date research-based strategies and proven best practices in 
writing instruction.
7" × 9" | 216pp. | ISBN 9781425811907 | $29.99

Using Cursive Today
by Stephanie Bernard and Amber Go�  
Grades 2–5

Introduce students to cursive writing through fun and engaging 
activities. Students will be introduced to individual letters and letter 
combinations and then will master their skills through the use of 
real-world connections that include reading and writing friendly 
letters, postcards, and checks.
8.5" × 11" | 80pp. | ISBN 9781425815448 | $9.99

Writing Strategies for Content Areas 
and Fiction
by Stephanie Macceca, Trisha Brummer, Sarah Kartchner Clark, 
and Jessica Hathaway
Grades 1–12

 ◗ Helps students to write and understand fiction, science, social 
studies, and mathematics content by using standards-based 
strategies.

 ◗ Includes graphic organizers to facilitate the writing process and 
build comprehension of content.

 ◗  Every strategy provides suggestions for differentiating 
instruction.

8.5” × 11” | 256pp. + CD | $39.99 each
TItle ISBN Title ISBN
Fiction 9781425810061 Science 9781425811570
Mathematics 9781425811532 Social Studies 9781425811617

Writing Is Magic, Or Is It?
Using Mentor Text to Develop the Writer’s Craft
by Jennifer M. Bogard and Mary C. McMackin
Foreword by Melissa Cheesman Smith
All Grades

Support students’ writing by helping them 
integrate strategies from mentor texts.
 ◗ Dive deeply into multiple genres: narrative fiction, narrative 

nonfiction, opinion/argument, and informative/explanatory.
 ◗ Each chapter includes mentor texts that align to each genre. 

8.5" × 11" | 192pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425814823 | $39.99
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English Language Learners

Building Academic 
Language through 
Content-Area Text
Strategies to Support 
English Language Learners
by Erica Bowers and Laura Keisler 
Grades 1–8

Integrates academic language 
strategies that are designed 
specifi cally for English language 
learners to support content-area 
reading of informational text. 
8.5" × 11" | 200pp. + CD | $31.99 
ISBN 9781425806316

Activities for 
English Language 
Learners Across the 
Curriculum
by Stephen A. White
Grades K–5

Featuring activities to help students 
improve their English skills, this 
resource includes lessons that can 
be modifi ed based on the students’ 
levels of language profi ciency.
8.5" × 11" | 136pp. + CD | $24.99
ISBN 9781425802035

Science for English 
Language Learners
Developing Academic 
Language Through 
Inquiry-Based Instruction
by Dolores Beltran, Eugenia Mora-Flores, 
and Lilia Sarmiento
All Grades

Cultivates K–12 students’ language 
abilities in science while developing 
their content knowledge and 
employing the 5E instructional model.
7" × 9" | 352pp. | $29.99
ISBN 9781425808594

Helping English 
Language Learners 
Succeed
2nd Edition
by Carmen Zuñiga Dunlap
Foreword by Sonja Bloetner
All Grades

Provides best practices and 
research-based strategies that support 
listening and speaking, vocabulary 
development, reading comprehension 
development, and writing development.
7" ×  9" | 256pp. | $29.99
ISBN 9781425811884

Connecting Content 
and Language for 
English Language 
Learners
by Eugenia Mora-Flores 
Foreword by Lindsey M. Guccione
Grades K–8

Put research into practice and 
instruct English language learners 
with strategies that meet their 
needs in language development 
and literacy.
7" × 9" | 168pp. | $31.99 
ISBN 9781425808006

Strategies for Connecting Content and 
Language for English Language Learners
by Eugenia Mora-Flores and Angelica Machado
Grades K–12

 ◗ Looks at language from a holistic perspective—listening, speaking, 
reading, and writing—that is integrated in complex ways as students 
access information and share their thinking.  

 ◗ Ensures comprehensible input and promotes students’ oral language 
development with practical guides that provide research-based 
instructional strategies.

Notebook | 320–336pp. + CD | $99.99 each
Content Area ISBN Content Area ISBN
Language Arts 9781425812027 Science 9781425812041
Mathematics 9781425812034 Social Studies 9781425812058
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Scientific Practices/Life Science

What Makes a Plant?

The new plant will grow leaves and 

seeds, too. 

The life cycle begins again!

stem

leaves

flowers

seeds

roots

New seeds grow inside 

these tomatoes.

18

19

What a Scientist Sees

What to Do
1  Cut a rectangular hole near the bottom of the side of the plastic container.  The rectangular hole should be about 7 cm (3 in.) wide and 5 cm (2 in.) tall.  (An adult should do this!)

2  Place the plastic wrap over the top of the container, leaving the newly cut hole free and clear.  Push the wrap into the center of the container a bit to make a little depression.

3  Secure the plastic wrap with a rubber band.  Pour some water into the plastic wrap.

4  Place an item to be magnified on the short edge of the cardboard.  Slide it through the hole in the container under the water.  What do you notice?  How might this be a useful tool?

Think Like a Scientist
How can a magnifying glass help you observe the world?  

Experiment and find out!

What to Get
 clear, thin plastic container
 craft knife

 plastic wrap

 rubber band

 small items

 5 centimeters x 15 cm (2 inches x 6 in.)  strip of sturdy cardboard
 water

29

28

Scientific Practices Books, Grades K–5
Single Titles: $8.99

What a Scientist 
Sees
9781480746916
9781425847074
©2016
Dewey: 500
Lexile: 670L
GR: P ∙ ATOS: 4.6

What the 
Evidence Shows
9781480747302
9781425847241
©2016
Dewey: 507*
Lexile: 760L
GR: S

Science 
Detectives
9781480745742
9781425846565
©2015
Dewey: 507
Lexile: 410L
GR: H

Sort It!
9781480745353
9781425846398
©2015
Dewey: 507
Lexile: BR
GR: A

Analyze It!
9781480746138
9781425846732
©2015
Dewey: 507
Lexile: 460L
GR: J ∙ ATOS: 3.6

Predict It!
9781480746527
9781425846909
©2015
Dewey: 507*
Lexile: 650L
GR: P ∙ ATOS: 4.5

Inspire exploration through content-rich books 
covering the key life, physical, and earth and space 
science concepts. These appropriately-leveled 
and increasingly complex books prepare students 
to meet important state and national standards. 
To keep students engaged, each book features a 
hands-on lab activity.

SpanishSpanishSpanishSpanishSpanishSpanishSpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!NGSS

NGSS

What Makes a 
Plant?
9781480745599
9781425846411
©2015
Dewey: 580
Lexile: 490L
GR: K ∙ ATOS: 1.7

Inside a Plant
9781480745605
9781425846428
©2015
Dewey: 580
Lexile: 400L
GR: H ∙ ATOS: 2.2

Raising Babies: 
What Animal 
Parents Do
9781480745612
9781425846435
©2015
Dewey: 591*
Lexile: 420L
GR: I ∙ ATOS: 1.7

Growth and 
Change
9781480745629
9781425846442
©2015
Dewey: 571*
Lexile: 300L
GR: F

All in the Family
9781480745636
9781425846459
©2015
Dewey: 567*
Lexile: 420L
GR: I

Living!
9781480745209
9781425846244
©2015
Dewey: 570
Lexile: BR
GR: A

Baby Animals
9781480745216
9781425846251
©2015
Dewey: 599
Lexile: BR
GR: A

Seeds
9781480745223
9781425846268
©2015
Dewey: 575*
Lexile: 160L
GR: D

What Do Living 
Things Need?
9781480745230
9781425846275
©2015
Dewey: 570
Lexile: 40L
GR: B

Growing Up
9781480745247
9781425846282
©2015
Dewey: 571*
Lexile: BR
GR: A

Let’s Explore Life Science, Grades K–1
Single Titles: $8.99 

“This well-organized, picture-laden and informative 
series covers topics in Physical Science, Earth and Space 
Science, Life Science, and Scientifi c Practices…” 

—Library Media Connection

The new plant will grow leaves and 

What to Do
1 Cut a rectangular hole near the bottom of the side of the plastic container.  The rectangular hole should be about 7 cm (3 in.) wide and 5 cm (2 in.) tall.  (An adult should do this!)

2 Place the plastic wrap over the top of the container, leaving the newly cut hole free and clear.  Push the wrap into the center of the container a bit to make a little depression.

3 Secure the plastic wrap with a rubber band.  Pour some water into the plastic wrap.

4 Place an item to be magnified on the short edge of the cardboard.  Slide it through the hole in the container under the water.  What do you notice?  How might this be a useful tool?

29

The life cycle begins again!

stemstemstem

leaves

flowersflowers

roots
19
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Life Science

“This is a well-done series of short and colorful 
books on a variety of topics ranging from plants to 
space. The series has numerous authors and each 
book contains beautiful color photographs…”

—Library Media Connection

Plant 
Reproduction
9781480746763
9781425846923
©2016
Dewey: 575*
Lexile: 700L
GR: S ∙ ATOS: 4.9

Producers and 
Consumers
9781480746770
9781425846930
©2016
Dewey: 577*
Lexile: 710L
GR: Q ∙ ATOS: 4.8

Animal Senses
9781480746787
9781425846947
©2016
Dewey: 573*
Lexile: 780L
GR: S ∙ ATOS: 4.7

Adaptations
9781480746794
9781425846954
©2016
Dewey: 591*
Lexile: 770L
GR: S ∙ ATOS: 5.0

The Nutrient 
Cycle
9781480746800
9781425846961
©2016
Dewey: 577*
Lexile: 710L
GR: Q ∙ ATOS: 5.0

Getting Energy
Animals can’t use energy straight from the sun like 

plants can.  They can’t make the basic materials their 
bodies need.  They don’t use the sun’s energy to power 
what their bodies need to do—breathe, move, and 
release waste.

As we know, plants store energy in their parts.  They 
also have nutrients.  Many animals must eat plants to 
stay alive.  They use plant materials for growing and 
taking care of their own bodies.  This process of eating 
plants for their nutrients is called consumption.  The 
animals are consumers.  They consume their nutrients.  
All animals are consumers, including humans.

Animals need nutrients to grow and keep their body 
tissues healthy.  Nutrients are available in many forms.  
Animals have developed different methods for getting 
those nutrients.  But there are two main ways that 
animals do this.  Both involve eating.

Food Webs 
All living things are interconnected.  If you draw a 
picture to show how different plants and animals 
depend on one another for energy and nutrients, 
it might look like a spiderweb.  Because of this, 
many people use the term food web to describe 
these relationships.  Food webs show how 
energy moves through an ecosystem.

1 716

Life and the Flow
of Energy
9781480747159
9781425847098
©2016
Dewey: 577*
Lexile: 750L
GR: R

Life and Non-Life 
in an Ecosystem
9781480747166
9781425847104
©2016
Dewey: 577
Lexile: 800L
GR: S

Digestion and 
Using Food
9781480747173
9781425847111
©2016
Dewey: 612*
Lexile: 830L
GR: T

Cells
9781480747180
9781425847128
©2016
Dewey: 571*
Lexile: 770L
GR: S

DNA
9781480747197
9781425847135
©2016
Dewey: 572*
Lexile: 820L
GR: T

Let’s Explore Life Science, Grades 4–5
Single Titles: $8.99

Interest Grade Levels: 1–8
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count:32

Producers and Consumers

Pollination
9781480745988
9781425846589
©2015
Dewey: 581*
Lexile: 450L
GR: J ∙ ATOS: 3.3

Interdependence 
of Living Things
9781480745995
9781425846596
©2015
Dewey: 577
Lexile: 450L
GR: J ∙ ATOS: 3.4

Ecosystems
9781480746008
9781425846602
©2015
Dewey: 577
Lexile: 420L
GR: I ∙ ATOS: 3.7

Habitats
9781480746015
9781425846619
©2015
Dewey: 577
Lexile: 460L
GR: J ∙ ATOS: 3.3

Environment: A 
World of Change
9781480746022
9781425846626
©2015
Dewey: 363*
Lexile: 520L
GR: M ∙ ATOS: 3.6

Life Cycles
9781480746374
9781425846756
©2015
Dewey: 571*
Lexile: 630L
GR: O ∙ ATOS: 3.9

Food Webs
9781480746381
9781425846763
©2015
Dewey: 591*
Lexile: 660L
GR: P ∙ ATOS: 4.3

Traits for Survival
9781480746398
9781425846770
©2015
Dewey: 591*
Lexile: 740L
GR: R ∙ ATOS: 4.4

Photosynthesis
9781480746404
9781425846787
©2015
Dewey: 572*
Lexile: 630L
GR: O ∙ ATOS: 4.0

The Right 
Environment
9781480746411
9781425846794
©2015
Dewey: 577
Lexile: 670L
GR: P ∙ ATOS: 4.5

Let’s Explore Life Science, Grades 2–3
Single Titles: $8.99

NGSS
SpanishSpanishSpanishSpanishSpanishSpanish

Available!Available!Available!

Food Webs 
All living things are interconnected.  If you draw a 
picture to show how different plants and animals 
depend on one another for energy and nutrients, 
it might look like a spiderweb.  Because of this, 
many people use the term food web to describe food web to describe food web
these relationships.  Food webs show how 
energy moves through an ecosystem.

1 7

books on a variety of topics ranging from plants to 
space. The series has numerous authors and each 
book contains beautiful color photographs…”

—Library Media Connection
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Brain
9781433314285
9781433326011
©2010
Dewey: 571
Lexile: 540L 
GR: M ∙ ATOS: 3.3

Ponds
9781433303180
9781433321443
©2009
Dewey: 551
Lexile: 590L
GR: N

Forests
9781433303173
9781433321436
©2009
Dewey: 551
Lexile: 680L
GR: P

Healthy Habits, 
Healthy You 
9781433330919
©2012
Dewey: 507
Lexile: 720L
GR: R

Lungs
9781433314315
9781433326042
©2010
Dewey: 571
Lexile: 520L
GR: M ∙ ATOS: 2.8

Investigating 
Simple Organisms
9780743905879
©2007
Dewey: 579
Lexile: 590L
GR: N

Rainforests
9781433303197
9781433321412
©2009
Dewey: 551
Lexile: 670L 
GR: P

The World of 
Plants
9780743905893
©2007
Dewey: 575
Lexile: 710L 
GR: Q

Muscles 
9781433314339
9781433326066
©2010
Dewey: 571
Lexile: 480L
GR: K ∙ ATOS: 2.9

Wetlands 
9781433303166
9781433321405
©2009
Dewey: 551*
Lexile: 580L
GR: N

All About Mitosis 
and Meiosis
9780743905855
©2007
Dewey: 572
Lexile: 650L 
GR: P

Eat Healthy 
9781433330872
©2012
Dewey: 507
Lexile: 710L
GR: Q

Bones
9781433314322
9781433326059
©2010
Dewey: 571
Lexile: 480L 
GR: K ∙ ATOS: 3.0

The World of 
Animals
9780743905930
©2007
Dewey: 590
Lexile: 570L
GR: M

Emergency! Be 
Prepared
9781433330926
©2012
Dewey: 507
Lexile: 640L 
GR: O

Inside Ecosystems 
and Biomes
9780743905916
9781425832247
©2007
Dewey: 577
Lexile: 700L
GR: Q

Heart
9781433314308
9781433326035
©2010
Dewey: 571
Lexile: 570L
GR: M ∙ ATOS: 3.3

Looking Inside 
Cells
9780743905831
©2007
Dewey: 571
Lexile: 610L 
GR: O

The World of 
Genetics
9780743905978
©2007
Dewey: 576
Lexile: 690L 
GR: P

Senses
9781433314292
9781433326028
©2010
Dewey: 571
Lexile: 410L 
GR: I ∙ ATOS: 2.4

Investigating the 
Human Body
9780743905954
©2007
Dewey: 571
Lexile: 570L
GR: M

Deserts
9781433303159
9781433321399
©2009
Dewey: 551
Lexile: 620L 
GR: O

Get Moving 
9781433330896
©2012
Dewey: 507
Lexile: 700L 
GR: P

Oceans 
9781433303203
9781433321429
©2009
Dewey: 551
Lexile: 560L
GR: M

Find Your Sport 
9781433330902
©2012
Dewey: 507
Lexile: 610L
GR: O

Make It Healthy
9781433330889
©2012
Dewey: 507
Lexile: 690L
GR: P

Learning About Life Science, Grades K–4
Single Titles: $8.99

Interest Grade Levels: Pre·K–6
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count:32

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!
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Life Science

13

12

Fast forward almost 200 years.  Three scientists were working on cells at about the same time.  Their names were Matthais Schleiden (mah-TEE-ahs SHLAHYD-n), Theodor Schwann (TEY-oh-dawr shvahn), and Rudolf Virchow (ROO-dawlf FIR-koh).  Together, their work became known as Cell Theory.
Schleiden worked with plant cells.  Schwann worked with animal cells.  One night, they had dinner together.  They talked about their work.  They realized that the cells they both studied were very similar.  Plants and animals were both made of cells.

They went to the laboratory and looked at cells.  Then they published their �ndings in 1839.  They said two important things.  First, all living things are made of cells.  Second, cells are the smallest part of a living thing that is  itself  alive.

The one thing that they weren’t sure of was where cells came from.  Almost  20 years later, Rudolf Virchow solved  the puzzle.  Cells, he said, come from other cells.  This became the third part of Cell Theory.

Cell Theory

 cell replication

3.  All cells come from 
preexisting cells.

 animal cell
 single-celled organisms

1. All living things are made  from one or more cells.

 plant cellplant cell  cell cross-section

2.  The cell  is the  
basic unit of life.

from one or more cells.from one or more cells.

Matthias Jakob 
Schleiden (1804–1881)
Matthias Jakob Schleiden was born in Germany.  He was a botanist.  However, botany was not his �rst career.  He earned a law degree �rst.  Then, he practiced law.  Studying plants was at �rst only a hobby for Schleiden.  He chose to use a microscope to study plant parts.  He discovered that plants are made of cells.  This discovery was the beginning of what is now known as Cell Theory.   The cell theory consists of three main parts.  His discovery was the beginning of the �rst part.  That is, all plants are made  of cells.

3.  3.  3. All cells come from 
preexisting cells.

2.  2.  2. The cell  is the 
basic unit of life.

Matthias Jakob 
Schleiden (1804–1881)
Matthias Jakob Schleiden was born in Germany.  He was a botanist.  However, botany was not his �rst career.  He earned a law degree �rst.  Then, he practiced law.  Studying plants was at �rst only a hobby for 
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They went to the laboratory and looked at cells.  Then they published 

cell replication
cell cross-section

practiced law.  Studying plants was at �rst only a hobby for Schleiden.  He chose to use a microscope to study plant parts.  He discovered that plants are made of cells.  This discovery was the beginning of what is now known as Cell Theory.  The cell theory consists of three main parts.  His discovery was the beginning of the �rst part.  
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looked at cells.  Then they published their �ndings in 1839.  They said two important things.  First, all living things are made of cells.  Second, cells are the smallest part of a living thing that is itself  alive.

The one thing that they weren’t sure of was where cells came from.  Almost 20 years later, Rudolf Virchow solved the puzzle.  Cells, he said, come from other cells.  This became the third part of Cell Theory.

the beginning of the �rst part.  That is, all plants are made of cells.

Goodall on Chimps

“The long hours spent with them 

in the forest have enriched my 

life beyond measure.  What I have 

learned from them has shaped 

my understanding of human 

behavior, of our place in nature.”

5

Cell Scientists: Discovering How Cells Work

Walther Flemming (1843–1905)

Walther Flemming was born in Germany. He was the 

only boy in his family. He had four sisters. His father was 

a psychiatrist. Flemming went to medical school. He then 

served in the military. He worked as a doctor there for 

one year. Later, he became a teacher at a university.  

Flemming was a scientist. In 1879, he stained some 

cells. He looked at them under the microscope. The stain 

stuck to the nuclei of the cells. This made it very easy for 

him to study the nuclei.

He decided to stain cells that were growing. He 

looked at these cells under the light microscope. 

He could see them dividing. He saw the 

chromosomes come into view as stubby rods. 

Then, he saw them double in number. Next, 

half  the chromosomes moved to each end 

of the cell. The chromosomes spread out 

like threads. He decided to name the 

process mitosis. Flemming was the �rst 

scientist to watch living cells divide.

August Weismann (AW-goost VICE-mahn) was born in 

Germany. His father was a high school teacher. 

His mother was the daughter of the mayor. He 

began music lessons at the age of four. His 

piano teacher was a butter�y collector. 

The young Weismann became interested 

in this hobby. He wanted to study the 

natural sciences. But there were few 

jobs in the �eld. Someone suggested 

he study medicine. His mother had 

inherited money. She was able to pay 

for his medical studies.  

Weismann became a medical of�cer 

in the military. He got married and had 

a son. Later, he was the personal doctor 

for a former duke. He was a lecturer and  

a professor. He was also the director of a 

zoological institute.   

His mother was the daughter of the mayor. He 

began music lessons at the age of four. His 

piano teacher was a butter�y collector. 

The young Weismann became interested 

in this hobby. He wanted to study the 

in the military. He got married and had 

a son. Later, he was the personal doctor 

for a former duke. He was a lecturer and  

a professor. He was also the director of a 

zoological institute.   

Butter�y collecting got 

Weismann into science.

August Weismann (1834–1914)

    Threads
Mitosis comes from the 

Greek word mitos, or thread.  

Chromosomes look like thread 

when cells divide.

1212
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Pioneers in Cell Biology

Jane Goodall: Animal Scientist 

and Friend
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Walther Flemming (1843–1905)

Walther Flemming was born in Germany. He was the 

only boy in his family. He had four sisters. His father was 

a psychiatrist. Flemming went to medical school. He then 

served in the military. He worked as a doctor there for 

one year. Later, he became a teacher at a university.  

Flemming was a scientist. In 1879, he stained some 

cells. He looked at them under the microscope. The stain 

stuck to the nuclei of the cells. This made it very easy for 

him to study the nuclei.

He decided to stain cells that were growing. He 

looked at these cells under the light microscope. 

He could see them dividing. He saw the 

chromosomes come into view as stubby rods. 

Then, he saw them double in number. Next, 

half  the chromosomes moved to each end 

of the cell. The chromosomes spread out 

like threads. He decided to name the 

process mitosis. Flemming was the �rst 

scientist to watch living cells divide.

    Threads
Mitosis comes from the 

Greek word mitos, or thread.  

Chromosomes look like thread 

when cells divide.

He could see them dividing. He saw the 

chromosomes

Then, he saw them double in number. Next, 

half  the chromosomes moved to each end 

of the cell. The chromosomes spread out 

like threads. He decided to name the 

process 

scientist to watch living cells divide.

    Threads
Mitosis comes from the 

Greek word mitos, or thread.  

Chromosomes look like thread 
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Earth & Space Science

Use Tools
There are tools that can help us observe 

the sky.  A telescope  (TEL-uh-skohp) is  
one tool.  It helps us see things that are far 
away.  It can even see into space!

Fly ng 
Telescope

The Hubble telescope flies 
through space.  It sends 
pictures back to Earth.

This kid uses 
a telescope.

12
13

The Cycle
Some things happen over and over.  They occur 

in the same order.  This is called a cycle.  Water moves 

in a cycle.  There are three parts of the water cycle:  

evaporation (ih-vap-uh-REY-shuhn), condensation, 

and precipitation.

The cycle starts when the sun warms the water.   

The water evaporates.  It turns into vapor.  Next, the  

vapor rises into the air.  There, it cools and makes clouds.  

This is condensation.

evaporation

condensation

precipitation

10
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Fly ng 
Telescope

The Hubble telescope flies 
through space.  It sends 
pictures back to Earth.
through space.  It sends 
pictures back to Earth.
through space.  It sends 
pictures back to Earth.
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“…The wording is age-appropriate, but still 
encourages new vocabulary. The scientifi c 
explanations are thorough, with just the right 
amount of information for young readers…”

—Library Media Connection

The cycle starts when the sun warms the water.  
The cycle starts when the sun warms the water.  

The water evaporates.  It turns into vapor.  Next, the 

vapor rises into the air.  There, it cools and makes clouds.  

This is condensation.

evaporation

condensation

11
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f scientists find a layer of bird skeletons in sedimentary rock, they know that birds 
lived in that area.

Making Sedimentary Rock
Wind, water, and ice draw sediments away from rocks.  At some 

point, the water and wind slow down.  Then, this sediment finds 
a resting place, and layers form.  You can find these layers at the 
bottom of rivers.  Beaches and sandbanks are ideal places for layers 
to form, too.  In the desert, wind blows sediments into sand dunes.

Wind or water might take this sediment away again.  Or other layers might form on top of it.  The new layers bury the old sediment.  Pressure squeezes the water out.  The mineral-rich water evaporates, and crystals form within the sediments.  The crystals act as cement.  Over time, sedimentary rock forms.  Scientists call this process of making rock lithification.

You can see layers in these types of rocks.  If you look close 
enough, you will find that some layers have large sediment.  Other 
layers have small sediment.

Skeletons, shells, and plants collect on the floor of the ocean.  
Sediments build up around these, and rocks form.  It takes millions 
of years to form rocks this way!

Ch—Ch—Ch—Changes!
Once sediments have been deposited, sedimentary rocks go through other changes.  These changes are called diagenesis (dahy-uh-JEN-uh-sis).  Diagenesis includes the physical and chemical changes that turn sediment into sedimentary rock.

Rockin’ with RocksWhen you see a large rock that looks like it’s made up of 
smaller rocks, it’s called either 
a conglomerate or a breccia 
(BRECH-ee-uh).  A conglomerate 
is made up of round rocks, and 
a breccia is made up of sharp, 
angled rocks.

conglomerate rock
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Global Warming
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The Powerful 
Ocean
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Stars
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How Big  
        Is Space? 

We all know that space is big.  But just how big is it? 

Do you remember Buzz Lightyear calling out, “To 

infinity and beyond”?  He was right.  Space is infinite!  

Scientists think there aren’t any borders to space.  And 

the universe is expanding all the time.

Everything in the world you see around you has a 

beginning and an end.  Look at your big toe.  It only takes 

up so much space.  Your body has skin to mark its limits.  

Earth is about 40,000 kilometers (25,000 miles) around its 

middle.  The distance between Earth and the sun is about 

150 million km (93 million mi.).  But the distance from 

the sun to the edge of the universe?  Let’s just say you 

can’t get there.  Ever.  There is no “there” there.  Space 

goes on forever and ever and ever and ever and ever 

andÉyou get the idea.

t takes 8 minutes and 20 

seconds for light to reach 

Earth from the sun.

Scientists say that the 

entire universe once 

existed in a tiny, single 

point in space.

7

6

The Rock Cycle

We Are Here

Scientists say that the 

entire universe once 

existed in a tiny, single 

point in space.

7

“…The books have a friendly tone that strikes the 
perfect balance between matter-of-factness and 
wonder. They get beyond the surface of serious 
scientifi c topics without becoming boring or pedantic. 
The writing is engaging enough to draw in even 
non-science lovers, and the photos and diagrams 
consistently illustrate and enrich the text. …”

—Booklist

“The latest additions to this ongoing series deliver 
the same authoritative, comprehensive, and relevant 
information that educators have come to expect from 
the publisher. The high-interest subjects support 
inquiry-based learning and encourage readers to 
think critically about science, and they do so in an 
engaging way that holds students’ attention…Smartly 
written, these innovative and imaginative volumes 
make learning fun. VERDICT First-rate nonfi ction”

—School Library Journal
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f scientists find a layer of bird skeletons in sedimentary rock, they know that birds 
lived in that area.lived in that area.

You can see layers in these types of rocks.  If you look close 
enough, you will find that some layers have large sediment.  Other 
layers have small sediment.

Skeletons, shells, and plants collect on the floor of the ocean.  
Sediments build up around these, and rocks form.  It takes millions 
of years to form rocks this way!

Rockin’ with Rocks
Rockin’ with RocksWhen you see a large rock 

When you see a large rock that looks like it’s made up of 

that looks like it’s made up of 
smaller rocks, it’s called either 

smaller rocks, it’s called either 
a conglomerate

conglomerate or a 
conglomerate or a 
conglomerate breccia(BRECH-ee-uh).  A conglomerate 

uh).  A conglomerate 
is made up of round rocks, and 

is made up of round rocks, and 
a breccia is made up of sharp, 

a breccia is made up of sharp, 
angled rocks.

conglomerate rock
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A Cold Day
It is cold outside.  But you want  

to play.  You wear a coat.  You play  
hard and get too hot.  So you take off 
your coat. 

Then, you rest.  But soon you feel cold 
again.  You put on your coat! 

4 5

Which has more moving energy: 
a plane or a hot-air balloon?

Moving On
Think about what happens when you hit a ball.  Hit 

it hard, and it flies.  But there is more energy at work than 

just the energy from your arm.  The ball has energy while 

it moves. 

Things that move have moving energy.  Fast things 

have more moving energy, and slow things have less.

The fastest jet in the world can 
fly nearly 7,000 miles per hour.

16 17

How Heat Moves

Energy
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Then, you rest.  But soon you feel cold Then, you rest.  But soon you feel cold 
again.  You put on your coat! again.  You put on your coat! 
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Scattering even occurs with objects we would expect to be 
transparent.  When we use glass for windows, light transmits 
through them.  But when glass has texture, it obstructs the 
light from taking a straight path.  Even a small curve in 
glass will cause light to scatter.  As a result, the glass is no 
longer transparent.  These surfaces are translucent.  Textured 
glass is often used for shower doors and bathroom windows 
because it provides both light and privacy!

Textured glass is a bit bumpy.  But some surfaces are so 
rough that they scatter light in all directions.  Consider, for 
example, the rough bark of a tree.  Every slight bump or 
crack makes the light bounce in another direction.  The light 
we see is so scattered, we can’t see the shine of a reflection.  
That’s why a tree’s surface looks dull instead of shiny.

In the same manner, a rough, uncut diamond has very 
little shine.  But master jewelers polish and cut the stones 
to achieve a brilliant shine.  They base their designs on 

their scientific knowledge of 
reflected light.

Translucent and 
Transparent Animals!  

There are animals that are translucent 

and transparent!  Glass frogs are 

green like other frogs, but they are 

translucent.  You can see their organs 

through their skin.  The glasswing 

butterfly has transparent wings with 

brown borders.

Onions become translucent 
when cooked because 
the chemicals and water 
in the onions that make 
them opaque evaporate 
during cooking.

glasswing 
butterfly

glass frog
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Light and Its Effects

Hydrogen Power
To measure the strength of bases To measure the strength of bases To measure the strength of bases 
and acids, we use the pH scale—and acids, we use the pH scale—

stands for the power 
of hydrogenof hydrogen (as in hydrogen and  (as in hydrogen and 
hydroxide ions).  This scale ranges 
from 0 (strong acid) to 14 (strong from 0 (strong acid) to 14 (strong 
base).  Neutral substances, such as 
water, would rank 7 on this scale.

Acid-Base Reaction The baking soda in our cookies represents 
the base part of an acid-base reaction.  That’s 
a special kind of double displacement.Atoms are usually neutral.  They have as many electrons as they do protons.  When an atom has extra or missing electrons, it becomes an ion.  A substance with hydrogen ions is an acid.  One with hydroxide ions is a base.

Acids can be weak—like the citric acid that makes lemons tart.  Or they can be strong, like the stomach acid that digests our food.  Bases also can be weak, like baking soda, or strong, like bleach.
Bath soap is a weak base that results from 

combining a weak acid and a strong base.  Shampoo is a weak acid that results from mixing a strong acid and a weak base.

Combustion 
Combustion reactions combine a reactant with oxygen to produce energy.  

In other words, they burn.
Combustion doesn’t just burn wood in a fireplace to give off heat.  These 

reactions allow us to fly to the moon!  Rockets contain hydrogen gas.  All it 

takes is a spark for hydrogen to react with oxygen.  The two gases continue 

burning until one is gone.  The energy that results is powerful enough to boost 

a rocket into space.
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To measure the strength of bases To measure the strength of bases To measure the strength of bases To measure the strength of bases 
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of hydrogenof hydrogen (as in hydrogen and 
hydroxide ions).  This scale ranges 
from 0 (strong acid) to 14 (strong from 0 (strong acid) to 14 (strong 
base).  Neutral substances, such as 
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Bath soap is a weak base that results from 
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Which Reaction Is It?

acid-base

combustion

synthesis

decomposition

Is a large molecule breaking into smaller ones? 

Are two or more chemicals combining to make one?

Is oxygen a reactant and carbon dioxide a product?

Do any 
molecules have only one element? 

double displacement

single displacement

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Is water a product?

pH Scale
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Combustion 
Combustion reactions combine a reactant with oxygen to produce energy.  

In other words, they burn.
Combustion doesn’t just burn wood in a fireplace to give off heat.  These 

reactions allow us to fly to the moon!  Rockets contain hydrogen gas.  All it 

takes is a spark for hydrogen to react with oxygen.  The two gases continue 

burning until one is gone.  The energy that results is powerful enough to boost 

a rocket into space.

Which Reaction Is It?

acid-base

combustion

synthesis

decomposition

Is a large molecule breaking into smaller ones?

Are two or more chemicals combining to make one?

Is oxygen a reactant and 

Is oxygen a reactant and 

Is oxygen a 
carbon dioxide a product?

Do any 
molecules have only one element?

single displacement

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Is water a product?

Chemical Reactions

“…Smartly written, these innovative and 
imaginative volumes make learning fun. 
VERDICT First-rate nonfi ction.”

—School Library Journal

digestive 
system

reef 
system

Systems
Mass is always conserved within a system, or group of parts that work together.  There are many types of systems.  A system may be as tiny as a cell or as large as the universe.  A fish tank is a system.  A forest is a system.  A cell phone is a system.  When studying how mass is conserved within a system, it is important to define the system’s parts.  Then, you can study the parts separately.  It can be hard to study a system without its environment getting in the way.

The best way to see how mass is conserved is to isolate a system.  This means to look at it apart from its environment.  This way, nothing can escape, like the smoke that escapes through the chimney.  Let’s consider how mass is conserved in a very tiny system.

Significant System
The digestive system is a complex system inside our bodies.  Teeth chew food.  Your tongue helps you swallow the food.  Nutrients are absorbed in the small intestine, and so on.  The digestive system is an important part of everyday life.

The solar system includes 

the sun and all the objects 

that orbit it.
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digestive 
system

reef 
system

Significant SystemSignificant System
The digestive system is a complex system inside our bodies.  Teeth chew food.  Your tongue helps you 
chew food.  Your tongue helps you swallow the food.  Nutrients are absorbed in the small intestine, and so on.  The digestive system is 
and so on.  The digestive system is an important part of everyday life.
an important part of everyday life.
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People often u
se the term 

People often u
se the term 

green to say th
at something 

green to say th
at something 

green
is environmentally friendly

.
is environmentally friendly

.

Making an Impact
There are things people can do to slow global warming.  In fact, 

many countries are starting to use renewable energy.  It is much better 
for Earth.  This energy is not made from fossil fuels.  It is thought of as 
being clean because it doesn’t put more greenhouse gases into the air.  
Wind power is one type of this energy.  One wind turbine can power one 
thousand homes.  Solar power is also a great choice.  Solar panels use the 
sun to power just about anything from cell phones to cars.  Hydropower 
is also a clean option.  It uses moving water to make electricity.  Scientists 
are working to create even more clean energy sources.

But this doesn’t mean that the rest of us can’t help.  
Together, we can help cool the planet by reducing our 
carbon footprints.  Think of all the ways you can save 
energy.  Put on a sweatshirt instead of turning on the 
heater at home.  Use energy-efficient lightbulbs.  Recycle!  
Recycling can save about 450 kilograms (990 pounds) 
of carbon dioxide a year from entering the atmosphere.  
If everyone follows these simple steps, we can continue 
to move in the right direction.  The future of fuel is 
looking green. 

Carbon S
torage  

Think About It  

24 25
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Scientists are studying ways to 

Scientists are studying ways to 

contain carbon dioxide emissions 

contain carbon dioxide emissions 

contain carbon dioxide emissions 

as they leave factories by burying 

them deep underground in old 

them deep underground in old 

oil fields.  By burying emissions 

underground, there is less carbon 

underground, there is less carbon 

dioxide in the atmosphere.
dioxide in the atmosphere.

Think About It  Think About It  

Scientists hope to reduce carbon emissions 
Scientists hope to reduce carbon emissions 
Scientists hope to reduce carbon emissions 

by using iron fertilization.  They want to feed 
by using iron fertilization.  They want to feed 

iron to algae to make them grow faster.  

Then, there would be more algae to absorb 
Then, there would be more algae to absorb 

carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.

A scientist observes A scientist observes 
carbon that has been carbon that has been carbon that has been carbon that has been carbon that has been 
captured and stored.captured and stored.captured and stored.captured and stored.
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 Introduction

Developing Vocabulary in Science (cont.)

Vocabulary Instruction Should...
Typically, teachers focus on teaching speci�c words and their de�nitions in vocabulary instruction, but 
this is not the most effective method because of the complexity of word knowledge.  Instead, students 
should be invited to build on their previous understandings of words to learn new meanings and nuances, 
to connect words to greater concepts, to associate words with other related words, to categorize words in 
unique and useful ways, and to enjoy using language creatively to express themselves and their ideas.

Blachowicz and Fisher (2000) feel that reading research suggests four main principles to guide 
vocabulary instruction.  Students should:

 1. Be active in developing their understanding of words and ways to learn them

 2. Personalize word learning

 3. Be immersed in words

 4. Build on a variety of resources to learn words through multiple exposures

Increasing the students’ awareness of words and how they can learn them is the �rst step involved in 
vocabulary instruction in science.  Obviously, science teachers have an enormous task before them: 
they must teach a large number of complex and wholly unfamiliar topics to students that involve more 
unfamiliar vocabulary than a foreign language class.  Science learning is vital to the welfare of the world 
in terms of improving health, protecting the environment, and producing enough food for the population.  
The �rst step in improving reading comprehension skills in students in science is to develop their 
vocabularies.

Selecting Vocabulary to Teach
It is not enough to know that word knowledge is complex; teachers must also know how and when to 
select the vocabulary for explicit instruction in the classroom.

The students themselves are the best resources for determining the words that they know and do not 
know.  Science teachers can create a list of vocabulary words about a particular topic or for a selected 
reading assignment and ask the students to indicate their level of understanding for each word.  For 
example, if the reading is about water ecosystems, the list might include intertidal zone, nearshore zone, 
open-ocean zone, estuary, phytoplankton, and algae.  If students indicate that they do not recognize any 
of the terms, the teacher can better plan the unit to address this issue.  This task can make assessing 
student knowledge of speci�c words ef�cient and effective.

Ryder and Graves (2003) also suggest that students skim the reading material in advance and create their 
own list of words that are dif�cult, are particularly essential, or may need more clari�cation in class for 
successful comprehension of the reading material.  This is a task that can be completed in cooperative 
groups.

vocabulary instruction in science.  Obviously, science teachers have an enormous task before them: 
they must teach a large number of complex and wholly unfamiliar topics to students that involve more 
unfamiliar vocabulary than a foreign language class.  Science learning is vital to the welfare of the world 
in terms of improving health, protecting the environment, and producing enough food for the population.  
The �rst step in improving reading comprehension skills in students in science is to develop their 
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Figure 1.2 5E Instructional Model for Science

Engage

Evaluate

Elaborate

Explore

Explain

During the Engage and Explore phases, students participate in hands-on or 

critical-thinking experiences and activities before delving into the scientific 

content that is introduced during the Explain phase. This is sometimes referred 

to as the Activity-Before-Content Model, or the ABC Model, which is grounded 

in constructivist theory. Because of this, the 5E model is inherently based on 

the constructivist theory of learning, too. Teachers who follow constructivist 

theory believe that students build, or construct, new learning on top of ideas 

they already have. Oftentimes, hands-on activities are the mainstay of a 

constructivist classroom. Generally, these constructivist teachers help students 

make connections between facts in order to foster new understanding of concepts. 

These teachers organize learning experiences that require students to analyze, 

interpret, and predict information. This is sometimes accomplished through 

open-ended questions, and students are encouraged to engage in dialogue with 

each other to process their ideas. Constructivist theory is not restricted to any one 

age group, which allows the 5E model to be successful across many grade levels.

#51053—Think It, Show It Science 

© Shell Education
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Chapter 2

	•	 FIRST she hears her mom or dad yelling for her to get up.

	 •	THEN she yawns, stretches her arms, throws off the 

bedcovers, and gets out of bed.

	 •	AFTER THAT she gets dressed, brushes her hair, and goes 

downstairs for breakfast.

	 •	 FINALLY she brushes her teeth, grabs her backpack, and 

heads out.

Let’s circle all the sequence words in the first paragraph.

There is another very important type of transition word that 

scientists can use in explanation paragraphs. These are called 

cause-and-effect words (because, a reason for this, so, when, as a 

result, since, consequently, if, and due to). Cause-and-effect words 

are used in science to accurately record the reason for something 

happening. They organize the writing by showing that something 

happened (its effect) that can be explained as being a result of 

something else (its cause). Looking at the second paragraph, what 

causes and effects can we see?

	•	 FIRST she hears her mom or dad yelling for her to get up.

	 •	THEN she yawns, stretches her arms, throws off the 

bedcovers, and gets out of bed.

	 •	AFTER THAT she gets dressed, brushes her hair, and goes 

downstairs for breakfast.

	 •	 FINALLY she brushes her teeth, grabs her backpack, and 

heads out.

Let’s box all of the cause-and-effect words that are in the 

paragraph.

Who can go back and find a cause-and-effect word in the first 

paragraph? (when) Even though the paragraph is a how paragraph, 

we can still use cause-and-effect words to help us explain why 

something happened.

Teaching Science Today 
2nd Edition
by Kathleen N. Kopp
All Grades

Enhances science instruction with proven strategies and 
suggestions to engage learners and support science instruction 
and standards in a teacher-friendly format.
 ◗ Includes ideas and tips to create engaging science lessons 

that intrigue, motivate, and prepare students to be scientifically 
literate in a global society.

7" × 9" | 176pp. | ISBN 9781425812096 | $29.99

The 5Es of Inquiry-Based Science
by Lakenna Chitman-Booker and Kathleen Kopp
Foreword by Steve Rich
All Grades

Creates an active learning environment using the 5E inquiry-based 
science model.
 ◗ Provides teachers with strategies, tips, suggestions, and lesson ideas for 

stimulating inquiry.
7" x 9" | 168pp. | ISBN 9781425806897 | $29.99 
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Figure 6.12 Sample Mine, Yours, Theirs

Mine, Yours, Theirs

Plate Tectonics

The multi-million dollar seismic equipment was helpful. But the geologist relied more 

on her understanding of plate tectonics to help predict the next major earthquake.

My Definition:

Something that helps 

scientists predict 

earthquakes

My Neighbor’s Definition:

Parts of the earth, like 

rocks and dust

Glossary Definition:

A scientific theory. It 

explains the way that land 

separated into today’s 

continents from Pangaea. 

It is also the study of land 

movement, which causes 

earthquakes.

How These Definitions Compare:

I really had no idea what plate tectonics were. My neighbor and I figured out that it 

had something to do with the earth and earthquakes. It really is about how the earth 

moves.

Writing Standards in Science

Writing promotes learning through the use of ref lection and discussion. 

Writing Across the Curriculum states “Only by practicing the thinking 

and writing conventions of an academic discipline will students begin to 

communicate effectively within that discipline” (Michigan Science Teachers 

Association 2014, 3). Science teachers may consider themselves to be in a 

prime position to help students see the value of writing for a specific purpose 

and to help them perfect this craft. The Common Core State Standards 

Initiative also supports writing within the science classroom by stating “To 

build a foundation for college and career readiness, students need to learn 

to use writing as a way of offering and supporting opinions, demonstrating 

understanding of the subjects they are studying, and conveying real and 

imagined experiences and events” (CCSSO 2010, 41). The following are 

some examples of options available to utilize writing as a means to learn. 

they already have. Oftentimes, hands-on activities are the mainstay of a 

constructivist classroom. Generally, these constructivist teachers help students 

make connections between facts in order to foster new understanding of concepts. 

These teachers organize learning experiences that require students to analyze, 

interpret, and predict information. This is sometimes accomplished through 

open-ended questions, and students are encouraged to engage in dialogue with 

each other to process their ideas. Constructivist theory is not restricted to any one 

age group, which allows the 5E model to be successful across many grade levels.
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communicate effectively within that discipline” (Michigan Science Teachers 

Association 2014, 3). Science teachers may consider themselves to be in a 

prime position to help students see the value of writing for a specific purpose 

and to help them perfect this craft. The Common Core State Standards 

and to help them perfect this craft. The Common Core State Standards 

Initiative also supports writing within the science classroom by stating “To 

Initiative also supports writing within the science classroom by stating “To 

build a foundation for college and career readiness, students need to learn 

to use writing as a way of offering and supporting opinions, demonstrating 

to use writing as a way of offering and supporting opinions, demonstrating 

understanding of the subjects they are studying, and conveying real and 

understanding of the subjects they are studying, and conveying real and 

imagined experiences and events” (CCSSO 2010, 41). The following are 

imagined experiences and events” (CCSSO 2010, 41). The following are 

some examples of options available to utilize writing as a means to learn. 

Think It, Show It Science: 
Strategies for Demonstrating Knowledge
by Gregory A. Denman
Foreword by Alan McCormack
Grades 3–8

Guides students in communicating their scientifi c thinking. 
 ◗ Provides specific step-by-step strategies for developing 

students’ clear, concise writing and discussion skills 
about scientific concepts. 

 ◗ Includes student activity sheets, rubrics, and exemplar 
writing samples.  

8.5" x 11" | 176pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425810535 | $39.99
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Single Titles: $8.99–9.99 each

STEM/STEAM Titles Grades 4–5
Single Titles: $8.99–11.99 each

What a 
Scientist Sees
9781480746916
9781425847074
Dewey: 500
Lexile: 670L
GR: P
$8.99

Technology: 
Feats & Failures
9781433348693
9781433371028
Dewey: 600
Lexile: 660L
GR: S
$10.99

STEM: The 
Battle between 
2-D and 3-D
9781425858230
Dewey: 516.2
Lexile: 750L
GR: R
$9.99

How Toys Work
9781433303074
9781433321481
Dewey: 531
Lexile: 770L
GR: S
$8.99

The Milky Way: 
A River of Stars
9781480747272
9781425847210
Dewey: 523*
Lexile: 790L
GR: S
$8.99

20th Century: 
Race to the 
Moon
9781433348990
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Dewey: 520
Lexile: 690L
GR: T
$11.99
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9781425855611
Dewey: 516.2
Lexile: 770L
GR: S
$9.99
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9781433348716
9781433371042
Dewey: 620
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9781425855628
Dewey: 516.2
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$9.99
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9781425849771
Dewey: 4.167
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$9.99
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9781480746831
9781425847043
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Lexile: 700L
GR: S
$8.99
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9781480758094
9781425828936
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Lexile: 670L
GR: R
$9.99
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9781425858179
Dewey: 513.26
Lexile: 720L
GR: Q
$9.99

Circuits
9781480746824
9781425846985
Dewey: 621*
Lexile: 750L
GR: R
$8.99

On the Job: 
Contractors
9781480758117
9781425828950
Dewey: 516.2
Lexile: 720L
GR: R
$9.99

The Story of 
Fossil Fuels
9781480746909
9781425847067
Dewey: 333.82
Lexile: 740L
GR: R
$8.99

STEM: The 
Science of 
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9781480757974
9781425828813
Dewey: 513*
Lexile: 710L
GR: R
$9.99

Sound 
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9781480746848
9781425846992
Dewey: 534
Lexile: 770L
GR: S
$8.99

STEM: Mission 
to Mars
9781480758018
9781425828851
Dewey: 510.76
Lexile: 710L
GR: T
$9.99

Fun and Games: 
Building Miniature 
Models
9781425858216
Dewey: 513
Lexile: 840L
GR: S
$9.99

● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

How 
Amusement 
Parks Work
9781433303081
9781433321498
Dewey: 531
Lexile: 710L
GR: Q
$8.99

● ● ●

● ● ● ● ● ●

● ● ● ● ●

● ● ●● ● ●

● ● ● ● ●

Engineering 
Marvels: The 
London Eye
9781425857509
Dewey: 513
Lexile: 630L
GR: O
$9.99

● ● ●

Water Cycle
9781480746121
9781425846725
Dewey: 551.48
Lexile: 360L
GR: G
$8.99

● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ●
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STEM: Building 
Tiny Houses
9781425857585
Dewey: 516.2
Lexile: 560L
GR: O
$9.99

● ● ● ●

Analyze It!
9781480746138
9781425846732
Dewey: 507
Lexile: 460L
GR: J
$8.99

● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ●● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Art and Culture: 
Exploring the 
Louvre
9781480758131
9781425828974
Dewey: 516.2
Lexile: 650L
GR: R
$9.99

● ● ●

● ● ●

Balanced and 
Unbalanced 
Forces
9781480746466
9781425846848
Dewey: 531.6
Lexile: 660L
GR: P
$8.99

● ● ●

● Science | ● Technology | ● Engineering | ● Art | ● Math

● ● ● ●
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Inspire students to explore and discover while making cross-curricular connections.  
Fill any gaps in your STEM/STEAM collections with these great titles.

Interest Grade Levels: 1–9 · ©2009–2018
Trim Size: 5.25 x 8 and 7 x 9 · Page Count: 32–64
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22nd Century: 
Future of Space

STEM Careers: 
Reinventing Robots

FX! Costumes and Makeup

Face Painting 
Some special makeup designs require face 

painting. Fantasy characters, animals, and 

wounds can be created using stage makeup in 

this way. It takes practice and time to develop 

the skills to blend and highlight. When done 

properly, the results are amazing.

Tips and Tools of the Trade
A makeup designer must have a well-stocked makeup kit of foundations, brushes, powders, creams, and cleansers. Foundations, blushes, and shadows should be available for different skin tones and types. Liquids, creams, pencils, and powders work differently on every face. Experimenting with makeup ahead of time will allow the designer to see what works to create the desired looks. 

Airbrushing 
Many film designers focus on airbrushing. Airbrush makeup is applied with a machine that sprays liquid makeup onto the skin. The makeup flows out in a fine, even mist that blends easily. The makeup artist moves the airbrush back and forth less than a foot away from the skin.

Airbrushing was first used in 1959 on the set of Ben Hur. As the technique has improved, it has become more widespread. A flawless finish has become more needed with high-definition video. Airbrushing is now very popular on television sets. 

Prime Time 
Using a makeup primer can help to create the 

flawless coverage wanted for daily wear as well as 

close-ups in television and film. These products 

prepare the skin by filling in large pores or fine 

lines. Applying it can also help the makeup have 

a surface to stick to instead of seep into.
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Face Painting 
Some special makeup designs require face 

painting. Fantasy characters, animals, and 

wounds can be created using stage makeup in 

this way. It takes practice and time to develop 

the skills to blend and highlight. When done 

properly, the results are amazing.
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What is the universe?  What is space?  These are basic questions.  Yet they remain among the most mysterious.  The universe is made up of stars, planets, matter, light, energy, and time.  It contains everything.  But what shape is it?  How big is it?  What is the stuff that is between all the stuff?  How did it begin, and how will it end?  Scientists have theories that explain some of this.  But no one knows for sure.  

Multiverse 
Some scientists think 

that our universe may only be 
one of many.  These universes 
may all bump up against each 

other with edges that connect like 
bubbles.  It might even be possible 

to travel between them.  But the 
rules of other universes may not 
be like our own.  Gravity might 

push away.  And up might 
actually be down!

“Let your soul stand cool and 
composed before a million universes.” 

—Walt Whitman, poet 

New Universes

44

45

 o What are some possible 
positive and negative 
applications of drone 
technology?

 o What restrictions should 
there be, if any, on 
drone usage? 

Robots That Fly 
They soar, glide, float, and flutter. These autonomous bots range from tiny butterflies to aerial giants. Today’s flying machines are some of the most inventive examples of modern robotics. 
If you want to work with flying robots, a degree in aerospace engineering will provide you with many options. This field involves the planning, creating, and testing of aircrafts and spacecrafts. Imagine a future where you build rovers, satellites, planes, and drones. The choices are endless!

As an aerospace engineer, you may work with drones. These pilotless aircrafts can be controlled remotely or fly independently. In the future, drones may be both ally and adversary. Drones can survey disaster areas and send relief materials to those in need. Businesses such as Google are considering using drones as delivery vehicles. There are many benefits of drone technology. But what about their use as weapons? Drones have already become a part of modern warfare. The ability for these flying machines to invade our personal and public spaces can be disturbing. 

How Drones Can Be Used

Delivery—Companies such as Google and 
Amazon are creating drones to deliver 
everyday items to people’s houses.

Videography/Photography—
Cameras attached to drones make 
capturing aerial shots easier than 
before.

Disaster Relief/Aid 
Efforts—Drones could 
be used to find missing 
people in a building 
collapse, fire, or other 
situation that may be 
too dangerous for rescue 
workers.

Farming—Drones are 
used to monitor livestock 
and crops.

Entertainment—Small, toy drones 
can be bought at stores to play with 
at home.

17
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FX! Computer-
Generated 
Imagery
9781493836147
Dewey: 777.7
Lexile: 950L
GR: W
$11.99

Global Warming
9781480747296
9781425847234
Dewey: 363*
Lexile: 810L
GR: T
$8.99

STEM Careers: 
Enhancing 
Engineering
9781493836222
Dewey: 620*
Lexile: 890L
GR: W
$10.99

The Science of 
Monsters
9781493836079
Dewey: 1.94*
Lexile: 880L
GR: X
$11.99

22nd Century: 
Future of Space
9781433349010
9781433371349
Dewey: 520
Lexile: 760L
GR: T
$11.99

Power of 
Patterns: 
Coding
9781493836253
Dewey: 5.1
Lexile: 990L
GR: Z
$10.99

FX! Lighting 
and Sound
9781493836123
Dewey: 792.09
Lexile: 940L
GR: X
$11.99

The Science of 
Magic
9781493836062
Dewey: 793.8
Lexile: 870L
GR: W
$11.99

Power of 
Patterns: 
Cryptography
9781493836246
Dewey: 652.8
Lexile: 1030L
GR: W
$10.99

STEM Careers: 
Reinventing 
Robotics
9781493836239
Dewey: 629*
Lexile: 890L
GR: W
$10.99

STEM: The 
Science of 
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9781425858155
Dewey: 513.26
Lexile: 790L
GR: T
$9.99

The Hidden 
World of 
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9781425858162
Dewey: 513
Lexile: 710L
GR: X
$9.99

STEM Careers: 
Metamorphosis 
of Medicine
9781493836215
Dewey: 610.9
Lexile: 940L
GR: Y
$10.99

The Science of 
Superpowers
9781493836086
Dewey: 741*
Lexile: 840L
GR: W
$11.99

21st Century: 
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9781433349003
9781433371332
Dewey: 520
Lexile: 730L
GR: T
$11.99

Power of Patterns: 
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9781493836260
Dewey: 514*
Lexile: 980L
GR: Z
$10.99

STEM: 3-D 
Printing
9781425855543
Dewey: 513.26
Lexile: 740L
GR: V
$9.99

The Cutting Edge: 
Breakthroughs in 
Technology
9781433349478
9781433371806
Dewey: 600
Lexile: 890L
GR: V
$11.99

FX! Costumes 
and Makeup
9781493836130
Dewey: 792*
Lexile: 980L
GR: W
$11.99

Engineering 
Marvels: 
Bridges Around 
the World
9781425858124
Dewey: 513.26
Lexile: 730L
GR: U
$9.99

On the Job: 
Filmmakers
9781425858148
Dewey: 513
Lexile: 740L
GR: W
$9.99

Engineering 
Marvels: The 
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9781425855598
Dewey: 530.81
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STEM Collections 
Grab readers’ interest in Science, Technology, Engineering, 
and Mathematics with books that are too engaging to put down! 
These STEM collections are rich in content and packed with 
high-interest features, including:
 ◗ Informational text for science, technology, 

engineering, and mathematics
 ◗ Engaging graphics
 ◗ Key vocabulary
 ◗ Problem-solving activities
 ◗ Hands-on lab activities
 ◗ Sidebars and other key text features 

Exploring STEM Grade 2 10-Book Set
9781493886524 · $93.90

Which has more moving energy: 
a plane or a hot-air balloon?

The fastest jet in the world can The fastest jet in the world can The fastest jet in the world can 
fly nearly 7,000 miles per hour.fly nearly 7,000 miles per hour.fly nearly 7,000 miles per hour.

One Fine Day  One Fine Day  One Fine Day  One Fine Day  
Everywhere you look, the land is lush and green.  Mosses and ferns Everywhere you look, the land is lush and green.  Mosses and ferns Everywhere you look, the land is lush and green.  Mosses and ferns Everywhere you look, the land is lush and green.  Mosses and ferns 

bend and sway in the damp air.  Giant insects buzz, and reptiles scratch bend and sway in the damp air.  Giant insects buzz, and reptiles scratch bend and sway in the damp air.  Giant insects buzz, and reptiles scratch bend and sway in the damp air.  Giant insects buzz, and reptiles scratch bend and sway in the damp air.  Giant insects buzz, and reptiles scratch bend and sway in the damp air.  Giant insects buzz, and reptiles scratch 
as rain drips through the canopy of leaves overhead.as rain drips through the canopy of leaves overhead.as rain drips through the canopy of leaves overhead.as rain drips through the canopy of leaves overhead.as rain drips through the canopy of leaves overhead.as rain drips through the canopy of leaves overhead.as rain drips through the canopy of leaves overhead.as rain drips through the canopy of leaves overhead.as rain drips through the canopy of leaves overhead.as rain drips through the canopy of leaves overhead.as rain drips through the canopy of leaves overhead.as rain drips through the canopy of leaves overhead.

From a distance, a green winged creature darts closer.  Its wings From a distance, a green winged creature darts closer.  Its wings From a distance, a green winged creature darts closer.  Its wings From a distance, a green winged creature darts closer.  Its wings From a distance, a green winged creature darts closer.  Its wings 
span a width of nearly a meter.  It is the size of a modern seagull.  It span a width of nearly a meter.  It is the size of a modern seagull.  It span a width of nearly a meter.  It is the size of a modern seagull.  It 
drifts through the trees.  As it glides, it notices a giant cockroach on drifts through the trees.  As it glides, it notices a giant cockroach on 
the rock below.  The roach is unaware of a centipede crawling near—the rock below.  The roach is unaware of a centipede crawling near—
poisonous and two meters long.  The winged insect flies past.poisonous and two meters long.  The winged insect flies past.

But the insect tires as it flies.  It has lived long in this wild place, and But the insect tires as it flies.  It has lived long in this wild place, and 
now it looks for a place to rest.  Its life is coming to an end.  It is too now it looks for a place to rest.  Its life is coming to an end.  It is too 
tired to continue.  Slowly it drifts to the ground below, the muddy bank tired to continue.  Slowly it drifts to the ground below, the muddy bank tired to continue.  Slowly it drifts to the ground below, the muddy bank 

very crude by today’s standards.  But even so, he saw many more stars than 
anyone had ever seen before.  The telescope had made the invisible visible!

(ahr-uh-SEE-bohl) Radio Dish.  This giant radio telescope measures 305 
meters (1,000 feet) across.  These complex tools have revealed more detail 
about the Milky Way.  They have shown, among other things, that the Milky 
Way is made up of gas and dust in addition to stars.
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very crude by today’s standards.  But even so, he saw many more stars than 
anyone had ever seen before.  The telescope had made the invisible visible!

(ahr-uh-SEE-bohl) Radio Dish.  This giant radio telescope measures 305 
meters (1,000 feet) across.  These complex tools have revealed more detail 
about the Milky Way.  They have shown, among other things, that the Milky 
Way is made up of gas and dust in addition to stars.Way is made up of gas and dust in addition to stars.Way is made up of gas and dust in addition to stars.

Ole Roemer Ole Roemer Ole Roemer Ole Roemer Ole Roemer 
calculates the calculates the 
speed of light.speed of light.

Friedrich Bessel 
measures the measures the 
distance to a star.distance to a star.distance to a star.

Harlow Shapley Harlow Shapley Harlow Shapley Harlow Shapley Wendy Freedman begins 

Galileo observes 
the stars of the the stars of the the stars of the the stars of the the stars of the the stars of the the stars of the 
Milky Way.Milky Way.Milky Way.Milky Way.Milky Way.Milky Way.

William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) William Herschel (HUR-shuhl) 
discovers the shape of the discovers the shape of the discovers the shape of the discovers the shape of the discovers the shape of the discovers the shape of the discovers the shape of the discovers the shape of the discovers the shape of the discovers the shape of the discovers the shape of the 
Milky Way.
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Watching 
       the Wind

Using a 
Scientists use a wind rose chart to track wind patterns.  A wind rose chart shows the direction and speed of wind in an area.  If a storm is coming, meteorologists know which way the wind will likely blow during the storm.
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World of 
Garbage
9781425855468
©2018
Dewey: 513
Lexile: 750L
GR: S
$9.99

Our New Car
9781433334511
©2012
Dewey: 510
Lexile: 880L
GR: U
$8.99 

On the Road
9781433334504
©2012
Dewey: 510
Lexile: 920L
GR: U
$8.99

Ratios and Proportions
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Every color had a different effect for Kandinsky.  Each held 

a unique message.  He even believed that colors had distinct 

sounds.  He thought of yellow as a trumpet.  The color blue 

was a pipe organ.  This influence of music is clearly seen in 

Kandinsky’s works.  His Composition VIII seems to contain a 

symphony.  Each of its brushstrokes sings like a note of music. 

Kandinsky taught design and painting classes at an art school 

in Germany.  Teaching helped him develop new ideas for future 

artwork.  He also wrote two books during this time.  His books 

explained the use of geometric shapes in his art.  They are still 

Composition VIII by Wassily Kandinsky

Kandinsky looked up to the impressionists.  He respected 

the cubists.  He was a great lover of art and art history.  But, 

he also longed to do something different.  He wanted to 

make art without a subject.  He wanted his colors, lines, 

and shapes to speak for themselves.  In this way, colors and 

shapes would become his language.  They would express his 

feelings and emotions.

Kandinsky often included triangles in his 

paintings.  The triangles have acute, 

obtuse, and right angles.  The triangles 

can also be classi�ed as equilateral, 

isosceles, or scalene based on the 

lengths of their sides.

1. Look at the triangles in 

Kandinsky’s painting.  Determine 

whether each angle is acute, 

obtuse, or right.

2. How do you know whether a 

triangle is equilateral, isosceles, 

or scalene?
Triangles in a Curve  

by Wassily Kandinsky

12

13

Abstract Art

New Titles
Available

Spring 2018

Every color had a different effect for Kandinsky.  Each held 

a unique message.  He even believed that colors had distinct 

sounds.  He thought of yellow as a trumpet.  The color blue 

was a pipe organ.  This influence of music is clearly seen in 

Kandinsky’s works.  His Composition VIII seems to contain a 

Composition VIII seems to contain a 

Composition VIII

symphony.  Each of its brushstrokes sings like a note of music. 

Kandinsky taught design and painting classes at an art school 

in Germany.  Teaching helped him develop new ideas for future 

artwork.  He also wrote two books during this time.  His books 

explained the use of geometric shapes in his art.  They are still 

Kandinsky often included triangles in his 

paintings.  The triangles have acute, 

obtuse, and right angles.  The triangles 

can also be classi�ed as equilateral, 

isosceles, or scalene based on the 

lengths of their sides.

1. Look at the triangles in 

Kandinsky’s painting.  Determine 

whether each angle is acute, 

obtuse, or right.

2. How do you know whether a 

triangle is equilateral, isosceles, 

or scalene?
Triangles in a Curve 

by Wassily Kandinsky
13
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Visitors ride mules up 

the South Kaibab Trail.

The Journey Down
Visitors have a choice when they are ready to make that 

trip to the bottom of the canyon.  For hikers, there are 

challenging trails.  Trails made in the walls of the canyon 

curve, twist, and stretch all the way to the floor.

Other visitors saddle up!  They enjoy a mule ride down to 

the bottom.  Many parts of the trails are narrow and steep.  

But mules are surefooted animals.  That means they have 

great balance.  It is a safe, slow journey down to the canyon 

floor.  Riders travel in a mule train that is led by a wrangler.  

It takes many hours to reach the bottom by mule.  So, riders 

spend the night there before heading back up to the top the 

next morning.

Mule Number of Round-Trips

Arrow

Joo Joo

Lottie

Owl

Pups

6

7

Geometry, Operations, and Algebraic 
Reasoning for Second Grade, 10-Book Set
9781493886500 ∙ $99.90

Operations, Algebraic Reasoning, and 
Fractions for Third Grade, 10-Book Set
9781425824303 ∙ 9781493887798 ∙ $99.90

Place Value, Measurement, and Data for 
Second Grade, 10-Book Set
9781493886517 ∙ $99.90

Measurement, Data, and Geometry for Third 
Grade, 10-Book Set
9781425824310 ∙ 9781493887804 ∙ $99.90

Mathematics Collections
Grades 2–5

These collections for mathematics are aligned with key 
national and state standards. Students will: 
 ◗ Begin early development of the mathematical practices 
 ◗ Reason and model with numbers and operations in a 

variety of concepts
 ◗ Investigate patterns and make generalizations
 ◗ Explore literacy in the technical subjects

“Each book includes math problems, featuring a 
2-page problem-solving activity at the end of the 
book and brief answers in the back matter.”

—Booklist

Interest Grade Levels: 1–5
Trim Size: 7" x 9" ∙ Page Count: 32

Grade 2
Lexile: 500L–640L
GR: N–R

Grade 2
Lexile: 530L–630L
GR: N–P

Grade 3
Lexile: 530L-760L
GR: Q

Grade 3
Lexile: 590L-720L
GR: R

SPANISH ISBNs

Mule Number of RoundNumber of RoundNumber of -Trips

Arrow

Joo Joo

Lottie

Owl

Pups

NEW
Grade K & 1 Sets 

Coming 
Soon

Problem Solving
Taj and his friends love to ride bikes.  But, they aren’t quite 

ready for the grueling Le Tour de France.  So, they have started 
their own race, Le Tour de Park!  It’s not Le Tour de France, but 
they have fun just the same.  Their course is 1 km long through 
the park, with markers along the way.  Just like the riders of Le 
Tour de France, Taj and his friends each want to be the winner!  
Use the clues to plot Taj and his friends at their current points in 
the race on the number line.  Then, answer the questions.

Clues
• Taj is at the 4

8  marker.
• Ada is 6

8  of the way from the finish line.• Sean is at the 1
8  marker.

• Dora is 6
8  of the way to the finish line.

• Jen is 3
8  of the way to the finish line.

• Ben is 1
8  of the way from the finish line.

0 � � � � � � � �

1 km Course

Starting
Line Finish

Line

1. Who is closer to the 4
8  marker on the course: Dora or Jen?2. Is Ben closer to the 4

8  marker or the finish line?How do you know?

28

29Spectacular Sports: World’s Toughest Races

Travel Adventures: 
The Grand Canyon

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

Clues
• Taj is at the 4

8  marker.
• Ada is 6

8  of the way from the finish line.
 of the way from the finish line.• Sean is at the 1

8  marker.
• Dora is 6

8  of the way to the finish line.
 of the way to the finish line.
 of the way to the finish line.

• Jen is 3
8  of the way to the finish line.

 of the way to the finish line.
• Ben is 1

8  of the way from the finish line.
 of the way from the finish line.

0 � � � � �� � � �

1 km Course1 km Course

Starting
Line Finish

Line

29
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Operations, Algebraic Reasoning, and 
Geometry for Fourth Grade, 10-Book Set
9781425825331 ∙ $99.90

Fractions and Decimals for Fifth Grade, 
10-Book Set
9781493880829 ∙ $99.90

Fractions, Decimals, and Measurement for 
Fourth Grade, 10-Book Set
9781425825348 ∙ $99.90

Geometry, Measurement, Operations,
and Algebraic Reasoning for Fifth Grade, 
10-Book Set
9781493880836 ∙ $99.90

Grade 4
Lexile: 640L–750L
GR: R–W

Grade 4
Lexile: 660L–800L
GR: Q–V

Grade 5
Lexile: 690L–840L
GR: Q–W

Grade 5
Lexile: 720L–860L
GR: Q–W

Coming 
Soon

Grade 6 Set

Plan It and Pay for It!
Being inside a maze can be intimidating.  The walls hide 

the exit, and escape is uncertain.  But, fly high above to get a 

bird’s-eye view, and mazes look much simpler.  The way out is 

clear.  This is how designers visualize mazes before they are 

built.

Every maze starts as a sketch on paper.  Builders work 

out where to place the edges of mazes.  Each line is a wall or 

dead end that forces people to make a decision.  Left or right?  

Forward or backward?

Designers use their 

imaginations to create places that 

interest visitors.  After planning 

the size and shape of a maze, 

materials are chosen.  There are 

living mazes made of corn, hay, or 

other plants.  Wood, cardboard, 

and stone have all been used 

to build mazes.  There are also 

mazes of mirrors, which make 

escape really hard!

Designers use materials in 

creative ways.  They form some mazes in interesting shapes.  

They make others look like they are made out of desserts, 

such as cake and ice cream.  The materials are not real, so the 

pieces do not melt.  But the effect is still totally sweet!

 feet

maze building materials 

6

7

The last piece of gear used in Quidditch is the snitch.  It is by far the most important in the game.  One reason is because the game can only end when the snitch is caught.  Another reason is that the seeker who catches the snitch scores 30 points.  Since it is worth so many points, catching the snitch can be the difference between victory and defeat for a team.
Just like there are no flying broomsticks in the real-life game of Quidditch, there are no flying snitches.  For this version of the game, the snitch is a tennis ball in a sock that has been attached to a specially designated player’s waistband.  That player is called the snitch runner.

Snitch runners do not play for either team.  It is their job to avoid being captured for as long as possible.  They run, dodge, dip, and dive to avoid capture.  Once a team’s seeker removes the snitch from the snitch runner’s waistband, the game is over.

Laurel is playing a video game form of Quidditch.  She is playing a seeker trying to 
capture the snitch.  The positions of each are plotted on the coordinate grid.

only capture the snitch by moving in straight-line segments.  Write a set of directions that Laurel could use to move from her current position to the snitch’s location.

x9 10

Laurel

golden snitch

snitch runner
16

17

Fun and Games: Mazes

Spectacular Sports: Quidditch

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

Laurel is playing a video game form of Quidditch.  She is playing a seeker trying to 
capture the snitch.  The positions of each are plotted on the coordinate grid.

only capture the snitch by moving in straight-line segments.  Write a set of directions that Laurel could use to move from her current position to the snitch’s location.

x9 10

Laurel

17
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Student Practice & Test Preparation

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

180 Days of Math 
Grades K–6

 ◗ Each problem is tied to a specific mathematical concept.  
 ◗ Provides practice in algebraic thinking, numbers and 

operations, measurement and data, and geometry.
8.5" × 11" | 208pp. + CD | $19.99 each
Level ISBN
Kindergarten 9781425808037
First Grade 9781425808044
Second Grade 9781425808051
Third Grade 9781425808068

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

180 Days of Problem Solving
Grades K–6

 ◗ Help students develop a deeper understanding of 
mathematical concepts and apply them to real-life situations.

 ◗ Improve critical-thinking and reasoning skills with visual models, 
multiple strategies, and multi-step non-routine word problems.

8.5" × 11" | 216–232pp. + CD | $19.99 each
Level ISBN
Kindergarten 9781425816124
First Grade 9781425816131
Second Grade 9781425816148
Third Grade 9781425816155

2
DAY

WEEK 1

Directions:

So
lv

e 
It

!

?

Name: ________________ Date: _______

Read and solve the problem.

Problem 1: Brandon is counting bundles of craft 

sticks. There are 10 craft sticks in each bundle. He 

knows there are 300 craft sticks. How many bundles 

are there?

Problem 2: Sara is counting pencils. There are 10 

pencils in each bundle. How many bundles does Sara 

have if she has 500 pencils?

What Do You Know?

Solve the Problem!

What Is Your Plan?

Look Back and Explain!

What Do You Know?

Solve the Problem!

What Is Your Plan?

Look Back and Explain!

#51614—180 Days of Problem Solving for Second Grade 
© Shell Education

12

12 ft.

w

Name:  __________________________________ Date:  ______________________________

Directions: Read and solve each problem carefully.

 1. Select all the equations that are 

true.
 A (3 x 4) x 5 = (4 x 5) x 3

 B 14 – 5 = 5 – 14 C 12 + 15 + 11 = 15 + 11 + 12

 D (8 + 2) x 5 = (2 + 5) x 8
 E 14 x 6 = 6 x 14 F 36 ÷ 6 = 6 ÷ 36

 2. The area of a rectangular 
carpet is 96 square feet. The 

length of the carpet is 12 feet. 

What is the width of the carpet 

in feet?

 A 8 
 B 12 

 C 24 
 D 36

 3. Sophia practices basketball by shooting 75 baskets twice a day. How 

many baskets will she shoot in 7 days?

Practice Exercise 4

 ___________________________

© Shell Education 

#51443—TIME FOR KIDS: Practicing for Today’s Tests
25

Name:  __________________________________ Date:  ______________________________

Practice Exercise 9 (cont.)

Directions: Read and solve each problem carefully.

 6 This table shows the number of different dessert recipes Lila has. Lila randomly 

chooses one recipe. Which statement is true?

Type of 
Dessert

Number of 
Recipes

pie 4

cake 8

cookie 12

candy 8

 A It is most likely Lila will choose a candy recipe.

 B It is least likely Lila will choose a cookie recipe.

 C It is equally likely Lila will choose a pie recipe or a cookie recipe.

 D It is twice as likely Lila will choose a cake recipe than a pie recipe.

 7 Which fraction makes the comparison true?

1
2  < ☐

 A 1
4

 B 2
6

 C 3
4

 D 1
2

 8 Bernard runs 2 miles every day after school On Saturday and Sunday, he runs 5 

miles each day. How many miles will Bernard run in a week?

 A 7 

 C 15

 B 12 

 D 20

Practicing for Today’s Tests: 
Mathematics
Grades 2–6

Prepares students for today’s complex standardized 
mathematics testing
 ◗ Provides an effective resource to help students develop the 

critical-thinking skills needed to succeed.
 ◗ Each book includes 25 practice sets featuring multiple 

choice, multi-answer multiple choice, open-ended, 
multi-step, and performance-based mathematics problems.

8.5" × 11" | 128pp. | $24.99 each

 ______________________________

(cont.)

This table shows the number of different dessert recipes Lila has. Lila randomly 

It is equally likely Lila will choose a pie recipe or a cookie recipe.

It is twice as likely Lila will choose a cake recipe than a pie recipe.

Bernard runs 2 miles every day after school On Saturday and Sunday, he runs 5 

Practicing for STAAR Success: 
Mathematics
Grades 3–5

Prepares students for rigorous STAAR testing with e¥ ective 
resources that build the critical-thinking and problem-solving 
skills needed to succeed with the TEKS.
 ◗ Exercises are based on best practice strategies and 

question types from the STAAR test.
 ◗ Includes 25 practice sets, featuring multiple-choice and 

griddable questions.
8.5" × 11" | 128 pp. | $24.99 each
Level ISBN ISBN
Grade 3 9781425817022 9781425817084
Grade 4 9781425817039 9781425817091
Grade 5 9781425817046 9781425817107

Level ISBN
Fourth Grade 9781425808075
Fifth Grade 9781425808082
Sixth Grade 9781425808020

Level ISBN
Fourth Grade 9781425816162
Fifth Grade 9781425816179
Sixth Grade 9781425816186

Level ISBN
Level 2 9781425815561
Level 3 9781425814427
Level 4 9781425814434

Level ISBN
Level 5 9781425814441
Level 6 9781425814458

Name: __________________________________

Directions: Read and solve each problem carefully.

1. Select all the equations that are 

true.
 A (3 x 4) x 5 = (4 x 5) x 3

 B 14 – 5 = 5 – 14 C 12 + 15 + 11 = 15 + 11 + 12

 D (8 + 2) x 5 = (2 + 5) x 8
 E 14 x 6 = 6 x 14 F 36 ÷ 6 = 6 ÷ 36

3. Sophia practices basketball by shooting 75 baskets twice a day. How 

many baskets will she shoot in 7 days?

© Shell Education

SPANISH ISBNs

 ______________________________

The area of a rectangular 
carpet is 96 square feet. The 

length of the carpet is 12 feet. 

For For For 
Language Language Language Language Language Language Language Language Language  ______________________________Language  ______________________________Language  ______________________________Language  ______________________________Language Language Language 
Arts seeArts seeArts seeArts seeArts seeArts seeArts seeArts seeArts see

p. 64p. 64p. 64

 ______________________________

The area of a rectangular 
carpet is 96 square feet. The 

length of the carpet is 12 feet. 

What is the width of the carpet 

For For For 
Reading seeReading seeReading seeReading seeReading seeReading see

p. 64p. 64p. 64

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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Mathematics Skills

Level ISBN
Level 1 9781425807733
Level 2 9781425807740
Level 3 9781425807757

Level ISBN
Level 4 9781425807764
Level 5 9781425807771
Level 6 9781425807788

50 Leveled Math Problems
by Linda Dacey and Anne Collins
Levels 1–6

 ◗ Provides effective research-based strategies to help 
teachers differentiate problem solving in the 
classroom. 

 ◗ 50 math problems, each with a student activity 
sheet with a problem tiered at three levels.

8.5" × 11" | 144pp. + CD | $21.99 each

Math Games
Getting to 
the Core of 
Conceptual 
Understanding
by Ted H. Hull, 
Ruth Harbin Miles, 
and Don S. Balka 
Foreword by Anne Collins
Grades K–8 

Math Games
Skill-Based Practice
by Ted H. Hull, Ruth Harbin Miles, and Don S. Balka
Grades K–6

 ◗ Facilitate mathematics instruction through engaging 
games that can be played in pairs or in small groups.

 ◗ Provide activities that can be done in the classroom or 
at home, using easy-to-access materials.

8.5" ×  11" | 120–160pp. +  CD | $15.99 each
Level ISBN
Kindergarten 9781425812874
First Grade 9781425812881
Second Grade 9781425812898

Level ISBN
Third Grade 9781425812904
Fourth Grade 9781425812911
Fifth Grade 9781425812928
Sixth Grade 9781425812935

Essential 
Math Skills 
Over 250 Activities 
to Develop Deep 
Understanding
by Bob Sornson
Grades Pre·K –3

◗ Provides targeted activities that include the use of 
manipulatives, activities, exploration, inquiry, 
and play.

◗ Allows teachers to systematically monitor students’ 
progress toward proficiency in every essential skill.

8.5" ×  11" | 168pp. +  CD| ISBN 9781425812119 | $24.99 

Uses concept-building games to support students’ 
learning and understanding of essential mathematical 
concepts. Provides opportunities for students to refl ect 
and check understanding of what they’ve learned, and to 
engage in the standards for Mathematical Practice.
Notebook | 320pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425810139 | $99.99

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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Mathematics Resources

Effective Math Instruction
Shifting to Meet Today’s Standards
by Jared DuPree
Foreword by Ruth Harbin Miles
Grades K–8

E¥ ectively implement the key shifts in mathematics 
instruction: focus, coherence and rigor. Build meaningful 
lessons and assessments, enabling students to develop 
factual, conceptual, procedural, and meta-cognitive 
knowledge.
8.5" x 11" | 224pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425815080 | $45.99

Mathematical Discourse 
Let the Kids Talk!
Grades K–12
by Barbara Blanke

Supports equitable learning environments by encouraging 
active listening, clear communications, justifi cation of 
strategies, and acknowledgement of students’ experiences.
 ◗ Helps teachers develop a new set of pedagogical skills and 

strategies to assess, plan, and organize their classrooms.
 ◗ Creates opportunities for students to think constructively, 

communicate effectively, and ultimately increase 
mathematics proficiency.

7" x 9" | 200pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425817688 | $31.99

Clothesline Math
The Master Number Sense Maker
Grades K–12
by Chris Shore
Foreword by Andrew Stadel

Equips teachers with the theoretical ground work for 
intentionally teaching number sense in both elementary and 
secondary classrooms.
 ◗ Includes tips and strategies for facilitating the mathematical 

discourse that naturally ensues among students when 
implemented.

 ◗ Provides teachers with everything they need to prepare, 
implement, and assess Clothesline Math lessons.

8.5" x 11" | 250pp. + CD | ISBN 9781493885145 | $45.99

 Additional

Present the Problem/Cluster 1. Present the following mathematical scenario and cluster 
for students to investigate. Say, “We are also working as 
mathematicians to notice the structure of numbers and 
attend to precision, or noting all details.  John and Maria each have stickers that come in different 
packs. Pack A stickers contain 100 stickers in each pack. 
Pack B stickers contain 10 stickers in each pack. Pack C 
stickers contain one sticker per pack. John has 3 pack A 
stickers, 5 pack B stickers, and 17 pack C stickers. Maria 
has 2 packs of A stickers, 15 packs of B stickers, and 18 
packs of C stickers. Who has the most stickers? Explain 
your reasoning by drawing pictures, writing numerical 
sentences using >, =, and < symbols. Justify using place 
value explanation.”

 2. Allow students time to discuss the intended meaning 
of the cluster and ask clarifying questions about the 
problem scenario. A question students may ask would 
be: How will place value help me solve this problem?

Solicit Questions
 3. Ask students to generate questions for exploration based 

on the task. Record questions that students generate. 
Some questions may be: • How do the tens compare to the hundreds in our total 

number of stickers?
 • Did I answer all parts of the problem? • Are there other ways to solve this problem? • Is it possible to open the pack of stickers and group 

them differently?
 • Why does Pack C only have one sticker in the pack? 4. If needed or desired, ask the following strategic 

questions to prompt exploration: • What mathematical language can you use to explain 
______? (MP6)

 • Have you considered all parts of the problem in your 
argument? (MP6)

 • What patterns do you notice? (MP7)
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#51508_i11502—Math Instruction 

© Shell Education

Teacher Moves That  Promote Effective  Student Discourse
Building a Community of LearnersA teacher’s knowledge of students’ social and academic needs 

supports the facilitation of mathematical discourse in the classroom. 

The decisions, planning, and specifically chosen teacher moves are all 

based on a teacher’s level of familiarity with students’ mathematical 

knowledge and learning styles. So, just how do teachers acquire 

deep knowledge of the social and academic needs of students? 

First and foremost, teachers have to choose to spend time at the 

beginning of the year building relationships with students in the 

classroom, getting to know each one while working toward effective 

discourse communities. To engage students in productive mathematics 

discussions, it is imperative to establish a learning environment that 

welcomes student involvement and includes expectations for all 

students to contribute to the discourse community. 

Establishing classroom community norms and agreements at the 

beginning of the school year will support learning opportunities for 

everyone in the classroom—including the teacher—is paramount. 

Teachers can begin this process by sharing personal stories past 

learning experiences that the teacher believes will assist students in 

feeling comfortable to also share their stories. Through this agreement-

making process, it is important to explore students’ feelings about their 

past mathematical learning via conversations and journaling, always 

Chapter 3

5
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students to contribute to the discourse community. 

Establishing classroom community norms and agreements at the 

beginning of the school year will support learning opportunities for 

everyone in the classroom—including the teacher—is paramount. 

Teachers can begin this process by sharing personal stories past 

learning experiences that the teacher believes will assist students in 

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

Building a Community of LearnersA teacher’s knowledge of students’ social and academic needs 

supports the facilitation of mathematical discourse in the classroom. 

The decisions, planning, and specifically chosen teacher moves are all 

based on a teacher’s level of familiarity with students’ mathematical 

knowledge and learning styles. So, just how do teachers acquire 

deep knowledge of the social and academic needs of students? 

First and foremost, teachers have to choose to spend time at the 

beginning of the year building relationships with students in the 

classroom, getting to know each one while working toward effective 

discourse communities. To engage students in productive mathematics 

discussions, it is imperative to establish a learning environment that 

welcomes student involvement and includes expectations for all 

Building a Community of LearnersA teacher’s knowledge of students’ social and academic needs 

supports the facilitation of mathematical discourse in the classroom. 

The decisions, planning, and specifically chosen teacher moves are all 

based on a teacher’s level of familiarity with students’ mathematical 

beginning of the year building relationships with students in the 

classroom, getting to know each one while working toward effective 

discourse communities. To engage students in productive mathematics 

discussions, it is imperative to establish a learning environment that 

welcomes student involvement and includes expectations for all 

students to contribute to the discourse community. 
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knowledge and learning styles. So, just how do teachers acquire NEWknowledge and learning styles. So, just how do teachers acquire NEWknowledge and learning styles. So, just how do teachers acquire NEWknowledge and learning styles. So, just how do teachers acquire 

deep knowledge of the social and academic needs of students? 

NEWdeep knowledge of the social and academic needs of students? 

NEWdeep knowledge of the social and academic needs of students? 

NEWdeep knowledge of the social and academic needs of students? 

First and foremost, teachers have to choose to spend time at the 

NEWFirst and foremost, teachers have to choose to spend time at the 

NEWFirst and foremost, teachers have to choose to spend time at the 

NEWFirst and foremost, teachers have to choose to spend time at the 
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NEW
beginning of the year building relationships with students in the 

NEW
beginning of the year building relationships with students in the 

NEW
beginning of the year building relationships with students in the 

NEWNEWNEW
Building a Community of LearnersA teacher’s knowledge of students’ social and academic needs 

supports the facilitation of mathematical discourse in the classroom. 

The decisions, planning, and specifically chosen teacher moves are all 

based on a teacher’s level of familiarity with students’ mathematical 

knowledge and learning styles. So, just how do teachers acquire 

deep knowledge of the social and academic needs of students? 

First and foremost, teachers have to choose to spend time at the 

beginning of the year building relationships with students in the 

classroom, getting to know each one while working toward effective 

discourse communities. To engage students in productive mathematics 

discussions, it is imperative to establish a learning environment that 

welcomes student involvement and includes expectations for all 

students to contribute to the discourse community. 

Building a Community of Learners

welcomes student involvement and includes expectations for all 

students to contribute to the discourse community. 

learning experiences that the teacher believes will assist students in 

Available Spring 2018

Available Spring 2018
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#51051—Think It, Show It Mathematics

Appendix C 

Student Resources

Name ______________________________________   Date ________________

Thinking and Elaborating

Directions:  Complete the graphic organizer to explain your problem-solving process.

To start with, then, next, after 

that, �rst, second, thirds, �nally

Since, because, therefore I know

hat	is	happenin
	in	the	problem

	 	 hat	do	 	 now
	 	 hat	is	my	data  

	 hat	don’t	 	 now
	 	 hat	is	the	prob

lem	as in 	me	to	find	out

Date: Number Facts What will my answer tell me?

Tell WHAT steps you will need to do 

to solve the problem.

Tell WHY you need to do these 

steps to solve the problem.

Step 

1

Step 

2

73

CHAPTER 3
Getting Started Strategies  

“Students use many strategies intuitively when 

they solve problems.  However, gaining familiarity 

with a collection of strategies by seeing them 

modeled, and then trying to apply them, provides 

students with useful tools for tackling problems 

and broadens their problem-solving abilities.”

Burns 2007

Many people struggle with how to approach a problem.  The 

strategies in this chapter can be used in a variety of settings and 

include the following: 

 • Restate the Problem in Your Own Words

 • Identify Wanted, Given, and Needed information

 • Identify a Subgoal

 • Select Appropriate Notation

These strategies can help you to solve both routine problems as well 

as non-routine problems like the ones that were introduced in the 

previous chapter.  What is important about these strategies is that 

they can help anyone become more comfortable with approaching 

a problem.  Each of them will help you get started or help you to 

reexamine the problem if you hit a roadblock. They are often used 

together with the strategies we will examine in the next chapters.  

Time to get started on your problem-solving journey!

After initially reading a problem, it is helpful to restate the problem 

in your own words to be sure you understand the problem situation.  

Identifying wanted and given information will help you to 

determine any additional information needed to solve the problem.  

What’s Your Math Problem!?!
Getting to the Heart of Teaching 
Problem Solving
by Linda Gojak
Foreword by Lancy Sammons
All Grades

Provides meaningful instructional tools and methods to help 
teachers understand many problem-solving strategies and 
how to use them with their students.  
7" × 9" | 240pp. | ISBN 9781425807887 | $24.99

Teaching Mathematics Today 
2nd Edition
by Erin Lehmann
Foreword by Sharon Rendon and Diana Wilson
All Grades

Equips teachers with sound educational strategies and 
current research while building an understanding of 
mathematics and the new standards. 
7" × 9" | 240pp. | ISBN 9781425812072 | $29.99

Think It, Show It Mathematics
Strategies for Explaining Thinking
by Gregory A. Denman
Foreword by Linda Dacey
Grades 3–8 

Provides step-by-step strategies for developing students’ 
clear, concise writing and discussion skills about math 
problems, supported by student activity sheets, rubrics, 
and exemplar writing samples. 
8.5" x 11" | 192pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425810511 | $39.99

Strategies for Teaching 
Mathematics
by Deborah V. Mink
Foreword by Earlene U. Hall
Grades K–8

Build student understanding of mathematical concepts 
with a wide range of easy-to-implement strategies and 
model lessons.
Notebook | 320pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425802493 | $99.99

 

 61

Mathematics Classroom Procedures 

Every successful classroom needs established norms, procedures, 

celebrations, and consequences. Every teacher has a different way to 

effectively set these up in the classroom. Classroom norms are a shared 

understanding of what is expected from the class. These norms should 

be established early in the school year and clearly posted for everyone 

to see, in addition to celebrations and consequences of following, or not 

following, them. 

4. Students need to keep track of hits with red Xs and misses with 
Xs and misses with 
X

red Os when their partner guesses, and green Xs and Xs and X Os for their 

own guesses of hits and misses. If students get a “hit,” they may 

go again. If not, it is their partners’ turn. 

5. The winner is the first person who sinks all f ive ships.
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Strategies for Teaching Procedures 

Teacher Resources

Alternative Algorithm for Multiplication

 (page 144; page144.pdf)

Procedure
 1. Tell students that they will be learning how to use the grid method for multiplication.  In this 

method, students break one of the numbers into tens and ones and then multiply.

 2. Distribute a piece of paper to each student.  Instruct students to fold their papers into four 

equal sections.
 3. Review multiplication by having students use mental math to multiply single-digit numbers 

by 10.
 4. Write the problem 24 × 7 on the board or overhead.  Below it, draw a grid like the one shown 

below.  Have students set up the problem in the top left box on their papers.24 × 7

 5. Have students identify the single-digit number and the two-digit number.  Tell them that in 

the grid method of multiplication, the single-digit number belongs on the left side of the grid.

 6. Next, have students break the two-digit number into tens and ones. (20 and 4)  Tell students 

that if you add the two pieces together, the sum is still 24; 20 + 4 is simply a different way to 

represent the number 24.  Place the addition sentence above the grid as shown below.  Have 

students do the same on their papers.

24 × 720 + 4
7

Grades 3–5 Lesson

Standard
 • uses basic and advanced procedures while 

performing the processes of computation

Strategies Used in This Lesson
 • Modeling
 • Visual Aids
 • Acronyms

142 SEP 50249 (i3423)—Strategies for Teaching Mathematics

Strategies for Teaching Procedures

Alternative Algorithm for Multiplication

Procedure
 1. Tell students that they will be learning how to use the grid method for multiplication.  In this 

method, students break one of the numbers into tens and ones and then multiply.

 2. Distribute a piece of paper to each student.  Instruct students to fold their papers into four 

equal sections.
 3. Review multiplication by having students use mental math to multiply single-digit numbers 

by 10.
 4. Write the problem 24 × 7 on the board or overhead.  Below it, draw a grid like the one shown 

below.  Have students set up the problem in the top left box on their papers.

 5. Have students identify the single-digit number and the two-digit number.  Tell them that in 

the grid method of multiplication, the single-digit number belongs on the left side of the grid.

 6. Next, have students break the two-digit number into tens and ones. 

Grades 3–5 Lesson

Standard
 • uses basic and advanced procedures while 

performing the processes of computation

142142142142142142142142142
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FluencyD

Objectives

Determine whether a given whole number is a multiple of a given one-digit number.Procedure

Note: Prior to introducing the workstation task, copy the Number Cards (page 204; numbercards.pdf) 
on cardstock, cut, and laminate.
 1. Distribute materials to students.
 2. Players place number cards facedown in a pile, turn over the top card, and write the 

number in the star labeled Multiples of… on the Multiples Tic-Tac-Toe Game Board (page 205; 
multiplesboard.pdf).

 3. Players decide who will go first. Then, players take turns claiming spaces by multiplying the 
factor in the star by the factor in the space and writing the product in the space. 4. The first player to claim three spaces in a row wins. 

 5. Students may record the multiples for each factor in a math journal or on a recording sheet. 
Students may also explain patterns they notice in the multiples of the numbers.Differentiation

Have below-level learners still learning the concept of multiplication use concrete objects to 
build each multiple. 
Instruct above-level learners to use the Alternate Number Cards (page 206; altcards.pdf) and work 
with multiples of ten. 

Multiples Tic-Tac-Toe: Grades 3–5
Materials

• Number Cards (page 204; numbercards.pdf) 
• Multiples Tic-Tac-Toe 

Game Board (page 205; multiplesboard.pdf)
• dry-erase markers in two colors

• Alternate Number Cards (optional) (page 206; 
altcards.pdf)

Overview
Students attempt to claim three spaces in a row on the game board by finding multiples of a given factor.  

51654—Guided Math Workshop 

© Shell Education

102

70

Data Collection and Analysis Math Stretch  The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (2000) placed increased emphasis on data analysis in their mathematics standards.  The standard states that students in elementary school should be able to: • formulate questions that can be addressed with data and collect, organize, and display relevant data to answer them • select and use appropriate statistical methods to analyze data • develop and evaluate inferences and predictions that are based on data

This data-collection activity can also be used as a way of taking attendance. Students have enormous curiosity about the world around them, especially their immediate world.  Teachers can take advantage of this characteristic by posing questions for students to respond to as they arrive at the classroom, thus providing opportunities for data collection and analysis.  For younger students, the questions are quite simple.  In a kindergarten class, it may be, “How did you get to school today?”  For older students, the questions presented are more complex and reflect the interests of the students.  They may be asked to choose a favorite sport, entertainer, author, or movie from several choices.  Students are delighted to be asked questions that they feel confident answering and are eager to take part in the data collection.

124 #50531—Strategies for Implementing Guided Math 
© Shell Education

Strategies for  
Math Warm-Ups

We Are All Parts of the Whole ChartExamine this picture of 24 students.  Write a fraction that represents 
a part of this group (for example, girls, smiling students, students 
wearing shorts) on a sticky note, add your initials, and post it on the 
chart.  Make your fractional group different from any already posted.

Insert class photo here.

4
24  

wears glasses
LS

11
13  

are boys
AK

8
24  

have striped 
shirts

TM

19
5  

are smiling
CJ

13
24  

are girls
LN

We Are All Parts of the Whole Sample Chart

Chapter 1

to the workstations on a regular schedule while the teacher calls small groups for lessons as 
needed. Figure 1.4 shows examples of rotational models when the teacher lesson is not one of the 
workstations.

Figure 1.4 Workstation Rotation Models without Teacher Station
Three-Station Rotation Model Four-Station Rotation Model

Teacher
Lesson

Workstation
1

Workstation
2

Workstation
3

Teacher
Lesson

Workstation
1

Workstation
3

Workstation
2

Workstation
4

You can create math workstation management boards to indicate where students will work 
during Math Workshop for a rotation model without a teacher station. An example is shown in 
Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5 Sample Management Board for Four Workstations without Teacher Station

Red Team
Tom, Carlos, Jasmine, 
Min, Sadie, and Assad

Blue Team
Finn, Sandra, Fatima, 

Maria, Joseph, and Lois

Yellow Team
Sara, Pedro, Mimi, 

Matt, Krista, and Ravi

Green Team
Ash, Dempsey, Griff, Alice, 

Yoshi, and Carmen
Workstation 1 Workstation 4 Workstation 3 Workstation 2
Workstation 2 Workstation 1 Workstation 4 Workstation 3
Workstation 3 Workstation 2 Workstation 1 Workstation 4
Workstation 4 Workstation 3 Workstation 2 Workstation 1

© Shell Education 
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Examine this picture of 24 students.  Write a fraction that represents 
a part of this group (for example, girls, smiling students, students 
wearing shorts) on a sticky note, add your initials, and post it on the 
chart.  Make your fractional group different from any already posted.

We Are All Parts of the Whole Sample Chart

You can create math workstation management boards to indicate where students will work 
during Math Workshop for a rotation model without a teacher station. An example is shown in 
Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5
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Objectives

Determine whether a given whole number is a multiple of a given one-digit number.

Determine whether a given whole number is a multiple of a given one-digit number.Procedure

Note: Prior to introducing the workstation task, copy the 
 Prior to introducing the workstation task, copy the on cardstock, cut, and laminate.

on cardstock, cut, and laminate.
1. Distribute materials to students.

 Distribute materials to students.
2. Players place number cards facedown in a pile, turn over the top card, and write the 

 Players place number cards facedown in a pile, turn over the top card, and write the 
number in the star labeled 
number in the star labeled Multiples of…multiplesboard.pdf).multiplesboard.pdf).

3. Players decide who will go first. Then, players take turns claiming spaces by multiplying the 

 Players decide who will go first. Then, players take turns claiming spaces by multiplying the 
factor in the star by the factor in the space and writing the product in the space.

factor in the star by the factor in the space and writing the product in the space.4. The first player to claim three spaces in a row wins. 
 The first player to claim three spaces in a row wins. 

5. Students may record the multiples for each factor in a math journal or on a

 Students may record the multiples for each factor in a math journal or on a
Students may also explain patterns they notice in the multiples of the numbers.

Students may also explain patterns they notice in the multiples of the numbers.Differentiation
Have below-level learners below-level learners still learning the concept of multiplication use concrete objects to 
build each multiple. build each multiple. 
Instruct above-level learners  above-level learners to use the Alternate Number Cardswith multiples of ten. with multiples of ten. 

Multiples Tic-Tac-Toe: Grades 3–5
Multiples Tic-Tac-Toe: Grades 3–5

OverviewOverview
Students attempt to claim three spaces in a row on the 
Students attempt to claim three spaces in a row on the game board by finding multiples of a given factor.  
game board by finding multiples of a given factor.  

51654—Guided Math Workshop 
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Determine whether a given whole number is a multiple of a given one-digit number.

 (page 204; numbercards.pdf) 

 Players place number cards facedown in a pile, turn over the top card, and write the Multiples Tic-Tac-Toe Game Board (page 205; 

Alternate Number Cards
(optional) (page 206; 
altcards.pdf)

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW (page 204; numbercards.pdf) NEW (page 204; numbercards.pdf) NEW (page 204; numbercards.pdf) NEW (page 204; numbercards.pdf) NEWNEWNEW
Determine whether a given whole number is a multiple of a given one-digit number.

 (page 204; numbercards.pdf) 

 Players place number cards facedown in a pile, turn over the top card, and write the Multiples Tic-Tac-Toe Game Board 
 Players decide who will go first. Then, players take turns claiming spaces by multiplying the 

dry-erase markers in two 

Alternate Number Cards
(optional) (page 206; 
altcards.pdf)

Guided Math
A Framework for Mathematics Instruction
by Laney Sammons
Foreword by Janis F. Fackler
Grades K–8

This popular book uses a practical approach to teaching 
mathematics that integrates proven literacy strategies. 
Increase both rigor and relevance in mathematics by 
applying a research-based, classroom-tested model for 
delivering instruction.
7" × 9" | 264pp. | ISBN 9781425805340 | $31.99

Guided Math Workstations
by Donna Boucher and Laney Sammons
Grades K–8

Helps students practice, review, and maintain mathematical 
concepts and skills with e� ective and easy-to-implement 
workstation tasks. Provides teacher instructions to help guide 
planning and student directions to support independence.
8.5" × 11" | 144pp. + Digital Download | $19.99 each
Level ISBN
Grades K-2 9781425817282
Grades 3-5 9781425817299
Grades 6-8 9781425817305

Strategies for Implementing 
Guided Math
by Laney Sammons
Foreword by Barbara Blanke
Grades K–8

This resource provides specifi c strategies for implementing the 
seven elements of the Guided Math Framework and includes 
sample lessons, activities, and classroom ″snapshots″ for three 
grade spans: K–2, 3–5, and 6–8.
Notebook | 344pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425805319 | $99.99

Guided Math Workshop
by Laney Sammons and Donna Boucher
Foreword by Kimberly Rimbey
Grades K–8

Helps teachers successfully plan, organize, implement, 
and manage Guided Math Workshop. Gives teachers time 
to conduct small-group lessons and math conferences to 
target student needs.
8.5" x 11" | 232pp. + Digital Download | ISBN 9781425816544
$45.99
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◆ 11

Conferring 
with Young 

Mathematicians

Just as students come in all shapes and sizes, with distinctive personalities, 

quirks, senses of humor, and sensitivities, they also come into our classrooms 

with unique background knowledge and instructional needs. Somehow we 

manage to adapt our instruction each year as these young learners enter 

our classrooms—not only adapt, but to truly delight in the diversity that 

enriches the learning environment we so carefully construct.

Realistically, however, the vast differences in foundational knowledge 

and skills of students pose challenges—challenges that are intrinsic to the 

profession of teaching. How do we gain insights into the thinking of our 

students, discover what they know, what they can do, what misconceptions 

they have, what struggles they face, and what concerns they harbor? The 

intimate nature of small classes allows astute teachers to establish close 

relationships with their students in which they acquire something of a true 

measure of their students’ learning strengths and needs through observation 

and discussions. Building on that measure, differentiation of instruction 

f lows naturally.

With larger class sizes, the task of accurately assessing the complex 

and unique individual learning needs of our students is more difficult. 

Opportunities to closely observe their work are limited, as are in-depth 

student-teacher conversations during lessons, especially during whole-class 

lessons. In some ways, a classroom full of students is analogous to an 

orchestra. When 25 or 30 students are each playing their own scores, 

the blended sound of the whole orchestra makes it almost impossible to 
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Fig. 2.13. Sample Concept Map for Multiplication

Concept: 

Multiplication

Inverse operation 

of division

Finding how many 

if you have a 

number of groups 

with the same 

number in each 

group

Like repeated 

addition

Commutative Property

Associative Property

Identity Property

Distributive Property

Non-examples: 

division

subtraction

Related Words:

factors

product

Examples: 

3 x 2 = 6 25
x 4
100

(Adapted from Thompson and Thomason 2005; Thompson et al. 2008; 

O’Connell 2007)

There are numerous varieties of graphic organizers that students may 

employ to broaden and extend their understanding of mathematical 

vocabulary terms.  Check websites or other teacher instructional 

resources for additional ideas.  By creating visual displays of the 

new terms, students are apt to develop a deeper and more complex 

understanding of their meanings. 

Games and Other Learning Activities

Games may be valuable as instructional tools.  The sixth step 

of Marzano’s and Pickering’s (2005) Building Academic Vocabulary 

supports involving students in games that allow them to play 

with vocabulary terms.  Combining learning with play is highly 

motivational and contributes to the word consciousness of students.  

The following are examples of effective games that help increase 

mathematical vocabulary.

Building Mathematical 
Comprehension
Using Literacy Strategies to Make Meaning
by Laney Sammons
Foreword by Ruth Harbin Miles
All Grades

Applies familiar reading comprehension strategies and 
relevant research to aid in building students’ 
comprehension in mathematics.  
7" × 9" | 304pp. | ISBN 9781425807894 | $29.99

Commutative Property

Associative Property

Distributive Property

(Adapted from Thompson and Thomason 2005; Thompson et al. 2008; 

There are numerous varieties of graphic organizers that students may 

employ to broaden and extend their understanding of mathematical 

vocabulary terms.  Check websites or other teacher instructional 

resources for additional ideas.  By creating visual displays of the 

new terms, students are apt to develop a deeper and more complex 

Games may be valuable as instructional tools.  The sixth step 
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Figure 2.1 Creating a Mathematics Professional Community

Empowering 

Community 

Members

 
 

Encouraging Collaboration
Encouraging Collaboration

Building 
Teams

Establishing Trust

Creating a Professional 

Community

Establishing Trust 

Imperative in the establishment of professional communities in schools 

is nurturing trust among community members—not only between 

administrative staff and teachers, but also between teachers. For much 

too long, math teachers worked on their own—never venturing into the 

classrooms of others, planning independently, and yet doing their best to 

teach their young learners in their own ways. Some teachers have even 

been territorial about their classrooms—reluctant to have others come in 

to observe, reluctant to share their successes or struggles with their peers. 

These teachers may engage in friendly chitchat with other teachers during 

breaks or after school, but are unwilling to engage in rich and constructive 

professional discussions. In that climate, professional communities focused 

on mathematics education initiatives fail to thrive.

Daily Math Stretches
Building Conceptual Understanding
by Laney Sammons, Michelle Windham, and Pamela Dase
Grades K–8

Take an in-depth look at Math Stretches—daily warm-up 
activities that get students thinking about mathematics and ready for 
instruction! 
 ◗ Each book features step-by-step lessons, assessment information, and 

samples of what the warm-ups look like in the classroom. 
 ◗ Digital resources feature interactive whiteboard files for each stretch.

8.5" × 11" | 192pp. + CD | $24.99 each
Level ISBN
Grades K–2 9781425806361
Grades 3–5 9781425807863
Grades 6–8 9781425807870

Guided Math Conferences
by Laney Sammons
Foreword by Deborah Allen Wirth
Grades K–8

Gives teachers suggestions, tips, and implementation methods to 
e¥ ectively conference with students within the Guided Math 
Framework. 
 ◗ Templates, planning tools, and other resources are provided to 

help teachers stay organized and effective while conferring.
 ◗ Includes ″snapshots″ of dialogue that offer realistic scenarios at 

multiple grade levels.
7" × 9" | 232pp. | ISBN 9781425811877 | $29.99

Implementing Guided Math
Tools for Educational Leaders
by Laney Sammons
Foreword by Mary Esther Reynosa
Grades K–8

This comprehensive guide provides educational leaders with a 
clear path to supporting teachers’ implementation of the seven 
components of the Guided Math Framework.
7" × 9" | 264pp. | ISBN 9781425815127 | $31.99
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Just as students come in all shapes and sizes, with distinctive personalities, 

quirks, senses of humor, and sensitivities, they also come into our classrooms 

unique background knowledge and instructional needs. Somehow we 

manage to adapt our instruction each year as these young learners enter 

our classrooms—not only adapt, but to truly delight in the diversity that 

Realistically, however, the vast differences in foundational knowledge 

and skills of students pose challenges—challenges that are intrinsic to the 

profession of teaching. How do we gain insights into the thinking of our 

students, discover what they know, what they can do, what misconceptions 

they have, what struggles they face, and what concerns they harbor? The 

intimate nature of small classes allows astute teachers to establish close 

relationships with their students in which they acquire something of a true 

measure of their students’ learning strengths and needs through observation 

and discussions. Building on that measure, differentiation of instruction 

With larger class sizes, the task of accurately assessing the complex 

and unique individual learning needs of our students is more difficult. 

Opportunities to closely observe their work are limited, as are in-depth 

student-teacher conversations during lessons, especially during whole-class 

lessons. In some ways, a classroom full of students is analogous to an 

orchestra. When 25 or 30 students are each playing their own scores, 

the blended sound of the whole orchestra makes it almost impossible to 
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Imperative in the establishment of professional communities in schools 

is nurturing trust among community members—not only between 

 For much 

too long, math teachers worked on their own—never venturing into the 

classrooms of others, planning independently, and yet doing their best to 

 Some teachers have even 

been territorial about their classrooms—reluctant to have others come in 

to observe, reluctant to share their successes or struggles with their peers.

These teachers may engage in friendly chitchat with other teachers during 

breaks or after school, but are unwilling to engage in rich and constructive 

 In that climate, professional communities focused 
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Biographies Interest Grade Levels: K–5
Trim Size: 7" x 9" ∙ Page Count: 24–32

George 
Washington
9781433373527
9781493804382
©2014
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: BR
GR: A

Pocahontas
9781433373534
9781493804399
©2014
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: BR
GR: A

Abraham 
Lincoln
9781433369810
9781493804931
©2014
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 340L
GR: E

Susan B. 
Anthony
9781433369827
9781493804948
©2014
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 400L
GR: H

Abigail Adams
9781433370045
9781493805495
©2014
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 460L
GR: J ∙ ATOS: 3.6

Paul Revere
9781433370038
9781493805488
©2014
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 480L
GR: K ∙ ATOS: 3.5

Rosa Parks
9781433373756
9781493806041
©2015
Dewey: 323*
Lexile: 600L
GR: O

Thurgood 
Marshall
9781433373749
9781493806034
©2015
Dewey: 347*
Lexile: 620L
GR: O

Amazing Americans Grades K–3
Single Titles: $8.99 each

Back then, many people thought 

African Americans and white people 

should stay apart.  Eleanor said skin color 

did not matter.  She was in a club that 

would not let a famous African American 

singer sing in their hall.  That singer was 

Marian Anderson.  Eleanor got mad.  She 

quit the club.

Marian and Eleanor

Eleanor helped Marian put 

on a bigger show at the 

Lincoln Memorial instead.

Fun Fact

16

17

Eleanor Roosevelt
Jackie Robinson

A Great Career
In 1947, many fans and players booed and called Jackie names.  They did not want an African American to play baseball on a white team.  But Jackie was a great player.  He worked hard and played his best.

Baseball fans booing Jackie20

21

Annie Oakley
Little Sure Shot
9781433316012
9781433325823
©2011
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 480L 
GR: K · ATOS: 2.9

Amelia Earhart
Flying into 
Adventure
9781433315954
9781433325762
©2011
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 480L 
GR: K · ATOS: 3.0

Eleanor 
Roosevelt
A Friend to All
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In 1981, Sandra Day O’Connor became the 

�rst female United States Supreme Court 

.  U.S. President Ronald Reagan chose 

O’Connor because of her strong will, 

intelligence, and common sense.

O’Connor was born in 1930.  She grew 

up on her family’s Arizona cattle ranch.  

There, she learned practical skills.  By age 7, 

she could drive a truck and brand a cow.

During every school year, O’Connor lived 

with her grandmother in El Paso, Texas.  She 

attended a private girls’ school and studied hard.  

O’Connor was bright, and her grandmother 

encouraged her to excel.  She graduated from high 

school at 16 and went on to Stanford University and 

Stanford Law School.  She graduated third in her 

law school class.

O’Connor applied to many law �rms, but they 

refused to hire a woman.  She was determined to 

practice law, so she took a job as a county 

government attorney in California.  Later, O’Connor 

moved to Arizona and worked as a state government 

attorney.  In 1969, the governor chose her to �ll an 

empty seat in the state senate.  She was reelected to 

that seat twice before making history as the �rst 

female Supreme Court Justice.

Women in Government

Senator Hattie Caraway

Justice Sandra  
Day O’Connor

Madame Senator 
In 1931, most women 

were homemakers.  

They cooked, cleaned, 

and cared for children.  

Hattie Caraway was 

like these women 
until her husband died 

suddenly.  Her husband 

was a United States Senator 

from Arkansas.  The Arkansas 

governor asked Hattie to 

take over her husband’s 

senate seat.

Caraway accepted and was 

sworn in on December 8, 1931.  

In January, she won a special 

election and became the first 

female elected to the United 

States Senate.

In the Senate, Caraway earned 

the nickname “Silent Hattie” 

because she rarely gave 

speeches.  She believed in 

choosing her words carefully.  

Caraway won reelection 

twice and served as a Senator 

until 1945.

Past and current women Supreme Court Justices (from left to right): 

Sandra Day O’Connor, Sonia Sotomayor, Ruth Bader Ginsberg,  

and Elena Kagen

was a United States Senator 

from Arkansas.  The Arkansas 

6
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Chapter 1Chapter 1

Imagine hiding silently in  

an attic for over two years.

Every child dreams about the future and wonders 

what life will be like as an adult.  When Anne Frank was 

a young woman, she thought about what her life would be 

like when she grew up.  Even though her world was filled 

with fear and hate, Anne kept the light of hope in her heart.  

Anne was an outgoing girl who loved to have fun.  She 

loved when her father’s friends came to visit.  She made 

them laugh.  Her mother called her “the little comedian.” 

Though she would often get in trouble for speaking her 

mind to her teachers.  

This lively girl was born in Frankfurt, Germany on 

June 12, 1929.  Her family had lived there for over 

100 years.  Her father, Otto 

Frank, ran a successful 

business.  Her mother stayed 

home with Anne and her 

older sister, Margot.  Like 

many German families, the 

Franks were Jewish.  

By 1945, six million 

Jews were dead.  Anne 

did not survive, but her 

powerful words did.

•	 ho	 as	Anne	 ran 	
•	 hy	is	her	 riting	so	
important	to	us	today 	

•	 o 	can	 e	honor	her	
memory

An Extraordinary Girl An Extraordinary Girl An Extraordinary Girl 

4
5

Never Give Up!
In Franklin’s inaugural 
(ih-NAW-gyuh-ruhl) 
speech, he said, “The only 

thing you have to fear is 

fear itself!”  By this, he 

meant Americans had 

to look fear in the face, 

keep going, and not give 

up.  This was a lesson both 

Franklin and Eleanor knew 

from experience.

Fireside Chats
Franklin talked to the 
people on the radio.  People 

called these talks Fireside 

Chats.  That’s because he had 

an easy way of speaking.   

He sounded like he was 

talking right to each person 

who listened.  

Never before had there been a First 

Lady like Mrs. Roosevelt.  She earned her 

own paycheck giving speeches and writing 

articles.  She met with the press on a 

regular basis.  The First Lady had her own 

career.  No First Lady had ever done those 

things before!
Even though they did not know her, 

people felt close to Eleanor.  She received 

thousands of letters asking her for help.  

Some begged for her old clothes because 

they did not have any to wear.  Others 

asked her for money to pay their bills.  

Eleanor tried to help many of these people.  

But she could not help them all.  

President Roosevelt could not travel 

easily.  So, the First Lady was his eyes and 

ears.  She traveled around the country.  She 

visited people �rsthand to see how they 

lived.  Eleanor worked in soup kitchens to 

serve hungry people.  She met farmers who 

had lost their farms.  She even sponsored 

a camp in New York that trained women 

for jobs.  Mrs. Roosevelt did everything she 

could to help people in America.

Changing the Role 
of the First Lady

Douglas Chandor is known for his oil paintings of grea
t political �gures.  

In 1949, he painted this portrait of Eleanor Roosevelt.
  

President Roosevelt 
gives a Fireside Chat.

18
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We Want Equal Rights, Too!
When the United States became a country, women had very 

few rights.  Women could not own property or go to most colleges.  

Women were not allowed to vote.  

Many brave women fought to get equal rights.  They gave speeches.  

They marched.  Their work was dangerous.  Some women were hurt.  

Some were thrown in jail.  But, this did not stop them.  The �ght to 

allow women to vote was called the suffrage (SUHF-rij) movement. 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony were two leaders 

of the suffrage movement.  They were called suffragists.  Suffragists 

are people who speak or write about giving the right to vote to other 

people, especially women.  Stanton and Anthony were close friends.  

They made a great team.  Anthony saw what needed to be done.  She 

ran things well.  Stanton liked to write and give speeches.  

Cady Stanton and Anthony had many goals, but their 

big goal was getting women the right to vote. 

Susan B. Anthony and 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton

Not For Me!
Susan B. Anthony decided she 

did not want to get married.  She 

valued her freedom and did not 

want to lose her independence.  

She also wanted as much 

time as possible to focus on 

women’s rights.   

An Equal Marriage
Cady Stanton did decide to 

marry.  But, her husband 

believed in equal rights 

for women, too.  So, in 

their ceremony the couple 

did not include the word 

obey.  They wanted their 

marriage to be equal.  

Stanton also kept her 

last name.  She was not 

referred to as Mrs. Henry 

Stanton, but rather 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton. 

Some people were afraid to let women vote.  

There were those who thought it would hurt the 

country.  They thought it would hurt families.  

Others thought women were not smart enough 

to vote.  They thought women should stay at 

home.  But, women like Anthony and Stanton 

did not give up.  They kept �ghting!

4

5

Still Marching Strong: Women in Modern America

20th Century Superstar: Curie

Eleanor Roosevelt

Susan B. Anthony and 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton

Anne Frank: A Light in the Dark

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

In 1981, Sandra Day O’Connor became the 

�rst female United States Supreme Court 

.  U.S. President Ronald Reagan chose 

O’Connor because of her strong will, 

intelligence, and common sense.

O’Connor was born in 1930.  She grew 

up on her family’s Arizona cattle ranch.  

There, she learned practical skills.  By age 7, 

she could drive a truck and brand a cow.

During every school year, O’Connor lived 

with her grandmother in El Paso, Texas.  She 

attended a private girls’ school and studied hard.  

O’Connor was bright, and her grandmother 

encouraged her to excel.  She graduated from high 

school at 16 and went on to Stanford University and 

Stanford Law School.  She graduated third in her 

law school class.

O’Connor applied to many law �rms, but they 

refused to hire a woman.  She was determined to 

practice law, so she took a job as a county 

government attorney in California.  Later, O’Connor 

moved to Arizona and worked as a state government 

attorney.  In 1969, the governor chose her to �ll an 

empty seat in the state senate.  She was reelected to 

that seat twice before making history as the �rst 

female Supreme Court Justice.

Women in Government

Justice Sandra 
Day O’Connor

attended a private girls’ school and studied hard.  

7

Douglas Chandor is known for his oil paintings of grea
t political �gures.  

In 1949, he painted this portrait of Eleanor Roosevelt.
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The red line on the map shows 

the route Cortés’s army took.

octezuma believed Cortés as Quetzalcoatl.  He sent him gold and 

je els.  He hoped that Cortés ould go home.  octezuma did not ant 

Quetzalcoatl to ta e control of the Aztecs.

octezuma thought these gifts sho ed his po er and ealth.  He 

thought the gifts ould scare off the visitor.  he Spanish sa  these gifts 

as bribes.  t only made Cortés ant to visit enochtitlan more.

octezuma did not no  hat to do.  He ondered if he should 

give up or ght.

Cortés Marches  
to Tenochtitlan

Map of Tenochtitlan

Feathers for a King

Moctezuma also sent 

Cortés some quetzal 

feathers to show he was 

king.  Surprisingly, the 

Spanish ignored the 

feathers.  Moctezuma  

was probably puzzled by 

these actions.  Quetzal 

feathers were very valuable 

to the Aztecs.

Before the March

When Moctezuma 

hesitated, the Spanish 

saw that as a sign of 

weakness.  The Aztec 

army was much greater 

than the Spanish 

forces and could have 

defeated them once 

and for all.

hen ansa usa died in  ali began to change.  usa had a son aghan AY guhn .  aghan too  his father s place as ruler of ali.  ut  he did not have his father s strength. ali as attac ed many times during his rule.  any of the schools and mosques built by usa ere burned.  

ali as gro ing ea er.  At the same time  the Songhai song
AH ee  ingdom as gro ing stronger.  his empire as to the east of ali.  Over the ne t  years  Songhai became more po erful than ali 

These are Songhai huts for storing grains.

Grand Mosque

Death of Mansa Musa  

Old Mosque
The Grand Mosque in 
Djenné (JUHN-nay) was 
built during Mansa Musa’s 
time.  It is still standing in 
Mali today.

Timbuktu
The city of Timbuktu was 
the center of trade during 
Mansa Musa’s rule.  Today, 
it is still used for trade  
by camel caravans (KER-
uh-vanz) crossing the 
Sahara Desert.

Cortés marched to enochtitlan.  

On the ay  other tribes ho did not 

li e octezuma joined him.  hese 

neighboring tribes did not li e the ta es 

they had to pay.  hen they sa  ho  ell 

the Spanish guns or ed  they agreed to 

ght against octezuma.

Map of TenochtitlanMap of Tenochtitlan

Feathers for a King

Moctezuma also sent 

Cortés some quetzal 

feathers to show he was 

king.  Surprisingly, the 

Spanish ignored the Spanish ignored the 

feathers.  Moctezuma feathers.  Moctezuma 

was probably puzzled by was probably puzzled by 

these actions.  Quetzal these actions.  Quetzal 

feathers were very valuable feathers were very valuable 

to the Aztecs.to the Aztecs.

Before the MarchBefore the March

When Moctezuma When Moctezuma 

hesitated, the Spanish hesitated, the Spanish 

saw that as a sign of saw that as a sign of 

weakness.  The Aztec weakness.  The Aztec 

army was much greater army was much greater 

than the Spanish 

forces and could have 

defeated them once defeated them once 

and for all.and for all.

Mansa Musa: Leader of Mali

Moctezuma: Aztec Ruler 

World History Grades 4–5 
Single Titles: $8.99–$10.99 each

Muhammad: 
Prophet of Islam
9781433350047
©2013
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 690L 
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$8.99

Justinian I: 
Byzantine 
Emperor 
9781433350023
©2013
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$8.99

Geoffrey 
Chaucer: 
Medieval Writer
9781433350061
©2013
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 710L 
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Justinian’s Code
For hundreds of years, Roman laws were written in books and tablets.  The laws were good, but dif�cult for people to understand.  Justinian wanted to make it easier for people to know and follow these laws.  
Justinian hired a group of men with special legal knowledge.  He asked them to gather together all Roman laws.  They rewrote the laws to make them easier to understand.  They got rid of laws that were outdated.  Justinian’s legal experts put the laws in an order that made sense.  This new system of laws was recorded in one book.  It was called The Corpus of Civil Law.  This new law book became known as Justinian’s Code.

The men also put together a collection of old law cases known as “The Institutes.”  These books helped lawyers understand how laws had been used in the past.  

Justinian and his court

Justinian’s Code 
Today

Marriage Law 
Under Justinian

Justinian made new 
laws, too.  Theodora 
helped Justinian think 
of new laws.  Theodora 
encouraged Justinian to 
make laws that were fair 
to women.  According to 
the new laws women had 
more rights and could 
inherit property.  

Justinian’s Code was used for the next 700 
years.  Other countries liked Justinian’s Code 
so much that their leaders decided to use it in 
their countries, as well.
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Justinian’s Code 
Today
Justinian’s Code is still 
around today.  Many ideas 
from Justinian’s Code such 
as “innocent until proven 
guilty” are included in 
modern law codes around 
the world.   

Marriage Law 
Under Justinian
Justinian’s Code was 
strict in terms of who 
could marry whom.  
Although Justin allowed 
Justinian to marry 
Theodora, Justinian 
did not change the 
law for everyone.

Justinian made new 
laws, too.  Theodora 
helped Justinian think 
of new laws.  Theodora 
encouraged Justinian to 
make laws that were fair 
to women.  According to 
the new laws women had 
more rights and could 
inherit property.  

Justinian’s Code was used for the next 700 
Justinian’s Code was used for the next 700 

years.  Other countries liked Justinian’s Code 
years.  Other countries liked Justinian’s Code 
so much that their leaders decided to use it in 
so much that their leaders decided to use it in 
their countries, as well.
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in estern Africa.  t remained po erful 
until about .  Sunni Ali er SUN
nee a LEE UH  as a strong leader 
of the Songhai Empire.  He e panded the 
ingdom to include ali and other parts of 
estern Africa.

Grand Mosque

Old Mosque
The Grand Mosque in 
Djenné (JUHN-nay) was 
built during Mansa Musa’s 
time.  It is still standing in 
Mali today.

Timbuktu
The city of Timbuktu was 
the center of trade during 
Mansa Musa’s rule.  Today, 
it is still used for trade 
by camel caravans (KER-
uh-vanz) crossing the uh-vanz) crossing the 
Sahara Desert.
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©2013
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 640L
GR: S · ATOS: 4.5
$10.99

African 
Americans 
Today 
9781433316883
©2012
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 820L
GR: T
$8.99

Freedom: Life 
After Slavery
9781433315213
©2012
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 830L
GR: T
$8.99

Pocahontas
9781493830725
©2017
Dewey: 975*
Lexile: 520L
GR: T
$9.99

Harriet Tubman
9781493838028
©2017
Dewey: 306*
Lexile: 670L
GR: U
$8.99

 Abolitionists
9781493838011
©2017
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 690L
GR: V
$8.99

Fantastic Kids: 
Malala Yousafzai
9781425849887
©2018
Dewey: 371*
Lexile: 720L
GR: X
$10.99

Biddy Mason: 
Becoming a 
Leader
9781425832391
©2018
Dewey: 979*
Lexile: 660L
GR: T
$9.99

Frederick 
Douglass
9781433315183
©2012
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 640L
GR: O
$8.99

Langston 
Hughes
9781433315206
©2012
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 710L
GR: Q
$8.99

Barack Obama
9781433315220
9781493816729
©2012
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 710L
GR: Q
$8.99

Martin Luther 
King Jr.
9780743906715
9781493816682
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 750L
GR: R · ATOS: 5.3
$8.99

Phillis Wheatley
9781493838820
©2017 
Dewey: 811*
Lexile: 610L
GR: T
$8.99

Sitting Bull
9781493838004
©2017 
Dewey: 978*
Lexile: 680L
GR: U
$8.99

Game Changers: 
Lin-Manuel 
Miranda
9781493839308
©2017
Dewey: 782*
Lexile: 1010L
GR: Y
$9.99

You Are There! 
March on 
Washington, 
August 28, 1963
9781493839292
©2017
Dewey: 323*
Lexile: 1000L
GR: Y
$9.99

Game Changers: 
Kwame Alexander
9781493839322
©2017
Dewey: 813.6
Lexile: 990L
GR: X
$9.99

Cultural Diversity Grades 1–2
Single Titles: $8.99 each

Cultural Diversity Grades 3–5
 Single Titles: $7.99–$10.99 each

Cultural Diversity Grades 6–8
Single Titles: $8.99–$9.99 each
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Civics

“…includes diverse titles related to 
citizenship, responsibility, immigration, 
and families. Each book is written and 
designed in a simple, homespun manner 
that will appeal to children. Real kids and 
families rather than models grace many of 
these pages.”
 —School Library Journal 

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

Interest Grade Levels: K–6
Trim Size: 7" x 9" and 5.25" x 7.75" ∙ Page Count: 12–32

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

I want to help. I ask what I can do 
to help.

7

6

I Am a Good Citizen

I ask what I can do 
to help.

7

Being a Good 
Citizen
9781493820665
9781493829750
©2016
Dewey: 323.65
Lexile: NP
GR: A
$5.99

I Am a Good 
Citizen
9781433373442
9781493804306
©2014
Dewey: 370*
Lexile: BR
GR: A
$8.99

Rules at Home
9781433373428
9781493804283
©2014
Dewey: 640*
Lexile: BR
GR: A
$8.99

Rules at School
9781493820658
9781493829743
©2016
Dewey: 395.5
Lexile: NP
GR: A
$5.99

Rules at School
9781433373435
9781493804290
©2014
Dewey: 371*
Lexile: 10L
GR: B
$8.99

Who Makes the 
Rules?
9781433369728
9781493804849
©2014
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 350L
GR: E
$8.99

Respect the 
Rules!
9781433369711
9781493804832
©2014
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 400L
GR: H
$8.99

Doing Your Part: 
Serving Your 
Community
9781433373671
9781493805969
©2015
Dewey: 361.3
Lexile: 510L
GR: L
$8.99

We the People: 
Civic Values in 
America
9781433373664
9781493805952
©2015
Dewey: 320.47
Lexile: 520L
GR: M
$8.99

You and the Law
9781433369940
9781493805396
©2014
Dewey: 321
Lexile: 520L
GR: M · ATOS: 3.7
$8.99

Susan B. 
Anthony and 
Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton
9781433315060
9781493816705
©2012
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 680L
GR: P
$8.99

Abigail Adams 
and the Women 
Who Shaped 
America
9781493830800
©2017
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 530L
GR: S
$8.99

Hand to Heart: 
Improving 
Communities
9781433348662
9781433370991
©2013
Dewey: 360*
Lexile: 680L
GR: S
$10.99

Giving Thanks
9781433373411
9781493804276
©2014
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: BR
GR: A
$8.99

Meet Lady 
Liberty
9781433373404
9781493804269
©2014
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 80L
GR: B
$8.99

Exploring 
Calendars
9781425825119
©2018
Dewey: 529*
Lexile: TBD
GR: TBD
$8.99

National 
Holidays
9781425825102
©2018
Dewey: 394*
Lexile: TBD
GR: E
$8.99

Happy Fourth 
of July!
9781433369674
9781493804795
©2014
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 340L
GR: E
$8.99

Washington's 
Birthday
9781433369902
9781493805358
©2014
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 410L
GR: I · ATOS: 3.3
$8.99

I Pledge 
Allegiance to the 
Flag
9781433369681
9781493804801
©2014
Dewey: 323*
Lexile: 450L
GR: J
$8.99

Immigration 
Stories
9781433369988
9781493805433
©2014
Dewey: 970
Lexile: 470L
GR: K · ATOS: 3.3
$8.99

Coming to 
America
9781433369971
9781493805426
©2014
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 500L
GR: L · ATOS: 3.7
$8.99

Cultures Around 
the World
9781433373619
9781493805907
©2015
Dewey: 301.2
Lexile: 540L
GR: M
$8.99

American 
Culture
9781433373602
9781493805891
©2015
Dewey: 306*
Lexile: 590L
GR: N
$8.99

Remembering 
Our Heroes: 
Veterans Day
9781433373633
9781493805921
©2015
Dewey: 394*
Lexile: 610L
GR: O
$8.99

This is My Country Grades K–3
Single Titles: $8.99 each

Citizenship and Responsibility Grades K–6
Single Titles: $5.99–$10.99 each
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Government

Government and Leaders Grades 2–5
Single Titles: $8.99–$10.99 each

Government 
Leaders Then 
and Now
9780743993869
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 470L
GR: K · ATOS: 3.9
$8.99

Declaring Our 
Independence
9781433369896
9781493805341
©2014
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 540L
GR: M
$8.99

You and the U.S. 
Government
9781433369933
9781493805389
©2014
Dewey: 321
Lexile: 520L
GR: M · ATOS: 3.9
$8.99

Diplomacy 
Makes a 
Difference
9781425825188
©2018
Dewey: 327*
Lexile: TBD
GR: TBD
$9.99

Our Nation's 
Capital: 
Washington, DC
9781433373626
9781493805914
©2015
Dewey: 975.3
Lexile: 570L
GR: M
$8.99

The U.S. 
Constitution 
and You
9781433373640
9781493805938
©2015
Dewey: 342*
Lexile: 530L
GR: M
$8.99

Our 
Government: 
The Three 
Branches
9781433373657
9781493805945
©2015
Dewey: 320*
Lexile: 530L
GR: M
$8.99

Cold War 
Leaders
9780743906739
©2007
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 620L
GR: O
$8.99

Barack Obama
9781433315220
9781493816729
©2012
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 710L
GR: Q
$8.99

Benjamin 
Franklin
9781493838844
©2017
Dewey: 973.32
Lexile: 640L
GR: S
$8.99

George 
Washington and 
the Men Who 
Shaped America
9781493830817
©2017
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 620L
GR: S
$8.99

Forming a New 
Government
9781493830831
©2017
Dewey: 973.3
Lexile: 540L
GR: U
$8.99

James Madison 
and the Making 
of the United 
States
9781493837953
©2017
Dewey: 973.5
Lexile: 530L
GR: U
$8.99

We the People: 
Founding 
Documents
9781493830848
©2017
Dewey: 973.3
Lexile: 680L
GR: U
$8.99

George 
Washington and 
His Right-Hand 
Man
9781425863562
©2017
Dewey: 973* 
Lexile: 710L
GR: V
$8.99

Hamilton vs. 
Jefferson
9781425863548
©2017
Dewey: 944*
Lexile: 780L
GR: V
$8.99

Interest Grade Levels: K–5
Trim Size: 7" x 9" and 5.25" x 7.75" ∙ Page Count: 32–48

Thomas 
Jefferson and 
the Empire of 
Liberty
9781493837922
©2017
Dewey: 973.4
Lexile: 600L
GR: V
$8.99

Just Right 
Words: Revising 
the Constitution
9781425849924
©2018
Dewey: 342*
Lexile: 770L
GR: V
$10.99

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

On June 28 the five men shared the document 
with the other leaders.  The leaders read the document 
carefully.  They took time to think about Thomas’s words.  
They liked what he had written.  But, they were still 
unsure about declaring their independence.

Thomas shared his work with the other four men.  
They were all happy with the document.  They thought 
Thomas did a good job. 

Benjamin and John read Thomas's work.

The five men present the document to the other leaders.

19

On June 28 the five men shared the document 
with the other leaders.  The leaders read the document 
carefully.  They took time to think about Thomas’s words.  
They liked what he had written.  But, they were still 
unsure about declaring their independence.

The five men present the document to the other leaders.

19

Separation of 
Powers

The U.S. Constitution is the main set of laws for our country.   It says how our government should work.  It also lists all the things Americans can do and should have.  These are called rights.  
The U.S. Constitution says that the government should be split into three branches, or parts.  Each branch has its own jobs and makes big decisions.  One branch always checks the work of the other two branches.  This system is called checks and balances.  It keeps one branch from having too much power.  The branches work together and protect the rights of the people.

Execu
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Supreme Court
• Can throw out laws that are 

unconstitutional

The President
• Can reject laws
• Appoints Supreme Court judges

Congress
• Can reject president’s 

ruling
• Can limit spending  

of federal money
• Can remove  

the president

Checks and Balances

President George W. Bush 
signs a law in 2008.

6

7

Bumping Heads
Even though the two men had different 

personalities, they made a great team. Hamilton was bold and emotional. Washington was quiet and 
reserved. He had good judgment in tough 
situations.

The two men were not always friendly to each other. One time Hamilton kept Washington waiting for a meeting. Washington said, “I must tell you, 
sir, that you treat me with disrespect.” Hamilton 
quit his job. He wrote that he never felt friendship for the commander. However, Hamilton eventually returned to service because he believed in the war. He regularly asked Washington to let him lead 
men in battle. Washington would �nally let 
Hamilton lead troops at the Battle of Yorktown.

Side by Side
Staff aides lived and 
worked together. Many 
developed friendships 
and nicknames. Hamilton 
was nicknamed “The Little 
Lion.” Hamilton addressed 
Washington as “Your 
Excellency.” 

Still Fighting
At Yorktown, Hamilton led 
the 1st Battalion, 5th Field 
Artillery Regiment. This 
unit is still active in the 
army. It is the oldest 
serving active duty unit in 
the United States military.

Part of the ÒFamilyÓ
During the early battles, Hamilton caught the attention of General Washington. In 1777, Washington asked Hamilton to be his aide-de-camp. Hamilton wanted to be a part of the action. He didn’t like the idea of working at a desk. But, he accepted the job with Washington.
The two men worked together for the next four years. Hamilton put Washington’s thoughts and plans into writing. Hamilton also offered advice to bring order to the army. He became Washington’s right-hand man.

Washington and Hamilton meet on a 
battlefield during the American Revolution.

Washington meets with advisors at 
his house in New York.

12

13 

Declaring Our Independence

Our Government: The Three Branches George Washington and His Right-Hand Man
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Supreme Court
• Can throw out laws that are 

unconstitutional

The President
• Can reject laws
• Appoints Supreme Court judges

Congress
• Can reject president’s 

ruling
• Can limit spending 

of federal money
• Can remove 

the president

Checks and Balances

7

Bumping Heads
Even though the two men had different 

personalities, they made a great team. Hamilton was bold and emotional. Washington was quiet and 
reserved. He had good judgment in tough 
situations.

The two men were not always friendly to each other. One time Hamilton kept Washington waiting for a meeting. Washington said, “I must tell you, 
sir, that you treat me with disrespect.” Hamilton 
quit his job. He wrote that he never felt friendship for the commander. However, Hamilton eventually returned to service because he believed in the war. He regularly asked Washington to let him lead 
men in battle. Washington would �nally let 
Hamilton lead troops at the Battle of Yorktown.

Side by Side
Staff aides lived and 
worked together. Many 
developed friendships 
and nicknames. Hamilton 
was nicknamed “The Little 
Lion.” Hamilton addressed 
Washington as “Your 
Excellency.” 

Still Fighting
At Yorktown, Hamilton led 
the 1st Battalion, 5th Field 
Artillery Regiment. This 
unit is still active in the 
army. It is the oldest 
serving active duty unit in 
the United States military.

Washington meets with advisors at Washington meets with advisors at 
his house in New York.his house in New York.

13 
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Community Interest Grade Levels: K–6
Trim Size: 7" x 9" and 5.25" x 7.25" ∙ Page Count: 12–48

Community and Family Grades K–4
Single Titles: $5.99–$10.99 each

I Am a Good Friend
9781433373459
9781493804313
©2014
Dewey: 370*
Lexile: BR
GR: A
$8.99

I Can Work!
9781433373503
9781493804368
©2014
Dewey: 330*
Lexile: BR
GR: A
$8.99

Life at Home
9781433373381
9781493804245
©2014
Dewey: 640*
Lexile: BR
GR: A
$8.99

We Go to School
9781433373398
9781493804252
©2014
Dewey: 371*
Lexile: NP
GR: A
$8.99

Workers at 
My School 
9781493821457
9781493830268
©2016
Dewey: 371*
Lexile: NP 
GR: A
$5.99

Workers in 
My City 
9781493821464
9781493830275
©2016
Dewey: 331.7
Lexile: NP 
GR: A
$5.99

Workers Who Take 
Care of Me
9781493821471
9781493830282
©2016
Dewey: 331*
Lexile: NP 
GR: A
$5.99

Using Good 
Manners
9781493820641
9781493829736
©2016
Dewey: 395*
Lexile: NP
GR: A
$5.99

I Can
9781433335693
9781433344084
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: BR
GR: B
$5.99

My Big Family
9781433335709
9781433344091
©2012
Dewey: 302*
Lexile: BR
GR: B
$5.99

This Is Me
9781433335686
9781433344077
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: BR
GR: B
$5.99

We Work at School
9781433373510
9781493804375
©2014
Dewey: 330*
Lexile: 90L
GR: B
$8.99

Workers
9781433335723
9781433344114
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: BR 
GR: C
$5.99

Outside the Box: 
Like a Family
9781425849535
©2018
Dewey: 306.85
Lexile: 170L
GR: E
$5.99

Be a Good Leader!
9781433369735
9781493804856
©2014
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 330L
GR: E
$8.99

What Makes a 
Family?
9781433369704
9781493804825
©2014
Dewey: 306.85
Lexile: 300L
GR: E
$8.99

Be Fair!
9781433369742
9781493804863
©2014
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 380L
GR: F
$8.99

I'll Lead the Way!
9781433369964
9781493805419
©2014
Dewey: 303.34
Lexile: 440L
GR: I · ATOS: 3.1
$8.99

What Makes a 
Town?
9781433369698
9781493804818
©2014
Dewey: 307.76
Lexile: 420L
GR: I
$8.99

Families Through 
Time
9781433369919
9781493805365
©2014
Dewey: 640*
Lexile: 420L
GR: I · ATOS: 3.0
$8.99

A Family's Story
9781433369926
9781493805372
©2014
Dewey: 306.85
Lexile: 410L
GR: I · ATOS: 2.8
$8.99

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

Doing Your Part: 
Serving Your 
Community
9781433373671
9781493805969
©2015
Dewey: 361.3
Lexile: 510L
GR: L
$8.99

Where People 
Live
9781425825164
©2018
Dewey: 304*
Lexile: TBD
GR: TBD
$9.99

Hand to Earth: 
Saving the 
Environment
9781433348686
9781433371011
©2013
Dewey: 577*
Lexile: 680L
GR: S
$10.99

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

2

These are my friends.

I Am a Good Friend

You Can Count 
on Me!
9781433369957
9781493805402
©2014
Dewey: 370*
Lexile: 480L
GR: K · ATOS: 3.5
$8.99

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW
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CommunityInterest Grade Levels: K–4 
Trim Size: 7" x 9" ∙ Page Count: 24–32

Where Do Nurses Work?

ost nurses or  in hospitals.  ut  there are 

other nurses ho or  in doctors  offices.  And  

some nurses or  in nursing homes that care for 

older people.  here is even a nurse ho or s at 

your school.  his nurse ta es care of students ho 

get sic  at school.  Have you met your school 

nurse yet?

↑ This nurse works in an ambulance.

12

13

Our Mail Carriers
ail carriers today or  very hard.  Each has a 

special ro e.  hey deliver the mail to all the stops 

on that route.  Some al  and some drive.  

he carriers have to be careful.  hey do not 

ant to lose any mail.  hey ant to ma e sure it 

gets to the right place.
ail carriers 

come almost 

every day.  hey 

come hen it 

rains or sno s.  

hey even come 

on days that are 

as hot as can be.

 This mail carrier parks 

her truck.  Then, she 

walks from house to 

house.

↑ 
↑ 

↑ 

 

18

19

Governors
he governor U uhr nuhr  is the leader of 

a state.  overnors ma e sure that the la s of their 

states are follo ed.  o do this  they or  ith 

other members of state government.  Every state 

has a state Congress.  he state congresses help the 

governors ma e big decisions dih S uhnz .

State governments have certain jobs they 

must do.  hey or  to help their citizens.  States 

collect ta es and build roads.  hey or  ith local 

businesses nuhs uhz .  overnors help ma e 

plans for their states.

A governor is li e a president.  Only  he or she 

is in charge of a state and not a country.  overnors 

learn ho  to be good leaders.  Some governors have 

gone on to become presidents of the United States.

The governor of Texas  →

lives in this house.

↑  

→

12

13

Nurses Then and Now 

Postal Workers Then and Now

Government Leaders Then and Now

Community Past and Present Grades 1–2 
Single Titles: $8.99 each

Bank Tellers 
Then and Now 
9780743993838
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 520L 
GR: M · ATOS: 3.7

Farmers Then 
and Now
9780743993777
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 530L 
GR: M · ATOS: 3.5

Writers Then 
and Now 
9780743993807
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 370L 
GR: F · ATOS: 3.2

Doctors Then 
and Now 
9780743993739
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 430L 
GR: I · ATOS: 3.4

Theater Actors 
Then and Now 
9780743993791
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 440L 
GR: I · ATOS: 3.5

Fishers Then 
and Now 
9780743993784
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 450L 
GR: J · ATOS: 3.1

Nurses Then 
and Now
9780743993746
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 490L 
GR: K · ATOS: 3.6

Store Clerks 
Then and Now
9780743993845
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 510L 
GR: L · ATOS: 3.4

Community Leaders and Workers Grades 1–2 
Single Titles: $8.99–$9.99 each

Police Then 
and Now
9780743993722
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 500L 
GR: L · ATOS: 3.7
$8.99

Sanitation 
Workers Then 
and Now
9780743993821
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 550L 
GR: M · ATOS: 3.8
$8.99

Postal Workers 
Then and Now 
9780743993814
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 430L 
GR: I · ATOS: 3.1
$8.99

America Then 
and Now 
9781425825140
©2018
Dewey: 428*
Lexile: TBD 
GR: TBD
$9.99

Firefighters 
Then and Now 
9780743993715
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 440L 
GR: I · ATOS: 3.0
$8.99

Librarians Then 
and Now 
9780743993760
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 440L 
GR: I · ATOS: 3.4
$8.99

Community 
Leaders Then 
and Now
9780743993852
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 460L 
GR: J · ATOS: 3.6
$8.99

Teachers Then 
and Now
9780743993753
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 460L 
GR: J · ATOS: 3.7
$8.99

Government 
Leaders Then 
and Now 
9780743993869
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 470L 
GR: K · ATOS: 3.9
$8.99

Teachers Then and Now

Changing Times
Teaching has changed over 

the years.  Books are different.  

Classrooms do not look the same.  

Even the subjects we learn have 

changed.  One thing has stayed 

the same, though.  Teachers 

are important, and they change 

students’ lives.

↑ This type of book

was used long ago.

↑ 

← 

4

5

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

What’s in 
a Name? 

In Germany, the head of the 

country is called a chancellor 

(CHAN-suh-ler).  But, the leader 

of Puerto Rico (PWER-toh REE-

koh) is called a governor.  And, 

the leader of Great Britain is 

called a prime minister.

Movie Star 

or Governor?

California is known for its movie stars.  

But a movie star as a governor?  

There already have been two! Ronald 

Reagan (RAY-gahn) and Arnold 

Schwarzenegger (SCHWARZ-uhn-

egg-ur) were once movie stars.  

Mr. Reagan even went on to become 

president of the United States.

↑ These men were leaders of Russia and Germany.

President Ronald Reagan  →

13

Mailbox Colors

Mail carriers pick up mail from houses and 

offices.  They also get mail from large boxes 

on the street.  These are blue in the United 

States.  But, they are yellow in France and red 

in England.

↑ United States 

mailbox

↑ British mailbox ↑ French mailbox

Mail carriers work in 

all kinds of weather. 

191919

↑ These students know 

the answer.

← A blind student reads 

by feeling raised bumps 

on a page.

5

Special Nurses

There are nurses who are trained 

to do certain jobs.  This means 

they are very good at what they 

do.  There are nurses that treat 

only one kind of illness.  Some 

take care of just babies.  Others 

may only work in emergency 

rooms.

Working Hours

The hours that a nurse 

works can be very long.

Many nurses work a 

12-hour shift.  That is a 

long time!  Some nurses 

work all night and other 

nurses work during the day.  

Nurses have to be ready to help 

people at all times.  

work all night and other 

nurses work during the day.  

Nurses have to be ready to help 

people at all times.  

Nurses caring for newborn babies

13
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Economics Interest Grade Levels: K–4
Trim Size: 5.25"x 8" and 7" x 9" ∙ Page Count: 24–64

All About Money
9781433373480
9781493804344
©2014
Dewey: 330*
Lexile: BR
GR: A

Using Money
9781433373497
9781493804351
©2014
Dewey: 330*
Lexile: BR
GR: A

What Do Living 
Things Need?
9781480745230
9781425846275
©2015
Dewey: 570*
Lexile: 40L
GR: B

The Toy Store
9781433334290
9781433343896
©2012
Dewey: 510*
Lexile: 190L
GR: D

The Pet Store
9781433334283
9781433343889
©2012
Dewey: 510*
Lexile: 330L
GR: E

Saving and 
Spending
9781433369773
9781493804894
©2014
Dewey: 330*
Lexile: 350L
GR: E

Goods and 
Services Around 
Town
9781433369780
9781493804900
©2014
Dewey: 330*
Lexile: 440L
GR: I

Shopping in 
the City
9781433304194
9781433327254
©2010
Dewey: 510*
Lexile: 440L
GR: I

Capital 
Resources and 
the Economy
9781433373725
9781493806010
©2015
Dewey: 332*
Lexile: 630L
GR: O
$8.99

Our Natural 
Resources
9781433373732
9781493806027
©2015
Dewey: 333.7
Lexile: 600L
GR: O
$8.99

Our Vacation 
Budget
9780743908788
9781433304965
©2008
Dewey: 510*
Lexile: 630L
GR: O
$8.99

The Bake Sale
9780743908948
9781493829262
©2008
Dewey: 510*
Lexile: 630L
GR: O
$8.99

Grandpa's 
Birthday Present
9780743909105
9781493829439
©2009
Dewey: 510*
Lexile: 620L
GR: O
$8.99

What Are 
Budgets?
9780743908771
9781433304958
©2008
Dewey: 510*
Lexile: 680L
GR: P
$8.99

Money Matters: 
What's It Worth? 
Financial 
Literacy
9781480758063
9781425828905
©2017
Dewey: 332*
Lexile: 630L
GR: R
$9.99

Money 
Matters: Young 
Entrepreneurs: 
Addition and 
Subtraction
9781425855475
©2018
Dewey: 513*
Lexile: 720L
GR: R
$9.99

Learning Economics Grades K–2
Single Titles: $8.99 each

Applying Economics Grades 3–5
Single Titles: $8.99–$11.99 each

Jobs Around 
Town
9781433369803
9781493804924
©2014
Dewey: 330*
Lexile: 410L
GR: I

Earning Money
9781433369797
9781493804917
©2014
Dewey: 330*
Lexile: 450L
GR: J

Farmers Market
9780743908740
9781433327506
©2010
Dewey: 510*
Lexile: 440L
GR: K · ATOS: 2.6

Money and 
Trade in Our 
World
9781433370021
9781493805471
©2014
Dewey: 330*
Lexile: 510L
GR: L · ATOS: 3.3

Money and 
Trade in Our 
Nation
9781433370014
9781493805464
©2014
Dewey: 330*
Lexile: 560L
GR: M · ATOS: 3.7

Bank Tellers 
Then and Now
9780743993838
©2007
Dewey: 920*
Lexile: 520L
GR: M · ATOS: 3.7

World Markets
9780743908733
9781433327490
©2010
Dewey: 510*
Lexile: 610L
GR: 0 · ATOS: 3.4

Our Resources
9781480746893
9781425847050
©2016
Dewey: 333.7
Lexile: 730L
GR: R
$8.99

My Store in 
the Mall
9780743909099
9781493829422
©2009
Dewey: 510*
Lexile: 740L
GR: R
$8.99

From Rags 
to Riches
9781433349102
9781433371431
©2013
Dewey: 330*
Lexile: 780L
GR: U
$11.99

Making Money 
Grow
9781433349089
9781433371417
©2013
Dewey: 330*
Lexile: 760L
GR: U
$11.99

Where Does 
Your Money Go?
9781433349096
9781433371424
©2013
Dewey: 330*
Lexile: 860L
GR: U
$11.99

On the Job: 
Podcast 
Producer: 
Multiplication
9781425855499
©2018
Dewey: 513*
Lexile: 760L
GR: V
$9.99

Understanding 
Economics
9781425825218
©2018
Dewey: 332*
Lexile: TBD
GR: TBD
$9.99

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

NEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW
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GeographyInterest Grade Levels: K–5
Trim Size: 7" x 9" and 5.25" x 7.25" ∙ Page Count: 20–32

Regions 
A region is an area of land.  It has its own features.  

These features set it apart from other areas around it.  

These are the four regions of the United States.

West

South

Midwest No
rth

ea
st

14

15

Let's Map It Grades K–3
Single Titles: $8.99–$9.99 each

Mapping Our Nation

Exploring the World Grades 1–3
Single Titles: $5.99–$9.99 each

Map It!
9781433373466
9781493804320
©2014
Dewey: 900*
Lexile: N/A
GR: A
$8.99

Follow That 
Map!
9781433373473
9781493804337
©2014
Dewey: 900*
Lexile: BR
GR: A
$8.99

Getting Around 
School
9781433369766
9781493804887
©2014
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 360L
GR: F
$8.99

Getting Around 
Town
9781433369759
9781493804870
©2014
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 490L
GR: K
$8.99

Maps and 
Globes
9781425825157
©2018
Dewey: 912*
Lexile: TBD
GR: TBD
$9.99

Mapping Our 
Nation
9781433369995
9781493805440
©2014
Dewey: 912*
Lexile: 510L
GR: L · ATOS: 3.5
$8.99

Mapping 
Our World
9781433370007
9781493805457
©2014
Dewey: 912*
Lexile: 510L
GR: L ·  ATOS: 3.8
$8.99

Shaping Our 
Environment
9781433373688
9781493805976
©2015
Dewey: 333*
Lexile: 550L
GR: M
$8.99

America's 
Man-Made 
Landmarks
9781433373701
9781493805990
©2015
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 560L
GR: M
$8.99

America's 
Natural 
Landmarks
9781433373718
9781493806003
©2015
Dewey: 508*
Lexile: 580L
GR: M
$8.99

Geographic 
Features 
9781425825195
©2018
Dewey: 910
Lexile: TBD
GR: TBD
$9.99

Our Ever-
Changing 
Environment
9781433373695
9781493805983
©2015
Dewey: 551*
Lexile: 650L
GR: P
$8.99

Kids Around the 
World
9781433335990
9781433344329
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 140L
GR: I · ATOS: 1.8
$5.99

Places Around 
the World
9781433336003
9781433344336
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 330L
GR: I · ATOS: 2.4
$5.99

Next Stop: 
Canada
9781433336119
9781433344381
©2012
Dewey: 910*
Lexile: 550L
GR: J · ATOS: 2.7
$7.99

Next Stop: 
Mexico
9781433336102
9781433344374
©2012
Dewey: 910*
Lexile: 490L
GR: J · ATOS: 2.5
$7.99

Next Stop: The 
Caribbean
9781433336126
9781433344398
©2012
Dewey: 910*
Lexile: 610L
GR: J · ATOS: 3.4
$7.99

Games Around 
the World
9781433336539
9781433344688
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 730L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.8
$9.99

Markets Around 
the World
9781433336522
9781433344671
©2012
Dewey: 300*
Lexile: 920L
GR: N · ATOS: 4.8
$9.99

School Around 
the World
9781433336546
9781433344695
©2012
Dewey: 371*
Lexile: 580L
GR: N · ATOS: 3.3
$9.99

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWA region may have a certain climate, or weather 

pattern.  Or, maybe a special type of animal lives there.   

Each region has its own unique traits.  

four regions.  These four regions are the 

Northeast, the South, the Midwest, and the 

West.  In which region do you live?

15
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Alexander Hamilton’s Life, Adversaries, and Allies Grades 4–8
Single Titles: $8.99–$10.99

U.S. History
Single Titles: $8.99–$10.99 each

Age of Discovery 
Grades 4–5

Early Explorers
9781493830732
Dewey: 975*
Lexile: 600L
GR: T
$8.99

Racing to Colonize 
the New World
9781493830749
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 590L
GR: T
$8.99

Thirteen Colonies Grades 4–5

The Southern 
Colonies: First 
and Last of 13
9781493830770
Dewey: 975*
Lexile: 560L
GR: T
$8.99

The New England 
Colonies: A Place 
for Puritans
9781493830756
Dewey: 974*
Lexile: 600L
GR: T
$8.99

Phillis Wheatley
9781493838820 
Dewey: 811*
Lexile: 610L
GR: T
$8.99

The Middle 
Colonies: 
Breadbasket of 
the New World
9781493830763
Dewey: 974*
Lexile: 570L
GR: T
$8.99

Early American Indians Grades 4–5

American 
Indians of the 
East: Woodland 
People
9781493830718
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 590L
GR: S
$8.99

American Indians 
of the Plains: 
Surviving the 
Great Expanse
9781493830701
Dewey: 978*
Lexile: 620L
GR: S
$8.99

Pocahontas: 
Her Life and 
Legend
9781493830725
Dewey: 975*
Lexile: 520L
GR: T
$8.99

American 
Indians of the 
West: Battling 
the Elements
9781493830695
Dewey: 978*
Lexile: 720L
GR: T
$8.99

American Revolution Grades 4–5

Abigail Adams 
and the Women 
Who Shaped 
America
9781493830800 
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 530L
GR: S
$8.99

George 
Washington and 
the Men Who 
Shaped America
9781493830817
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 620L
GR: S
$8.99

Reasons for a 
Revolution
9781493830787
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 610L
GR: T
$8.99

The American 
Revolution: 
Fighting for 
Freedom
9781493830794
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 650L
GR: T
$8.99

Benjamin 
Banneker: 
Self-Made Man
9781493830824
Dewey: 520*
Lexile: 600L
GR: T
$8.99

Benjamin 
Franklin
9781493838844 
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 640L
GR: S
$8.99

Forming a New 
Government
9781493830831
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 540L
GR: U
$8.99

We the People: 
Founding 
Documents
9781493830848
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 680L
GR: U
$8.99

Interest Grade Levels: 4–8
Trim Size: 7" x 9" and 2.25" x 8" · Page Count: 32–48 • ©2017

Hamilton vs. 
Jefferson
9781425863548
Dewey: 944*
Lexile: 780L
GR: V
$8.99

Aaron Burr:
More Than a 
Villain
9781425863555
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 790L
GR: W
$8.99

Game Changers: 
Lin-Manuel 
Miranda
9781493839308
Dewey: 782*
Lexile: 1010L
GR: Y
$9.99

Marquis de 
Lafayette and 
the French
9781425863531
Dewey: 944*
Lexile: 810L
GR: V
$8.99

George 
Washington and 
His Right-Hand 
Man
9781425863562
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 710L
GR: V
$8.99

True Life: 
Alexander 
Hamilton
9781493836338
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 1000L
GR: Z
$10.99

Alexander 
Hamilton′s New 
York City
9781425863517
Dewey: 974*
Lexile: 850L
GR: V
$8.99

The Schuyler 
Sisters
9781425863524
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 790L
GR: V
$8.99

New Government Grades 4–5

Code It!
During the American Revolution, spies were used by both sides to gather secret information.  This helped them plan their next move.  Spies used many tricks and codes.

Imagine you are a spy during the war.  You need to share important information with General George Washington.  Create a secret code that you can use to hide the information.  Then, write a letter to Washington using your code.  Give your letter and your code to a friend.  See if he or she can decode your message! 

28

29

This cipher alphabet was used by 
Patriots to send messages during 
the American Revolution.

An American woman serves tea to gather 
information from a British officer.

The American Revolution: Fighting for Freedom

29

This cipher alphabet was used by 
Patriots to send messages during 
the American Revolution.
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U.S. HistoryInterest Grade Levels: 4–8 
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 32

Into the West Grades 4–5

A Nation Divided Grades 4–5

Settling and 
Unsettling the 
West
9781493837977
©2017 
Dewey: 971*
Lexile: 620L
GR: U

Laura Ingalls 
Wilder: Pioneer 
Woman
9781493837984
©2017 
Dewey: 813*
Lexile: 660L
GR: U

American Indians 
in the 1800s: 
Right and 
Resistance
9781493837991
©2017 
Dewey: 978*
Lexile: 690L
GR: U

Sitting Bull: Eagles 
Cannot Be Crows
9781493838004
©2017 
Dewey: 978*
Lexile: 680L
GR: U

The Great Leap 
Westward
9781493837915
©2017 
Dewey: 978*
Lexile: 630L
GR: U

James Madison 
and the Making of 
the United States
9781493837953
©2017 
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 530L
GR: U

The Civil War: 
Brother Against 
Brother
9781493838042
©2017 
Dewey: 973.7
Lexile: 640L
GR: U

Abolitionists: 
What We Need 
Is Action
9781493838011
©2017 
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 690L
GR: V

Reconstruction: 
Freedom Delayed
9781493838066
©2017 
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 710L
GR: W

Causes of the 
Civil War: A 
House Divided
9781493838035
©2017 
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 610L
GR: V

Thomas Jefferson 
and the Empire of 
Liberty
9781493837922
©2017 
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 600L
GR: V

19th Century 
Innovations: 
Paving the Way
9781493837960
©2017 
Dewey: 609*
Lexile: 700L
GR: T

Harriet Tubman: 
Leading Others 
to Liberty
9781493838028
©2017 
Dewey: 306*
Lexile: 670L
GR: U

Abraham Lincoln: 
Addressing a 
Nation
9781493838059
©2017 
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 670L
GR: V

The Legacy 
and Legend of 
Sacagawea
9781493837939
©2017 
Dewey: 978*
Lexile: 700L
GR: U

Lewis & Clark
9781493838868
©2017 
Dewey: 978*
Lexile: 610L
GR: T

The War of 1812: 
By the Dawn’s 
Early Light
9781493837946
©2017 
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 700L
GR: V

Civil War Leaders
9781493838875
©2017 
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 750L
GR: U

The Girl Behind the Legend
Do you have some coins in your pocket?  Think about the faces on 

those coins.  The quarter shows George Washington.  The nickel honors 
Thomas Jefferson.  The face on the penny is Abraham Lincoln.

Coins usually honor our Founding Fathers 
and great presidents.  But in 2000, the United 
States minted a dollar coin with the face of 
a teenage American Indian girl.  Her name 
was Sacagawea.

How did this teenage girl earn an honor that 
is normally reserved for our nation’s leaders?  
Sacagawea joined the famous expedition of 
Lewis and Clark.  They explored a vast new part 
of the country.  They paved the way for Americans 
to move west.  Sacagawea joined them as an 
interpreter.  She was with Lewis and Clark every 
step of the hard, dangerous journey.  And she 
made this amazing trip with her infant son 
on her back. 

Time after time, Sacagawea helped 
the explorers.  Her life inspired legends.  
This is the story of the girl behind 
the legend. A NAME TO REMEMBER

statue of Sacagawea

river in Montana

Sacagawea with Lewis and Clack

4 5

The Legacy and Legend of Sacagawea

Shiloh 
The Union learned from the Battle of Bull Run.  It now 

knew how strong the Confederate army was.  More battles 
took place.  The two armies clashed again and again.  In 
Tennessee, a new battle began on April 6, 1862.

It was early in the morning.  Union soldiers were eating 
breakfast.  They received word that Confederate soldiers 
were heading straight for them.  It was a surprise attack!  
Union soldiers scrambled to prepare for battle, but they 
did not have enough time.  In just two hours, they heard an 
eerie rebel yell.  The enemy was upon them.

Bullets filled the air.  They sounded like hornets.  The 
area later became known as the Hornet’s Nest.  The fight 
lasted all day.  That night, the South claimed the 
battle as a victory.  But, the fighting was 
not over.  More Union soldiers arrived 
overnight.  The next morning, Grant ordered 
a counterattack.  Union troops forced the 
Confederates to retreat.  The fighting ceased.  
More than 23,000 Americans lay dead.

WOMEN AND THE WAR 

Bullets filled the air.  They sounded like hornets.  The Bullets filled the air.  They sounded like hornets.  The 
area later became known as the Hornet’s Nest.  The fight area later became known as the Hornet’s Nest.  The fight 
lasted all day.  That night, the South claimed the lasted all day.  That night, the South claimed the 
battle as a victory.  But, the fighting was battle as a victory.  But, the fighting was 
not over.  More Union soldiers arrived not over.  More Union soldiers arrived 
overnight.  The next morning, Grant ordered overnight.  The next morning, Grant ordered 
a counterattack.  Union troops forced the .  Union troops forced the 
Confederates to retreatretreat.  The fighting ceased.  
More than 23,000 Americans layMore than 23,000 Americans lay dead.

12 13

The Civil War: Brother Against Brother

William T. Sherman
William Tecumseh Sherman joined 

the North in 1861.  His ideas about how 
to win the war impressed Lincoln.  So, 
in 1862, Lincoln promoted Sherman to 
general.  Sherman moved quickly and 
always kept one goal in mind—to defeat 
the South.  His troops even left supplies 
behind as they hurried to chase the 
Confederate army.

Sherman and his soldiers were very successful on the battlefield.  But, 
Sherman was also seen as a ruthless general.  His army is best known for 
its 1864 “March to the Sea.”  In this march from Atlanta to Savannah, 
Sherman and his men destroyed much of Georgia.  Sherman believed in 
“total war.”  He thought the fastest way to win the war was to destroy 
the South.  So that’s what they did.  Sherman’s army dug up parts of the 
railroad in the South.  This prevented the Southern army from receiving 
their supplies.  Sherman’s troops burned barns, houses, and fields if the 
people tried to fight back.  Many people in the South said they would never 
forgive him for this.

SHERMAN,S NECKTIESSherman’s March to the Sea

10 11

Civil War Leaders

Single Titles: $8.99 each

Expanding the Nation Grades 4–5

*Full Dewey number available online

While men fought, women did many jobs While men fought, women did many jobs 
normally done by men.  They farmed and normally done by men.  They farmed and 
worked in factories.  Some went to the worked in factories.  Some went to the 
front lines as nurses.  Some even dressed as front lines as nurses.  Some even dressed as 
men and fought!  Others raised money for men and fought!  Others raised money for 
the armies by selling homemadethe armies by selling homemade goods.

WOMEN AND THE WAR

1313

Sacagawea has inspired many people to 
honor her.  Lewis and Clark named a river 
in Montana after her.  Other people have 
named mountains, parks, and trails in 
her honor.  Around the country, you will 
�nd many statues of her.  There is even a �nd many statues of her.  There is even a 
volcanic crater on Venus named aftervolcanic crater on Venus named after her!

A NAME TO REMEMBER
river in Montana

Sacagawea with Lewis and Clack

5

Sherman and his soldiers were very successful on the battlefield.  But, 
Sherman was also seen as a ruthless general.  His army is best known for 
its 1864 “March to the Sea.”  In this march from Atlanta to Savannah, 
Sherman and his men destroyed much of Georgia.  Sherman believed in 
“total war.”  He thought the fastest way to win the war was to destroy 
the South.  So that’s what they did.  Sherman’s army dug up parts of the 
railroad in the South.  This prevented the Southern army from receiving 
their supplies.  Sherman’s troops burned barns, houses, and fields if the 
people tried to fight back.  Many people in the South said they would never 
forgive him forforgive him for this. this.forgive him for this.forgive him forforgive him for this.forgive him for

Sherman’s men pulled out some of Sherman’s men pulled out some of 
the Southern railroad ties, heated the Southern railroad ties, heated 
them in the center, and wrapped them in the center, and wrapped 
them around trees.  People called them around trees.  People called 
them “Sherman’s Neckties” them “Sherman’s Neckties” 
because they looked like neckties because they looked like neckties 

SHERMAN,S NECKTIES

because they looked like neckties because they looked like neckties 
around the trees. around the trees. 

1111
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U.S. History Interest Grade Levels: 4–8
Trim Size: 5.25" x 8" and 7" x 9" · Page Count: 32

Between the 
Wars
9780743906661
9781493816668
©2007
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 680L 
GR: P · ATOS: 4.8 

Modern Middle 
East
9780743906746
©2007
Dewey: 960*
Lexile: 690L 
GR: P · ATOS: 5.3 

Industrial 
Revolution
9780743906609
9781493816637
©2007
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 700L 
GR: Q · ATOS: 5.1 

World War I
9780743906647
9781493816651
©2007
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 700L 
GR: Q · ATOS: 5.3 

Immigration
9780743906623
9781493816644
©2007
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 710L 
GR: Q · ATOS: 5.2

World War II
9780743906685
9781493816675
©2007
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 720L 
GR: Q · ATOS: 5.5 

The Cold War
9780743906722
©2007
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 730L 
GR: R · ATOS: 5.5 

Civil Rights 
Movement
9780743906708
©2007
Dewey: 970*
Lexile: 790L 
GR: S · ATOS: 5.6

Famous 
Immigrants
9780743906630
©2007
Dewey: 970
Lexile: 590L 
GR: N · ATOS: 4.6
$8.99

Cold War 
Leaders
9780743906739
©2007
Dewey: 970
Lexile: 620L 
GR: O · ATOS: 4.8
$8.99

Industrial Giants
9780743906616
©2007
Dewey: 970
Lexile: 630L 
GR: O · ATOS: 4.5
$8.99

Leaders of the 
Middle East
9780743906753
©2007
Dewey: 920
Lexile: 660L 
GR: P · ATOS: 5.2
$8.99

Winston 
Churchill
9780743906692
©2007
Dewey: 920
Lexile: 650L 
GR: P · ATOS: 5.0
$8.99

Woodrow 
Wilson
9780743906654
©2007
Dewey: 920
Lexile: 650L 
GR: R · ATOS: 4.9
$8.99

Martin Luther 
King Jr.
9780743906715
9781493816682
©2007
Dewey: 920
Lexile: 750L 
GR: R · ATOS: 5.3
$8.99

Stepping Into 
Mark Twain's 
World
9781493836208
©2007
Dewey: 818*
Lexile: 940L 
GR: X
$10.99

True Life: 
Frederick 
Douglass
9781493836345
©2007
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 1040L 
GR: X
$10.99

America in the 20th Century Grades 5–8
Single Titles: $8.99 each

Influential People in the 19th and 20th Century Grades 5–8
Single Titles: $8.99–$10.99 each

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

Carnegie became involved in running the Pennsylvania Railroad.  He knew that the trains must keep moving or goods would spoil.  He would even set �re to stalled cars to get them off the tracks!  This is just one example of the kind of outside-the-box thinking that Carnegie did.  This kind of thinking made him very successful.  He became one of the richest men in America. 
Carnegie left the railroad business in 1865.  He started his own business.  He opened a big modern steel mill.  He was smart enough to make correct guesses about what the future would bring.  So even when the economy dipped, his company kept growing.
Carnegie bought out other steel mills.  Then he bought a coke company.  This company’s owner, Henry Frick, became Carnegie’s partner.  

A 5’3” Blonde  
Takes Charge
Other business leaders towered over 
the short blonde Carnegie.  But 
Carnegie was smart, hard working, 
forceful, and decisive.  No one who 
met him ever forgot him.  

Don’t Drink This Coke!
Coke is a solid fuel made by 
heating coal in the absence of  
air.  It fueled blast furnaces in 
steel-making plants.  These 
furnaces separate iron ore into 
iron and steel.  This is very 
di�erent than the drink you 
know of as Coke® today!

An Original Thinker

This painting gives an 
inside look at one of 
Carnegie’s steel factories.

Henry Frick
Mr. and Mrs. Carnegie in 1908

8

9

Industrial Giants

Germany lost World War I.  The Treaty 
of Versailles (vuhr-SI) made Germans very 
angry.  The cost of the war was just too 
much for them.  France billed Germany 
billions of dollars for the war.  The French 
blamed the Germans for ruining their land.  
Germany also lost 13 percent of its land.  
The seven million people who lived on this 
lost land were no longer called Germans.  
And, the treaty forced the German army  
to stay very small.  The army could not  
have any tanks, planes, or submarines.  Some 
people felt these reparations (reh-puh-RAY-
shuhnz) were too severe.  

Churchill’s Warnings

Churchill was actively involved in World War I.  At the end of the war, he predicted that the Treaty of Versailles would cause another war.  Adolf Hitler was the leader of Nazi (NOT-see) Germany.  Hitler was very angry about the Treaty of Versailles.  When he rose to power in 1933, Churchill was worried.  Hitler openly said that he was going to rebuild the German army.  No one seemed to care except Churchill.  Churchill wanted Great Britain to form a pact with France and the Soviet Union.  He hoped the three countries would scare Hitler into backing down.  Instead of listening, other people said that Churchill just wanted another war.  They should have listened to him.  

The Treaty of Versailles of�cially ended World War I.  The treaty made Germans very angry.

Allies Caused 
Damage, Too
In truth, half of the World War I 
damage in France came from 
their allies.  France should not 
have just blamed Germany for 
the losses.

Aryan Race
Adolf Hitler and other Nazis felt 
that the Aryan (AIR-ree-uhn) race 
was better than all others.  The 
Aryans are the original speakers of 
the languages of Europe.  Germans 
are Aryans.  Nazis felt that 
Germans should rule all races.

This painting shows 
a model Nazi family.  

They are Aryans.

6

7

Winston Churchill

Churchill was actively involved in World War I.  At the end of the war, he predicted that the Treaty of Versailles would cause another war.  Adolf Hitler was the leader of NaziNaziNaziNaziNazi (NOT-see) Germany.  Hitler was very angry about the Treaty of Versailles.  When he rose to power in 1933, Churchill was worried.  Hitler openly said that he was going to rebuild the German army.  No one seemed to care except Churchill.  Churchill wanted Great Britain to form a pactpactpactpactpact with France and the Soviet Union.  He hoped the three countries would scare Hitler into backing down.  Instead of listening, other people said that Churchill just wanted another war.  They should have listened to him.  

The Treaty of Versailles of�cially ended World War I.  The treaty made Germans very angry.

7

A 5’3” Blonde 
Takes Charge
Other business leaders towered over 
the short blonde Carnegie.  But 
Carnegie was smart, hard working, 
forceful, and decisive.  No one who 
met him ever forgot him.  

Don’t Drink This Coke!
Coke is a solid fuel made by 
heating coal in the absence of 
air.  It fueled blast furnaces in 
steel-making plants.  These 
furnaces separate iron ore into 
iron and steel.  This is very 
di�erent than the drink you 
know of as Coke® today!

This painting gives an 
inside look at one of 
Carnegie’s steel factories.

9
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The Byzantine 
Empire: A 
Society That 
Shaped the 
World
9781433350016
©2013
Dewey: 949*
Lexile: 850L 
GR: U · ATOS: 6.4 

The 
Reformation: 
A Religious 
Revolution
9781433350092
©2013
Dewey: 940*
Lexile: 870L 
GR: U · ATOS: 6.3

The Medieval 
Islamic World: 
Conflict and 
Conquest
9781433350030
©2013
Dewey: 909*
Lexile: 720L 
GR: R · ATOS: 5.6 

Medieval Times: 
England in the 
Middle Ages
9781433350054
©2013
Dewey: 942*
Lexile: 730L 
GR: R · ATOS: 5.3 

The French 
Revolution: 
Terror and 
Triumph 
9781433350115
©2013
Dewey: 944*
Lexile: 730L 
GR: R · ATOS: 5.6 

The 
Enlightenment: 
A Revolution in 
Reason
9781433350139
©2013
Dewey: 940*
Lexile: 760L 
GR: S · ATOS: 6.0 

Imperialism: 
Expanding 
Empires
9781433350153
©2013
Dewey: 909*
Lexile: 770L 
GR: S · ATOS: 5.9 

The 
Renaissance: 
A Rebirth of 
Culture
9781433350078
©2013
Dewey: 940*
Lexile: 820L 
GR: T · ATOS: 6.0 

World History Grades 4–5
Single Titles: $8.99 each

World HistoryInterest Grade Levels: 4–8 
Trim Size: 7" x 9" and 5.25" x 8" ∙ Page Count: 32

You Are There Grades 6–8
Single Titles: $9.99 each

Magnificent Man

A Powerful Patron

a painting of Lorenzo de
' Medici

Michelangelo

Artists for Hire

In Renaissance Italy, merchants, guilds, and church leaders 

looked for ways to display their new wealth.  They became 

of the arts.  As patrons, they hired artists to create works of art.  

These projects made the patrons, and their cities, look good.

Some of these works of art were portraits or statues of the 

patrons themselves.  Others were public art projects that made 

cities more beautiful.  And, many projects were done to glorify 

God or to bring honor to the Catholic Church.

Under this system, the arts thrived.  Artists had countless 

opportunities to express their creativity.  They earned good money.  

And, their positions in society improved.  Patrons competed to 

attract the best artists to their projects.  As a result, Italian cities 

are remarkable, even today, because of their many beautiful 

paintings, sculptures, and buildings.

The Art of the Renaissance

Raphael’s Christ’s Charge 
to St. Peter 

was painted for Pope Le
o X.

14

15

The Renaissance: A Rebirth of Culture

The Medici (MED-i-chee) family of 

Florence became famous for supporting the 

arts.  The Medicis were wealthy merchants 

and bankers.  Lorenzo de’ Medici started a 

school for sculptors, where he discovered a 

teenage talent named Michelangelo 

(mee-kel-AHN-je-je- -loh).  Michelangelo went 

on to create some of the most famous works 

of art in the Western world.

Florence became famous for supporting the 

on to create some of the most famous works 

duh VIN chee). 

A Powerful Patron

The Catholic Church was at 

the center of the patronage 

system.  In fact, the church’s 

spending on art put it 

deeply in debt.  Raphael 

(rah-fahy-EL) was the 

favorite artist of Pope 

Leo X.  Raphael painted 

for the Catholic Church 

his entire life.  

a painting of Lorenzo dea painting of Lorenzo de
' Medici Medici

Michelangelo

15

“...the authors do an admirable job of achieving depth while 
maintaining accessibility. Each book concludes by revisiting a 
tidbit from the text and inviting readers to complete a creative and 
thought-provoking activity.”  

—School Library Journal

Egypt 
9780743904285
©2007
Dewey: 960*
Lexile: 710L 
GR: Q · ATOS: 5.2

Mayas, Incas, 
and Aztecs 
9780743904568
©2007
Dewey: 990*
Lexile: 730L 
GR: R · ATOS: 5.4

Rome
9780743904322
©2007
Dewey: 940*
Lexile: 600L 
GR: O · ATOS: 4.7 

China
9780743904360
©2007
Dewey: 950*
Lexile: 610L 
GR: O · ATOS: 5.3

Mesopotamia 
9780743904407
©2007
Dewey: 930*
Lexile: 610L 
GR: O · ATOS: 5.4

India
9780743904308
©2007
Dewey: 950*
Lexile: 640L 
GR: O · ATOS: 5.2

Greece
9780743904346
©2007
Dewey: 930*
Lexile: 670L 
GR: P · ATOS: 5.4

Sub-Saharan 
Africa 
9780743904384
©2007
Dewey: 960*
Lexile: 700L 
GR: Q · ATOS: 5.4

Cultures through Time Grades 4–5
Single Titles: $8.99 each

You Are There! 
Ancient China 
305 BC
9781493836017
©2017
Dewey: 931.03
Lexile: 860L
GR: V

You Are There! 
London 1666
9781493836161
©2017
Dewey: 942*
Lexile: 970L
GR: X

You Are 
There! Ancient 
Greece 432 BC
9781493836000
©2017
Dewey: 938.02
Lexile: 910L
GR: X

You Are There! 
Ancient Egypt 
1336 BC
9781493836024
©2017
Dewey: 932*
Lexile: 920L
GR: V

You Are There! 
Pompeii 79
9781493836154
©2017
Dewey: 937*
Lexile: 1000L
GR: Y

You are There! Pompeii 79

Do Animals Have a 
Sixth Sense? 
On the day of the eruption in Pompeii, 
animals might have behaved strangely. 
There’s no proof that animals can 
sense things before they happen. But 
scientists think that animals can hear 
infrasonic sounds such as (the rumbling 
of the earth before an earthquake). So, 
they would react by fleeing.

Vulcan Holiday The day before Mount Vesuvius erupted, the city celebrated a holiday to honor the Roman god of fire, Vulcan. The god is named after vulcanus.

Ah, there’s good old Modestus at his bakery stacking those fresh loaves of sweet smelling bread. He must have arrived at work early this morning to have that many loaves ready for the crowds.
You’re a little surprised to see the bronze smith’s shop so active this morning. The noise from the forging of the bronze is so loud that he must not hear his pots rattling up front in his shop.

8:30 a.m.  
You better be careful where you walk in the cobblestone streets. The garbage is everywhere, and there’s no chance of rain to wash it all away. What you wouldn’t give to have some sewers around this place! Your neighbor’s bird is making odd chirping noises and trying to get out of its cage—very strange behavior for such a content bird.

You know you’re out of wine, fish, eggs, and bread, so you better stop by the tavern on your way to the forum and get something to eat. The Vulcan holiday celebrated yesterday has ended and things can get back to business as usual.

6

Vulcan Holiday The day before Mount Vesuvius erupted, the city celebrated a holiday to honor the Roman god of fire, Vulcan. The god is named after vulcanus.

Ah, there’s good old Modestus at his bakery stacking those fresh loaves of sweet smelling bread. He must have arrived at work early this morning to have that many loaves ready for the crowds.
You’re a little surprised to see the bronze smith’s shop so active this morning. The noise from the forgingof the bronze is so loud that he must not hear his pots rattling up front in his shop.

Vulcan Holiday 

city celebrated a holiday to honor the Roman god of fire, Vulcan. The god is named 

Vulcan Holiday 

city celebrated a holiday to honor the Roman god of fire, Vulcan. The god is named 
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California State History

Biddy Mason: 
Becoming a 
Leader
9781425832391
©2018
Dewey: 979*
Lexile: 660L
GR: T

The Gold Rush
9781425832384
©2018
Dewey: 979*
Lexile: 640L
GR: T

California's 
Indian Nations
9781425832322
©2018
Dewey: 979*
Lexile: 700L
GR: U

Trails to 
California
9781425832377
©2018
Dewey: 979*
Lexile: 740L
GR: U

Junípero Serra: 
A Spanish 
Missionary
9781425832353
©2018
Dewey: 979*
Lexile: 690L
GR: V

Crossing a 
Continent
9781425832414
©2018
Dewey: 385*
Lexile: 680L
GR: V

Californians 
Who Made a 
Difference
9781425832476
©2018
Dewey: 979*
Lexile: 710L
GR: V

Exploration of 
California
9781425832339
©2018
Dewey: 979*
Lexile: 690L
GR: V

California 
Indians
9781425825201
Dewey: 979*
Lexile: TBD
GR: TBD

Governing the 
Golden State
9781425832483
©2018
Dewey: 320*
Lexile: 670L
GR: U

Crossing 
Oceans: 
Immigrating to 
California
9781425832421
©2018
Dewey: 979*
Lexile: 670L
GR: V

Education in 
California
9781425832469
©2018
Dewey: 378*
Lexile: 720L
GR: U

California's 
Spanish 
Missions
9781425832346
©2018
Dewey: 979*
Lexile: 690L
GR: V

Mexican Rule of 
California
9781425832360
©2018
Dewey: 979*
Lexile: 630L
GR: V

California: 
Becoming a 
State
9781425832407
©2018
Dewey: 979.4
Lexile: 630L
GR: V

California: 
Towns to Cities
9781425832438
©2018
Dewey: 979*
Lexile: 710L
GR: U

California in the 
20th Century
9781425832445
©2018
Dewey: 979*
Lexile: 600L
GR: W

California's 
Complex Water 
System
9781425832452
©2018
Dewey: 333*
Lexile: 650L
GR: U

Geography of 
California
9781425832490
©2018
Dewey: 917.94
Lexile: 670L
GR: S

The History of 
Huntington Beach
9781493866236
©2018
Dewey: TBD
Lexile: 590L
GR: TBD
$9.99

People of California Grade 4
Single Titles: $9.99 each

State of California Grade 4
Single Titles: $9.99 each

THE HISTORY OF HUNTINGTON BEACH

The History of

Dona Herweck Rice28838

The H
istory of H

untington B
each 

 
R

ice

The city of Huntington 
Beach has a rich history.  

Once populated by Tongva 
Indians, it is now known as Surf 
City USA®.  It is home to many 
industries and world-famous 
events.  People from around 
the world love to visit this 
beautiful beach city on the 
Pacifi c coast.  Residents think 
their city is great, too!

Also Available in Sets!

Around the United States, American Indians 
Around the United States, American Indians 
Around the United States, American Indians 
Around the United States, American Indians 
Around the United States, American Indians 

were forced to live on reservations.  reservations.  reservations.  In 

California, they now live in places called 
California, they now live in places called 
California, they now live in places called 
California, they now live in places called 
California, they now live in places called 

rancherias.  There are about 100 in the state.  
rancherias.  There are about 100 in the state.  
rancherias.  There are about 100 in the state.  
rancherias.  There are about 100 in the state.  
rancherias.  There are about 100 in the state.  
rancherias.  There are about 100 in the state.  

Most California tribes are small.  And, they 
Most California tribes are small.  And, they 
Most California tribes are small.  And, they 
Most California tribes are small.  And, they 
Most California tribes are small.  And, they 
Most California tribes are small.  And, they 

have limited systems in place to govern.  
have limited systems in place to govern.  
have limited systems in place to govern.  
have limited systems in place to govern.  
have limited systems in place to govern.  
have limited systems in place to govern.  

These include tribal courts and police.
These include tribal courts and police.
These include tribal courts and police.
These include tribal courts and police.
These include tribal courts and police.
These include tribal courts and police.

Rancherias

The state is split into 58 counties.  San Bernardino County is really big.  It is the largest county in the contiguous United States!  Then there is Los Angeles County.  It has more people than any other county in the country! 

Large Counties

Caption/ Label treatment.

Caption/ Label treatment.Caption/ Label treatment.Caption/ Label treatment.Caption/ Label treatment.Caption/ Label treatment.

includes county and city governments.  includes county and city governments.  are large 
governed areas in a state.  Boards of supervisors run the governed areas in a state.  Boards of supervisors run the 
counties in California.  Board members are elected to four-counties in California.  Board members are elected to four-
year terms. 

enforce state and federal laws.  They record enforce state and federal laws.  They record 
permits of land.  They give out marriage licenses.  permits of land.  They give out marriage licenses.  
The boards make sure roads are built and repaired.  The boards make sure roads are built and repaired.  
County boards are also in charge of elections. County boards are also in charge of elections. 

One city in each county is the One city in each county is the county seat.  This 
is where county offices and courts are located.  is where county offices and courts are located.  
Other people who help run counties include Other people who help run counties include 
sheriffs, judges, and clerks. 

191919

Have you ever looked closely at 
Have you ever looked closely at 
Have you ever looked closely at the California state seal?  At the top 
the California state seal?  At the top 
the California state seal?  At the top is the state’s motto, “Eureka.” In 
is the state’s motto, “Eureka.” In 
is the state’s motto, “Eureka.” In Greek, it means, “I have found it.” 
Greek, it means, “I have found it.” 
Greek, it means, “I have found it.” The motto refers to the discovery 
The motto refers to the discovery 
The motto refers to the discovery of gold in the state.
of gold in the state.
of gold in the state.

Eureka!

Miners search for gold in 
rivers during the gold rush.

You are knee deep in the American River.  Your hands clutch a 
pan.  Rocks and swish, swish, swish
the metal container back and forth, trying to shave off the top layer 
of soil.  It’s 1849.  You are a miner during the California gold rush.  
You have been panning for gold for 12 hours.  Your back aches.  
Your feet feel like ice cubes.  But you keep going.  You are hopeful 
that today is the day.  Today will be the day you strike it rich.

For many gold rush miners, these struggles happened daily.  The 
gold rush brought big changes—both positive and negative—to 
California.  Let’s take a look at this golden age in California history!

It’s time to brush up on gold rush vocabulary!  “Gold washers” (miners) worked “claims” (mines) when they were on the hunt for “the yellow heap” (gold).

Gold Rush Slang

5544

California Early Years 
6-Book Set
9781425820077
Lexile: 630L-740L
GR: U–V
$59.94

Changing California 
6-Book Set
9781425820084
Lexile: 630L-710L
GR: T–V
$59.94

The Golden State 
6-Book Set
9781425820091
Lexile: 600L–720L
GR: S–W
$59.94

*Full Dewey number available online

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

Dona Herweck Rice

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW
Dona Herweck Rice

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

Interest Grade Levels: 3–6
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 32
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Florida State History

Florida's 
American 
Indians through 
History
9781493835348
©2017
Dewey: 975.9
Lexile: 650L
GR: S

Lue Gim Gong: 
The Citrus 
Wizard
9781493835492
©2017
Dewey: 641.3
Lexile: 600L
GR: S

The Seminoles 
of Florida: 
Culture, 
Customs, and 
Conflict
9781493835355
©2017
Dewey: 975.9
Lexile: 610L
GR: U

Finding Florida: 
Exploration and 
Its Legacy
9781493835362
©2017
Dewey: 975.9
Lexile: 670L
GR: U

Jonathan 
Clarkson Gibbs: 
Reconstruction 
Revolutionary
9781493835409
©2017
Dewey: 975.9
Lexile: 580L
GR: U

Mary McLeod 
Bethune: 
Education and 
Equality
9781493835454
©2017
Dewey: 370.92
Lexile: 560L
GR: U

Marjorie Kinnan 
Rawlings: 
Writing in Rural 
Florida
9781493835430
©2017
Dewey: 813.52
Lexile: 560L
GR: V

Florida's Fight 
for Equality
9781493835447
©2017
Dewey: 323.11
Lexile: 630L
GR: V

Exploring 
Florida's 
Geography, 
Culture, and 
Climate
9781493835478
©2017
Dewey: 975.9
Lexile: 690L
GR: R

Growth of 
Florida: 
Pioneers and 
Technological 
Advances
9781493835386
©2017
Dewey: 975.9
Lexile: 610L
GR: T

Civil War and 
Reconstruction 
in Florida
9781493835393
©2017
Dewey: 975.9
Lexile: 600L
GR: T

Florida's 
Government: 
Power, Purpose, 
and People
9781493835461
©2017
Dewey: 320.47
Lexile: 620L
GR: T

Florida's 
Economy: From 
the Mouse to 
the Moon
9781493835485
©2017
Dewey: 330.97
Lexile: 660L
GR: T

Controlling 
Florida: 
Colonization to 
Statehood
9781493835379
©2017
Dewey: 975.9
Lexile: 640L
GR: V

The Spanish-
American War
9781493835416
©2017
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 590L
GR: V

Florida in the 
Early 20th 
Century: Boom 
and Bust
9781493835423
©2017
Dewey: 975.9
Lexile: 630L
GR: V

People of Florida Grade 4
Single Titles: $9.99 each

State of Florida Grade 4
Single Titles: $9.99 each

Also Available in Sets!

Text It!
Imagine you want to text a friend and tell him or her what you 

have learned about the American Indian tribes of Florida.  What 
information would you include?  What questions might your friend 
ask?  How would you answer the questions?  Write your text 
message.  Then, write the possible conversation that would follow.

Text It!

2928

Map It! 
Draw a map of Florida.  Label the major 

cities, bodies of water, and landforms in the 
state.  Include pictures or drawings of Florida’s 
plants and animals.  Create a key to label your 
map.  Include symbols for plants, animals, water, 
and cities.  Then, pick your favorite location.  and cities.  Then, pick your favorite location.  
Write about why it is your favorite.Write about why it is your favorite.

Map It! 

292828

People of Florida 8-Book Set
9781493839506
Lexile: 560L-670L
GR: S–V
$79.92

State of Florida 8-Book Set
9781493839513
Lexile: 590L-690L
GR: R–V
$79.92

Interest Grade Levels: 3–6
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 32

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450



Juliette Gordon Low
9781493887811
©2018
Dewey: TBD
Lexile: TBD
GR: TBD
$9.99
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Georgia State History

Mary Musgrove: 
Bringing People 
Together
9781493825578
©2016
Dewey: 975*
Lexile: 350L
GR: G

Sequoyah and 
the Written 
Word
9781493825547
©2016
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 350L
GR: G

Jimmy Carter: 
For the People
9781493825615
©2016
Dewey: 973*
Lexile: 390L
GR: H

Tomochichi: 
Chief and Friend
9781493825561
©2016
Dewey: 975*
Lexile: 400L
GR: H

Martin Luther 
King Jr.: 
Destined to 
Lead
9781493825592
©2016
Dewey: 323*
Lexile: 420L
GR: I

James 
Oglethorpe: Not 
for Self, but for 
Others
9781493825554
©2016
Dewey: 975*
Lexile: 450L
GR: J

Jackie Robinson: 
Hometown Hero
9781493825608
©2016
Dewey: 796*
Lexile: 480L
GR: K

The Creek and 
the Cherokee
9781493825530
©2016
Dewey: 975*
Lexile: 480L
GR: K

Regions and 
Rivers of 
Georgia
9781493825509
©2016
Dewey: 917.58
Lexile: 410L
GR: H

Savannah: 
Hostess City of 
the South
9781493825585
©2016
Dewey: 975.8
Lexile: 400L
GR: H

Atlanta: The Big 
Peach
9781493825516
©2016
Dewey: 330*
Lexile: 430L
GR: I

Our Leaders in 
Government
9781493825523
©2016
Dewey: 320*
Lexile: 440L
GR: I

Power, People, 
and Change
9781493825486
©2016
Dewey: 323*
Lexile: 420L
GR: I

Georgia: Money 
and Me
9781493825622
©2016
Dewey: 332*
Lexile: 450L
GR: J

Georgia's Goods 
and Services
9781493825639
©2016
Dewey: 338* 
Lexile: 530L
GR: M

Georgia's 
Location and 
Resources
9781493825493
©2016
Dewey: 975.8
Lexile: 550L
GR: M

People of Georgia Grade 2
Single Titles: $9.99 each

State of Georgia Grade 2
Single Titles: $9.99 each

Also Available in Sets!

In 1733, a group of British settlers came to the 

New World.  They wanted a better life.  They planned 

to start a new colony (KAHL-uh-nee).  It would be 

called Georgia.

When the settlers arrived, there were American 

Indians already living on the land.  The settlers 

did not know what would happen next.  Could 

they find good land to grow crops?  Would the 

tribes give them furs and leather?  Would there 

be peace or war?  Chief Tomochichi played a 

key role in answering these questions.  This is 

his story.

War or Peace?
In 1733, a group of British settlerssettlers came to the 

New World.  They wanted a better life.  They planned New World.  They wanted a better life.  They planned 

to start a new colony (KAHL-uh-nee).  It would be  (KAHL-uh-nee).  It would be colony (KAHL-uh-nee).  It would be colony

called Georgia.

When the settlers arrived, there were American When the settlers arrived, there were American 

Indians already living on the land.  The settlers Indians already living on the land.  The settlers 

did not know what would happen next.  Could did not know what would happen next.  Could 

they find good land to grow crops?  Would the they find good land to grow crops?  Would the 

tribes give them furs and leather?  Would there  give them furs and leather?  Would there 

be peace or war?  Chief Tomochichi played a  Tomochichi played a Chief Tomochichi played a Chief

key role in answering these questions.  This is key role in answering these questions.  This is 

his story.

War or Peace?
In 1733, a group of British settlers

WaWaW r or Peace?

Tomochichi
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The Government Rules!
Who Makes the Rules? The government makes rules 

for all of us to follow.  These 
rules are called laws.  They keep 
people safe.

The Government Rules!

Georgia State Capitol
Have you ever wondered who makes the Have you ever wondered who makes the Have you ever wondered who makes the rules?  

It depends on where you are and who is in charge.  It depends on where you are and who is in charge.  It depends on where you are and who is in charge.  

You may dream of being the one who tells You may dream of being the one who tells You may dream of being the one who tells 

others what to do.  Someone has to be in charge, others what to do.  Someone has to be in charge, others what to do.  Someone has to be in charge, 

so why not you?  Would you make any rules, so why not you?  Would you make any rules, so why not you?  Would you make any rules, 

and if so, which ones? 

 (GUHV-ern-muhnt) 

Who Makes thee Ruules?
Have you ever wondered who makes the Have you ever wondered who makes the Have you ever wondered who makes the rules?  

Who Makes thee Rules?
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Texas State History

Future Entrepreneur
The Young Austin

Father of 
Industry
Moses Austin was an 
innovative
Moses was not afraid to 
try new methods and 
test new ideas.  He asked 
experts from England’s 
lead mines for advice on 
updating his mines.  His 
efforts started the lead 
industry in America. 

The Austin Family
Moses and Mary Austin 
had five children, but 
only three survived to 
adulthood.  Stephen Fuller 
was the oldest son.  A 
daughter, Emily, was born 
in 1798.  Another son, 
James Elijah (ih-LAHY
was born in 1803. 
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Moses started another mining Moses started another mining Moses started another mining Moses started another mining 
business.  He founded the town of Potosi business.  He founded the town of Potosi business.  He founded the town of Potosi business.  He founded the town of Potosi business.  He founded the town of Potosi 
(puh-TOH-see), Missouri.  The Austins 
were a wealthy and important family.  were a wealthy and important family.  were a wealthy and important family.  were a wealthy and important family.  were a wealthy and important family.  
They sent young Austin to boarding They sent young Austin to boarding They sent young Austin to boarding They sent young Austin to boarding 
school.  Moses told his son to study hard school.  Moses told his son to study hard school.  Moses told his son to study hard school.  Moses told his son to study hard school.  Moses told his son to study hard school.  Moses told his son to study hard school.  Moses told his son to study hard 
and work toward greatness.  But he had and work toward greatness.  But he had and work toward greatness.  But he had and work toward greatness.  But he had 
no idea that his son would grow up to be no idea that his son would grow up to be no idea that his son would grow up to be no idea that his son would grow up to be no idea that his son would grow up to be 
known as the Father of Texas.known as the Father of Texas.known as the Father of Texas.known as the Father of Texas.
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test new ideas.  He asked test new ideas.  He asked test new ideas.  He asked test new ideas.  He asked test new ideas.  He asked 
experts from England’s experts from England’s experts from England’s experts from England’s experts from England’s 
lead mines for advice on lead mines for advice on lead mines for advice on lead mines for advice on lead mines for advice on lead mines for advice on 
updating his mines.  His updating his mines.  His updating his mines.  His updating his mines.  His updating his mines.  His 
efforts started the lead efforts started the lead efforts started the lead 
industry in America. industry in America. industry in America. 
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Dallas-Fort Worth 
Airport

Two T-6 Texans �y over Laughlin 
Air Force Base in Texas.

To the Rescue
Bell Helicopter is located 
in Fort Worth.  It builds 
helicopters for both 
military and civilian 

Base trains pilots for 
the U. S. Air Force and 
Navy.  Located in Del Rio 
near the Texas-Mexico 
border, Laughlin teaches 
pilots how to fly using 
T-6 Texan airplanes.  

Air and Space

10 11

The Johnson Space Center opened in 1958.  It has been the 
center for much of the American space program.  The center 
headed the Apollo manned moon �ights.  It also led the spacespacespace
program from 1981 to 2011.  In 1998, the center took charge of the 
International Space Station.  The Johnson Space Center employs 
around 18,500 people.

Not everyone leaving the ground in Texas is headed for space.  
Dallas-Fort Worth Airport (DFW) is the largest airport in the state.  
Each year, millions of people pass through the airport’s 152 gates. DFW’s airlines do not just carry 

people.  The airport ships cargo, too.  It 
moves more than 500,000 tons of cargo 
every year.  Most of this cargo is shipped 
overseas.

The 
Texas economy.  The defense department 
is part of the U.
charge of the U.
the country safe.  Many future military 
pilots learn how to �y at the 15 military 
bases in Texas.  

Dallas-Fort Worth 
AirportAirport

Two T-6 Texans �y over Laughlin Two T-6 Texans �y over Laughlin Two T-6 Texans �y over Laughlin Two T-6 Texans �y over Laughlin 
Air Force Base in Texas.

To the RescueTo the RescueTo the RescueTo the RescueTo the RescueTo the RescueTo the RescueTo the RescueTo the Rescue
Bell Helicopter is located Bell Helicopter is located Bell Helicopter is located 
in Fort Worth.  It builds in Fort Worth.  It builds in Fort Worth.  It builds 
helicopters for both helicopters for both helicopters for both 
military and civilian military and civilian military and civilian 

Base trains pilots for Base trains pilots for Base trains pilots for 
the U. S. Air Force and S. Air Force and S. Air Force and 
Navy.  Located in Del Rio Navy.  Located in Del Rio Navy.  Located in Del Rio 
near the Texas-Mexico near the Texas-Mexico near the Texas-Mexico 
border, Laughlin teaches border, Laughlin teaches border, Laughlin teaches 
pilots how to fly using pilots how to fly using pilots how to fly using 
T-6 Texan airplanes.  airplanes.  

Air and Space

the International the International 
Space Station

10 11
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On June 28 the five men shared the document 

with the other leaders.  The leaders read the document 

carefully.  They took time to think about Thomas’s words.  

Thomas shared his work with the other four men.  

They were all happy with the document.  They thought 

Thomas did a good job. 

Benjamin and John read Thomas's work.

18

He led the army .He led the army .

Abigail Adams

Putting Pen to Paper

Abigail Adams

Smoke filled the sky.  The booming sound of cannon fire echoed through the 
air.  At the top of Penn Hill stood a young mother with her seven-year-old son.  
She could not believe her eyes.  She watched stunned as soldiers fought to their She could not believe her eyes.  She watched stunned as soldiers fought to their 
deaths.  Some of those men were her friends.  Others were her neighbors.  She 
was heartbroken and distraught.  The war was now too close to home.  

That young mother was Abigail Adams.  She was witnessing the Battle of 
Bunker Hill.

The next day, Abigail wrote to her husband, John.  He The next day, Abigail wrote to her husband, John.  He 
was in Philadelphia.  He and the other Founding Fathers was in Philadelphia.  He and the other Founding Fathers 
were debating whether America should declare its  whether America should declare its 
independence.  Abigail wrote, “My bursting heart must independence.  Abigail wrote, “My bursting heart must 
find vent at my pen.”  She told her husband about the find vent at my pen.”  She told her husband about the 
battle she had witnessed.  She wrote about a dear friend battle she had witnessed.  She wrote about a dear friend 
who had died in the battle.  She explained that, “the who had died in the battle.  She explained that, “the 
constant roar of the cannon is so constant roar of the cannon is so distressing that we can 
not Eat, Drink, or Sleep.”

Abigail wrote many letters in her life.  It is Abigail wrote many letters in her life.  It is 
through these letters that we learn not only through these letters that we learn not only 
about the American Revolution but also about the American Revolution but also 
about Abigail herself. 

People in Boston watch the Battle 
of Bunker Hill from their rooftops.

All Is Not Lost
The battle of Bunker Hill was an early battle that 
pitted the inexperienced American troops against 
the skilled British army.  The Americans stood their the skilled British army.  The Americans stood their 
ground until they ran out of ground until they ran out of ammunitionammunition.  They did .  They did 
not win the battle.  But they found hope.not win the battle.  But they found hope.

This is the letter Abigail Adams wrote 
the day after the Battle of Bunker Hill.

Putting Pen to PaperPutting Pen to PaperPutting Pen to PaperPutting Pen to Paper
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Lead the Way!Lead the Way!
What is a leader?  Do you know?  A 

leader guides people.  A leader is helpful 
and fair.

This girl gets a star for leading her troop.

This soccer coach leads his team.

4 5

We Want Equal Rights, Too!
Not For Me!
Susan B. Anthony decided she 
did not want to get married.  She 
valued her freedom and did not 
want to lose her independence.  
She also wanted as much 
time as possible to focus on 
women’s rights.   

An Equal Marriage
Cady Stanton did decide to 
marry.  But, her husband 
believed in equal rights 
for women, too.  So, in 
their ceremony the couple 
did not include the word 
obey.  They wanted their 
marriage to be equal.  
Stanton also kept her 
last name.  She was not 
referred to as Mrs. Henry 
Stanton, but rather 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton. 

4 5

We Want Equal Rights, Too!
When the United States became a country, women had very 

few rights.  Women could not own property or go to most colleges.  
Women were not allowed to vote.  

Many brave women fought to get .  They gave speeches.  
They marched.  Their work was dangerous.  Some women were hurt.  
Some were thrown in jail.  But, this did not stop them.  The �ght to 
allow women to vote was called the 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony were two leaders 
of the suffrage movement.  They were called suffragists.  Suffragists 
are people who speak or write about giving the right to vote to other 
people, especially women.  Stanton and Anthony were close friends.  
They made a great team.  Anthony saw what needed to be done.  She 
ran things well.  Stanton liked to write and give speeches.  

Cady Stanton and Anthony had many goals, but their 
big goal was getting women the right to vote. Susan B. Anthony and 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton

Not For Me!
Susan B. Anthony decided she 
did not want to get married.  She 
valued her freedom and did not 
want to lose her independence.  
She also wanted as much 
time as possible to focus on 
women’s rights.   

An Equal Marriage
Cady Stanton did decide to 
marry.  But, her husband 
believed in equal rights 
for women, too.  So, in 
their ceremony the couple 
did not include the word
obey.  They wanted their 
marriage to be equal.  
Stanton also kept her 
last name.  She was not 
referred to as Mrs. Henry 
Stanton, but rather 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton. 

Some people were afraid to let women vote.  
There were those who thought it would hurt the 
country.  They thought it would hurt families.  
Others thought women were not smart enough 
to vote.  They thought women should stay at 
home.  But, women like Anthony and Stanton 
did not give up.  They kept �ghting!
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Writing a Declaration

pages from “A Summary View of 
the Rights of British America”

POLITICAL INSPIRATION

12

Thomas Jefferson forms 
the Committees of 
Correspondence in 1773.

BUILDING MONTICELLO

13

Writing a Declaration
Jefferson felt that the colonies needed to come together.  They would 

have more power if they were united as one.  So, Jefferson helped form 
the Committees of Correspondence.  Each colony chose a group of men to 
share news and information from their colony with the leaders of the other 
colonies.  This way, everyone was on the same page.

Jefferson was never a confident speaker.  His power rested in his pen.  
In 1774, he wrote an important political essay.  It was called “A Summary 
View of the Rights of British America.”  In it, he asked for the king to be 
sensible.  He believed a king should help his people, not hurt them.  He 
explained that the British government did not have the right to rule the 
colonies.  The people of the colonies had been free and independent from 
day one.  He said that liberty was a human right.  It was given to them by 
nature, not by a king.  These ideas were bold and controversial.  Jefferson 
was brave to write about them.was brave to write about them.was brave to write about

The ideas and language Jefferson used in his essay would help him write 
another important document.  This one would change the world.

pages from “A Summary View of 
 America”

Jefferson read the works of many politicians and Jefferson read the works of many politicians and Jefferson read the works of many politicians and 
philosophers.  He studied the writings of John philosophers.  He studied the writings of John philosophers.  He studied the writings of John 
Locke and Thomas Payne.  He also read George Locke and Thomas Payne.  He also read George Locke and Thomas Payne.  He also read George 
Mason’s Virginia Declaration of Rights.  These Mason’s Virginia Declaration of Rights.  These Mason’s Virginia Declaration of Rights.  These 
works in�uenced many of Jefferson’sworks in�uenced many of Jefferson’sworks in�uenced many of Jefferson’s ideas.

POLITICAL INSPIRATION

Thomas Jefferson forms 
the Committees of 
Correspondence in 1773.

When Jefferson was a boy, he found a spectacular hillside and 
dreamed of living there.  In 1769, he began building his home 
there.  He named the house Monticello (mon-ti-CHEL-oh).  
That means “little mountain” in Italian.

BUILDING MONTICELLO

1313
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Separation of 
Powers

The U.S. Constitution is the main set of laws for our country.  
It says how our government should work.  It also lists all the things 
Americans can do and should have.  These are called rights.  

The U.S. Constitution says that the government should be split 
into three branches, or parts.  Each branch has its own jobs and 
makes big decisions.  One branch always checks the work of the 
other two branches.  This system is called checks and balances.  
It keeps one branch from having too much power.  The branches 
work together and protect the rights of the people.
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Supreme Court
• Can throw out laws that are 

unconstitutional

Congress
• Can reject president’s 

ruling
• Can limit spending 

of federal money
• Can remove 

the president

signs a law in 2008.

6 7

Grade 3
9781425819620
Lexile: 470L-620L
GR: K–O
$53.94

Grade 4
9781425819637
Lexile: 600L-680L
GR: O–V
$41.95

Grade 5
9781425819644
Lexile: 530L-680L
GR: S–U
$44.95

Grade 6
9781425819651
Lexile: 620L-780L
GR: O–V
$44.95

Kindergarten
9781425819590
Lexile: NP-10L
GR: A–B
$45.94

Grade 2
9781425819613
Lexile: 520L-540L
GR: E–M
$47.94

Single Single Single 
Titles!Titles!Titles!

pp. 104–105pp. 104–105pp. 104–105

Interest Grade Levels: K–8
Trim Size: 5.25" x 8" and 7" x 9" · Page Count: 12–48

Support the C3 Framework by focusing on civic responsibility. Teach students what it means to be 
citizens and how they can take action in their communities.
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I have bills.

22 2322 2323

We sell gourdsgourdsgourdsgourdsgourdsgourdsgourds and Indian corn, 

too.  A gourd is a kind of squash.  The 

corn is dried.  People buy both items 

for their tables. 

It is getting colder.  People have to 

dress warmly when they come to the 

farmers market in the fall.

The weather gets 
colder in the fall.  What 
temperature is shown 
on the thermometer?

14

Old Amounts
New Amounts

1514

I thought for a little while. “That means we need to divide I thought for a little while. “That means we need to divide 
 by 3, too!” 

“Well done!” said Grandpa. 
First, I wrote down the old amounts. Then, I divided them First, I wrote down the old amounts. Then, I divided them 

each by 3.

18 eggs ÷ 3

8 cups flour ÷ 3

8 cups sugar ÷ 3

8 cups butter (softened) ÷ 3

9 tsp. baking powder ÷ 3

21 ounces chopped 
      dried apricots  ÷ 3

21 ounces raisins ÷ 3

9 ounces ground almonds ÷ 3

Then, I wrote down the new Then, I wrote down the new 
amounts needed to bake 24 muffins amounts needed to bake 24 muffins 
at a time.at a time.

Old Amounts

Sometimes when we divide, the number we are dividing into Sometimes when we divide, the number we are dividing into Sometimes when we divide, the number we are dividing into 
does not divide evenly. For example, 8 ÷ 3 does not divide 
into equal groups. There are some left over. These left over 
parts are called the remainder. 

We can show 8 ÷ 3 in a long division problem.

3 )   8

How many groups of 3 are there in 8? There are 2 groups with 
2 left over.

         2 R   2                 Two groups of 3 is 6 with 2 remainder.
3 )   8  2         The remainder is then written as
   – 6  3 a fraction.

         2
So the answer is written as 2 2

)

)
Use long division to work 
out the answers to these 
problems.

a. 10 ÷ 3

b. 12 ÷ 5

New Amounts

6 eggs

2 2/3 cups flour

2 2/3 cups sugar

2 2/3 cups butter (softened)

3 tsp. baking powder

7 ounces chopped dried apricots

7 ounces raisins

3 ounces ground almonds

15
So the answer is written as 2 3 . 

Your Town
Do I Need That?

Your Town
Your town has producers and sellers.  

They work together so you can buy what 
you want and need. 

This girl wants to buy a toy.This dad is buying his son new shoes.

Do I Need That?
Some things you want.  Other 
things you need.  You may want
a new toy.  But you need  food.

18 19

10 11

A Simple Budget

Sam’s Weekly Budget
Income
Allowance 00

Money from Ms. Liu 50

Total income 50

Expenses
Movies 50

10 11

A Simple Budget

10

s $15.50 per week from Ms. Liu. This is how 
Ms. Liu paid her: 1 × $10.00 bill; 5 × $1.00 bills; 

Ms. Liu give Sam the right amount of money?

b. Draw the table below and show how much money Sam 
earns in a week from her allowance and gardening.

Tens Ones Decimal
Point

Tenths Hundredths

.

Sam’s expenses include $9.50 per week on a movie 
ticket and $5.00 per week on eating out. At the end 
of each week, Sam has $6.00 left after her expenses. 
She puts this $6.00 in her savings.

Let’s look at a simple budget. Sam gets $5.00 per 
week allowance. She also earns $15.50 per week helping 
her neighbor, Ms. Liu, in the garden. Both amounts are 
her income.  

Sam’s Weekly Budget
Income
Allowance 00

Money from Ms. Liu 50

Total incomeTotal incomeTotal income 505050

ExpensesExpenses
Movies 50

Colorful wrapping paper 
is very popular during 
the holiday season.

Bright colors and 
patterns attract 
people's attention.

LELE

8 9

Bright colors and 
patterns attract 
people's attention.

Colorful wrapping paper 
is very popular during 
the holiday season.

I need to save some �oor space for seasonal stock. 
Seasonal stock is stock that people only buy at certain 
times of the year. For example, I sell gifts for holidays. 
I also sell cards for special occasions (oh-CAY-shuhns). In 
the month of December, I sell gift wrap and holiday cards.

There is no wasted space in my store. I use the walls 
to display stock. Even the counter area displays games 
andand puzzles. puzzles. 

About 20% of my store is stationery. This means About 20% of my store is stationery. This means 11//5/5/
of the store �oor space is �lled with cards, paper, 
pens, journals, and notepads. I also have school 
notebooks, pencil cases, and cool school bags!

Before I extended the �oor space of the store, 
I sold fewer gift items. Now, toy and gift displays 
use 25% of the store �oor space. 

LLLLLEEEE
In the store, 50% of the floor space is used for books and 
magazines, 20% is used for stationery, and 25% is used for 

a. Write 20% as a fraction and a decimal.

b. Write 25% as a decimal.

c. What percentage of the floor space is not used?

d. If the floor space of the store is 380 m2, how many square 
meters of floor space do the books and magazines take up?

8 9

Kindergarten
9781425819736
Lexile: BR-330L
GR: A–E
$44.95

Grade 1
9781425819743
Lexile: 350L-450L
GR: E–M
$42.95

Grade 2
9781425819750
Lexile: 470L-610L
GR: K–O
$44.95

Grade 3
9781425819767
Lexile: 600L-680L
GR: O–R
$45.95

Grade 4
9781425819774
Lexile: 630L-760L
GR: K–V
$44.95

Grade 5
9781425819781
Lexile: 620L-860L
GR: O–U
$50.95

Single Single Single 
Titles!Titles!Titles!
p. 108p. 108p. 108

Interest Grade Levels: K–7
Trim Size: 5.25" x 8" and 7" x 9" · Page Count: 12–32

Help students connect economics to their everyday lives. Students will be equipped with the academic vocabulary 
and content-area knowledge they need to understand economics and become financially literate.

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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Social Studies Sets

Grade K
Lexile®: BR–80L
GR: A–E

Grade 1
Lexile®: 300L–450L
GR: J–N

Grade 2
Lexile®: 410L–560L
GR: I–M

Grade 3
Lexile®: 520L–650L
GR: M–P

Interest Grade Levels: K–5
Trim Size: 7” x 9” ∙ Page Count: 24–32

Grade-Level Sets Grades K–3
These books cover four strands of social studies content 
(History, Civics, Geography, and Economics) to help build 
conceptual social studies knowledge with multiple texts 
around a common theme. Each set is aligned to National 
and State standards. Book features include:
 ◗ Increasingly complex text aligned to social studies content
 ◗ High-interest graphics and engaging sidebars
 ◗ Variety of text structures
 ◗ Academic- and domain- specific vocabulary

Social Studies Kindergarten 10-Book Set
9781493815005
9781493838660
$89.90

Social Studies Grade 1 10-Book Set
9781493814978
9781493838677
$89.90

Social Studies Grade 2 10-Book Set
9781493814985
9781493838684
$89.90

Social Studies Grade 3 10-Book Set
9781493814992
9781493838691
$89.90

Single Single Single 
Titles!Titles!Titles!

pp. 92–94pp. 92–94pp. 92–94

SPANISH ISBNs

Your Turn!

Needs and Wants
The kids in this photo are playing with toys.  Toys 

are wants because you do not need them to live.  What are 
some things you need?  What are some things you want?  
Make a list of each.  Share the lists with your friends or 
family members.  

32

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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U.S. History

Act I, Songs 14–23

Name Name 

Date 

Making Historical Connections—Yorktown Conduct further research to discover details about Hamilton’s role 

at the Battle of Yorktown.  Then, create a comic that shows six moments from the 

battle and Hamilton’s actions during each one.

Interest Grade Levels: 3–8
©2016–2017 ∙ Trim Size: 7" x 9" ∙ Page Count: 32

Includes 
bonus book!

Research It!
Research a specific tribe from the West.  The tribe may be one from this 

book or not.  Identify what the people wore, what they ate, the type of home they 
lived in, their religious beliefs, whether they were nomadic or lived in permanent 
settlements, and details about their daily lives.  Investigate where the tribe is today 
and how the people’s lives have changed.  Then, write and illustrate a picture book 
to show what you learned.  Read your book to your friends or family members.  
Teach them about the tribe.

28 29

Research It!Research It!Research It!Research It!
Research a specific tribe from the West.  The tribe may be one from this 

book or not.  Identify what the people wore, what they ate, the type of home they 
lived in, their religious beliefs, whether they were nomadic or lived in permanent 
settlements, and details about their daily lives.  Investigate where the tribe is today 
and how the people’s lives have changed.  Then, write and illustrate a picture book and how the people’s lives have changed.  Then, write and illustrate a picture book 
to show what you learned.  Read your book to your friends or family members.  
Teach them about the tribe.

28 29

© Shell Education

Directions: Conduct further research to discover details about Hamilton’s role 

at the Battle of Yorktown.  Then, create a comic that shows six moments from the 

battle and Hamilton’s actions during each one.

When people traveled west, they usually took their whole family.  
They went in covered wagons that were pulled by horses, mules, or 
oxen.  Wagons were big, but people still had to leave most of their 
things behind.  Some people even traveled on foot for thousands of 
miles so they could fit more items into the wagon.

Timing was important when heading west.  If travelers left too 
early, there would be no grass along the trail for their animals to eat.  
If they left too late, they might get caught in heavy snow.  They had 
to leave at just the right time.

Even if settlers found the perfect time to leave, traveling on the trails 
was still hard.  A lot could happen to a person along the way.  Some 
people were run over by wagons.  Wild weather could cause wagons 
to break or get stuck.  And sometimes, animals trampled travelers.  
But, disease was by far the biggest killer.  For every mile of the trail, 
between 10 and 15 people died from disease.  Those who died were 
buried in shallow graves along the trail.  

Even with all of these dangers, people still headed west.  Their 
journeys made trails that led from one side of the country to the other.  

ALL ABOUT WAGONS

A family buries a loved one along the trail.

Settlers struggle to get their 
wagon across a snowy bridge.

10 11

Heading WestHeading West
When people traveled west, they usually took their whole family.  When people traveled west, they usually took their whole family.  When people traveled west, they usually took their whole family.  

They went in covered wagons that were pulled by horses, mules, or They went in covered wagons that were pulled by horses, mules, or 
oxen.  Wagons were big, but people still had to leave most of their oxen.  Wagons were big, but people still had to leave most of their 
things behind.  Some people even traveled on foot for thousands of things behind.  Some people even traveled on foot for thousands of 
miles so they could fit more items into themiles so they could fit more items into the wagon.

Timing was important when heading west.  If travelers left too 
early, there would be no grass along the trail for their animals to eat.  
If they left too late, they might get caught in heavy snow.  They had 
to leave at just the right time.to leave at just the right time.to leave at just the right

Even if settlers found the perfect time to leave, traveling on the trails 
was still hard.  A lot could happen to a person along the way.  Some 
people were run over by wagons.  Wild weather could cause wagons 
to break or get stuck.  And sometimes, animals trampled travelers.  
But, disease was by far the biggest killer.  For every mile of the trail, 
between 10 and 15 people died from disease.  Those who died were 
buried in shallow graves along the trail.  

Even with all of these dangers, people still headed west.  Their 
journeys made trails that led from one side of the country to the other.  

Wagons were made of wood and had white fabric over the top for 
protection from the weather.  They were 12 feet (3.6 meters) long 
with wheels that were 6 ft. (1.8 m) tall.  People often traveled in 
long lines called wagon trains for safety.

ALL ABOUT WAGONS

A family buries a loved one along the trail.

Settlers struggle to get their 
wagon across a snowy bridge.

1010 1111

Before leaving their ship, the men discussed how they would be governed.  They 
pledged their loyalty to the king of England.  They decided the government in 
their new colony, which they called Plymouth, would be based on just laws.  All 
laws would be made “for the general good of the colony.”  Their agreement was 
called the Mayflower Compact.

In England during the early 1600s, some people wanted to reform, or change, 
the Church of England.  They thought the Church of England was too much like 
the Roman Catholic Church.  They wanted to “purify” it of Catholic practices.  
These people became known as Puritans.  Puritans were told they had to conform 
to the Church of England.  Some were put in jail.  So they decided to leave 
England.  They hoped to form a “New England” where they could practice their 
religion freely.

One group of Puritans wanted to completely separate itself from the church.  
The group became known as Separatists or Pilgrims.  Pilgrim leader William 
Bradford asked the Virginia Company for a charter.  The charter granted the 
Pilgrims land for a new settlement.

In 1620, the Pilgrims set sail on the Mayflower.  They headed for the Virginia 
colony, but their ship went off course.  They landed hundreds of miles away, near 
Cape Cod. The Mayflower Compact was 

signed on November 11, 1620.

Seeking Religious 
Freedom

6 7

Before leaving their ship, the men discussed how they would be governed.  They 
pledged their loyalty to the king of England.  They decided the government in 
their new colony, which they called Plymouth, would be based on just laws.  All 
laws would be made “for the general good of the colony.”  Their agreement was 
called the Mayflower Compact.

In England during the early 1600s, some people wanted to reform, or change, 
the Church of England.  They thought the Church of England was too much like 
the Roman Catholic Church.  They wanted to “purify” it of Catholic practices.  
These people became known as Puritans.  Puritans were told they had to conform 
to the Church of England.  Some were put in jail.  So they decided to leave 
England.  They hoped to form a “New England” where they could practice their 
religion freely.

One group of Puritans wanted to completely separate itself from the church.  
The group became known as Separatists or Pilgrims.  Pilgrim leader William 
Bradford asked the Virginia Company for a charter.  The charter granted the 
Pilgrims land for a new settlement.

In 1620, the Pilgrims set sail on the In 1620, the Pilgrims set sail on the MayflowerMayflower.  They headed for the Virginia .  They headed for the Virginia 
colony, but their ship went off course.  They landed hundreds of miles away, near colony, but their ship went off course.  They landed hundreds of miles away, near 
Cape Cod.Cape Cod. The Mayflower Compact was 

signed on November 11, 1620.

Seeking Religious Seeking Religious Seeking Religious Seeking Religious Seeking Religious Seeking Religious Seeking Religious Seeking Religious Seeking Religious Seeking Religious Seeking Religious Seeking Religious 
FreedomFreedom

6 7

Rewrite It! The Preamble to 
the U.S. Constitution 

“We the people of the United States, in Order to form a more 
perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide 
for the common defense, promote the general Welfare, and secure the 
Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and 
establish this Constitution for the United States of America.”

Read the Preamble to the Constitution on the right.  Study the words closely.  
You may need to use a dictionary or thesaurus.  Then, rewrite it in your own 
words.  Be sure it means the same thing as the original.  Share your version of 
the Preamble with your friends and family.  Talk about what it means and why it 
is important.

28 29

Rewrite It!Rewrite It!Rewrite It!Rewrite It! The Preamble to
the U.S. Constitution 

“We the people of the United States, in Order to form a more 
perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide 
for the common defense, promote the general Welfare, and secure the 
Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and 
establish this Constitution for the United States of America.”

Read the Preamble to the Constitution on the right.  Study the words closely.  
You may need to use a dictionary or thesaurus.  Then, rewrite it in your own 
words.  Be sure it means the same thing as the original.  Share your version of 
the Preamble with your friends and family.  Talk about what it means and why it 
is important.

28 29

REBUILDING AND RENAMING 
DOLLEY SAVES GEORGE

The British attack Washington, DC.

the President’s House 
after it was burned

16 17

In 1814, the British headed to Washington, DC.  They were angry over 
the burning of York from the year before.  They wanted revenge.  Most 
civilians left the city in fear.  They escaped to friends’ homes in other 
cities.  Some even hid in the woods.  The city was defenseless against 
British troops.

The British set fire to the U.S. Capitol.  It housed the Library of 
Congress, the House of Representatives, the Senate, and the Supreme 
Court.  They set fire to the President’s House (later called the White 
House).  Documents, monuments, and art all went up in flames.  The 
fire was intense.  Americans watched in horror as their capital city 
burned.  They could see the blaze from as far as 50 miles away.  The 
British military raised Great Britain’s flag over the United States’ 
capital.  It was a sad and terrifying sight for the young country.

The White House has been called the President’s House, 
the Executive Mansion, and the President’s Palace.  It 
took two years to rebuild the home after the �re.  It was 
of�cially named the White House in 1901.

REBUILDING AND RENAMING 

First Lady Dolley Madison helped save First Lady Dolley Madison helped save 
several items from the President’s 
House before it was burned.  One of the House before it was burned.  One of the 
most important pieces was a portrait most important pieces was a portrait 
of the country’s �rst president, George of the country’s �rst president, George 
Washington.  She ordered servants and Washington.  She ordered servants and 
an enslaved man named Paul Jennings to an enslaved man named Paul Jennings to 
remove and preserve the painting.

DOLLEY SAVES GEORGE

The British attack Washington, DC.

the President’s House 
after it was burned

1616 1717

SHERMAN,S NECKTIESSherman’s March to the Sea

10 11

William T. Sherman
William Tecumseh Sherman joined 

the North in 1861.  His ideas about how 
to win the war impressed Lincoln.  So, 
in 1862, Lincoln promoted Sherman to 
general.  Sherman moved quickly and 
always kept one goal in mind—to defeat 
the South.  His troops even left supplies 
behind as they hurried to chase the 
Confederate army.

Sherman and his soldiers were very successful on the battlefield.  But, 
Sherman was also seen as a ruthless general.  His army is best known for 
its 1864 “March to the Sea.”  In this march from Atlanta to Savannah, 
Sherman and his men destroyed much of Georgia.  Sherman believed in 
“total war.”  He thought the fastest way to win the war was to destroy 
the South.  So that’s what they did.  Sherman’s army dug up parts of the 
railroad in the South.  This prevented the Southern army from receiving 
their supplies.  Sherman’s troops burned barns, houses, and fields if the 
people tried to fight back.  Many people in the South said they would never 
forgive him forforgive him for this. this.forgive him for this.forgive him forforgive him for this.forgive him for

Sherman’s men pulled out some of Sherman’s men pulled out some of 
the Southern railroad ties, heated the Southern railroad ties, heated 
them in the center, and wrapped them in the center, and wrapped 
them around trees.  People called them around trees.  People called 
them “Sherman’s Neckties” them “Sherman’s Neckties” 
because they looked like neckties because they looked like neckties 

SHERMAN,S NECKTIESSherman’s March to the Sea

because they looked like neckties because they looked like neckties 
around the trees. around the trees. 

1010 1111

Lexile: 520L–720L
GR: S–T

Lexile: 560L–650L
GR: S–T

Lexile: 620L–700L
GR: S–U

Lexile: 610L–710L
GR: T–W

Lexile: 530L–680L
GR: S–U

Lexile: 530L–750L
GR: T–V

Breathe life into history by transforming words on a page into intimate glimpses of the past. Nonfi ction text features 
include letters, sidebars, glossary words, photographs, newspapers, and other primary sources that give clues about 
history. Each book contains captions, and an index to increase understanding and build academic vocabulary.

These sets focus on the life and times of Alexander Hamilton and include a book about 
Lin-Manual Miranda, who brought Hamilton's story to life in an award-winning musical.

Single Single Single 
Titles!Titles!Titles!
p. 99p. 99p. 99

Single Single Single 
Titles!Titles!Titles!

pp. 100–101pp. 100–101pp. 100–101

The New World 6-Book Set
9781493839476

Colonization to Revolution 6-Book Set
9781493839483

Early American Government 6-Book Set
9781493839490

Go West! 6-Book Set
9781425832179 ∙

1800s Biographies 6-Book Set
9781425832186

1800s Causes and Effects 6-Book Set
9781425832193

Spotlight on Alexander Hamilton 
8-Book Set Grades 4–8
9781425832995
Includes 8 readers.

Exploring Alexander Hamilton 
9-Book Set Grades 4–8
9781425833008
Includes 8 readers and the Great Works 
Instructional Guide for Literature.

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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U.S. and World History Sets

Biographies: 20th Century, 
8-Book Set, Grades 4–5
9781493808076 ∙ $71.92

Biographies: World History, 
8-Book Set, Grades 4–5
9781493808151 ∙ $71.92

Biographies: World Cultures, 
8-Book Set, Grades 4–5
9781493808144 ∙ $71.92

America in the 20th Century, 
8-Book Set, Grades 4–5
9781493807987 ∙ $71.92

History of the World, 
8-Book Set, Grades 4–5
9781493808403 ∙ $71.92

Cultures through Time, 
8-Book Set, Grades 4–5
9781493808229 ∙ $71.92

Another basic belief  is that God sits in judgment and people 
should act accordingly.  It is said in Islam that for each person, there is a book.  In this book, all the person’s deeds are recorded.  On the day of judgment, if  the book is in the person’s 

right hand, the person can proceed to heaven.  If  the book is in a person’s left hand, that person is destined for a place of suffering.  To decide what will happen to someone, God weighs good deeds and bad deeds.

Islamic Beliefs
The revelations were a turning point in Muhammad’s life.  When they started, he wondered whether he was losing his mind.  He questioned what was happening.  Later, his beliefs became stronger, and for the next 23 years he instructed the people around him.  Some began to see Muhammad as a messenger from God.
Among the most basic beliefs of Islam is the belief  in God, his angels, his books, and his messengers.  Muslims say that there were thousands of prophets, but Muhammad was the �nal one.  Muhammad was chosen to correct what other prophets had said before.

The Qur’an
Muhammad shared the 
revelations with his family 
and then with others.  
Muslims think of the 
revelations as the word of 
God.  They have been recorded in the Qur’an (kuh-RAHN), the holy book of Islam.  It is 

said to offer all the guidance  a Muslim needs to live  
a righteous and honorable life. 

No Face?
In Islam, picturing Muhammad is wrong.  However, some people think his face can be shown as a blank.  Others think it is okay to show him with a veil.  Covering Muhammad’s face is to remind people only to worship God, not humans. 

Muhammad rises to heaven.

the Qur’an

6

7

American industry grew the fastest in Pennsylvania.  This area 

had a ready supply of coal.  Blast furnaces burn coal for fuel.  They 

need fuel to turn iron ore into steel.  These furnaces sprang up near 

the coal mines.  Steel allowed railroads to spread across the nation.  

Railroads made it fast and easy to move items.  Canals were dug so 

that boats could move goods, too.

Industrialists (in-DUHS-tree-uhl-istz) opened factories to make 

goods.  Using machines, workers made products faster.  The increased 

production made the nation’s economy (ih-KAWN-uh-mee) grow.  

Businesses could charge less for their products.  Then, more people 

could buy them.  Sales were booming.

I Think I Can!

In 1869, the United States 

completed the world’s first 

transcontinental railroad system.  

It joined the East Coast to the 

West Coast.  The distance of all 

rail lines in the United States 

grew to nearly 200,000 miles 

(322,000 km) by 1900!

A Terrible Side Effect

The growth of cotton cloth 

stimulated slavery.  The 

nation went from 700,000 

slaves in 1790 to four  

million in 1860.  A majority 

of the slaves worked on 

cotton plantations.

Coal, Factories, and Cotton
The textile (TEKS-tile), or cloth, 

industry was changed by machines.  Before, 

people had spun thread, woven cloth, and 

made clothes by hand.  They worked in 

their homes.  Once machines were invented, 

these tasks moved into factories.  

Since 1823, cotton had been Europe’s 

favorite cloth.  Even running at full speed, 

the textile mills could not keep up with the 

European demand.  

A girl uses a weaving machine in a cotton mill.  

Slaves pick cotton on a plantat
ion in Mississippi.  

8

9

The Medieval Islamic WorldIndustrial Revolution

Interest Grade Levels: 4–8
©2016–2017 ∙ Trim Size: 7" x 9" ∙ Page Count: 24–32

Lexile: 590L–750L
GR: N–R

Lexile: 680L–790L
GR: P–S

Lexile: 690L–790L
GR: P–S

Lexile: 720L–870L
GR: R–U

Lexile: 540L–640L
GR: M–O

Lexile: 600L–730L
GR: O–R

Single Single Single 
Titles!Titles!Titles!

pp. 101–104pp. 101–104pp. 101–104

Take a trip through important milestones from ancient to modern 
history! These collections explore cultural, social, and political history 
as well as the biographies of those individuals who led each society. 
Book features include engaging text, primary source graphics, content-
area vocabulary, sidebars, photographs, maps, glossary, and index.

Another basic belief  is that God sits in judgment and people 
should act accordingly.  It is said in Islam that for each person, there is a book.  In this book, all the person’s deeds are recorded.  On the day of judgment, if  the book is in the person’s 

right hand, the person can proceed to heaven.  If  the book is in a person’s left hand, that person is destined for a place of suffering.  To decide what will happen to someone, God weighs good deeds and bad deeds.

Muhammad rises to heaven.Muhammad rises to heaven.

7

Islamic Beliefs

Muhammad’s life.  When they started, he wondered whether he was losing his mind.  He questioned what was happening.  Later, his beliefs became stronger, and for the next 23 years he instructed the people around him.  Some began to see Muhammad as a messenger from God.

the belief  in God, his angels, his books, and his messengers.  Muslims say that there were thousands of 

I Think I Can!

In 1869, the United States 

completed the world’s first 

transcontinental railroad system.  

It joined the East Coast to the 

West Coast.  The distance of all 

rail lines in the United States 

grew to nearly 200,000 miles 

(322,000 km) by 1900!

A Terrible Side Effect

The growth of cotton cloth 

stimulated slavery.  The 

nation went from 700,000 

slaves in 1790 to four 

million in 1860.  A majority 

of the slaves worked on 

cotton plantations.

The textile (TEKS-tile), or cloth, 

industry was changed by machines.  Before, 

people had spun thread, woven cloth, and 

made clothes by hand.  They worked in 

their homes.  Once machines were invented, 

these tasks moved into factories.  

Since 1823, cotton had been Europe’s 

favorite cloth.  Even running at full speed, 

the textile mills could not keep up with the 

European demand.  

Slaves pick cotton on a plantat
ion in Mississippi.  

9
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Social Studies Resources

The Big Book of 
Holidays and Cultural 
Celebrations
by Suzanne Barchers
Grades K–5

Make learning about holidays and 
cultural celebrations fun and engaging! 
These handy resources are fi lled with 
hands-on activities, ready-to-use 
reproducibles, and more to make 
learning about any holiday fun.
8.5" × 11" | 280–296pp. + CD | $19.99
Level ISBN
Grades K–2 9781425810467
Grades 3–5 9781425810481

Leveled Texts for Social Studies
Grades 1–12

Symbols behind the page 
numbers represent the 
reading level range to 
help teachers di® erentiate 
instruction.

Grades 1–8 1.0–1.8 1.9–2.4 2.9–3.9 4.2–5.2

Grades 4–12 1.5–2.2 3.0–3.5 4.5–5.2 6.5–7.2
ELL Below On Level Above

8.5" × 11" | 144–152pp. + CD | $39.99 each
Title/Level ISBN
American Biographies Gr. 1–8 9781425808945
Symbols, Monuments, and Documents Gr. 1–8 9781425808969
Early America Gr. 4–12 9781425800819
Expanding & Preserving the Union Gr. 4–12 9781425800826
The 20th Century Gr. 4–12 9781425800840
World Cultures Through Time Gr. 4–12 9781425800833

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

180 Days of Geography 
Grades K–6

Helps students improve their geographic background 
knowledge, critical-thinking and reasoning skills, map 
and spatial skills, and abilities in answering evidence-
based questions.
8.5" × 11" | 216pp. +  CD | $19.99 each
Level ISBN
Kindergarten 9781425833015
First Grade 9781425833022
Second Grade 9781425833039
Third Grade 9781425833046

Level ISBN
Fourth Grade 9781425833053
Fifth Grade 9781425833060
Sixth Grade 9781425833077

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

180 Days of Social Studies 
Grades K–6

Helps students learn and understand the four social 
studies disciplines: geography, economics, civics, 
and history.
8.5" × 11" | 208pp. +  CD | $19.99 each
Level ISBN
Kindergarten 9781425813925
First Grade 9781425813932
Second Grade 9781425813949
Third Grade 9781425813956

Level ISBN
Fourth Grade 9781425813963
Fifth Grade 9781425813970
Sixth Grade 9781425813987

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

 ◗ 15 different passages, 
each written at four 
different reading levels 
with matching pictures.

 ◗ Digital resources include 
modifiable and full-color 
versions of each passage.

Available Spring 2018

Available Spring 2018
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Social Studies Resources

Analyzing and 
Writing with 
Primary Sources 
by Wendy Conklin | Grades K–12

Use strategies that help students learn how to read 
closely with a purpose and address text-dependent 
questions that build meaning of primary sources.
8.5" × 11" | 320pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425814786 
$45.99

Using Primary 
Sources in the 
Classroom
Examining Our Past, 
Understanding Our Present, 
Considering Our Future
by Kathleen Vest | All Grades

O® ers e® ective, creative strategies for integrating primary 
source materials and providing cross-curricular ideas. 
8.5" × 11" | 176pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425803674 | $34.99

Document-Based 
Assessment 
Activities
by Cynthia Boyle, Blane Conklin, 
Jeanne Dustman, and Kathleen 
Vest | Grades K–12

Multiple social studies topics 
are explored in sections for grade spans K–3, 4–8, 
and 9–12. Each social studies topic culminates with 
a document-based writing task. Digital resources 
included.
Notebook | 344pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425806101
$99.99

Teaching Social 
Studies Today
2nd Edition
by Kathleen Kopp | All Grades

Immediately implement best-practice instruction with 
practical strategies.
 ◗ Discusses how curriculum can be extended, accelerated, 

and enriched for the C3 framework.
 ◗ Addresses effective research-supported ways to 

differentiate instruction
7" × 9" | 160pp. | ISBN 9781425812102 | $29.99 

Think It, 
Show It Social 
Studies
Strategies for 
Communicating 
Understanding
by Gregory A. Denman
Grades 3–8

 ◗ Specific step-by-step strategies are provided for 
developing students’ clear, concise writing and 
discussion skills about historical documents, events, 
and other primary sources using text structures.

 ◗ Digital resources include student resources, rubrics, 
graphic organizers, and exemplar writing samples.

8.5" × 11" | 192pp. | ISBN 9781425816520 | $39.99

Reading 
and Writing 
Strategies for 
Social Studies 
2nd Edition
by Stephanie Macceca, and 
Sarah Kartchner Clark | Grades 1–12

Provides practical standards-based strategies to help 
students read, write, and understand social studies content. 
 ◗ Offers detailed approaches and activities with classroom 

examples by grade ranges.
 ◗ Correlated to the College and Career Readiness standards.

8.5" x 11" | 256pp. + CD | $39.99 each
Title ISBN
Reading Strategies for Social Studies 9781425811594
Writing Strategies for Social Studies 9781425811617
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Social Studies Resources

Understanding Elections
by Torrey Maloof
Grades K–5

Enhance history and civics programs by introducing and exploring 
elections.
 ◗ These books expose students to primary sources and promote critical-

thinking skills.
 ◗ The lessons provide interactive opportunities through discussions, 

simulations, and extension activities.
8.5" × 11" | 112–120pp. | $15.99 each
Level ISBN
Grades K–2 9781425813529 

Level ISBN
Grades 3–5 9781425813536    

Hands-on History
Grades 3–8

Promotes an active learning environment with game-formatted activities.
 ◗ Engages both low-performing and high-performing students with hands-

on and extension activities.
 ◗ Incorporates assessment ideas and suggested rubrics to assess student 

progress.
8.5" × 11" | 176–204pp. | $24.99 each
Title ISBN
American History 9781425803704
Ancient Civilizations 9781425803698

Title ISBN
Geography 9781425803834
World History 9781425803827

Active History
by Andi Stix and Frank Hrbek
Grades 4–8

Provides easy- to- implement simulations to help history come alive for students.
 ◗ Simulations engage students as participants in a variety of groups to foster 

collaboration and communication.
 ◗ Activities encourage students to think critically and creatively to make decisions 

and solve problems.
8.5" x 11" | 136–176pp. + CD | $19.99 each
Title ISBN
American Revolution 9781425810757
Civil War 9781425811747

Title ISBN
Ancient Egypt 9781425811730

Primary Source Fluency Activities 
Grades 4–8

 ◗ Help turn your classroom into a primary sources learning 
environment.

 ◗ Uses primary sources from specific time periods to help 
students learn important fluency strategies, make content-area 
connections, and discover key people and events.  

8.5" × 11" | 176–192pp. | $29.99 each
Title/Level ISBN
Early America Gr. 3–8 9781425803650
Expanding & Preserving the Union Gr. 3–8 9781425803667
The 20th Century Gr. 3–8 9781425801038
World Cultures Through Time Gr. 3–8 9781425801021
My Community Then and Now Gr. 1–3
(This title includes digital resources)

9781425803681
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Reader’s Theater

Build fl uency and confi dence with these scripts designed 
to encourage whole class participation. Each script 
includes character roles written at multiple reading levels 
so all students can successfully participate.
 ◗ Scripts provide purposeful reading and rereading as 

called for in the College and Career Readiness 
standards.

 ◗ Differentiated roles to engage all readers.

Interest Grade Levels: Pre·K–5 
Trim Size: 7” x 9“ · Page Count: 20-24 

Building Up the 
White House
9780743905350
9781433322747
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: E–M

Coming to 
America
9780743905367
9781433322754
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: E–M

Camping 
Constitution
9780743905381
9781433322792
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: E–M

Postcards from 
Bosley Bear
9780743905411
9781433322808
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: E–M

The Liberty Bell
9780743905374
9781433322785
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: E–M

The 
Declaration of 
Independence
9780743905398
9781433322761
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: E–M

The Pledge of 
Allegiance
9780743905404
9781433322778
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: E–M

The Star-
Spangled 
Banner
9780743905428
9781433322815
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: E–M

American Legends and Folklore Grades 2–4 
24 pages each · Single Titles: $6.99 each

Johnny 
Appleseed
9781433309908
©2009
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

Davy Crockett
9781433309960
©2009
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

American Folklore

Pecos Bill and 
Slue-Foot Sue
9781433309915
©2009
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

Molly Pitcher
9781433309939
©2009
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

Sal Fink
9781433309953
©2009
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

Annie Oakley
9781433309977
©2009
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

John Henry
9781433309922
©2009
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

Paul Bunyan
9781433309946
©2009
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

My America: Documents and Symbols My America

American Legends 

Camping Constitution

Act 3
George: e have a lot to do!
Sam: e can t even agree on here to camp.  Ho are e going to decide hat to pac ?  
George: Let s stop arguing and ta e a vote.
Madison: hat e need are some rules so e don thave this problem all ee end.
Thomas: aybe e should create a CampingConstitution.

George: e could each be in charge of something.  can be in charge of the tent and sleepingbags.

Sam: hat s a good idea eorge.  can be incharge of the camp re.
Madison: can be in charge of the ater.  e needater for drin ing ashing stuff andcoo ing.

Thomas: can be in charge of the food.  ut e allneed to help ith the list.  Let s see.  eneed hot dogs and hat else?

Thomas:

Narrator:

Act 4
Mrs. Freedom:

10

Thomas: e can t bring along all of our favoritefoods.  ut e can at least compromise.
Narrator: he campers are starting to get their triporganized.  Everyone is ta ing on some ofthe or .  hat s just hat the delegateshad to do at the Constitutional Convention.

Act 4
Mrs. Freedom: Sounds li e you each have or to do.  ho s in charge?  You need to havesomeone ho ill ma e sure that the tentperson has hat he needs.  And you needsomeone to ma e sure that you bringenough ater for everyone.

11

6 7

The Legend of Sal Fink 

Characters
 Mike Fink    Pirate 1 
 Ma Fink     Pirate 2 
 Sal Fink     Pirate 3

Setting

This reader’s theater takes place in the 
woods somewhere near the border of 
Kentucky, Illinois, and Missouri, where the 
Mississippi and Ohio Rivers meet.  A rustic 
house stands in the background, surrounded 
by many trees.  A path runs away from the 
house and into the woods.  The sound of 
rushing water can be heard in the distance.

Act 1
Mike Fink:   ell  hello everyone!  y name is i e 

in  and  am here to tell you good 
fol s about my daughter  Sal in  he 

ississippi Screamer.

Ma Fink:  Our daughter  Sal  he ississippi 
Screamer !

Mike Fink: ight you are  my dear  our daughter!  
ut  you do have to admit  she ta es 

mostly after me.

Ma Fink: Ho  do you gure that?  Sal al ays says 
she is one of the gals.   And  i e  if you 
haven t noticed  that is something she and 
 share and you de nitely do not!

Mike Fink: rue.  rue.  ut  ain t  the roughest  
toughest  strongest  bravest  LOUDES  
handsomest  most colorful eelboat 
captain on the American rivers?

My America Grades 1–3
20 pages each · Single Titles: $6.99 each

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online
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Reader’s Theater

The Parade: 
"Humpty 
Dumpty"
9781433324284
9781433322617
©2010
Dewey: 860*
GR: A

Little Piggies: 
"This Little 
Piggy" and 
"Pat-a-Cake"
9781433324291
9781433322624
©2010
Dewey: 860*
GR: A

The Fiddlers: 
"Old King 
Cole" and "Hey 
Diddle, Diddle"
9781433324314
9781433322648
©2010
Dewey: 860*
GR: A

The Stars: 
"Twinkle, Twinkle, 
Little Star" and 
"Star Light, Star 
Bright"
9781433324260
9781433322594
©2010
Dewey: 860*
GR: A

Popular Rhymes Favorite Rhymes

What Time Is 
It? "Hickory, 
Dickory, Dock" 
and "Wee Willie 
Winkie"
9781433324307
9781433322631
©2010
Dewey: 860*
GR: A

Let's Eat: "Little 
Miss Muffet" 
and "Little Jack 
Horner"
9781433324253
9781433322587
©2010
Dewey: 860*
GR: A

Lost Pets: "Little 
Bo Peep" and 
"Where Has My 
Little Dog Gone?"
9781433324277
9781433322600
©2010
Dewey: 860*
GR: A

Ouch! "Jack 
and Jill"
9781433324321
9781433322655
©2010
Dewey: 860*
GR: A

Fairy Tales

Goldilocks and 
the Three Bears
9781433301636
9781433310003
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: A–I

The Three 
Little Pigs
9781433301704
9781433310072
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: A–I

Little Red 
Riding Hood
9781433301681
9781433310058
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: A–I

Hansel and 
Gretel
9781433301643
9781433310010
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: A–I

The Gingerbread 
Man
9781433301698
9781433310065
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: A–I

Folk Tales

The Three Billy 
Goats Gruff
9781433301667
9781433310034
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: A–I

The Little Red 
Hen
9781433301650
9781433310027
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: A–I

The Emperor's 
New Clothes
9781433301674
9781433310041
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: A–I

The Town 
Mouse and the 
Country Mouse
9781433302947
9781433310126
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: E–Q

The Lion and 
the Mouse
9781433302930
9781433310119
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: E–Q

The Boy Who 
Cried Wolf
9781433302978
9781433310157
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: E–Q

The Fox and 
the Crow
9781433302954
9781433310133
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: E–Q

The Goose That 
Laid the Golden 
Eggs
9781433302916
9781433310096
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: E–Q

The North Wind 
and the Sun
9781433302961
9781433310140
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: E–Q

Fantastic Fables 

The Tortoise 
and the Hare
9781433302909
9781433310089
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: E–Q

The 
Grasshopper 
and the Ants
9781433302923
9781433310102
©2008
Dewey: 810*
GR: E–Q

Popular Fables 

Interest Grade Levels: Pre·K–5 
Trim Size: 7” x 9“ · Page Count: 16-24 

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

Ouch! Jack and Jill The Emperor's New Clothes

Children’s Rhymes Grades Pre·K–K 
16 pages each · Single Titles: $6.99 each

Children’s Tales Grades K–1 
24 pages each · Single Titles: $6.99 each

Children’s Fables Grades 1–3 
24 pages each · Single Titles: $6.99 each

12

Tailor 1: No one else has these clothes.

Tailor 2: You ill have the only set.

Emperor: ell me more!

Tailor 1: e ill eave fabric from specialthread.  t ill be the best fabricever.  t ill be almost as handsomeas you!

Tailor 2: Here is the best part.  Only smartpeople ho are t for their jobs cansee the fabric.  You ill no hois stupid.  hen you can get rid ofthem.

Emperor: must have those clothes!  a ethem at once!  Servant bring thetailors all the gold they need.  a ethem to the se ing room.

Servant:

Tailor 1:

Act 2
Narrator:

Child:

Song: Pop! Goes the Weasel 

Emperor:

13

Servant: Yes sire!

Tailor 1: e ill begin at once.

Act 2
Narrator: he tailors or in the se ing roomfor days.  hey as for ne food.  hey as for gold and silver thread.

Child: hose tailors or hard.  see alight in the indo each night.  heclothes must be great.

Song: Pop! Goes the Weasel

Emperor: Servant ant to no hat theclothes loo li e.  o to the se ingroom to see them.  hen come tellme about them.

4

Poem 

Jack and Jill

Jack and Jill went up the hill

To fetch a pail of water.

Jack fell down and broke his crown, 

And Jill came tumbling after.

Then up Jack got and home did trot

As fast as he could caper,

To old Dame Dob, who patched his nob,

With vinegar and brown paper.

5

Jack and Jill…

I am Jack.

I am Jill.

Went up the hill…

I am the hill.
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Reader’s Theater

20 21

Act 5
Nyame: When Anansi arrived, I was sitting on my throne.  

I had Osebo and Onini sitting on the ground next 
to me, still attached to the palm frond and the 
bamboo poles.

Anansi: Nyame, I have completed your �nal task.  I have 
brought you Mmoatia the Fairy.  Of course, she is 
invisible right now.

Osebo: Be careful, great Nyame.  Anansi is not known for 
being trustworthy.  You had better make sure that 
whatever he says is true!

Onini: Anansi, you are a trickster.  Why should Nyame 
believe you when you tell him that there is an 
invisible fairy in that sack?

Anansi: Well, if there were not, I would not have earned the 
Box of Stories, and you know that is the thing that I 
want most in the world.

Nyame: Still, you will forgive me if I just make sure.  
Mmoatia, is that you inside that sack?

Mmoatia: No, it is not I!  I am de�nitely not Mmoatia, and I 
am not in this sack.  Ha!  Take that, Anansi, you 
tricky spider!

Nyame: Oh, that is too bad, because I have some yams out here 
for Mmoatia.  I suppose I will have to eat them myself.

Mmoatia: Did you say yams?  Of course it is me!  Who else can 
turn invisible?  Now, get me unstuck so that I can eat.

Nyame: Very well, Anansi.  Here is the Box of Stories.  I will 
now let all our friends here go.  I have no use for a 
palm frond decorated with a live python, an angry 
leopard on a pair of bamboo sticks, or a fairy stuck to a 
sap-covered puppet.  Be free, all of you.

Aso: With that, Nyame released all the creatures from 
Anansi’s creative contraptions.  Then he gave Anansi 
the Box of Stories.  Anansi took his prize home to me, 
and we shared the stories with everyone.  So, now, 
thanks to Anansi and all his friends, everyone has the 
right to make and tell stories whenever they wish!

Nyame: I hope that you all use Anansi’s gift wisely and often.  
Without it, I think the world would be a much less 
interesting place!

21

Nyame: Oh, that is too bad, because I have some yams out here
for Mmoatia.  I suppose I will have to eat them myself.

Mmoatia: Did you say yams?  Of course it is me!  Who else can
turn invisible?  Now, get me unstuck so that I can eat.

Nyame: Very well, Anansi.  Here is the Box of Stories.  I will
now let all our friends here go.  I have no use for a
palm frond decorated with a live python, an angry
leopard on a pair of bamboo sticks, or a fairy stuck to a
sap-covered puppet.  Be free, all of you.

Aso: With that, Nyame released all the creatures from
Anansi’s creative contraptions.  Then he gave Anansi
the Box of Stories.  Anansi took his prize home to me,
and we shared the stories with everyone.  So, now,
thanks to Anansi and all his friends, everyone has the
right to make and tell stories whenever they wish!

Nyame: I hope that you all use Anansi’s gift wisely and often.  
Without it, I think the world would be a much less
interesting place!

Anansi

Myths of the World Grades 2–4 
Single Titles: $6.99 each

Shakespeare Grades 3–8
Single Titles: $7.99 each

The Tragedy 
of Romeo and 
Juliet
9781433312694
©2010
Dewey: 790*
GR: O–V

The Tragedy of 
Hamlet, Prince 
of Denmark
9781433312700
©2010
Dewey: 790*
GR: O–V

The Tragedy of 
Julius Caesar
9781433312717
©2010
Dewey: 790*
GR: O–V

The Tragedy of 
MacBeth
9781433312724
©2010
Dewey: 790*
GR: O–V

The Tragedy 
of Othello, the 
Moor of Venice
9781433312731
©2010
Dewey: 790*
GR: O–V

The Tragedy of 
King Lear
9781433312748
©2010
Dewey: 790*
GR: O–V

Shakespearean Comedies 

A Midsummer 
Night's Dream
9781433312755
©2010
Dewey: 790*
GR: O–V

The Taming of 
the Shrew
9781433312762
©2010
Dewey: 790*
GR: O–V

Anansi
9781433311482
©2010
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

The Frog 
Who Became 
an Emperor
9781433311499
©2010
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

Vishnu
9781433311512
©2010
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

Atrahasis
9781433311536
©2010
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

The Prince and 
the Sphinx
9781433311543
©2010
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

Stories of Europe and Central America

The Trojan 
Horse
9781433311475
©2010
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

Romulus and 
Remus
9781433311529
©2010
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

Popocatépetl 
and Iztaccihuatl
9781433311505
©2010
Dewey: 810*
GR: I–S

The Taming of the Shrew

98

Kate: No man will make nasty insinuations about me without 
the courage to do so to my face.  I have no interest in 
you.  Although, I would not mind hitting you hard in 
the head with a three-legged stool, painting your face 
with blood, and making a fool out of you!

Lucentio: I am sure that Hortensio meant no great harm, Kate.  
It is just that your sister is quiet and well behaved, as a 
lady should be.  In contrast, although my eyes see that 
you are lovely, you do not always act in a very friendly 
manner, pretty Kate. 

Kate: What have you to do with this, and what right do you 
think you have to call me pretty?  You are pathetic if 
you think you can quickly melt the heart of a woman 
with a simple compliment. 

Bianca: Please, Kate, calm down.  Father, I fear Kate will 
never marry, so neither will I.  I will comfort myself 
with my books and instruments.  They will be my only 
company.  

Baptista: Bianca, go inside and do not dwell on your 
unhappiness.  I assure you, I will love you the same, 
whether you are married or not. 

Bianca: I will go, Father, and try to �nd happiness in my great 
unhappiness. 

Kate: She would make herself cry pitifully if she only knew 
how. 

Hortensio: I am sorry that our affections for Bianca are causing 
her such grief.  Baptista, can you really be this cruel?

Baptista: I am resolved on this decision.  Now, because Bianca 
takes delight in music and poetry, I want to hire tutors 
for her and Kate.  If you know any suitable tutors, 
please send them to me.  Gentlemen and Kate, you 
may stay here.  I must leave, for I have things to discuss 
with Bianca. 

Kate: Stay here?  Ha!  I will not be told where to stay and 
where to go like a child.  I am leaving, now!

Hortensio: Go where you please.  You have nothing that we want. 
Oh, Lucentio, it seems to be a lost cause.  What will we 
do now?

Lucentio: I am smitten with Bianca.  I saw her coral lips move 
and the air was perfumed with her very breath.  It will 
be a happy man who claims Bianca, and if we both still 
want to vie for that chance, we must work together. 

Hortensio: What do you mean? 

9

Kate: She would make herself cry pitifully if she only knew 
how. 

Hortensio: I am sorry that our affections for Bianca are causing 
her such grief.  Baptista, can you really be this cruel?

Baptista: I am resolved on this decision.  Now, because Bianca 
takes delight in music and poetry, I want to hire tutors 
for her and Kate.  If you know any suitable tutors, 
please send them to me.  Gentlemen and Kate, you 
may stay here.  I must leave, for I have things to discuss 
with Bianca. 

Kate: Stay here?  Ha!  I will not be told where to stay and 
where to go like a child.  I am leaving, now!

Hortensio: Go where you please.  You have nothing that we want. 
Oh, Lucentio, it seems to be a lost cause.  What will we 
do now?

Lucentio: I am smitten with Bianca.  I saw her coral lips move 
and the air was perfumed with her very breath.  It will 
be a happy man who claims Bianca, and if we both still 
want to vie for that chance, we must work together. 

Hortensio: What do you mean? 
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Reader’s Theater

American Conflicts Grades 3–8
Single Titles: $6.99–7.99 each

Settling a New Land Grades 3–8
Single Titles: $6.99 each

Searching for a Better Life Grades 3–8
Single Titles: $6.99–7.99 each

A Country Divided Grades 3–8
Single Titles: $6.99–7.99 each

Civil War Era Grades 3–8
Single Titles: $7.99 each

Lewis and Clark
9781433305405
©2009
Dewey: 920*
GR: O–T
$7.99

Declaring Our 
Independence
9780743905480
9781493816453
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T
$6.99

Work or Starve
9780743905442
9781493816613
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T

Narcissa 
Whitman and 
the Westward 
Movement
9781433305429
©2009
Dewey: 920*
GR: O–T
$7.99

Remember the 
Alamo
9781433305412
9781493816477
©2009
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T
$7.99

Friends and 
Foes
9780743905459
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T

The Reveres:
A Family 
Forced Apart
9780743905497
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T
$6.99

World War I: In 
Flanders Fields
9781433305511
©2009
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T
$7.99

The 
Constitution 
of the United 
States
9780743905503
9781493816460
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T

Chief Joseph 
and the Nez 
Perce
9781433305436
©2009
Dewey: 920*
GR: O–T
$7.99

World War II: 
Battle of 
Normandy
9781433305535
©2009
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T
$7.99

Voyages of 
Columbus
9780743905435
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T

Indentured in 
America
9780743905466
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T
$6.99

Patriots in 
Boston
9780743905473
©2006
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T
$6.99

Causes of 
the Civil War
9781433305450
©2009
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T

Child Labor 
and the 
Industrial 
Revolution
9781433305481
©2009
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T
$7.99

Women's 
Suffrage
9781433305504
©2009
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T
$7.99

Reconstruction:
After the Civil 
War
9781433305474
©2009
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T

Immigration: 
For a Better 
Life
9781433305498
©2009
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T
$7.99

Civil Rights: 
Freedom Riders
9781433305542
9781493816699
©2009
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T
$7.99

Civil War Hero 
of Marye's 
Heights
9781433305467
©2009
Dewey: 920*
GR: O–T

The Great 
Depression: 
A Migrant 
Mother's Story
9781433305528
©2009
Dewey: 970*
GR: O–T
$7.99

Cold War: 
Communism 
on Trial
9781433305559
©2009
Dewey: 920*
GR: O–T
$7.99

The Sojourner 
Truth Story
9781433305443
©2009
Dewey: 920*
GR: O–T

American Stories Grades 3–8 
Single Titles: $6.99–7.99 each

Interest Grade Levels: 2–8
Trim Size: 7” x 9“ · Page Count: 24–32
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Reader’s Theater Interest Grade Levels: K–8
Trim Size: 7” x 9“ · Page Count: 20–24

Language Arts and Social Studies

Language Arts and Social Studies 

Language Arts and Social Studies

Many Helping 
Hands
9780743900010
9781433300172
©2005
Dewey: 810*
GR: E–M

A Teacher and
A Friend
9780743900089
9781433300240
©2005
Dewey: 810*
GR: K–Q

Lillian’s Family 
Tree
9780743900164
©2006
Dewey: 810*
GR: R–W

Money Counts
9780743900027
9781433300189
©2005
Dewey: 510*
GR: E–M

The 
Mathematical 
Journey of a 
Lifetime
9780743900126
9781433300264
©2005
Dewey: 510*
GR: K–Q

Anglezandria 
and the Golden 
Tri-Scarab
9780743901888
©2006
Dewey: 510*
GR: R–W

Moving Forward
9780743900058
9781433300196
©2005
Dewey: 810*
GR: E–M

Two Flat 
Friends Travel 
the World
9780743900096
9781433300226
©2005
Dewey: 910*
GR: K–Q

From 
Independence
to Oregon
9780743900171
©2006
Dewey: 910*
GR: R–W

A Garden in 
the City
9780743900065
9781433300158
©2005
Dewey: 810*
GR: E–M

From the Sun 
to Beyond 
Pluto
9780743900140
9781433300288
©2005
Dewey: 520*
GR: K–Q

Little Things 
Matter
9780743901895
©2005
Dewey: 810*
GR: R–W

Poetry? Yuck!
9780743900041
9781433300202
©2005
Dewey: 810*
GR: E–M

Teaming with 
Mr. Cool!
9780743900102
9781433300257
©2005
Dewey: 810*
GR: K–Q

Remember 
Who You Are
9780743900195
©2006
Dewey: 810*
GR: R–W

Webs of Beauty
9780743900034
9781433300219
©2005
Dewey: 510*
GR: E–M

Wigz Will be 
Wigz
9780743900133
9781433300271
©2005
Dewey: 510*
GR: K–Q

How Puzzling!
9780743901901
©2006
Dewey: 510*
GR: R–W

Lucky the
Firehouse Dog
9780743900003
9781433300165
©2005
Dewey: 810*
GR: E–M

Grandfather’s 
Storytelling
9780743900119
9781433300233
©2005
Dewey: 390*
GR: K–Q

Independence 
Trunk
9780743901871
©2005
Dewey: 810*
GR: R–W

Amazing 
Animals
9780743900072
9781433300141
©2005
Dewey: 590*
GR: E–M

The Inventor: 
Benjamin 
Franklin
9780743900157
9781433300295
©2005
Dewey: 920*
GR: K–Q

Touchdown 
of the Wrong 
Kind
9780743900188
©2006
Dewey: 550*
GR: R–W

Math and Science

Math and Science

Math and Science

Content-Area Sets Grades 1–2
Single Titles: $6.99 each

Content-Area Sets Grades 3–4
Single Titles: $6.99 each

Content-Area Sets Grades 5–6
Single Titles: $6.99 each

4

5

The Mathematical 

Journey          of a Lifetime 

Characters

 Narrator 1 Adam

 Narrator 2 Narrator 3

 Jacob Genie

Setting

This reader’s theater takes place in 

Jacob’s home and in the middle of  

a dream.

Act 1

Narrator 1: It was a bright sunny day as Jacob walked  

to school.

Narrator 2: He shoved his hands in his pockets as he  

kicked a rock along the sidewalk.

Jacob: “Nothing exciting ever happens to me!”

Adam: “What about when you won that contest at 

school last year?”

Narrator 1: asked Adam, Jacob’s best friend.

Jacob: “I don’t mean like that.  I mean, I want to  

go somewhere . . . do something!”

Jacob Adam

Genie

15

14

Dad: “That’s a great idea.”
Maria: “What should the sign say?”
Mrs. Hill: “Peaceful Garden?”
Maria: “Butterfly Home?”
Anne: “I think the sign should say:Welcome to our garden in the city.”Mrs. Hill: “Perfect!”

Dad: “With all this wood, we can make benches, too.” 

Act 9Narrator 1: Maria, Anne, and Dad fill the bird feeders with birdseed.
Narrator 2: Then, Dad carefully hangs them on the lemon tree.

Maria: “Look!  Birds are already using them!”Mrs. Hill: “What a great addition to the garden.”Anne: “What else do we need here?”
Mrs. Hill: “I think we need a sign to welcome people into our garden.”

The Mathematical Journey of a Lifetime

A Garden in the City

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online
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Act 1

Narrator 1: It was a bright sunny day as Jacob walked 

to school.

Narrator 2: He shoved his hands in his pockets as he 

kicked a rock along the sidewalk.

Jacob: “Nothing exciting ever happens to me!”

Adam: “What about when you won that contest at 

school last year?”

Narrator 1: asked Adam, Jacob’s best friend.

Jacob: “I don’t mean like that.  I mean, I want to 

go somewhere . . . do something!”

15

Dad: “That’s a great idea.”
Maria: “What should the sign say?”
Mrs. Hill: “Peaceful Garden?”
Maria: “Butterfly Home?”
Anne: “I think the sign should say:Welcome to our garden in the city.”Mrs. Hill: “Perfect!”

Dad: “With all this wood, we can make benches, too.” 
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Social Studies
Single Titles: $6.99–7.99 each

Science
Single Titles: $6.99–7.99 each

Pandora
9781480744493
©2015
Dewey: 812*
GR: M–V
$6.99

To Giza and 
Beyond
9781480744509
©2015
Dewey: 812*
GR: P–W
$6.99

Seizing Destiny: 
Alexander the 
Great
9781480744516
©2015
Dewey: 808*
GR: R–W
$6.99

Arthur and the 
Pendragon 
Sword
9781480744523
©2015
Dewey: 823*
GR: P–Y
$6.99

Grades 6–8 

Grades K–2 

Grades 4–6

Galileo and 
the "Starry 
Messenger"
9781480744530
©2015
Dewey: 832*
GR: P–V
$6.99

Undercover 
Explorer
9781480744547
©2015
Dewey: 812
GR: P–U
$6.99

Immigration: 
Starting a New 
Life
9781480744561
©2015
Dewey: 812
GR: R–W
$6.99

Henry Ford: 
Driving Change
9781480744578
©2015
Dewey: 812*
GR: R–V
$6.99

Teedie: The Boy 
Who Would Be 
President
9781493815135
©2016
Dewey: 973*
GR: E–R
$6.99

Our 
Neighborhood
9781425825126
©2018
Dewey: 372.64
GR: TBD
$7.99

American 
Heroes 
9781425825133
©2018
Dewey: 327.64
GR: TBD
$7.99

Garden 
Invasion
9781493812936
©2016
Dewey: 581*
GR: R–T
$7.99

What's the 
Matter with 
Mr. Fuego
9781493812943
©2016
Dewey: 507*
GR: O–S
$7.99

The 
Swimming 
Hole
9781493815159
©2016
Dewey: 812*
GR: A–J
$6.99

The 
Indestructible 
Pele
9781493815166
©2016
Dewey: 812*
GR: D–M
$6.99

Tornado Trouble
9781493812899
©2016
Dewey: 551*
GR: D–M
$7.99

Alice in the 
Garden of 
Flowers
9781493815142
©2016
Dewey: 812*
GR: D–H
$6.99

Please Don't 
Feed the 
Animals
9781493812882
©2016
Dewey: 591*
GR: D–O
$7.99

Surviving the 
Wild Backyard
9781493812905
©2016
Dewey: 613*
GR: O–R
$7.99

First Fire
9781493812912
©2016
Dewey: 306*
GR: H–R
$7.99

Hidden by Time
9781493812929
©2016
Dewey: 551*
GR: K–P
$7.99

Foods for the 
Future
9781493812950
©2016
Dewey: 641*
GR: M–S
$7.99
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Gerty:

Billy:

Gerty:

Billy:

Buzzer:

Slide:

Gerty:
Hi kid, are you my new pooper-scooper?  I never understood why Mrs. B is always so concerned about keeping the lawn clear.  But I guess humans have their reasons.  My name is Gerty.  Pleased to meet you!Billy:

Yes, indeed, I am the picker-upper extraordinaire!  Say, what is that plant growing on the tree?

Act 2
Buzzer: Hey, Slide, crawl over here and take a look at this unusual vegetation.  I think the kid may have discovered a new plant.  Have you ever encountered anything like this before?Slide:

Hang on, hang on, I can’t crawl as fast as you can �y, you know.  Wow, that does seem to be an unusual plant for this area.  It appears to be some sort of vine, but it isn’t one I have seen here at the gardens before.  Gerty, have you ever seen anything like this on your wanderings?

76

Act 1

Annie: (exhausted) I have been working all day, and my feet 
and back are aching.  I am hungry, and my stomach is 
growling.  If I don’t unearth something in this pyramid 
soon, I might have to throw in the towel for the day.  I 
hate to give up on this archaeological dig, but maybe 
there is nothing left to �nd in these ancient pyramids. 

Bastet: Meow!  I’m famished, too, but we have to persevere.  
We didn’t travel the lengthy distance to Giza to simply 
return empty-handed.  Remember what you said about 
Howard Carter? 

Annie: Yes, I remember, Bastet.  He’s the archaeologist who, after 
looking for years, found King Tut’s tomb back in 1923.  Just 
like me, he was about to give up when he hit the jackpot!  

Bastet: That’s right, Annie.  You told me he found King Tut’s 
tomb in the neighboring Valley of Kings.  He persisted 
and made an incredible discovery, and that inspired 
you to come to Egypt in hopes of making an even 
greater discovery.  

Annie: We’re not going to give up right now, but we may just 
need to call it a day, get something to eat, and have a 
good night’s sleep.  We can start again early tomorrow 
morning when we’re feeling better. 

Bastet: Look!  There’s a considerably large section missing 
from the wall over there, Annie; it looks awfully 
precarious.  We should be sensible and escape now 
before the ancient wall crumbles and traps us!

To Giza and Beyond 

Characters

  Annie   Cleopatra 
  Bastet    King Tut 
  Eye of Horus  Sphinx

Setting

This story opens in modern-day Giza.  Annie, an 
archaeologist, is inside a pyramid in the Egyptian 
desert.  The story’s action takes her back in 
time to ancient Egypt and then returns her to 
modern-day Giza.  

Garden Invasion

To Giza and Beyond

Interest Grade Levels: K–12
Trim Size: 7” x 9“ · Page Count: 24–32 

Grades 1–3

Available Summer 2018
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13

Gerty:
Crunch, crunch, crunch.  I have never seen anything like this, but it is sort of delicious.Billy:

Gerty, stop eating for a second and tell me what you think.  Should I show this weird plant to Mrs. Bigalow, or will she just think I am silly for not already knowing what it is?  Gerty:
Crunch, crunch, crunch.  I am sure I could offer you some very good advice, but right now all I can think about is this delectable and unexpectedly �avorful meal. Billy:

She did say that it was important to keep weeds from hogging up all the water and nutrients, but what if it isn’t a weed?  I don’t know all the plants here yet, and this could be an exhibit.  Mom always says there is no shame in not knowing something, but it is always a shame if you don’t try to learn.  Gerty, you better stop eating that while I go get Mrs. Bigalow.Buzzer: I don’t think that Billy made much headway attempting to talk with Gerty.Slide:
Well, do you know why it is so hard to have a conversation when there is a goat around?

7

Act 1

Annie: (exhausted) I have been working all day, and my feet 
and back are aching.  I am hungry, and my stomach is 
growling.  If I don’t unearth something in this pyramid 
soon, I might have to throw in the towel for the day.  I 
hate to give up on this archaeological dig, but maybe 
there is nothing left to �nd in these ancient pyramids. 

Bastet: Meow!  I’m famished, too, but we have to persevere.  
We didn’t travel the lengthy distance to Giza to simply 
return empty-handed.  Remember what you said about 
Howard Carter? 

Annie: Yes, I remember, Bastet.  He’s the archaeologist who, after 
looking for years, found King Tut’s tomb back in 1923.  Just 
like me, he was about to give up when he hit the jackpot!  

Bastet: That’s right, Annie.  You told me he found King Tut’s 
tomb in the neighboring Valley of Kings.  He persisted 
and made an incredible discovery, and that inspired 
you to come to Egypt in hopes of making an even 
greater discovery.  

Annie: We’re not going to give up right now, but we may just 
need to call it a day, get something to eat, and have a 
good night’s sleep.  We can start again early tomorrow 
morning when we’re feeling better. 

Bastet: Look!  There’s a considerably large section missing 
from the wall over there, Annie; it looks awfully 
precarious.  We should be sensible and escape now 
before the ancient wall crumbles and traps us!
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Each of these Reader’s Theater collections includes 
six or more scripts featuring a similar theme and provides 
support for College and Career Readiness standards by:
 ◗ Encouraging students to read and reread to improve 

reading fluency
 ◗ Providing a purpose for reading by performing in a play 

or reading the script out loud in front of an audience

Children’s Rhymes 6-Book Set
9781493812592
9781493812608
$41 .94

Children’s Tales 6-Book Set
9781493812578
9781493812585
$41 .94

Children’s Fables 6-Book Set
9781493812554
9781493812561
$41 .94

My America 6-Book Set
9781493812738
9781493812745
$41 .94

Content Area Grades 1–2, 6-Book Set
9781493812615
9781493812622
$41 .94

Content Area Grades 3–4, 6-Book Set
9781493812639
9781493812646
$41 .94

Grades Pre∙K–K
RL: 0.0–0.2 
GR: A

Grades K–1
RL: 0.0–1.9
GR: A–I

Grades 1–3
RL: 1.5–3.9 
GR: E–Q

Grades 1–3
RL: 1.5–3.0
GR: E–M

Grades 1–2
RL: 1.5–3.0 
GR: E–M

Grades 3–4
RL: 2.5–4.0
GR: K–Q

12

13

Lion: You are right.  You on t disturb me.  ecause  ill eat you no .

Mouse: ulp.  Oh  you do not ant to do that.   am a very little bite  as you can see.  And ho no s?  One day  may be of great help to you.

Lion: hat a laugh!  You help me?  mpossible!

Mouse:  beg your pardon.  ut it is possible.  You might be surprised.

Lion: Ha!  You are rong  little mouse.  ut you do ma e me laugh.

Mouse:  didn t mean to be funny.  ut if you li e me  m glad of it.

Lion:  am going to let you go.  ut  arn you.   on t be so ind another time.

Mouse: Oh  than  you  than  you.  You on t be sorry.  Just ait and see!

Narrator: he lion lo ers its big pa  to the ground and lets the mouse run free.  he mouse scampers a ay.  As it nears the safety of the trees  the mouse turns and spea s.

Mouse:  ill help you one day.   promise  ill.  You are no  my true friend.   am your true friend  too.  You have my ord.

Poem:  The Arrow and the Song

Act 3
Narrator: ac  in the trees  the mouse nds the cuc oo right a ay.

Cuckoo: Coo coo!  Coo coo!

13

Mouse: Oh than you than you.  You on t besorry.  Just ait and see!

Narrator: he lion lo ers its big pa to the groundand lets the mouse run free.  he mousescampers a ay.  As it nears the safety ofthe trees the mouse turns and spea s.

Mouse: ill help you one day.  promise ill.  You are no my true friend.  am yourtrue friend too.  You have my ord.

Poem:  The Arrow and the Song

Act 3
Narrator: ac in the trees the mouse nds thecuc oo right a ay.

Cuckoo: Coo coo!  Coo coo!

The Lion and The Mouse

Interest Grade Levels: Pre∙K–6
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 16–24

SPANISH ISBNs

12

Lion: hat a laugh!  You help

Mouse: beg your pardon.  ut
might be surprised.

Lion: Ha!  You are rong little
do ma e me laugh.

Mouse: didn t mean to be funny.
me m glad of it.

Lion: am going to let you go.  
on t be so ind another
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Science 8-Book Set
9781493838592
$60.92

American Folklore 6-Book Set
9781493812547
$41 .94

Myths of the World 6-Book Set
9781493812752
$41 .94

America: The Early Years 6-Book Set
9781493812660
$41 .94

A Changing America 6-Book Set
9781493812516
$47 . 94

Content Area Grades 5–6, 6-Book Set
9781493812653
$41 .94

American Milestones in the 
20th Century 6-Book Set
9781493812783
$47 . 94

Shakespearean Tragedies 6-Book Set
9781493808717
$47 . 94

Social Studies 8-Book Set
9781493808632
$55.92

Grades 1–5
RL: 1.2–5.0
GR: A–R

Grades 3–5
RL: 2.0–4.9
GR: I–S

Grades 3–5
RL: 2.0–4.9
GR: I–S

Grades 4–6
RL: 3.5–5.0 
GR: O–T

Grades 4–6
RL: 3.5–5.0
GR: K–T

Grades 5–6
RL: 4.5–6.0
GR: R–W

Grades 6–8
RL: 3.5–5.0 
GR: O–T

Grades 6–8
RL: 3.5–5.9 
GR: O–V

Grades 6–8
RL: 5.5–8.5
GR: M–Y

Interest Grade Levels: K–8
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 24–32
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Mathematics Pre·K–2 
Single Titles: $6.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey GR
La hora (Time) (Wordless) 9781433341717 2013 510* N/A
Las fi guras (Shapes) (Wordless) 9781433324567 2010 516* N/A
Los números (Numbers) (Wordless) 9781433324703 2010 510* N/A
El día y la noche (Day and Night) 9781433341755 2013 510* A
Tíkiti, tíkiti, ton (Hickory, Dickory, Dock) 9781433341731 2013 808* B
Uno, dos, abrocho mi zapato (One, Two, Buckle My Shoe) 9781433324741 2010 808* D
Brilla, brilla, estrellita (Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star) 9781433324581 2010 808* F
¿Ves una fi gura? (Do You See a Shape?) 9781433324604 2010 510* E
Canta una canción de números (Sing a Numbers Song) 9781433324727 2010 510* G

Science Pre·K–2
Single Titles: $6.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey GR
Los colores (Colors) (Wordless) 9781433324635 2010 752* N/A
El espacio (Space) (Wordless) 9781433341496 2013 520* N/A
El tiempo (Weather) (Wordless) 9781433314964 2010 551* N/A
Los animales (Animals) (Wordless) 9781433321184 2010 590* N/A
Las plantas (Plants) (Wordless) 9781433321207 2010 580* N/A
Mi cuerpo (My Body) (Wordless) 9781433324987 2012 613* N/A
La salud y la seguridad (Health and Safety) (Wordless) 9781433321221 2010 613* N/A
Construir cosas (Building Things) (Wordless) 9781433324772 2011 690* N/A
Los océanos (Oceans) (Wordless) 9781433341939 2014 551* N/A
Los cinco sentidos (Five Senses) (Wordless) 9781433342042 2014 612* N/A
Con mis sentidos (With My Senses) 9781433342080 2014 612* A
La pequeña arañita (The Itsy Bitsy Spider) 9781433315008 2010 808* B
Cabeza y hombros (Head and Shoulders) 9781433325021 2012 808* B 
Usa tu cerebro (Use Your Brain) 9781433321061 2010 613* C
Hasta el océano (Oh, to the Ocean) 9781433341977 2014 551* D
Si fuera un árbol (If I Were a Tree) 9781433321016 2010 580* D
El niño azul (Little Boy Blue) 9781433324673 2010 808* D
Los hogares de los animales (Animal Homes) 9781433320965 2010 590* E
Bee, bee, borreguito negro (Baa, Baa, Black Sheep) 9781433320941 2010 808* E
La muñeca de la señorita Molly (Miss Molly's Dolly) 9781433321047 2010 808* E
Listos para construir (Ready to Build) 9781433324796 2011 690* E
Amigo Sol (Oh, Mr. Sun) 9781433341519 2013 808* E
Veo colores (I See Colors) 9781433324659 2010 752* E
¿Qué tipo de tiempo? (What Kind of Weather?) 9781433314988 2010 551* G
La avena, los chícharos, los ejotes y la cebada crecen 
(Oats, Peas, Beans, and Barley Grow)

9781433320996 2010 808* G

Delicioso y nutritivo (Delicious and Nutritious) 9781433325007 2012 613* G
El puente de Londres (London Bridge) 9781433324819 2011 808* H
Hacia el espacio (Into Space) 9781433341533 2013 520* I
Canta por peniques (Sing a Song of Sixpence) 9781433342066 2014 782* I
Por la bahía (Down by the Bay) 9781433341953 2014 551* R

8 9

Siete, ocho,
ponlos derechitos.

Uno, dos, abrocho mi zapato 
(One, Two, Buckle My Shoe)

Interest Grade Levels: Pre·K–3
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 16Spanish: Early Literacy

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online
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8 9

Me pregunto si 
pintarán las paredes 
y correrán por los 
pasillos grandes.

Social Studies Pre·K–2
Single Titles: $6.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey GR
La transportación (Transportation) (Wordless) 9781433321269 2010 380* N/A
Mi país (My Country) (Wordless) 9781433324918 2012 973* N/A
Mi comunidad (My Community) (Wordless) 9781433319488 2010 307* N/A
Los sentimientos (Feelings) (Wordless) 9781433341601 2013 300* N/A
Todo sobre mí (All About Me) (Wordless) 9781433319426 2010 613* N/A
Las familias (Families) (Wordless) 9781433321245 2010 300* N/A
La escuela (School) (Wordless) 9781433324840 2012 371* N/A
En marcha (On the Go) 9781433321146 2010 380* C
¿Qué es un abuelo? (What Makes a Grandparent?) 9781433321092 2010 300* D
Yo soy especial (Special Me) 9781433319440 2010 613* E
Escuela de niños grandes (Big Kid School) 9781433324864 2012 371* E
Las ruedas en el autobús (The Wheels on the Bus) 9781433321160 2010 808* F
Yankee Doodle (Spanish Version) 9781433324956 2012 808* F
Vieja madre Hubbard (Old Mother Hubbard) 9781433319525 2010 808* F
Estadounidense de todo a todo (American Through and Through) 9781433324932 2012 973* G
Puedo hacer cualquier cosa (I Can Be Anything) 9781433319501 2010 307* G
Osito, Osito, di buenas noches (Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, Say Good Night) 9781433319464 2010 808* G
María tenía una corderita (Mary Had a Little Lamb) 9781433324888 2012 808* G
Quietito bebito (Hush, Little Baby) 9781433321115 2010 808* I
Cada vez que estoy feliz (If You're Happy and You Know It) 9781433341625 2013 808* K
Me pongo mis sentimientos (I Wear My Feelings) 9781433341649 2013 300* K

¿Qué es
un abuelo?
Es fácil saber.

2 3

Los sentimientos (Feelings)
Escuela de niños grandes (Big Kid School)

¿Qué es un abuelo? (What Makes a Grandparent?)

2

3

Interest Grade Levels: Pre·K–3
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 16 Spanish: Early Literacy
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Interest Grade Levels: Pre K–K
Trim Size: 5.5" x 5.5" · Page Count: 12

Spanish My Vowels
Single Titles: $4.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
Mis palabras con A 9781425824327 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con E 9781425824365 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con I 9781425824402 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con O 9781425824471 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con U 9781425824532 2018 810* BR C

Spanish: Phonics

 Veo una piñata.  Veo un cañón.

Mis palabras con E (My E Words)

Mis palabras con Ñ (My Ñ Words)

Spanish My Consonants
Single Titles: $4.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
Mis palabras con B 9781425824334 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con C 9781425824341 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con D 9781425824358 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con F 9781425824372 2018 810* BR B
Mis palabras con G 9781425824389 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con H 9781425824396 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con J 9781425824419 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con K 9781425824426 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con L 9781425824433 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con M 9781425824440 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con N 9781425824457 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con Ñ 9781425824464 2018 810* BR
Mis palabras con P 9781425824488 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con Q 9781425824495 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con R 9781425824501 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con S 9781425824518 2018 810* BR B
Mis palabras con T 9781425824525 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con V 9781425824549 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con W 9781425824556 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con X 9781425824563 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con Y 9781425824570 2018 810* BR C
Mis palabras con Z 9781425824587 2018 810* BR C

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

NEWNEWNEW

Veo un cañón.

 Me gustan las peras.  Me gusta la cebra.
Me gusta la cebra.
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Interest Grade Levels: K–3
Trim Size: 5.25" x 7.75" · Page Count: 12–20

Grade 1
Single Titles: $4.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
El tren de Seb (Seb's Train) 9781480729483 2014 813* BR A 
Colores del carrusel (Carousel Colors) 9781480729490 2014 813* BR A 
Diversión en el estanque de los patos (Duck Pond Fun) 9781480729476 2014 813* 40L A 
Cuando sea grande (When I Grow Up) 9781480729506 2014 813* BR B 
Amigos del parque infantil (Playground Friends) 9781480729513 2014 813* BR B 
El cabello rebelde de Maddy (Maddy's Mad Hair Day) 9781480729520 2014 813* 10L B 
Al otro lado del mar (Across the Sea) 9781480729537 2014 813* BR C 
Mi abuelito y yo (Grandpa and Me) 9781480729551 2014 813* 30L C 
Max (Spanish Version) 9781480729544 2014 813* 180L C 
¡Chapoteando! (Splash Down!) 9781480729582 2014 813* BR D 
Edward el explorador (Edward the Explorer) 9781480729575 2014 813* 140L D 
Boris el basset (Boris the Basset) 9781480729568 2014 813* 200L D 
Alboroto en el zoológico (Zoo Hullabaloo) 9781480729605 2014 813* 60L E 
Soy tan hermosa (I Am So Beautiful) 9781480729896 2014 813* 320L E 
La casa dinosaurio (Dinosaur House) 9781480729612 2014 813* 380L E 
Mi vida de abeja (My Life as a Bee) 9781480729872 2014 813* 410L E 
Esta es mi historia, por Frederick V. Rana (This Is My Story by Frederick G. Frog) 9781480729889 2014 813* 420L E 
Cómo ser un gatito (How to Be a Kitten) 9781480729599 2014 813* 480L E 
La mona Maya (Maya Monkey) 9781480729902 2014 813* 210L F 
¡En sus marcas, listos, fuera! (Ready, Set, Go!) 9781480729926 2014 813* 330L F 
La vida desde arriba (Life at the Top) 9781480729919 2014 813* 430L F 
La princesa y el guisante: Una versión del cuento de Hans Christian Andersen 
(The Princess and the Pea: A Retelling of Hans Christian Andersen's Story) 

9781480729933 2014 813* 360L G 

La historia de los Oso por Baldwin B. Oso (The Bears' Story by Baldwin B. Bear) 9781480729957 2014 813* 380L G 
¿Qué puedes ver? (What Can You See?) 9781480729940 2014 813* 400L G 
Boris se mantiene en forma (Boris Keeps Fit) 9781480729964 2014 813* 280L H 
Campamento de safari (Safari Camp) 9781480729988 2014 813* 310L H 
¡Qué rico se ve, ¡a comer! (It’s Good Enough to Eat!) 9781480729971 2014 813* 470L H 
¡Di algo! (Speak Up!) 9781480740006 2014 811* NP I 
Anna fue a Zambia (Anna Goes to Zambia) 9781480729995 2014 813* 230L I 
Paul Bunyan: Un relato fantástico (Paul Bunyan: A Very Tall Tale) 9781480740013 2014 813* 530L I 

Spanish: Literary Text
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Su mamá y su hermano la llevaron al museo 
de ciencias, y cuando ella subió las escaleras, 
¡no pudo creer lo que vio!

—¡Sorpresa! —le dijeron todos sus amigos—.  
Estamos aquí para ayudarte a encontrar tu 
tesoro de cumpleaños.  ¡Cada uno de nosotros 
tiene una pista!

98

 La búsqueda del tesoro (The Treasure Hunt)

Interest Grade Levels K–3
Trim Size: 5.25" x 7.75" · Page Count: 24

Grade 2
Single Titles: $6.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
¡Brumm, brumm! Poemas acerca de cosas con ruedas (Vroom, Vroom! Poems About Things 
with Wheels)

9781480740266 2015 811* NP I

La búsqueda del tesoro (The Treasure Hunt) 9781480740273 2015 813* 390L I
Barnaby Dell (Spanish Version) 9781480740280 2015 813* 320L I
Por qué Anansi tiene ocho patas delgadas: Un cuento de África occidental 
(Why Anansi Has Eight Thin Legs: A Tale from West Africa)

9781480740297 2015 813* 490L J

El ratón de la ciudad y el ratón del campo (The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse) 9781480740303 2015 813* 650L J
Cucú, cucú: Un cuento tradicional de México (Cuckoo, Cuckoo: A Folktale from Mexico) 9781480740310 2015 813* 460L J
Viaje al centro de la Tierra (Journey to the Center of the Earth) 9781480740327 2015 813* 420L J
¿A dónde se fueron los dinosaurios? (Where Did the Dinosaurs Go?) 9781480740334 2015 813* 510L J
Escapando del Pacaya (Escape from Pacaya) 9781480740341 2015 813* 360L J
Boris y Bea (Boris and Bea) 9781480740358 2015 813* 430L J
El diario de la serpiente por Amarillita (The Snake's Diary by Little Yellow) 9781480740365 2015 813* 500L J
Patrick y Paloma (Patrick and Paloma) 9781480740372 2015 813* 450L J
Mía y el reto del chocolate (Mia's Chocolate Challenge) 9781480740389 2015 813* 360L K
Las zapatillas de cristal (The Glass Slippers) 9781480740396 2015 813* 590L K
Esta es la torre que Frank construyó (This Is the Tower that Frank Built) 9781480740402 2015 811* NP K
La Srta. Wilde y Óscar (Ms. Wilde and Oscar) NEW 9781493800230 2018 813* 590L O
El blog del pingüino solitario (The Lonely Penguin's Blog) NEW 9781480740662 2018 813* 480L K

Spanish: Literary Text
SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online
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7 juguetes 3 más
8 9

3 más

buenas ayudantes

11

10
crecer cortar

5

4

Grade K
Single Titles: $5.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
Empujar y jalar (Pushes and Pulls) (Wordless) 9781493829613 2016 531* NP A
Lo que puede hacer el sol (What the Sun Can Do) (Wordless) 9781493829620 2016 523* NP A
El clima cambiante (Changing Weather) (Wordless) 9781493829637 2016 551* NP A
La gran bandera (Grand Old Flag) (Wordless) 9781493829644 2016 929* NP A
El águila de Estados Unidos (America's Eagle) (Wordless) 9781493829651 2016 730* NP A
La montaña de presidentes (Mountain of Presidents) (Wordless) 9781493829668 2016 573* NP A
Siempre crece: El cabello (Always Growing: Hair) 9781493829675 2016 573* NP A
Siempre crece: La fruta (Always Growing: Fruit) 9781493829682 2016 581* NP A
Siempre crece: La piel (Always Growing: Skin) 9781493829699 2016 573* NP A
Pájaros e insectos (Birds and Bugs) 9781493829705 2016 513* NP A
¿Cuántos juguetes? (How Many Toys?) 9781493829712 2016 513* NP A
Mi fi esta de cumpleaños (My Birthday Party) 9781493829729 2016 513* NP A
Usar buenos modales (Using Good Manners) 9781493829736 2016 395* NP A
Reglas en la escuela (Rules at School) 9781493829743 2016 395* NP A
Ser un buen ciudadano (Being a Good Citizen) 9781493829750 2016 323* NP A
Buen trabajo: La vida de las plantas (Good Work: Plant Life) 9781493830206 2016 580* NP A
Buen trabajo: Nuestra Tierra (Good Work: Our Earth) 9781493830213 2016 363* NP A
Buen trabajo: Herramientas sencillas (Good Work: Simple Tools) 9781493830220 2016 621* NP A
Usa las matemáticas: Descríbelo (Use Math: Describe It) 9781493830237 2016 530* NP A
Usa las matemáticas: Compáralo (Use Math: Compare It) 9781493830244 2016 513* NP A
Usa las matemáticas: Agrúpalo (Use Math: Group It) 9781493830251 2016 513* NP A
Trabajadores de mi escuela (Workers at My School) 9781493830268 2016 371* NP A
Trabajadores de mi ciudad (Workers in My City) 9781493830275 2016 331* NP A
Trabajadores que me cuidan (Workers Who Take Care of Me) 9781493830282 2016 331* NP A
Soy maravilloso: Mis manos (Marvelous Me: My Hands) 9781493830299 2016 612* BR A
Soy maravilloso: Mis pies (Marvelous Me: My Feet) 9781493830305 2016 612* BR A
Soy maravilloso: Mi rostro (Marvelous Me: My Face) 9781493830312 2016 612* BR A
Bueno para mí: Comida saludable (Good for Me: Healthy Food) 9781493830329 2016 613* BR A
Bueno para mí: Jugar y hacer ejercicio (Good for Me: Play and Exercise) 9781493830336 2016 613* BR A
Bueno para mí: Querer (Good for Me: Love) 9781493830343 2016 152* BR A

Siempre crece: El cabello 

(Always Growing: Hair)

¿Cuántos juguetes?
(How Many Toys?)

Buen trabajo: La vida de las plantas 
(Good Work: Plant Life)

Spanish: TIME FOR KIDS®Interest Levels: Pre·K–3
Trim Size: 5.25" x 7.75" · Page Count: 12

Informational Text

1111

cortar
5
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Spanish: TIME FOR KIDS®

Grade 1
Single Titles: $5.99 each
Grande y pequeño (Big and Little) 9781433344046 2012 500* BR A
Colores (Colors) 9781433344053 2012 752* 30L A
Figuras (Shapes) 9781433344060 2012 615* 60L A
Este soy yo (This Is Me) 9781433344077 2012 300* BR B
Yo sé (I Can) 9781433344084 2012 300* BR B
Mi gran familia (My Big Family) 9781433344091 2012 302* BR B
En movimiento (On the Go) 9781433344107 2012 300* BR C
Trabajadores (Workers) 9781433344114 2012 300* BR C
A dónde ir (Places to Go) 9781433344121 2012 300* BR C
Terreno (Land) 9781433344138 2012 550* BR D
El tiempo (Weather) 9781433344145 2012 550* BR D
Agua (Water) 9781433344152 2012 550* 50L D
Cómo crecen las plantas (How Plants Grow) 9781433344169 2012 580* 110L E
Ojos de animales (Animal Eyes) 9781433344176 2012 590* BR E
Madres animales y sus crías (Animal Mothers and Babies) 9781433344183 2012 590* 460L E
La vida de una rana (A Frog's Life) 9781433344190 2012 590* 180L E
La vida de una mariposa (A Butterfl y's Life) 9781433344206 2012 590* 190L E
La vida de una abeja (A Bee's Life) 9781433344213 2012 590* 260L E
Cosas con alas (Things with Wings) 9781433344220 2012 590* 300L F
La vida marina (Sea Life) 9781433344237 2012 590* 300L F
¡Locos por insectos y arañas! (Going Buggy!) 9781433344244 2012 590* 380L F
Haz papel picado (Make Papel Picado) 9781433344251 2012 700* 230L G
Haz un dragón del Año Nuevo Chino (Make a Chinese New Year Dragon) 9781433344268 2012 700* 320L G
Haz un muñequito de jengibre (Make a Gingerbread Man) 9781433344275 2012 641* 360L G
Mantenerse sano (Staying Healthy) 9781433344282 2012 613* 160L H
Mantenerse en forma con deportes (Keeping Fit with Sports) 9781433344299 2012 613* 280L H
Comer bien (Eating Right) 9781433344305 2012 613* 260L H
Casas alrededor del mundo (Homes Around the World) 9781433344312 2012 300* 360L I
Niños alrededor del mundo (Kids Around the World) 9781433344329 2012 300* 140L I
Lugares del mundo (Places Around the World) 9781433344336 2012 300* 330L I

Este soy yo (This Is Me)

Madres animales 
y sus crías (Animal 
Mothers and Babies)

La vida de un rana (A Frog's Life)

Esta es mi 

hermana.
4

Interest Levels: K–3
Trim Size: 5.25" x 7.75" · Page Count: 12–20

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

Informational Text

Las ballenas pueden 
sumergirse en el agua 
profunda, pero son 
mamíferos.

8

Esta es mi familia.
Las 
sumergirse en el agua 
profunda, pero son 

Los mamíferos necesitan 
subir a la superficie para 
respirar.

9

6

Ella está lista para tener crías.

7

Pone los huevos en el agua.  Cada huevo puede convertirse en una rana.
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Spanish: TIME FOR KIDS®

Número 5: Tundra

¿Dónde se encuentra?

Las temperaturas en la tundra

6

Grade 2
Single Titles: $7.99 each
Visita a una fábrica de automóviles (A Visit to a Car Factory) 9781433344343 2012 670* 390L I 2.9
Visita a una granja (A Visit to a Farm) 9781433344350 2012 550* 480L I 2.1
Visita a una base de la Marina (A Visit to a Marine Base) 9781433344367 2012 350* 640L I 3.5
Serpientes de cerca (Snakes Up Close) 9781433344459 2012 590* 450L J 3.4
Próxima parada: México (Next Stop: Mexico) 9781433344374 2012 910* 490L J 2.8
¡Terremotos! (Earthquakes!) 9781433344404 2012 550* 490L J 3.1
Próxima parada: Canadá (Next Stop: Canada) 9781433344381 2012 910* 550L J 3.0
Caballos de cerca (Horses Up Close) 9781433344442 2012 590* 560L J 2.9
Próxima parada: El Caribe (Next Stop: The Caribbean) 9781433344398 2012 910* 610L J 3.4
Águilas de cerca (Eagles Up Close) 9781433344435 2012 590* 630L J 3.0
¡Tornados y huracanes! (Tornadoes and Hurricanes!) 9781433344411 2012 550* 660L J 3.1
¡Volcanes! (Volcanoes!) 9781433344428 2012 550* 660L J 3.0
Entra al desierto (Step into the Desert) 9781433344503 2012 550* 610L K
Construye: Rascacielos (Build It: Skyscrapers) 9781433344473 2012 720* 630L K
Artesanía: Vidrio soplado (Craft It: Hand-Blown Glass) 9781433344466 2012 748* 650L K 3.7
Hazlo: Chocolate (Make It: Chocolate) 9781433344480 2012 641* 680L K 3.4
Entra al bosque lluvioso (Step into the Rainforest) 9781433344510 2012 550* 690L K
Entra al bosque (Step into the Forest) 9781433344497 2012 550* 750L K
Mira adentro: Tu cerebro (Look Inside: Your Brain) 9781433344558 2012 571* 560L L
Mira adentro: Tu esqueleto y tus músculos (Look Inside: Your Skeleton and Muscles) 9781433344565 2012 571* 620L L
Mira adentro: Tu corazón y tus pulmones (Look Inside: Your Heart and Lungs) 9781433344572 2012 571* 620L L
Nuestra Tierra (Our Earth) 9781433344527 2012 525* 630L L
El espacio exterior (Outer Space) 9781433344534 2012 520* 670L L
El sistema solar (The Solar System) 9781433344541 2012 520* 680L L
George Washington (Spanish Version) 9781433344619 2012 920* 560L M
¡Cuenta conmigo! El torneo de fútbol (Count Me In! Soccer Tournament) 9781433344596 2012 796* 600L M
¡Cuenta conmigo! La feria de la escuela (Count Me In! School Carnival) 9781433344589 2012 796* 640L M
Susan B. Anthony (Spanish Version) 9781433344633 2012 920* 690L M
¡Cuenta conmigo! ¿Qué hay de almuerzo? (Count Me In! What's for Lunch?) 9781433344602 2012 641* 740L M
Martin Luther King Jr. (Spanish Version) 9781433344626 2012 920* 780L M
¡No te limites! Nuevas ideas (Outside the Box: New Ideas!) NEW 9781425827038 2018 153* 580L M
Lo mejor de ti: Hacer lo correcto (The Best You: Making Things Right) NEW 9781425827014 2018 302* 520L N
La hora de la verdad: Jugadores de todo el mundo 
(Showdown: Players Around the World) NEW 9781425827045 2018 306* 590L O

La vida en números: Los haikús (Life in Numbers: Write Haiku) NEW 9781425827007 2018 808* 530L P
¡Comunícate! Trabalenguas (Communicate! Tongue Twisters) NEW 9781425827021 2018 808* 570L P
Conteo: Los biomas de la Tierra (Counting: Earth's Biomes) NEW 9781425827052 2018 577* 530L P
Niños fantásticos: George Washington Carver 
(Fantastic Kids: George Washington Carver) NEW 9781425826987 2018 630* 570L P

Manualidades: Diseños con alheña (Make It: Henna Designs) NEW 9781425826994 2018 391* 540L Q

La vida en números: Los haikús

(Life in Numbers: Haikus)

Conteo: Los biomas de la Tierra 
(Counting: Earth’s Biomes)

El sistema solar (The Solar System)

Interest Grade Levels: 1–4
Trim Size: 5.25" x 7.75" · Page Count: 24-28

New Titles Available Spring 2018

Número 5: Tundra

¿Dónde se encuentra?

Las temperaturas en la tundra

6

Número 5: Tundra

¿Dónde se encuentra?
Las tundras están cerca de los polos.  

Hay partes de Alaska que son tundras.  
Casi toda Groenlandia también.  Hay 
tundras en la cima de algunas montañas 
altas.  Los inviernos son largos y los 
veranos, frescos y cortos.

Las temperaturas en la tundra

6

Cómo escribir haikús

Reconocer la naturaleza

Cómo escribir haikús

Reconocer la naturaleza

Cómo escribir haikús

Los haikús no tienen reglas.  
Los haikús no tienen reglas.  

Pero existen algunos rasgos

casi todos comparten.

Reconocer la naturaleza

La mayoría de los haikús 

describen escenas de la naturaleza.  

Pueden contar una historia sobre 

animales.  O pueden hacer que el 

lector piense en algún momento 

del año.  Las flores pueden 

recordarnos a la primavera.  Las 

luciérnagas pueden usarse para 

describir una cálida noche de luciérnagas pueden usarse para 

describir una cálida noche de 

verano.

Cómo escribir haikúsCómo escribir haikúsCómo escribir haikúsCómo escribir haikúsCómo escribir haikúsCómo escribir haikúsCómo escribir haikús

Los haikús no tienen reglas.  
Los haikús no tienen reglas.  

rasgos que 

10

Flor de cerezo,

un cuco, luna y nieve:

fin de otro año.

Versión traducida al español 

de un haikú por Sanpu

¿Qué palabras usa Sanpu para hacerte 

pensar en una época determinada del año?

Órbitas y rotaciones

giras la pelota, hará una rotación tal como lo hace un planeta.

23
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¿Qué hiciste hoy? 
¿Lo estás pasando bien hoy?  
¿Lo estás pasando bien hoy?  
¿Lo estás pasando bien hoy?  
¿Lo estás pasando bien hoy?  
¿Lo estás pasando bien hoy?  
¿Lo estás pasando bien hoy?  
¿Lo estás pasando bien hoy?  
¿Lo estás pasando bien hoy?  

(¡Espero que sí!).  Piensa en todo lo 
(¡Espero que sí!).  Piensa en todo lo 
(¡Espero que sí!).  Piensa en todo lo 
que hiciste desde que te despertaste.  
que hiciste desde que te despertaste.  
que hiciste desde que te despertaste.  
¿Desayunaste y te lavaste los 
¿Desayunaste y te lavaste los 
¿Desayunaste y te lavaste los 
dientes?  ¿Cómo llegaste a la escuela?  
dientes?  ¿Cómo llegaste a la escuela?  
dientes?  ¿Cómo llegaste a la escuela?  ¿Caminaste o tomaste el autobús?  
¿Caminaste o tomaste el autobús?  
¿Caminaste o tomaste el autobús?  
¿O alguien te llevó en automóvil?
¿O alguien te llevó en automóvil?
¿O alguien te llevó en automóvil?
Profundicemos

Pensemos ahora en otras cosas 
Pensemos ahora en otras cosas 
Pensemos ahora en otras cosas 

que tal vez hiciste hoy.  ¿Usaste una 
que tal vez hiciste hoy.  ¿Usaste una 
que tal vez hiciste hoy.  ¿Usaste una 
computadora, un teléfono celular o 
computadora, un teléfono celular o 
computadora, un teléfono celular o 
un televisor?  ¿Leíste un libro?  (¡Al 
un televisor?  ¿Leíste un libro?  (¡Al 
un televisor?  ¿Leíste un libro?  (¡Al 
menos ya empezaste a leer uno!).  Hay 
menos ya empezaste a leer uno!).  Hay 
menos ya empezaste a leer uno!).  Hay personas que estudian cómo pasamos 
personas que estudian cómo pasamos 
personas que estudian cómo pasamos el tiempo.  Usan esa información 
el tiempo.  Usan esa información 
el tiempo.  Usan esa información 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
para aprender sobre las personas y 
la sociedad.

¡Espera un minuto!

minutos por día
por día por hora

24

1440

horas 60
minutos

+

¿La hora antes de los 
relojes?

5

4

Hacer un mundo mejor

demás puede mejorar sus vidas.
demás puede mejorar sus vidas.
demás puede mejorar sus vidas.

Conocerás a cinco niños fantásticos 
Conocerás a cinco niños fantásticos 
Conocerás a cinco niños fantásticos 

que se sienten bien a menudo.  Se debe a 
que se sienten bien a menudo.  Se debe a 
que se sienten bien a menudo.  Se debe a 

trabajo voluntariotrabajo voluntario para hacer  para hacer 

un mundo mejor.  Encontraron maneras 
un mundo mejor.  Encontraron maneras 
un mundo mejor.  Encontraron maneras 
un mundo mejor.  Encontraron maneras 

especiales de ayudar a los necesitados.  
especiales de ayudar a los necesitados.  
especiales de ayudar a los necesitados.  

¡Lo hacen en su propia ciudad!
¡Lo hacen en su propia ciudad!

4

Spanish: TIME FOR KIDS®

Grade 3
Single Titles: $9.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
Un día en la vida de un bombero (A Day in the Life of a Firefi ghter) 9781433344664 2012 300* 670L M
Un día en la vida de una bailarina (A Day in the Life of a Ballet Dancer) 9781433344657 2012 300* 680L M
Un día en la vida de un vaquero (A Day in the Life of a Cowhand) 9781433344640 2012 300* 840L M
La escuela alrededor del mundo (School Around the World) 9781433344695 2012 371* 580L N
¡Todos a bordo! Cómo funcionan los trenes (All Aboard! How Trains Work) 9781433344718 2012 600* 590L N
Mamífero manía (Mammal Mania) 9781433344732 2012 599* 640L N
Los invertebrados increíbles (Incredible Invertebrates) 9781433344756 2012 592* 640L N
Reptiles y anfi bios reptantes (Slithering Reptiles and Amphibians) 9781433344749 2012 597* 670L N
¡Zoom! Cómo funcionan los carros (Zoom! How Cars Move) 9781433344725 2012 600* 690L N
¡A volar! Todo sobre aviones (Take O» ! All About Airplanes) 9781433344701 2012 600* 700L N
Juegos alrededor del mundo (Games Around the World) 9781433344688 2012 300* 730L N
Mercados alrededor del mundo (Markets Around the World) 9781433344671 2012 300* 920L N
La selva amazónica (Amazon Rainforest) 9781433344800 2012 558* 610L O
Excavar: Una obra de construcción (Big Digs: Construction Site) 9781433344770 2012 690* 690L O
El desierto del Valle de la Muerte (Death Valley Desert) 9781433344817 2012 557* 690L O
Todo acceso: Una casa de modas (Backstage Pass: Fashion) 9781433344763 2012 646* 720L O
Qué dulce: Dentro de una panadería (Sweet: Inside a Bakery) 9781433344787 2012 641* 780L O
Los pastizales africanos (African Grasslands) 9781433344794 2012 556* 780L O
La vida en números: La administración del tiempo (Life in Numbers: Managing Time) NEW 9781425827069 2018 304* 620L O
Niños fantásticos: Ayudando a los demás (Fantastic Kids: Helping Others) NEW 9781425827090 2018 302* 590L O
El sistema digestivo (The Digestive System) 9781433344862 2012 571* 660L P
Despegar hacia el campamento espacial (Blast O»  to Space Camp) 9781433344824 2012 520* 690L P
Los cinco sentidos (The Five Senses) 9781433344855 2012 571* 710L P
El ciclo de vida del ser humano (The Human Life Cycle) 9781433344879 2012 571* 730L P
La exploración del espacio (Space Exploration) 9781433344831 2012 520* 840L P
La vida en el espacio (Living in Space) 9781433344848 2012 520* 860L P
El mundo de la tecnología: Los inventos del siglo XX (Tech World: 20th Century Inventions) NEW 9781425827083 2018 609* 580L P
¡Cómpralo! Historia del dinero (Buy It! History of Money) 9781433344909 2012 900* 700L Q
¡Pégale! Historia de las herramientas (Hit It! History of Tools) 9781433344893 2012 680* 720L Q
Mohandas Gandhi (Spanish Version) 9781433344916 2012 920* 740L Q
Jane Goodall (Spanish Version) 9781433344930 2012 920* 780L Q
¡Al bate! Historia del béisbol (Batter Up! History of Baseball) 9781433344886 2012 796* 890L Q
Roberto Clemente (Spanish Version) 9781433344923 2012 920* 930L Q
Tecnología para todos: Wifi  en todo el mundo (Technology For All: Wi-Fi Around the World) NEW 9781425827113 2018 4.678 580L Q
La hora de la verdad: Animales alfa (Showdown: Alpha Animals) NEW 9781425827137 2018 590* 680L R
¡Tú también puedes! Los defensores de los derechos civiles 
(You Can Too! Civil Rights Champions) NEW 9781425827076 2018 323* 550L R

Palabras correctas: Disputas justas (Just Right Words: Fighting Fair) NEW 9781425827120 2018 302* 560L R
¡Comunícate! Las letras de las canciones pop (Communicate! Pop Song Lyrics) NEW 9781425827106 2018 782* 650L W

La vida en números: La administración del tiempo (Life in Numbers: Managing Time)

Niños fantásticos: Ayudando a los 

demás (Fantastic Kids: Helping Others)   

Interest Grade Levels: 2–5
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 28–32

Interest Grade Levels: 3–8
Trim Size: 5.25" x 8" · Page Count: 48

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

Informational Text

¡Espera un minuto!
¿Sabes cuántos minutos tiene un día?  Sabemos que un día tiene 24 horas y que una hora tiene 60 minutos.hora tiene 60 minutos.

minutos por día
por día por hora

24
horas 60

minutos

+

¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los ¿La hora antes de los 
relojes?
Antes de que existieran los relojes, Antes de que existieran los relojes, 
las personas miraban el sol y la luna las personas miraban el sol y la luna 
para saber la hora.  En el siglo XIV
se inventó el reloj mecánico.  Mide el 
tiempo con pesas y engranajes.

las personas miraban el sol y la luna las personas miraban el sol y la luna 

.  Mide el 

5
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Spanish: TIME FOR KIDS®

No todos los animales viven en ciudades.  Algunos animales, incluidos los tigres adultos sin cachorros, viven solos.

Ciudades de mamíferos
Los mamíferos son unas de las criaturas 

más impresionantes de la Tierra.  Son 
vertebrados.  Esto significa que tienen columna 

vertebral.  Los mamíferos también tienen una 
temperatura corporal estable.  Esto les permite 

vivir en lugares muy fríos y muy calientes.  Los 
mamíferos viven en el océano y en cada continente.

Muchos mamíferos viven en ciudades.  
Criaturas como los conejos y las mangostas viven en 
grandes grupos.  ¡Los humanos también!  Vivir en 
grupo ayuda a los mamíferos a mantenerse a salvo 
de los depredadores.  Sus ciudades les proporcionan 
cobijo cuando el clima no es bueno.  Y son lugares 
acogedores donde criar a los pequeños.

21

20

Grade 4
Single Titles: $10.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
Detrás del lienzo: La vida de un artista (Behind the Canvas: An Artist's Life) 9781433370595 2013 700* 660L Q
Ciudades salvajes (Wild Cities) 9781433370564 2013 590* 680L Q
En escena: La vida de un CSI (On the Scene: A CSI's Life) 9781433370588 2013 345* 690L Q
¡Supervivencia! Desierto (Survival! Desert) 9781433370519 2013 613* 700L Q
¡Supervivencia! Océano (Survival! Ocean) 9781433370526 2013 613* 710L Q
Insectos constructores (Bug Builders) 9781433370540 2013 590* 710L Q
Animales arquitectos (Animal Architects) 9781433370557 2013 590* 740L Q
En el juego: La vida de un atleta (In the Game: An Athlete's Life) 9781433370571 2013 790* 740L Q
¡Supervivencia! Jungla (Survival! Jungle) 9781433370533 2013 613* 750L Q
¡Sin resolver! Lugares misteriosos (Unsolved! Mysterious Places) 9781433370618 2013 900* 680L R
¡Sin resolver! Misterios de la historia (Unsolved! History's Mysteries) 9781433370625 2013 398* 690L R
Hablemos claro: Fumar (Straight Talk: Smoking) 9781433370915 2013 610* 700L R
¡Sin resolver! Casos misteriosos (Unsolved! Mysterious Events) 9781433370601 2013 900* 720L R
¡Última vuelta! Carreras de kartings (Final Lap! Go-Kart Racing) 9781433370656 2013 790* 760L R
Hablemos claro: Alcohol y drogas (Straight Talk: Drugs and Alcohol) 9781433370922 2013 610* 730L R
Increíble pero real: Animales extraños (Strange but True: Bizarre Animals) 9781433370946 2013 590* 730L R
Increíble pero real: Criaturas diminutas (Strange but True: Tiny Creatures) 9781433370953 2013 579* 730L R
Hablemos claro: La verdad sobre la comida (Straight Talk: The Truth About Food) 9781433370908 2013 610* 740L R
Increíble pero real: Anatomía gruesa (Strange but True: Gross Anatomy) 9781433370939 2013 611* 740L R
¡Desafi ando la gravedad! Escalada en roca (Defying Gravity! Rock Climbing) 9781433370632 2013 790* 750L R
¡Hang Ten! Surf (Hang Ten! Surfi ng) 9781433370649 2013 790* 760L R
Nelson Mandela: Marcando el camino (Nelson Mandela: Leading the Way) 9781433370977 2013 920* 640L S
Una mano a la pata: Protegiendo los animales (Hand to Paw: Protecting Animals) 9781433371004 2013 360* 640L S
Tecnología: Hazañas y fracasos (Technology: Feats and Failures) 9781433371028 2013 600* 660L S
Ingeniería: Hazañas y fracasos (Engineering: Feats and Failures) 9781433371042 2013 620* 670L S
Una mano al corazón: Mejorando las comunidades
(Hand to Heart: Improving Communities)

9781433370991 2013 360* 680L S

Una mano a la Tierra: Salvando el medio ambiente
(Hand to Earth: Saving the Environment)

9781433371011 2013 577* 680L S

Helen Keller: Una nueva visión (Helen Keller: A New Vision) 9781433370960 2013 920* 690L S
Anne Frank: Una luz en la oscuridad (Anne Frank: A Light in the Dark) 9781433370984 2013 920* 720L S
Cuerpos al límite: Hazañas y fracasos (Physical: Feats and Failures) 9781433371035 2013 790* 800L S

Una araña construye un 
cascarón de seda para 
sus huevos. 

Una avispa construye  
un panal. 

•  ¿Alguna vez has intentado resolver un problema inventando algo nuevo?•   ¿Qué necesidades tienen en común las personas y los insectos?•   ¿Cómo piensas que los insectos se mantienen seguros?  

Ingenieros son personas que encuentran 
nuevas maneras de que funcionen las cosas.  

Ellos construyen puentes, excavan túneles y hacen 
carreteras.  Los ingenieros también hacen planes de 

cómo hacer juguetes, tenedores, automóviles y mucho 
más.  Algunos de los mejores ingenieros no fueron a la 

universidad, pues ellos nacieron con la habilidad y el 
conocimiento de cómo construir cosas.  ¡Estos ingenieros 

no son las personas, son los insectos!

¡Imagínate una criatura que forma su propia 
armadura!  ¿Qué tal los insectos que hacen seda más 
fuerte que el acero?  Algunos insectos pueden construir 
estructuras tan maravillosas como los rascacielos más 
altos.  Algunos insectos usan materiales que encuentran 
en la naturaleza.  ¡Otros insectos usan sus propios cuerpos 
para construir cosas!  Estos no son extraterrestres de 
una película de ciencia ficción.  Estos ingenieros son los 
animales que construyen cosas nuevas todos los días en 

la Tierra. 

Ingenieros son personas que encuentran 
nuevas maneras de que funcionen las cosas.  

Ellos construyen puentes, excavan túneles y hacen 
carreteras.  Los ingenieros también hacen planes de 

cómo hacer juguetes, tenedores, automóviles y mucho 

Ingenieros son personas que encuentran 

Haciendo que 
funcione 

4 5

“¡Socorro!  ¡Socorro!”, gritas al aire salado.  

Pero el fuerte viento ahoga tus gritos.  “¡Socorro!” 

vuelves a gritar.  Contra toda esperanza, tienes la 

ilusión de que alguien—cualquier persona—pueda 

oírte del otro lado del agua.

Pero no hay nadie.  Estás solo.  Eres un 

náufrago, a la deriva y perdido en el mar.  ¿Cómo 

ocurrió?  ¿Cómo llegaste hasta aquí?  ¿Qué puedes 

hacer para sobrevivir?

Parece extraño pensar en alguien perdido en el 

mar.  Los barcos modernos y la tecnología hacen 

que parezca imposible.  Pero sucede.  Cada vez que 

una persona se embarca, debe estar preparada para 

cualquier cosa, incluso para luchar por sobrevivir.

•	 Averigua	cómo	

sobrevivir	a	un	

naufragio.

•	 Descubre	cómo	

encontrar	alimento	

y	agua	cuando	estás	

perdido	en	el	mar.

•	 Aprende	cómo	

hacer	señales	para	

pedir	ayuda.

¡Perdido

“¡Socorro!  ¡Socorro!”, gritas al aire salado.  

Pero el fuerte viento ahoga tus gritos.  “¡Socorro!” 

vuelves a gritar.  Contra toda esperanza, tienes la 

ilusión de que alguien—cualquier persona—pueda 

oírte del otro lado del agua.

náufrago

ocurrió?  ¿Cómo llegaste hasta aquí?  ¿Qué puedes 

hacer para sobrevivir?

mar.  Los barcos modernos y la tecnología hacen 

que parezca imposible.  Pero sucede.  Cada vez que 

una persona se embarca, debe estar preparada para 

cualquier cosa, incluso para luchar por sobrevivir.

en el mar!

5

4

¡Supervivencia! Océano (Survival! Ocean)

Insectos constuctores 
(Bug Builders)

Ciudades salvajes (Wild Cities)

Interest Grade Levels: 3–8
Trim Size: 5.25" x 8" · Page Count: 48

No todos los animales viven en 
No todos los animales viven en 
No todos los animales viven en ciudades.  Algunos animales, incluidos los tigres adultos sin cachorros, viven solos.

Conceptos bábábasicos sobre los mam´ferosLos mamíferos son vertebrados 
de sangre caliente.  Alimentan 

a sus crías con leche y su piel 
suele estar cubierta de pelo.  

Los humanos, los ratones y las 
ballenas son mamíferos.

2121

Una avispa construye 
un panal. 

¿Alguna vez has intentado resolver un problema inventando algo nuevo?
¿Qué necesidades tienen en común las personas y los insectos?

¿Cómo piensas que los insectos se mantienen seguros? 

¿Alguna vez has intentado resolver un problema inventando algo nuevo?

• ¿Alguna vez has intentado resolver un problema inventando algo nuevo?• 

• 

55

•	 Averigua cómo

sobrevivir a un

naufragio.

•	 Descubre cómo

encontrar alimento

y agua cuando estás

perdido en el mar.

•	 Aprende cómo

hacer señales para

pedir ayuda.

cómo

55
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¿Qué hay más allá de nuestro sistema solar?  ¿Cómo 
nos afectan los acontecimientos del universo en la Tierra?  
¿Existe vida en otros planetas?  ¿Cómo podemos aprender 

más acerca de estas cosas si el universo es tan grande?
Se han construido telescopios potentes.  Y muchas de 

nuestras preguntas están comenzando a recibir respuestas. 
Los científicos pueden medir las distancias hacia otras 
galaxias.  ¡Ahora lo único que tienen que hacer es 
construir las naves espaciales que nos lleven allí!

construir las naves espaciales que nos lleven allí!

“En algún lugar, algo increíble está esperando ser descubierto”.
—Carl Sagan, científico

Los vecinos de al ladoLa estrella más próxima a la Tierra es Próxima Centauri.  Su nombre significa "más cercana a".  Está a alrededor de 4.2 años luz de distancia 
y tiene una masa mucho menor que 

nuestro Sol.  Forma parte de un sistema 
triple de estrellas.  Este sistema está compuesto por tres estrellas.  Estas giran las unas alrededor  de las otras.

Nuestro lugar  en el espacio

Próxima Centauri

Alfa Centauri B

Alfa Centauri A4040

Aves no voladorasLos secretarios pasan gran parte de su tiempo 
en la tierra, pero todavía tienen la capacidad de 
volar.  Algunos pájaros no pueden volar.  Las alas 
del pingüino, por ejemplo, se han convertido en 
aletas para ayudarles a “volar” debajo del agua.  Los 
kiwis y las avestruces tienen alas que se han hecho 
demasiado pequeñas para ser útiles.  En su lugar se 
pasan todo el tiempo en el suelo.  

Secretarios 
Estas aves depredadoras de largas patas rapiñan 

en el desierto y los matorrales en África.  Buscan 
mamíferos, reptiles e insectos para comer.  Los 
secretarios tienen unos cuatro pies de altura.  Son 
de color gris, negro y blanco; la cara es de color 
rojo brillante.

Estas aves encuentran presas pisoteando el suelo.  
Asustan a pequeños animales e insectos para que 
corran.  Entonces, atacan a sus presas con sus picos 
ganchudos y se las tragan enteras.  

Cazando 
la historia

› kiwi

Estas aves ob
tuvieron su 

nombre debido a
 

que las plum
as de su cab

eza les recor
daban 

a los científi
cos a las plu

mas que los 

secretarios s
olían llevar t

ras las oreja
s.

22

Demonios de la profundidad 

(Demons of the Deep)

Peligro en el desierto (Danger in the Desert)

Siglo XXI: Misterios del espacio sideral
(21st Century: Mysteries of Deep Space)Profundidad 

peligrosa
¡Prepárate y brinca, pero ponte alerta!  Pues el 

peligro espera.  Depredadores están en las aguas 

heladas y oscuras esperando una presa deliciosa.  La 

comida es difícil de encontrar en las profundidades del 

mar.  Estos demonios del océano tienen mucha hambre 

y entre más profundo más difícil es verlos, ya que la 

luz del sol no alcanza a llegar a estas profundidades 

tan frías.  Sin luz no hay plantas, así que las creaturas 

del océano tienen que encontrar otras cosas que comer.  

Sus adaptaciones les permiten sobrevivir en las difíciles 

condiciones del mar.  Para nosotros, estas adaptaciones 

parecen extrañas pero para las creaturas marinas es 

la única manera de sobrevivir.  En la profundidad 

peligrosa del océano, aprendes a nadar o te ahogas.

La tortuga verde 

marina

condiciones del mar.  Para nosotros, estas adaptaciones 

parecen extrañas pero para las creaturas marinas es 

la única manera de sobrevivir.  En la profundidad 

peligrosa del océano, aprendes a nadar o te ahogas.

La tortuga verde 

marina
fi

El gran tiburón blanco
fi

4

5

Grade 5
Single Titles: $10.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
Siglo XX: Carrera hacia la Luna (20th Century: Race to the Moon) 9781433371325 2013 520* 690L T
Siglo XXI: Misterios del espacio sideral (21st Century: Mysteries of Deep Space) 9781433371332 2013 520* 730L T
Chicas y chicos malos del mundo antiguo (Bad Guys & Gals of the Ancient World) 9781433371370 2013 920* 730L T
Siglo XXII: El futuro del espacio (22nd Century: Future of Space) 9781433371349 2013 520* 760L T
Peligro en el desierto (Danger in the Desert) 9781433371301 2013 590* 770L T
Demonios de la profundidad (Demons of the Deep) 9781433371295 2013 590* 810L T
Terror en los trópicos (Terror in the Tropics) 9781433371318 2013 590* 810L T
Chicas y chicos malos de alta mar (Bad Guys and Gals of the High Seas) 9781433371356 2013 920* 860L T
Chicas y chicos malos del Lejano Oeste (Bad Guys and Gals of the Wild West) 9781433371363 2013 920* 900L T
Un día de trabajo: Ofi cial de policía (All in a Day's Work: Police OÀ  cer) 9781433371387 2013 345* 760L U
Hacer que el dinero crezca (Making Money Grow) 9781433371417 2013 330* 760L U
De la pobreza a la riqueza (From Rags to Riches) 9781433371431 2013 330* 780L U
Un día de trabajo: Médico de emergencias (All in a Day's Work: ER Doctor) 9781433371394 2013 610* 790L U
Un día de trabajo: Animador (All in a Day's Work: Animator) 9781433371400 2013 777* 810L U
¡Brumm! Velocidad y aceleración (Vroom! Speed and Acceleration) 9781433371714 2013 530* 810L U
Animales del desierto en peligro (Endangered Animals of the Desert) 9781433371691 2013 590* 820L U
¡Pop! Presión del aire y del agua (Pop! Air and Water Pressure) 9781433371721 2013 530* 820L U
¡Fsst! Fricción y resistencia (Drag! Friction and Resistance) 9781433371738 2013 530* 830L U
¿Dónde va tu dinero? (Where Does Your Money Go?) 9781433371424 2013 330* 860L U
Animales de la jungla en peligro (Endangered Animals of the Jungle) 9781433371707 2013 590* 860L U
Animales del mar en peligro (Endangered Animals of the Sea) 9781433371684 2013 590* 870L U
Noticias que marcaron la historia (Unforgettable News Reports) 9781433371783 2013 900* 750L V
Desastres naturales que marcaron la historia (Unforgettable Natural Disasters) 9781433371776 2013 550* 760L V
Catástrofes que marcaron la historia (Unforgettable Catastrophes) 9781433371790 2013 570* 760L V
¡Trabajo salvaje! Entrenadores de animales (Wild Work! Animal Trainers) 9781433371752 2013 300* 790L V
Pequeños poderosos: Cosas diminutas, grandes resultados 
(Mighty Micros: Little Things, Big Results)

9781433371813 2013 600* 830L V

¡Intrépidos! Dobles de riesgo (Fearless! Stunt People) 9781433371745 2013 300* 850L V
¡Acción! Filmando películas (Action! Making Movies) 9781433371820 2013 777* 860L V
¡Capturas peligrosas! Pescadores de alta mar (Dangerous Catch! Deep Sea Fishers) 9781433371769 2013 300* 870L V
A la vanguardia: Adelantos en tecnología 
(The Cutting Edge: Breakthroughs in Technology)

9781433371806 2013 600* 890L V

Interest Grade Levels: 4–8
Trim Size: 5.25" x 8" · Page Count: 64

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

Informational Text

“En algún lugar, 
En algún lugar, algo increíble está esperando ser descubierto”.

—Carl Sagan, científico

Alfa Centauri A y B tardan alrededor de 

80 años en rotar la una en torno a la otra.  

Próxima Centauri tarda cerca de 500,000 

años en rotar alrededor de estas estrellas. 

Alfa Centauri B
Alfa Centauri B

Alfa Centauri A

Próxima Centauri
Próxima Centauri
Próxima Centauri
Próxima Centauri
Próxima Centauri
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¿Qué hay más allá de nuestro sistema solar?  ¿Cómo 
nos afectan los acontecimientos del universo en la Tierra?  
¿Existe vida en otros planetas?  ¿Cómo podemos aprender 

más acerca de estas cosas si el universo es tan grande?
Se han construido telescopios potentes.  Y muchas de 

nuestras preguntas están comenzando a recibir respuestas. 
Los científicos pueden medir las distancias hacia otras 
galaxias.  ¡Ahora lo único que tienen que hacer es 
construir las naves espaciales que nos lleven allí!

Los vecinos de al ladoLa estrella más próxima a la Tierra 

Nuestro lugar 
en el

Cazando 
la historia

Los científicos estudian a los 
secretarios para aprender sobre el 

comportamiento de las aves extintas.  
Los pájaros antiguos puede que 

hayan cazado de la misma 
forma que los secretarios en 

la actualidad.la actualidad.

Estas aves ob
tuvieron su 

nombre debido a
 

que las plum
as de su cab

eza les recor
daban 

a los científi
cos a las plu

mas que los 

a los científi
cos a las plu

mas que los 

secretarios s
olían llevar t

ras las oreja
s.

secretarios s
olían llevar t

ras las oreja
s.

secretarios s
olían llevar t

ras las oreja
s.
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Aves no voladorasLos secretarios pasan gran parte de su tiempo 
en la tierra, pero todavía tienen la capacidad de 
volar.  Algunos pájaros no pueden volar.  Las alas 
del pingüino, por ejemplo, se han convertido en 
aletas para ayudarles a “volar” debajo del agua.  Los 
kiwis y las avestruces tienen alas que se han hecho 
demasiado pequeñas para ser útiles.  En su lugar se 
pasan todo el tiempo en el suelo.  

Estas aves depredadoras de largas patas rapiñan 
en el desierto y los 
mamíferos, reptiles e insectos para comer.  Los 
secretarios tienen unos cuatro pies de altura.  Son 
de color gris, negro y blanco; la cara es de color 

Estas aves encuentran presas pisoteando el suelo.  
Asustan a pequeños animales e insectos para que 
corran.  Entonces, atacan a sus presas con sus picos 
ganchudos y se las tragan enteras.  

kiwi

Ë ¿Qué técnicas necesitarías para tener éxito?

¿Qué técnicas necesitarías para tener éxito?

¿Qué técnicas necesitarías para tener éxito?

Ë ¿Por qué las creaturas del océano en las 

capas más profundas del océano tienen más 

dificultades para sobrevivir?

Ë ¿Qué tipo de adaptaciones les ayudan a 

sobrevivir?

El gran tiburón blanco
fi

5
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Detectives científicos

¡Predícelo!

Spanish: Science

Scientific Practice Books: Grades K–5
Single Titles: $8.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
¡Clasifícalo! (Sort It!) 9781425846398 2017 507* BR A
Detectives científi cos (Science Detectives) 9781425846565 2017 507* 410L H
¡Analízalo! (Analyze It!) 9781425846732 2017 507* 460L J
¡Predícelo! (Predict It!) 9781425846909 2017 507* 650L P
Lo que ve un científi co (What a Scientist Sees) NEW 9781425847074 2018 500* 670L P
Lo que demuestra la evidencia (What the Evidence Shows) NEW 9781425847241 2018 1.42 760L S

Discover the Science of 
Amazing Content!

Inspire exploration through content-rich 
themes that highlight key life, physical, 
and Earth and space science concepts
from pages 145–148.
Key Features:
 ◗ Full-color graphics
 ◗ Lab activity
 ◗ Fun facts
 ◗ Mini-biography
 ◗ Glossary
 ◗ Table of contents, index

NGSS

Interest Grade Levels: Pre · K–8
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 24–32

NEWNEWNEW NEWNEWNEW

 

Agrandar
Muchas herramientas 

se usan para hacer que las 

cosas se vean más grandes. 

Las agrandan.  Una 

cosa puede ser demasiado 

pequeña para verla bien. 

Puede estar demasiado 

lejos.  Un científi co necesita 

ayuda para ver estas cosas 

con claridad.

¡Agrándalo!
Aquí se ven algunas herramientas prácticas para 

agrandar cosas.

microscop
io

binoculareslupa

10

En el pasado, las personas creían que 
las travesuras de las hadas hacían que 
la leche de vaca se volviera agria.

Finalmente, un buen científico comparte los resultados.  El científico informa lo que se hizo y qué se descubrió.  Después, otros científicos también lo ponen a prueba.  Y si ellos lo comprueban, celebran con una gran fiesta científica.  Bueno, quizás no celebren con una fiesta, ¡pero deberían!
¡Y eso, amigos, es el método científico! 

                ¡Eureka!  
   ¡Lo comprobé!  Y eso 
           significa que Zippy 
           ya no estará en  
                  el cesped.

Ponlo a prueba!
A continuación en el método científico, el científico hace un experimento.  Los experimentos son pruebas.  Las pruebas verifican las hipótesis.  Los científicos deben descartar todas las posibilidades.  Y deben obtener los mismos resultados cada vez.  Si no es así, no habrán comprobado la hipótesis.
Después de los experimentos, el científico estudia los resultados para ver qué significan.  Esto se llama análisis.  ¿Los resultados comprueban la hipótesis?  ¿La refutan?  Los científicos rechazan o aceptan la hipótesis.

Hecho o ficción
Muchas personas utilizan la palabra 
teoría para describir una idea no 
comprobada sobre por qué algo 
sucede.  Esta podría describir 
correctamente por qué sucede algo.  
O podría ser totalmente errónea.  
No lo sabemos porque la idea no 
ha sido puesta a prueba y no se ha 
comprobado su veracidad. 

Los científicos utilizan la palabra 
teoría para describir una explicación 
(respaldada por el método científico) 
de por qué algo sucede.  Las teorías 
científicas se formulan únicamente 
después de realizar muchas 
observaciones y de poner a prueba  
la hipótesis muchas veces. 

10

¡Agrándalo!
Aquí se ven algunas herramientas prácticas para 

agrandar cosas.

microscop
io

binoculares
binoculares

En el pasado, las personas creían que En el pasado, las personas creían que 
las travesuras de las hadas hacían que 
la leche de vaca se volviera agria.la leche de vaca se volviera agria.la leche de vaca se volviera agria.

Finalmente, un buen científico comparte los resultados.  El científico informa lo que se hizo y qué se descubrió.  Después, otros científicos también lo ponen a prueba.  Y si ellos lo comprueban, celebran con una gran fiesta científica.  Bueno, quizás no celebren con una fiesta, ¡pero deberían!
¡Y eso, amigos, es el método científico! 

Bueno, quizás no celebren con una fiesta, ¡pero deberían!
¡Y eso, amigos, es el método científico! 

Hecho o ficción
Muchas personas utilizan la palabra 
teoría para describir una idea no 
comprobada sobre por qué algo 
sucede.  Esta podría describir 
correctamente por qué sucede algo.  
O podría ser totalmente errónea.  
No lo sabemos porque la idea no 
ha sido puesta a prueba y no se ha 
comprobado su veracidad. 

Los científicos utilizan la palabra 
teoría para describir una explicación 
(respaldada por el método científico) 
de por qué algo sucede.  Las teorías 
científicas se formulan únicamente 
después de realizar muchas 
observaciones y de poner a prueba 
la hipótesis muchas veces. 
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Spanish: Life Science

Grades K–5
Single Titles: $8.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
¡Está vivo! (Living!) 9781425846244 2017 570* BR A
Animales bebés (Baby Animals) 9781425846251 2017 599* BR A
Crecimiento (Growing Up) 9781425846282 2017 571.8 BR A
¿Qué necesitan los seres vivos? (What Do Living Things Need?) 9781425846275 2017 570* 40L B
Semillas (Seeds) 9781425846268 2017 575.68 160L D
Crecimiento y cambio (Growth and Change) 9781425846442 2017 571.8 300L F
Dentro de una planta (Inside a Plant) 9781425846428 2017 580* 400L H
Los sentidos (Senses) 9781433326028 2011 571* 410L I
Cuidar a las crías: Lo que hacen los padres animales (Raising Babies: What Animal Parents Do) 9781425846435 2017 591.56 420L I
Ecosistemas (Ecosystems) 9781425846602 2017 577* 420L I
Todo queda en familia (All in the Family) 9781425846459 2017 567.5 420L I
La interdependencia de los seres vivos (Interdependence of Living Things) 9781425846596 2017 577* 450L J
Polinización (Pollination) 9781425846589 2017 581.3 450L J
Hábitats (Habitats) 9781425846619 2017 577* 460L J
Los huesos (Bones) 9781433326059 2011 571* 480L K
Los músculos (Muscles) 9781433326066 2011 571* 480L K
¿Cómo se forma una planta? (What Makes a Plant?) 9781425846411 2017 580* 490L K
El medio ambiente: Un mundo de cambio (Environment: A World of Change) 9781425846626 2017 363.73 520L M
Los pulmones (Lungs) 9781433326042 2011 571* 520L M
El cerebro (Brain) 9781433326011 2011 571* 540L M
Los océanos (Oceans) 9781433321429 2010 551* 560L M
El corazón (Heart) 9781433326035 2011 571* 570L M
Louis Pasteur y la lucha contra los gérmenes (Louis Pasteur and the Fight Against Germs) 9781493816880 2016 929* 570L M
Los pantanos (Wetlands) 9781433321405 2010 551* 580L N
Las charcas (Ponds) 9781433321443 2010 551* 590L N
George Washington Carver: Pionero agrícola (George Washington Carver: Agriculture Pioneer) 9781493816620 2016 920* 600L N
Los desiertos (Deserts) 9781433321399 2010 551* 620L O
Ciclos de vida (Life Cycles) 9781425846756 2017 571.8 630L O
Fotosíntesis (Photosynthesis) 9781425846787 2017 572.46 630L O
Redes alimentarias (Food Webs) 9781425846763 2017 591.53 660L P
El medio ambiente adecuado (The Right Environment) 9781425846794 2017 577* 670L P
Las selvas lluviosas (Rainforests) 9781433321412 2010 551* 670L P
Las selvas (Forests) 9781433321436 2010 551* 680L P
Dentro de los ecosistemas y los biomas (Inside Ecosystems and Biomes) NEW 9781425832247 2018 577* 700L Q
El ciclo de los nutrientes (The Nutrient Cycle) NEW 9781425846961 2018 577.14 710L Q
Productores y consumidores (Producers and Consumers) NEW 9781425846930 2018 577.1 710L Q
Características para la supervivencia (Traits for Survival)  9781425846770 2017 591.47 740L R
La vida y el fl ujo de energía (Life and the Flow of Energy) NEW 9781425847098 2018 577.14 750L R
La reproducción de las plantas (Plant Reproduction) NEW 9781425846923 2018 575.6 700L S
Adaptaciones (Adaptations) NEW 9781425846954 2018 591.5 770L S
Células (Cells) NEW 9781425847128 2018 571.6 770L S
Los sentidos de los animales (Animal Senses) NEW 9781425846947 2018 573.87 780L S
Seres vivos y no vivos en un ecosistema (Life and Non-Life in an Ecosystem) NEW 9781425847104 2018 577* 800L S
ADN (DNA) NEW 9781425847135 2018 572.86 820L T
Digestión y el uso de los alimentos (Digestion and Using Food) NEW 9781425847111 2018 612.3 830L T

NGSS

Interest Grade Levels: Pre·K–8
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 24–32

Interest Grade Levels: K–8
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 32

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online
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Spanish: Earth & Space Science

Grades K–5
Single Titles: $8.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
¡Demasiada basura! (Too Much Trash!) 9781425846381 2017 363.72 BR A
¿Como está el tiempo? (What Is the Weather?) 9781425846343 2017 551.5 BR A
El tiempo cambiante (Changing Weather) 9781425846350 2017 551.5 BR A
En el agua (On Water) 9781425846374 2017 551.48 BR A
En la tierra (On Land) 9781425846367 2017 551.4 BR A
Cuerpos de agua (Water Bodies) 9781425846695 2017 551.4 310L F
¡Mira hacia arriba! (Looking Up!) 9781425846541 2017 522* 320L F
Las estaciones (The Seasons) 9781425846510 2017 508.2 320L F
El sol (Sun) 9781433325991 2011 551* 380L F
Nuestro sol (Our Sun) 9781425846527 2017 523.7 350L G
El ciclo del agua (Water Cycle) 9781425846725 2017 551.48 360L G
Los asteroides y los cometas (Asteroids and Comets) 9781433325977 2011 551* 420L I
Los planetas (Planets) 9781433325953 2011 551* 420L I
La Tierra (Earth) 9781433325946 2011 551* 430L I
Las estrellas (Stars) (Grade 2) 9781433325984 2011 551* 450L J
Desgaste y erosión (Weathering and Erosion) 9781425846718 2017 551.3 460L J
La Tierra y la luna (Earth and Moon) 9781425846534 2017 525* 470L K
Reciclamos (We Recycle) 9781425846558 2017 363.72 480L K
Rocas y minerales (Rocks and Minerals) 9781425846701 2017 552* 500L L
Accidentes geográfi cos (Landforms) 9781425846688 2017 551.3 520L M
Las lunas (Moons) 9781433325960 2011 551* 540L M
Los volcanes (Volcanoes) 9781433321542 2010 551* 610L O
Los incendios (Fires) 9781433321580 2010 551* 620L O
Las personas y el planeta (People and the Planet) 9781425846886 2017 304.28 640L O
Tiempo extremo (Extreme Weather) 9781425846855 2017 551.55 640L O
Clima (Climate) 9781425846879 2017 551.6 660L P
Las inundaciones y las ventiscas (Floods and Blizzards) 9781433321573 2010 551* 660L P
Los huracanes (Hurricanes) 9781433321566 2010 551* 660L P
La nave espacial Tierra (Spaceship Earth) NEW 9781425832216 2018 525* 670L P
La luna de la Tierra (Earth's Moon) 9781425846893 2017 523.3 680L P
Los terremotos (Earthquakes) 9781433321535 2010 551* 680L P
Investiguemos los accidentes geográfi cos (Investigating Landforms) NEW 9781425832209 2018 551.3 690L P
Los ciclos de la Tierra (Earth's Cycles) NEW 9781425847012 2018 550* 700L Q
Estamos aquí (We Are Here) NEW 9781425847029 2018 523.1 710L Q
Los tornados (Tornadoes) 9781433321559 2010 551* 710L Q
Rastreo del tiempo (Tracking the Weather) 9781425846862 2017 551.63 720L R
Nuestros recursos (Our Resources) NEW 9781425847050 2018 333.7 730L R
La historia de los combustibles fósiles (The Story of Fossil Fuels) NEW 9781425847067 2018 333.82 740L R
El ciclo de la roca (The Rock Cycle) NEW 9781425847036 2018 552* 750L R
Las cuatro esferas de la Tierra (The Four Spheres of Earth) NEW 9781425847197 2018 551.1 770L S
El poderoso océano (The Powerful Ocean) NEW 9781425847203 2018 551.46 780L S
La Vía Láctea: Un río de estrellas (The Milky Way: A River of Stars) NEW 9781425847210 2018 523.113 790L S
Calentamiento global (Global Warming) NEW 9781425847234 2018 577.27 810L T
Estrellas (Stars) (Grade 5) NEW 9781425847227 2018 523.8 860L U

Interest Grade Levels: K–8
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 32

NGSS
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Spanish: Physical Science

Grades K–5
Single Titles: $8.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
Sale el sol (Here Comes the Sun) 9781425846336 2017 523.7 20L A
Descríbelo (Tell Me About It) 9781425846305 2017 507.2 BR A
¿Sólido o líquido? (Solid or Liquid?) 9781425846312 2017 530.4 BR A
Veo, veo (I Spy) 9781425846299 2017 507* BR B
Hecho en la naturaleza (Nature Made) 9781425846329 2017 508* 50L C
Sombras (Shadows) 9781425846497 2017 535.4 210L D
Cómo se mueve el calor (How Heat Moves) 9781425846503 2017 536* 330L G
La condensación (Condensation) 9781433325885 2011 541* 370L G
La evaporación (Evaporation) 9781433325908 2011 541* 390L G
La luz forma un arco iris (Light Makes a Rainbow) 9781425846480 2017 535* 380L H
Los gases (Gases) 9781433325892 2011 541* 420L I
Energía (Energy) 9781425846657 2017 531.6 450L J
¡Mensaje recibido! (Message Received!) 9781425846473 2017 152.1 470L K
Derretirse y congelarse (Melting and Freezing) 9781433325922 2011 541* 470L K
Los líquidos (Liquids) 9781433325878 2011 541* 470L K
Los sólidos (Solids) 9781433325915 2011 541* 480L K
La naturaleza de la materia (The Nature of Matter) 9781425846633 2017 530.4 530L M
Fuerzas (Forces) 9781425846640 2017 531.6 530L M
Cómo se mueve el sonido (How Sound Moves) 9781425846466 2017 534* 560L M
Movimiento (Motion) 9781425846671 2017 531.6 570L M
Friccíon (Friction) 9781425846664 2017 531.4 600L O
Electromagnetismo (Electromagnetism) 9781425846831 2017 537* 620L O
Materia cambiante (Changing Matter) 9781425846800 2017 530.4 630L O

Interest Grade Levels: K–8
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 32

NGSS
La energía eléctrica de un objeto se mide al multiplicar voltaje y amperios.  Un voltaje más alto y más amperios significan más energía.  La energía eléctrica se mide en vatios.  Un vatio es el índice de energía que se transfiere, genera o consume.  En otras palabras, muestra cuánta energía se necesita para que algo funcione o cuánta energía puede generarse.

Para averiguar cuánta energía usa una tostadora, multiplica la energía que usa por el tiempo que está encendida.  Entonces, si usas una tostadora de 1,000 vatios durante 1 hora, multiplica 1,000 vatios por 1 hora.  Luego, observa los números.  No medirías un campo de fútbol americano en pulgadas, ¡en yardas tendría más sentido!  De la misma forma, la energía no se mide generalmente en vatios por hora.  Se mide en unidades más grandes llamadas horas kilovatio.  (1,000 vatios por hora = 1 kilovatio por hora).  Entonces dividimos por 1,000.  Esto significa que si una tostadora de 1,000 vatios está encendida durante 1 hora, usa 1 hora kilovatio.

Los nadadores trabajan duro para abrirse camino en el agua.  Luchan contra la resistencia del agua.  De la misma forma, la corriente eléctrica no corre libremente por los cables.  Cuando la corriente viaja a través de los cables, encuentra resistencia.  Cuando la resistencia aumenta, disminuye la corriente.  Como consecuencia, disminuye la energía.  Una forma de aumentar la corriente es al aumentar el voltaje.  Por ejemplo, las compañías de automóviles pueden hacer que los automóviles eléctricos viajen más rápido aumentando el voltaje de la batería.  Esto aumenta la energía del automóvil.

 1,000 horas vatios = 1 hora kilovatio             1,000

La electricidad de un rel�mpago es suficiente para darle energia a un hogar promedio durante una semana.

voltios x amperios = vatios

Energía hámster
¿Qué puede hacer por ti un generador?  Un niño de 16 años en Inglaterra conectó una rueda de hámster a 
un pequeño generador 
eléctrico.  Cuando la mascota del niño corría en la rueda, el movimiento giratorio 
encendía el generador.  El niño usó la corriente para 
recargar su teléfono celular.  

13
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Los nadadores trabajan duro para abrirse camino en el agua.  
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Luchan contra la resistencia del agua.  De la misma forma, la corriente eléctrica no corre libremente por los cables.  Cuando la corriente viaja 

eléctrica no corre libremente por los cables.  Cuando la corriente viaja a través de los cables, encuentra resistencia.  Cuando la resistencia 

a través de los cables, encuentra resistencia.  Cuando la resistencia aumenta, disminuye la corriente.  Como consecuencia, disminuye la 

aumenta, disminuye la corriente.  Como consecuencia, disminuye la energía.  Una forma de aumentar la corriente es al aumentar el voltaje.  

energía.  Una forma de aumentar la corriente es al aumentar el voltaje.  Por ejemplo, las compañías de automóviles pueden hacer que los 
Por ejemplo, las compañías de automóviles pueden hacer que los automóviles eléctricos viajen más rápido aumentando el voltaje de la 

automóviles eléctricos viajen más rápido aumentando el voltaje de la batería.  Esto aumenta la energía del automóvil.
batería.  Esto aumenta la energía del automóvil.

voltios x amperios = vatios

Energía hámster
¿Qué puede hacer por ti un generador?  Un niño de 16 años en Inglaterra conectó una rueda de hámster a 
un pequeño generador 
eléctrico.  Cuando la mascota del niño corría en la rueda, el movimiento giratorio 
encendía el generador.  El niño usó la corriente para 
recargar su teléfono celular.  

13

Oír el sonido 

La onda rápidamente llega a tu oído y 

entra al canal .

onda sonoraonda sonoraonda sonora

Interior del oído

10

Allí golpea una pequeña membrana 

llamada tímpano .

Interior del oídoInterior del oído
El tímpano es una pequeña 
El tímpano es una pequeña 

solapa de piel en el oído.  
solapa de piel en el oído.  

Las ondas sonoras lo Las ondas sonoras lo 

hacen vibrar.

tímpano
canal

onda sonoraonda sonoraonda sonora

11

Electricidad (Electricity)

Cómo se mueve el calor (How Heat Moves)

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online
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Interest Grade Levels: K–8
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 32 Spanish: Physical ScienceInterest Grade Levels: K–6 

Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 32

anaranjadoanaranjadoanaranjado
amarilloamarilloamarillo

verdeverde

azul

índigoíndigoíndigo

violetavioletavioleta

rojorojo

Los colores del arco iris 

Piensa en un hombre llamado 

Raav Aív.  ¡Las letras de su nombre 

representan los colores!
representan los colores!

Los colores son rojo, anaranjado, 

amarillo, verde, azul, índigo y violeta.

La luz forma un arco iris (Light Makes a Rainbow)

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
Fuerzas equilibradas y no equilibradas (Balanced and Unbalanced Forces) 9781425846848 2017 531.6 660L P
Dentro del mundo de la materia (Inside the World of Matter) NEW 9781425832223 2018 530* 670L P
Energía en acción (Energy in Action) 9781425846817 2017 531.6 680L P
Electricidad (Electricity) NEW 9781425846978 2018 537* 690L P
La búsqueda personal por un récord: Los deportes individuales (The Quest for Personal 
Best: Individual Sports)

9781433321511 2010 531* 700L Q

Gravedad (Gravity) 9781425846824 2017 531.5 710L Q
Cómo funcionan los parques de diversiones (How Amusement Parks Work) 9781433321498 2010 531* 710L Q
La luz y sus efectos (Light and Its E  ́ects) NEW 9781425847005 2018 535* 720L R
Conservación de la masa (Conservation of Mass) NEW 9781425847166 2018 530* 720L R
Reacciones químicas (Chemical Reactions) NEW 9781425847180 2018 541* 720L R
Mezclas y soluciones (Mixtures and Solutions) NEW 9781425847159 2018 541* 740L R
Circuitos (Circuits) NEW 9781425846985 2018 621* 750L R
Bicicletas y tablas (Bikes and Boards) 9781433321467 2010 530* 750L R
Escalar y saltar (Climbing and Diving) 9781433321474 2010 531* 750L R
Transferencia de energía (Transferring Energy) NEW 9781425847043 2018 531.6 700L S
La búsqueda de la velocidad: Los vehículos (The Quest for Speed: Vehicles)  9781433321504 2010 531* 760L S
Ondas sonoras y la comunicación (Sound Waves and Communication) NEW 9781425846992 2018 534* 770L S
Conservación de la energía (Conservation of Energy) NEW 9781425847173 2018 531* 770L S
Cómo funcionan los juguetes (How Toys Work) 9781433321481 2010 531* 770L S
Composición de la materia (Composition of Matter) NEW 9781425847142 2018 539.7 810L T
Investiguemos las fuerzas y el movimiento (Investigating Forces and Motion) NEW 9781425832230 2018 531* 810L T

Grades K–5 (cont.)
Single Titles: $8.99 each

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW
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6

7

La maestra nos dice que estudiaremos las figuras durante toda la semana.

7

cuadrado

círculo

triángulo

rectángulo

Clase de figura

Buscaremos las figuras.  Contaremos las figuras.  ¡Hasta las comeremos!
¡Hasta las comeremos!
¡Hasta las comeremos!

Grades K–1
Single Titles: $8.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
En el jardín (In the Garden) Comparing Numbers 9781433343919 2012 510* BR A
En la escuela (At School) Nonstandard Measurement 9781433344015 2012 510* BR A
Alrededor de la ciudad (Around Town) Shapes 9781433343988 2012 510* 60L B
Los juegos son divertidos (Games Are Fun) Patterns 9781433343971 2012 510* 60L B
Alrededor de la casa (Around Home) Shapes 9781433343995 2012 510* 80L C
Animales de granja (Farm Animals) Classifying and Sorting 9781433344022 2012 510* 90L C
Después de la escuela (After School) Nonstandard Measurement 9781433344008 2012 510* 100L C
Animales salvajes (Wild Animals) Classifying and Sorting 9781433344039 2012 510* 140L C
Hora de recreo (Recess Time) Patterns 9781433343964 2012 510* 140L C
Juguetería (The Toy Store) Counting 9781433343896 2012 510* 190L D
En la charca (At the Pond) Comparing Numbers 9781433343902 2012 510* 200L D
Panadería (The Bakery) Subtraction 9781433343957 2012 510* 200L D
Tienda de mascotas (The Pet Store) Counting 9781433343889 2012 510* 330L E
En los juegos del parque (At the Playground) Addition 9781433343926 2012 510* 350L E
Diversión en el sol (Fun in the Sun) Addition 9781433343933 2012 510* 360L F
Puesto de comida (The Snack Shop) Subtraction 9781433343940 2012 510* 480L K
Formemos fi guras (Shaping Up) 2-D Shapes 9781433327308 2010 510* 320L E
Celebremos los 100 días (Celebrate 100 Days) Counting 9781433327216 2010 510* 350L E
¡Es hora de festejar! (Party Time) Counting 9781433327223 2010 510* 380L F
Favoritos (Our Favorites) Graphing 9781433327360 2010 510* 390L G
En busca de las fi guras (Looking for Shapes) 2-D Shapes 9781433327292 2010 510* 400L H
Una noche en el centro comunitario 
(Night at the Community Center) Nonstandard Measurement

9781433327346 2010 510* 400L H

Un día de nuestras vidas (A Day in Our Lives) Time 9781433327322 2010 510* 410L I
¡Juguemos! (Let's Play!) Subtraction 9781433327261 2010 510* 420L I
De compras por la ciudad (Shopping in the City) Subtraction 9781433327254 2010 510* 440L I
Música de todo el mundo (Music Around the World) Patterns 9781433327278 2010 510* 440L I
Un año de nuestras vidas (A Year in Our Lives) Time 9781433327315 2010 510* 450L J
Un día en el zoológico (Day at the Zoo) Nonstandard Measurement 9781433327339 2010 510* 460L J
Niños artesanos (Crafty Kids) Patterns 9781433327285 2010 510* 470L K
¡Sonríe! Vamos al dentista (Smile! A Trip to the Dentist) Addition 9781433327247 2010 510* 500L L
El refugio para animales de la calle Main (Main Street Animal Shelter) 
Graphing

9781433327353 2010 510* 500L L

Una montaña de basura (A Mountain of Trash) Addition 9781433327230 2010 510* 570L M

Música de todo el mundo (Music Around the World) Formemos figuras (Shaping Up)

Interest Grade Levels: K–3
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 32Spanish: Mathematics

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

6

7

El cuerpo de un tambor djembé se 

hace con un solo trozo de madera.  

La parte superior se llama cabeza. 

Está cubierta de piel de cabra.

África occidental

África

E x pE x p

La maestra nos dice que estudiaremos las figuras durante toda la semana.

7

Las cuerdas que 

rodean el tambor son 

muy importantes.  Se 

usan para afinar el 

EEEEE x pppp
Los tocantes del djembé usan patrones.  Las 

palabras palmada, bajo y tono le indican al 

músico dónde debe golpear el tambor.  La letra 

D se refiere a la mano derecha, y la letra I

corresponde a la mano izquierda.  Éste es un 

patrón de djembé:

D I D I D I D I D I

bajo X X X X

tono
X X

palmada
X X

a. ¿Qué golpe continúa el patrón: palmada, tono 

o bajo?

b. ¿Qué mano siempre empieza el patrón?
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Spanish: Mathematics

Grades 2–3
Single Titles: $8.99–$9.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
Viajemos en avión (Traveling on an Airplane) 2-D Shapes 9781433327469 2010 510* 400L H
Viajemos en tren (Traveling on a Train) 2-D Shapes 9781433327452 2010 510* 420L I
El fuerte (The Fort) 3-D Shapes 9781433327483 2010 510* 450L J
Nuestro viaje a la ciudad (Our Trip to the City) Addition 9781433327384 2010 510* 460L J
Construyamos un patio de juegos (Building a Playground) 3-D Shapes 9781433327476 2010 510* 470L K
El mercado de productos agrícolas (Farmers Market) Standard Measurement 9781433327506 2010 510* 470L K
¿Qué hay en el desván? (What Is in the Attic?) Intro Division 9781433327421 2010 510* 550L M
El mundo de los transportes (The World of Transportation) Addition 9781433327377 2010 510* 550L M
Limpiemos nuestra escuela (Cleaning Our School) Graphing 9781433327520 2010 510* 560L M
Nuestra reunión familiar (Our Family Reunion) Subtraction 9781433327391 2010 510* 550L M
Nuestro almuerzo de cosechas (Our Harvest Lunch) Subtraction 9781433327407 2010 510* 520L M
Reducir, reutilizar, reciclar (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) Graphing 9781433327513 2010 510* 560L M
Nuestro jardín en la escuela (Our School Garden) Patterns 9781433327445 2010 510* 590L N
Mercados del mundo (World Markets) Standard Measurement 9781433327490 2011 510* 610L O
Nuestro jardín en la ciudad (Our Garden in the City) Patterns 9781433327438 2010 510* 610L O
Preparémonos para acampar (Getting Ready to Camp) Intro Division 9781433327414 2010 510* 610L O
Diversión y juegos: Planifi quemos una fi esta perfecta 
(Fun and Games: Planning a Perfect Party) Division NEW

9781425828837 2018 513* 640L Q

Animales asombrosos: Ballenas salvajes
(Amazing Animals: Wild Whales) Addition and Subtraction NEW

9781425828790 2018 513* 740L R

Animales asombrosos: Campamento de criaturas
(Amazing Animals: Critter Camp) Division NEW

9781425828844 2018 513* 650L R

Arte y cultura: Exploremos el Louvre  
(Art and Culture: Exploring the Louvre) Shapes NEW

9781425828974 2018 516.2 650L R

Arte y cultura: Postres alrededor del mundo  
(Art and Culture: Desserts Around the World) Comparing Fractions NEW

9781425828882 2018 513.26 650L R

CTIM: La ciencia de los viajes
(STEM: The Science of Travel) Multiplication NEW

9781425828813 2018 513* 710L R

Cuestión de dinero: ¿Cuánto vale?
(Money Matters: What's It Worth?) Financial Literacy NEW

9781425828905 2018 332* 630L R

Diversión y juegos: A tiempo para la feria
(Fun and Games: Clockwork Carnival) Measuring Time NEW

9781425828899 2018 529.2 590L R

En el trabajo: Contratistas 
(On the Job: Contractors) Perimeter and Area NEW

9781425828950 2018 516.2 720L R

En el trabajo: Paisajistas
(On the Job: Landscape Architects) Perimeter NEW

9781425828936 2018 516.2 670L R

Ingeniería asombrosa: Rascacielos notables 
(Engineering Marvels: Stand-Out Skyscrapers) Area

9781425828943 2018 516.2 640L R

Tu mundo: Secretos de los supermercados
(Your World: Shopping Secrets) Multiplication NEW

9781425828806 2018 513* 760L R

Arte y cultura: Historias de las constelaciones
(Art and Culture: The Stories of Constellations) Shapes NEW

9781425828967 2018 516.2 620L S

Aventuras de viaje: Carlsbad Caverns
(Travel Adventures: Carlsbad Caverns) Identifying Arithmetic Patterns NEW

9781425828820 2018 516.15 620L S

Aventuras de viaje: El Gran Cañón
(Travel Adventures: The Grand Canyon) Data NEW

9781425828929 2018 510* 690L S

Deportes espectaculares: Las carreras más duras del mundo (Spectacular 
Sports: World's Toughest Races) Understanding Fractions NEW

9781425828868 2018 513.26 660L S

La historia de los sistemas numéricos 
(The History of Number Systems) Place Value NEW

9781425828783 2018 513.5 650L S

Tu mundo: Investiguemos las medidas 
(Your World: Investigating Measurement) Volume and Mass NEW

9781425828912 2018 530.81 650L S

CTIM: Misión a Marte (STEM: Mission to Mars) Problem Solving NEW 9781425828851 2018 510.76 710L T
La historia de las innovaciones victorianas  
(The History of Victorian Innovations) Equivalent Fractions NEW

9781425828875 2018 513.26 530L T

Interest Grade Levels: 1–5
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 32

NEW NEW NEW 
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   Exploremos las matemáticasExploremos las matemáticas

12

13

Grandes dientesEl gran tiburón blanco tiene dientes filosos y dentados para morder y desgarrar.  ¡Puede arrancar 20 libras (9 kg) de su presa con cada mordida!

Dientes
Los tiburones a menudo pierden los dientes cuando atrapan a sus presas.  Es por ello que siempre les crecen dientes nuevos.  Los tiburones pueden tener hasta 3,000 dientes al mismo tiempo.  Los dientes del tiburón a menudo crecen en �las de 5.  ¡A un tiburón le pueden llegar a crecer hasta 30,000 dientes en toda la vida! 

Las libras (lb) y las onzas (oz) se usan para medir cantidades de peso.  Pista: 1 libra = 16 onzas 
a.  Un gran tiburón blanco puede  comer 20 libras de 1 solo bocado.  ¿A cuántas onzas equivale eso?b.  ¿Cuántas onzas hay en ½ libra?

26

27

Hicimos cosas maravillosas en el campamento 

Patton.  Hasta remamos en las canoas.  Pero lo 

mejor de todo, fue ver el zorrillo.

Ramell consideró que lo mejor fue su piña.  No 

quiere ni hablar de los zorrillos.

Mira la piña en la página 26.  Tiene 21 espirales: 8 van 

en una dirección y 13 en otra.  Los números 8, 13 y 

21 forman parte de un famoso patrón de números 

sobre el que aprenderás en las páginas 28 y 29.  Ahora, 

completa la secuencia de números a continuación.

21, 13, 8, ___, ___ 

De regreso en el campamento, el señor Amos miró lo que 

habíamos dibujado o guardado.  Le gustó el patrón rayado 

de mi roca.  Pero la piña de Ramell era fabulosa.  ¡Los 

patrones en espiral parecían ir en 2 direcciones distintas!

De regreso en el campamento, el señor Amos miró lo que 

De regreso al 

campamentoDe regreso al 

campamento

Grandes dientesEl gran tiburón blanco tiene dientes filosos y dentados para morder y desgarrar.  ¡Puede arrancar 20 libras (9 kg) de su presa con cada mordida!

Hicimos cosas maravillosas en el campamento 

Patton.  Hasta remamos en las canoas.  Pero lo 

mejor de todo, fue ver el zorrillo.

Ramell consideró que lo mejor fue su piña.  No 

quiere ni hablar de los zorrillos.

Mira la piña en la página 26.  Tiene 21 espirales: 8 van 

en una dirección y 13 en otra.  Los números 8, 13 y 

21 forman parte de un famoso patrón de números 

sobre el que aprenderás en las páginas 28 y 29.  Ahora, 

completa la secuencia de números a continuación.

Grades 4–5
Single Titles: $8.99–$9.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
Patrones en la naturaleza (Patterns in Nature) Recognizing Patterns 9781493829286 2016 510* 530L M
El caso del parque infantil (The Jungle Park Case) Analyzing Data 9781493829552 2016 510* 580L N
Figuras en nuestro mundo (Shapes in Our World) 3-D Shapes 9781493829293 2016 510* 580L N
Construcción de casas (Building Houses) 3-D Shapes 9781493829309 2016 516* 580L N
La venta de pastelitos (The Bake Sale) Multiplying and Dividing 9781493829262 2016 510* 630L O
Patrones que nos rodean (Patterns Around Us) Recognizing Patterns 9781493829279 2016 510* 620L O
Análisis de mapas (Looking at Maps) Understanding Grid Coordinates 9781493829316 2016 510* 610L O
Viajes: Por tierra, aire y mar (Journeys: Land, Air, Sea) Understanding Grid Coordinates 9781493829323 2016 526* 620L O
El regalo de cumpleaños del abuelo (Grandpa's Birthday Present) 
Understanding Percents 9781493829439 2016 510* 620L O

El libro del pan (The Bread Book) Multiplying and Dividing 9781493829255 2016 510* 690L P
Personas que predicen (People Who Predict) Estimating 9781493829385 2016 550* 670L P
Predicciones ecológicas (Eco-Predictions) Collecting Data 9781493829392 2016 550* 690L P
Investigaciones de animales (Animal Investigations) Collecting Data 9781493829408 2016 590* 680L P
Nuestro negocio (It's Our Business) Graphing 9781493829583 2016 510* 690L P
Desastres naturales (Natural Disasters) Estimating 9781493829378 2016 550* 700L Q
Comenzó con una pizza (It Started With Pizza) Variables, Expression, and Equations 9781493829446 2016 510* 700L Q
Sedes de los Juegos Olímpicos de verano 
(Hosting the Olympic Summer Games) Elapsed Time 9781493829347 2016 510* 720L R

La vida en las capas oceánicas (Life in the Ocean Layers) Units of Measure 9781493829354 2016 510* 740L R
Los cielos nocturnos (Night Skies) Variables, Expression, and Equations 9781493829453 2016 510* 750L R
Parques de diversión (Amusement Parks) Perimeter and Area 9781493829514 2016 510* 730L R
Investigador forense (CSI) Analyzing Data 9781493829545 2016 510* 750L R
Mi tienda en el centro comercial (My Store in the Mall) Understanding Percents 9781493829422 2016 510* 740L R
Tecnología olímpica (Olympic Technology) Elapsed Time 9781493829330 2016 510* 780L S
Todo sobre los tiburones (All About Sharks) Units of Measure 9781493829361 2016 590* 760L S
El ángulo ganador (The Winning Angle) Understanding Angles 9781493829460 2016 510* 790L S
Ángulos en el baloncesto (Basketball Angles) Understanding Angles 9781493829477 2016 510* 780L S
Detectives de naufragios (Shipwreck Detectives) Coordinate Planes 9781493829491 2016 510* 760L S
Pueblos y ciudades (Towns and Cities) Perimeter and Area 9781493829507 2016 510* 770L S
Gráfi cos en acción (Graphs in Action) Graphing 9781493829576 2016 510* 770L S
Mapas del océano (Ocean Maps) Coordinate Planes 9781493829484 2016 510* 820L T
En el acuario (At the Aquarium) Volume 9781493829521 2016 510* 840L T
Globos aerostáticos (Hot Air Balloons) Volume 9781493829538 2016 510* 830L T
La historia de los teléfonos (The History of Telephones) Fractions NEW 9781493883189 2018 513* 710L T
Arte y cultura: Arte abstracto (Art and Culture: Abstract Art) Lines, Rays, and Angles NEW 9781493883196 2018 516* 660L W
El mundo oculto de los inodoros (The Hidden World of Toilets) Volume NEW 9781493883202 2018 516* 740L W
En el trabajo: Cineastas (On the Job: Filmmakers) 
Adding and Subtracting Mixed Numbers NEW 9781493883219 2018 513* 740L W

Diversión y juegos: Convenciones de cómics 
(Fun and Games: Comic Conventions) Division NEW 9781493886487 2018 513* 790L T

Patrones en la naturaleza (Patterns in Nature) Todo sobre los tiburones (All About Sharks)

Interest Grade Levels: 3–7
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 32Spanish: Mathematics

NEW NEW NEW 
TITLESTITLESTITLESTITLESTITLESTITLESTITLESTITLESTITLESTITLESTITLESTITLES

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online
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Levanto basura.

8

Mantengo limpia mi ciudad.
14

Se encuentra en 
una isla.

La isla está en 
Nueva York. Mantengo limpia mi ciudad.

La isla está en 
Nueva York.

Conoce a la Señora Libertad (Meet Lady Liberty) Soy un buen ciudadano (I Am a Good Citizen)

Interest Grade Levels: K–3
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 24

Grades K–1
Single Titles: $8.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
La vida en el hogar (Life at Home) 9781493804245 2016 640* BR A
Vamos a la escuela (We Go to School!) 9781493804252 2016 371* N/A A
Dar las gracias (Giving Thanks) 9781493804276 2016 970* BR A
Reglas del hogar (Rules at Home) 9781493804283 2016 640* BR A
Soy un buen ciudadano (I Am a Good Citizen) 9781493804306 2016 370* BR A
Soy un buen amigo (I Am a Good Friend) 9781493804313 2016 370* BR A
¡Ubícalo en el mapa! (Map It!) 9781493804320 2016 900* N/A A
¡Sigue el mapa! (Follow That Map!) 9781493804337 2016 900* BR A
Todo sobre el dinero (All About Money) 9781493804344 2016 330* BR A
Usando el dinero (Using Money) 9781493804351 2016 330* BR A
¡Yo puedo trabajar! (I Can Work!) 9781493804368 2016 330* BR A
Estadounidenses asombrosos: George Washington 
(Amazing Americans: George Washington) 9781493804382 2016 970* BR A

Estadounidenses asombrosos: Pocahontas 
(Amazing Americans: Pocahontas) 9781493804399 2016 970* BR A

Conoce a la Señora Libertad (Meet Lady Liberty) 9781493804269 2016 970* 80L B
Reglas en la escuela (Rules at School) 9781493804290 2016 371* 10L B
Trabajamos en la escuela (We Work at School) 9781493804375 2016 330* 90L B
¡Feliz Cuatro de Julio! (Happy Fourth of July!) 9781493804795 2016 300* 340L E
¿Qué hace a una familia? (What Makes a Family?) 9781493804825 2016 306* 300L E
¿Quién hace las reglas? (Who Makes the Rules?) 9781493804849 2016 300* 350L E
¡Sé un buen líder! (Be a Good Leader!) 9781493804856 2016 300* 330L E
Ahorrar y gastar (Saving and Spending) 9781493804894 2016 330* 350L E
Estadounidenses asombrosos: Abraham Lincoln 
(Amazing Americans: Abraham Lincoln) 9781493804931 2016 973* 340L E

¡Sé justo! (Be Fair!) 9781493804863 2016 300* 380L F
Andar por la escuela (Getting Around School) 9781493804887 2016 300* 360L F
¡Respeta las reglas! (Respect the Rules!) 9781493804832 2016 300* 400L H
Estadounidenses asombrosos: Susan B. Anthony 
(Amazing Americans: Susan B. Anthony) 9781493804948 2016 973* 400L H

¿Qué hace a una ciudad? (What Makes a Town?) 9781493804818 2016 307* 420L I
Bienes y servicios en la ciudad (Goods and Services Around Town) 9781493804900 2016 330* 440L I
Trabajos en la ciudad (Jobs Around Town) 9781493804924 2016 330* 410L I
Juro lealtad a la bandera (I Pledge Allegiance to the Flag) 9781493804801 2016 323* 450L J
Ganar dinero (Earning Money) 9781493804917 2016 330* 450L J
Andar por la ciudad (Getting Around Town) 9781493804870 2016 300* 490L K

Spanish: Social Studies
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Muchas culturas, 
un solo mundo

Las culturas están formadas por el pasado y el presente.  Toman 

forma por el lugar en el que vivimos.  Cambian con el tiempo.  

Nuestro mundo está lleno de muchas culturas únicas.  Siempre es 

bueno conocer las diferentes formas en las que viven las personas.  

Esto nos ayuda a ver por qué cada país es especial.  También nos 

recuerda que debemos respetar a quienes son diferentes.  

Podemos celebrar distintos días festivos.  Pero todos 

celebramos.  Podemos comer distintos alimentos.  Pero todos 

comemos.  Podemos bailar música distinta.  Pero todos bailamos.  

Cada uno de nosotros tiene su propia cultura única, pero también 

formamos parte de una cultura mundial.

Esta joven bailarina mexicana 

realiza una interpretación con 

un traje tradicional.

26

Esta joven bailarina mexicana 
Esta joven bailarina mexicana 

realiza una interpretación con 

un traje tradicional.un traje tradicional.

Grades 2–3
Single Titles: $8.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
El cumpleaños de Washington (Washington's Birthday) 9781493805358 2016 920* 410L I
Las familias a lo largo del tiempo (Families Through Time) 9781493805365 2016 640* 420L I
La historia de una familia (A Family's Story) 9781493805372 2016 306* 410L I
¡Lideraré el camino! (I'll Lead the Way!) 9781493805419 2016 303* 440L I
Estadounidenses asombrosos: Abigail Adams (Amazing Americans: Abigail Adams) 9781493805495 2016 970* 460L J
¡Puedes contar conmigo! (You Can Count on Me!) 9781493805402 2016 370* 480L K
Historias de inmigración (Immigration Stories) 9781493805433 2016 970* 470L K
Estadounidenses asombrosos: Paul Revere (Amazing Americans: Paul Revere) 9781493805488 2016 970* 480L K
Llegar a Estados Unidos (Coming to America) 9781493805426 2016 970* 500L L
Mapas de nuestra nación (Mapping Our Nation) 9781493805440 2016 912* 510L L
Mapas de nuestro mundo (Mapping Our World) 9781493805457 2016 912* 510L L
El dinero y el comercio en nuestro mundo (Money and Trade in Our World) 9781493805471 2016 330* 510L L
Haz tu parte: Servicio a la comunidad (Doing Your Part: Serving Your Community) 9781493805969 2016 TBD 510L L
Declarando nuestra independencia (Declaring our Independence) 9781493805341 2016 970* 540L M
El gobierno de EE. UU. y tú (You and the U.S. Government) 9781493805389 2016 321* 520L M
La ley y tú (You and the Law) 9781493805396 2016 321* 520L M
El dinero y el comercio en nuestro país  (Money and Trade in Our Nation) 9781493805464 2016 330* 560L M
Culturas de todo el mundo (Cultures Around the World) 9781493805907 2016 TBD 540L M
La capital de nuestra nación: Washington D. C. (Our Nation's Capital: Washington, DC) 9781493805914 2016 TBD 570L M
La Constitución de EE. UU. y tú (The U.S. Constitution and You) 9781493805938 2016 TBD 530L M
Nuestro gobierno: Las tres ramas (Our Government: The Three Branches) 9781493805945 2016 TBD 530L M
Nosotros, el pueblo: Valores cívicos en Estados Unidos 
(We the People: Civic Values in America) 9781493805952 2016 TBD 520L M

Cambiando nuestro medio ambiente (Shaping Our Environment) 9781493805976 2016 TBD 550L M
Maravillas de Estados Unidos hechas por el hombre (America's Man-Made Landmarks) 9781493805990 2016 TBD 560L M
Maravillas naturales de Estados Unidos (America's Natural Landmarks) 9781493806003 2016 TBD 580L M
La cultura de Estados Unidos (American Culture) 9781493805891 2016 TBD 590L N
Honremos a nuestros héroes: Día de los Veteranos (Remembering Our Heroes: Veterans Day) 9781493805921 2016 TBD 610L O
Recursos de capital y la economía (Capital Resources and the Economy) 9781493806010 2016 TBD 630L O
Nuestros recursos naturales (Our Natural Resources) 9781493806027 2016 TBD 600L O
Estadounidenses asombrosos: Thurgood Marshall (Amazing Americans: Thurgood Marshall) 9781493806034 2016 TBD 620L O
Estadounidenses asombrosos: Rosa Parks (Amazing Americans: Rosa Parks) 9781493806041 2016 TBD 600L O
Nuestro medio ambiente en constante cambio (Our Ever-Changing Environment) 9781493805983 2016 TBD 650L P

Interest Grade Levels: K–5
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 32

Culturas de todo el mundo (Cultures Around the World)

Mapas de nuestra nación (Mapping Our Nation)

Spanish: Social Studies Interest Grade Levels: 3–8
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 24–32

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

Una región puede tener un clima determinado, o patrones climatológicos.  Puede que un animal especial también viva ahí.  Cada región tiene sus rasgos propios y únicos.

Regiones 
Una región es un área de tierra.  Tiene sus propias características.  Estas la distinguen de otras áreas que la rodean.  

Estas son las cuatro regiones de Estados Unidos.

Cuatro regiones
Estados Unidos se puede dividir de muchas formas diferentes.  Una de ellas es en cuatro regiones.  Estas cuatro regiones son el Noreste, el Sur, el Medio Oeste y el Oeste.  ¿En qué región vives tú?

Oeste

Sur

Medio Oeste
Nore

ste

14
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Una región puede tener un clima determinado, o patrones climatológicos.  Puede que un animal especial también viva ahí.  Cada región tiene sus rasgos propios y únicos.

Cuatro regionesCuatro regiones
Estados Unidos se puede dividir de muchas 
Estados Unidos se puede dividir de muchas formas diferentes.  Una de ellas es en cuatro 
formas diferentes.  Una de ellas es en cuatro 
formas diferentes.  Una de ellas es en cuatro 
formas diferentes.  Una de ellas es en cuatro regiones.  Estas cuatro regiones son el 
regiones.  Estas cuatro regiones son el Noreste, el Sur, el Medio Oeste y el Oeste.  
Noreste, el Sur, el Medio Oeste y el Oeste.  ¿En qué región vives tú?¿En qué región vives tú?
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Disgustados por 

la inmigración
Para �nales de la década de 1850, los  

ciudadanos de Estados Unidos comenzaron  

a protestar.  No querían que tantas 

personas llegaran a su nación.  Exigieron 

que se tomaran medidas.  Las primeras 

restricciones a la inmigración se 

implementaron en 1875.  Fue cuando el 

Congreso aprobó una ley para impedir la 

entrada de personas con antecedentes 

criminales.  

Siete años más tarde, el Congreso 

aprobó una ley para detener la 

inmigración china.  Esta vez, el Congreso 

puso más límites a todos los inmigrantes.  

A las personas que estaban enfermas, 

dementes o que no podrían mantenerse 

por sí mismas no se les permitía la 

entrada.  

Después de 1917, cada inmigrante 

tenía que mostrar que podía leer y 

escribir en su propio idioma.  Ese mismo 

año, el Congreso creó una ley que excluía 

a todas las personas de Asia y las islas 

del Pací�co.  Los �lipinos de las Filipinas 

eran la única excepción.  Las Filipinas 

era un territorio de Estados Unidos en 

aquel tiempo.  Así que no se 

consideraban extranjeros.  

Este mapa francés 

muestra las estadísticas 

de inmigración en 1858. 

Temor a los 

inmigrantes

Muchos ciudadanos 

estadounidenses temían que 

Europa enviara las personas 

menos deseables a Estados 

Unidos.  Se imaginaban 

naciones que vaciaban sus 

prisiones y manicomios en los 

barcos dirigidos hacia Estados 

Unidos.  

Inmigración japonesa

Muchos japoneses llegaron 

a Hawái para trabajar en las 

plantaciones de azúcar.  A 

diferencia del gobierno chino, los 

líderes de Japón los alentaban 

a ir.  Entre 1886 y 1911, más de 

400,000 japoneses llegaron a 

Hawái o a la Costa Oeste. 

Esta caricatura política
 muestra 

cómo se sentían algunas p
ersonas 

acerca de los inmigrantes chinos. 
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Spanish: Social Studies

Grades 4–5
Single Titles: $8.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
James Madison (Spanish version) 9781493816576 2016 920* 500L L
Lewis y Clark (Lewis & Clark) 9781493816552 2016 920* 530L M
La guerra de 1812 (The War of 1812) 9781493816569 2016 970* 570L M
La Declaración de Independencia 
(The Declaration of Independence)

9781493816491 2016 970* 630L O

Causas de la Revolución (Causes of the Revolution) 9781493816538 2016 970* 630L O
Susan B. Anthony y Elizabeth Cady Stanton: Primeras 
sufragistas (Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton: Early Su  ́ragists)

9781493816705 2016 920* 680L P

Vida en las colonias (Life in the Colonies) 9781493816484 2016 970* 690L P
Expansión de la nación (Expanding the Nation) 9781493816545 2016 970* 650L P
Los indígenas americanos en el siglo XIX 
(American Indians in the 1800s)

9781493816590 2016 970* 670L P

La guerra de Secesión se avecina 
(Civil War Is Coming)

9781493816606 2016 970* 660L P

Entre las guerras (Between the Wars) 9781493816668 2016 970* 680L P
Barack Obama: Presidente de los Estados Unidos 
(Barack Obama: President of the United States)

9781493816729 2016 920* 710L Q

La Revolución estadounidense 
(The American Revolution)

9781493816507 2016 970* 700L Q

Esclavitud en Estados Unidos (Slavery in America) 9781493816583 2016 970* 700L Q
La Revolución Industrial (Industrial Revolution) 9781493816637 2016 970* 700L Q
Inmigración (Immigration) 9781493816644 2016 970* 710L Q
Primera Guerra Mundial (World War I) 9781493816651 2016 970* 700L Q
Segunda Guerra Mundial (World War II) 9781493816675 2016 970* 720L Q
Los primeros congresos (Early Congresses) 9781493816514 2016 970* 720L R
La Constitución y la Carta de Derechos
(The Constitution and the Bill of Rights)

9781493816521 2016 970* 720L R

Martin Luther King Jr. (Spanish version) 9781493816682 2016 920* 750L R
Hillary Rodham Clinton: Primera dama, senadora 
y secretaria de estado (Hillary Rodham Clinton: 
First Lady, Senator, and Secretary of State)

9781493816712 2016 920* 780L S

Lewis y Clark (Lewis and Clark) NEW 9781493883172 2018 917* 610L T

Interest Grade Levels: 3–8
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 24–32

Inmigración (Immigration)

James Madison (Spanish version)

NEW NEW NEW 
TITLETITLETITLE

11

10

Un plan que no funcionó Madison fue al Congreso Continental cuando tenía 28 
años.  Allí, era uno de los hombres más jóvenes.  Estaba 
entusiasmado por la idea de una democracia, en la que las 
personas manejaran su propio gobierno.El Congreso había hecho un plan para el gobierno federal. 

Se llamó Artículos de la Confederación.  Madison ayudó a que 
los estados aceptaran este plan. 

En pocos años, pudo ver que el plan no estaba funcionando.  
Cada uno de los diferentes estados tenía sus propios gobiernos y 
leyes.  No trabajaban juntos.  El gobierno federal era demasiado 
débil para hacer algo al respecto.Algunos líderes convocaron una reunión especial.  Querían  

mejorar el gobierno.  Otros líderes decían que ya estaba  
bien así.  Madison quería un cambio.  Ayudó a organizar la 
Convención Constitucional de Filadelfia en mayo de 1787.

Rebelión de ShaysLos granjeros de Massachusetts pasaron por un período difícil en la década de 1780.  Muchos no pudieron pagar sus cuentas.  Algunos perdieron sus granjas.  Pero el gobierno no los ayudó.  Un hombre llamado Daniel Shays organizó una rebelión en 1787.  Amenazó con empezar una guerra.  El Congreso no podía hacer nada.  No tenía ejército ni poder.  Esto asustó a las personas.  Decidieron que el gobierno federal debía corregirse.

Primeras reuniones del Congreso Continental

Durante la rebelión de Shays, los rebeldes tomaron el control  de un tribunal.
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En pocos años, pudo ver que el plan no estaba funcionando.  
Cada uno de los diferentes estados tenía sus propios gobiernos y 
leyes.  No trabajaban juntos.  El gobierno federal era demasiado 
débil para hacer algo al respecto.Algunos líderes convocaron una reunión especial.  Querían 

mejorar el gobierno.  Otros líderes decían que ya estaba 
bien así.  Madison quería un cambio.  Ayudó a organizar la 
Convención Constitucional de Filadelfia en mayo de 1787.

Rebelión de ShaysLos granjeros de Massachusetts pasaron por un período difícil en la década de 1780.  Muchos no pudieron pagar sus cuentas.  Algunos perdieron sus granjas.  Pero el gobierno no los ayudó.  Un hombre llamado Daniel Shays organizó una rebelión en 1787.  Amenazó con empezar una guerra.  El Congreso no podía hacer nada.  No tenía ejército ni poder.  Esto asustó a las personas.  Decidieron que el gobierno federal debía corregirse.

Durante la rebelión de Shays, los rebeldes tomaron el control de un tribunal.
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Spanish: Social Studies

Leaders in Texas History: Grades 4 and 7
Single Titles: $8.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
Stephen F. Austin: El padre de Texas (Stephen F. Austin: 
The Father of Texas)

9781433372124 2013 976* 660L P

Líderes de la Revolución de Texas: Unidos por una causa 
(Leaders in the Texas Revolution: United for a Cause)

9781433372148 2013 976* 700L Q

Lizzie Johnson: Vaquera texana (Lizzie Johnson: Texan Cowgirl) 9781433372186 2013 976* 710L Q
Los caddo y los comanche: Tribus indígenas americanas de Texas 
(Caddo and Comanche: American Indian Tribes in Texas)

9781433372087 2013 976* 720L Q

Sam Houston: Un estadista audaz (Sam Houston: A Fearless 
Statesman)

9781433372162 2013 976* 730L R

La Salle: Uno de los primeros exploradores de Texas (La Salle: 
Early Texas Explorer)

9781433372100 2013 976* 770L S

George W. Bush: Gobernador de Texas y Presidente de los Estados 
Unidos (George W. Bush: Texas Govenor and U.S. President)

9781433372216 2013 976* 800L S

Lyndon B. Johnson: Un texano en la Casa Blanca (Lyndon B. 
Johnson: A Texan in the White House)

9781433372193 2013 976* 840L T

The State of Texas: Grades 4 and 7 
Single Titles: $8.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
Texas en el siglo xx: Construyendo industria y comunidad (Texas in 
the 20th Century: Building Industry and Community)

9781433372223 2013 976* 680L P

Texas hoy: Guiando a los Estados Unidos hacia el futuro (Texas 
Today: Leading America into the Future)

9781433372209 2013 976* 730L R

La Revolución de Texas: La lucha por la independencia (The Texas 
Revolution: Fighting for Independence)

9781433372131 2013 976* 770L S

La colonización de Texas: Misiones y colonos (The Colonization of 
Texas: Missions and Settlers)

9781433372117 2013 976* 790L S

Descubriendo Texas: Exploración en nuevas tierras (Finding Texas: 
Exploration in New Lands)

9781433372094 2013 976* 800L S

Guerra, ganado y vaqueros: Texas como un estado joven (War, 
Cattle, and Cowboys: Texas as a Young State)

9781433372179 2013 976* 810L T

La anexión de Texas: De la República al Estado (The Annexation of 
Texas: From Republic to Statehood)

9781433372155 2013 976* 810L T

Los indígenas americanos de Texas: Confl icto y supervivencia 
(American Indians in Texas: Confl ict and Survival)

9781433372070 2013 976* 860L T

Interest Grade Levels: K–7
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 32

American Biographies: Grades 1–2
Single Titles: $8.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey Lexile GR
Daniel Boone (Spanish Version) 9781433325830 2011 920* 340L E
Sojourner Truth (Spanish Version) 9781433325854 2011 920* 350L E
Benjamin Franklin (Spanish Version) 9781433325816 2011 920* 390L G
Alexander Graham Bell (Spanish Version) 9781433325755 2011 920* 410L I
Eleanor Roosevelt (Spanish Version) 9781433325724 2011 920* 420L I
George Washington Carver (Spanish Version) 9781433325748 2011 920* 420L I
Clara Barton (Spanish Version) 9781433325731 2011 920* 430L I
Neil Armstrong (Spanish Version) 9781433325779 2011 920* 430L I
Thomas Je  ́erson (Spanish Version) 9781433325809 2011 920* 430L I
César Chávez (Spanish Version) 9781433325717 2011 920* 450L J
Amelia Earhart (Spanish Version) 9781433325762 2011 920* 480L K
Annie Oakley (Spanish Version) 9781433325823 2011 920* 480L K
Harriet Tubman (Spanish Version) 9781433325847 2011 920* 480L K
Wilma Rudolph (Spanish Version) 9781433325793 2011 920* 500L L
Jackie Robinson (Spanish Version) 9781433325786 2011 920* 560L M
Martin Luther King Jr. (Spanish Version) 9781433325700 2011 920* 560L M

Interest Grade Levels: Pre·K–5
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 16–24

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online
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Spanish: Reader’s Theater

Grades Pre·K–3
Single Titles: $6.99 each
Title ISBN © Dewey GR
Children's Tales: Grades Pre·K–2

El desfi le (The Parade) 9781433322617 2011 860* A
Los cochinitos (Little Piggies) 9781433322624 2011 860* A
Los violinistas (The Fiddlers) 9781433322648 2011 860* A
Las estrellas (The Stars) 9781433322594 2011 860* A
¿Qué hora es? (What Time Is It?) 9781433322631 2011 860* A
Comamos (Let's Eat) 9781433322587 2011 860* A
Mascotas perdidas (Lost Pets) 9781433322600 2011 860* A
¡Qué dolor! (Ouch!) 9781433322655 2011 860* A
Ricitos de oro y los tres osos (Goldilocks and the Three Bears) 9781433310003 2008 810* A
Los tres cochinitos (The Three Little Pigs) 9781433310072 2008 810* A
Caperucita Roja (Little Red Riding Hood) 9781433310058 2008 810* A
Hansel y Gretel (Hansel and Gretel) 9781433310010 2008 810* A
El hombrecito de jengibre (The Gingerbread Man) 9781433310065 2008 810* A
Los tres chivitos Gru  ́ (The Three Billy Goats Gru  ́) 9781433310034 2008 810* A
La gallinita roja (The Little Red Hen) 9781433310027 2008 810* A
La ropa nueva del emperador (The Emperor's New Clothes) 9781433310041 2008 810* A

14

15

Narrador: El granjero se frota los ojos.  Luego 
se limpia los oídos.  Sacude la 
cabeza.  Cree que es un sueño.

Granjero: Hace mucho calor.  Debo estar 
oyendo e imaginando cosas.

Narrador: Otra vez se sienta el granjero.  
No quiere perseguir un sueño.  
El hombrecito de jengibre sale 
corriendo.  Corre muy lejos por el 
campo.

Hombrecito: ¡Ja ja!  Nadie me puede alcanzar.  
¡Corro tan rápido como el viento!

Narrador: El hombrecito de jengibre corre 
muy rápido.  Pero no mira hacia 
dónde va.  No ve al caballo en el 
campo.  ¡Pam!  Choca con la pata 
del caballo.

Caballo: ¡Uy!  ¿Qué es eso? 

Narrador: El caballo levanta el hocico.  Puede 
olfatear al hombrecito de jengibre.  
Al caballo le gusta el olor de la 
galleta.

Hombrecito: Soy yo.  Soy el hombrecito de 
jengibre.  La mujer no me pudo 
alcanzar.  El granjero no me pudo 
alcanzar.  Y tú tampoco me podrás 
alcanzar.  ¡Corro demasiado rápido!  
¡Ja ja!

Caballo: Puede ser que corras rápido.  
Pero yo corro más rápido.  ¡Yo 
te alcanzaré hombrecito!  ¡Yo te 
comeré!

Hombrecito: ¡Corro y corro y libre seré! ¡Yo soy 
el hombrecito de jengibre!

El hombrecito de jengibre (The Gingerbread Man)

Interest Grade Levels: Pre·K–5
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 16–24

Children's Fables: Grades 1–3
La liebre y la tortuga (The Tortoise and the Hare) 9781433310089 2008 810* E
El ratón del campo y el ratón de la ciudad 
(The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse)

9781433310126 2008 810* E

El pastorcito mentiroso (The Boy Who Cried Wolf) 9781433310157 2008 810* E
El ganso de los huevos de oro 
(The Goose That Laid the Golden Eggs)

9781433310096 2008 810* E

El saltamontes y las hormigas (The Grasshopper and the Ants) 9781433310102 2008 810* E
El león y el ratón (The Lion and the Mouse) 9781433310119 2008 810* E
La zorra y el cuervo (The Fox and the Crow) 9781433310133 2008 810* E
El viento del norte y el sol (The North Wind and the Sun) 9781433310140 2008 810* E

15
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Narrador: El caballo levanta el hocico.  Puede 
olfatear al hombrecito de jengibre.  
Al caballo le gusta el olor de la 
galleta.
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alcanzar.  El granjero no me pudo 
alcanzar.  Y tú tampoco me podrás 
alcanzar.  ¡Corro demasiado rápido!  
¡Ja ja!

Caballo: Puede ser que corras rápido.  
Pero yo corro más rápido.  ¡Yo 
te alcanzaré hombrecito!  ¡Yo te 
comeré!
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el hombrecito de jengibre!
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Spanish: Reader’s Theater Interest Grade Levels: K–8
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 20–32

13

12

Navegante: Ahora viene Marte. ¿Qué saben de Marte, niños?

Maude: A Marte lo llaman el Planeta Rojo.

Karl: Eso es porque su suelo es rojo.

Luke: Marte tiene dos lunas: Fobos y Deimos.

Karl: Los Estados Unidos le envió a Marte dos robots 

exploradores para estudiar el planeta. Se llamaban 

Espíritu y Oportunidad.

Luke: Los aparatos encontraron pruebas de que en otra 

época hubo agua en Marte.

Navegante: Hay expertos que creen que hay vida en el subsuelo 

de Marte.

Karl, Luke, 
y Maude: ¡Interesante!

Mamá 

de Luke: Las lunas no tienen forma de esfera.

Srta. Kern: Algunos científicos creen que las lunas son 

asteroides atrapados por la gravedad de Marte.

Acto 3

Navegante: Ahora salimos de los planetas interiores. Vamos a 

cruzar el cinturón de asteroides para ir luego a los 

planetas exteriores.

Maude:  ¿Qué son todas estas rocas?

Luke: Esto debe ser el cinturón de asteroides apenas 

después de Marte.

Maude: Algunas de estas rocas son bastante grandes.

Navegante: Son tan grandes que se conocen como planetas 

menores.

Mamá 

de Luke: ¿Por qué están todos aquí?

Navegante: Algunos expertos creen que son materiales 

sobrantes de cuando se formaron los planetas.

Maude: ¿Salen a veces algunas rocas del cinturón de 

asteroides?

Srta. Kern: Sí, muchos asteroides han chocado con la Tierra, 

Marte, Venus y Mercurio.

Desde el sol hasta más allá de Plutón 
(From the Sun to Beyond Pluto)

SPANISH ISBNs *Full Dewey number available online

Social Studies: Grades 1-4
Edifi car la Casa Blanca (Building Up the White House) 9781433322747 970* E $6.99
La llegada a los Estados Unidos (Coming to America) 9781433322754 970* E $6.99
La constitución del campamento (Camping Constitution) 9781433322792 970* E $6.99
Las postales del oso Bosley (Postcards from Bosley Bear) 9781433322808 970* E $6.99
La Campana de la Libertad (The Liberty Bell) 9781433322785 970* E $6.99
La Declaración de la Independencia (The Declaration of Independence) 9781433322761 970* E $6.99
El Juramento de Lealtad (The Pledge of Allegiance) 9781433322778 970* E $6.99
La bandera de estrellas centelleantes (The Star-Spangled Banner) 9781433322815 970* E $6.99
Dos amigos planos viajan por el mundo 
(Two Flat Friends Travel the World)

9781433300226 910 K $6.99

Historias del abuelo (Grandfather's Storytelling) 9781433300233 390 K $6.99
Recuerden El Álamo (Remember the Alamo) 9781493816477 970 O $7.99
Derechos civiles: Viajeros de la Libertad 
(Civil Rights: Freedom Riders)

9781493816699 970 O $7.99

Trabajar o pasar hambre (Work or Starve) 9781493816613 970 O $6.99
Declarando nuestra independencia (Declaring Our Independence) 9781493816453 970 O $6.99
La Constitución de los Estados Unidos: La fundación de nuestro 
gobierno (The Constitution of the United States: The Foundation of 
Our Government)

9781493816460 970 O $6.99

Mathematics: Grades 1–3
El dinero cuenta (Money Counts) 9781433300189 510 E $6.99
Telarañas de belleza (Webs of Beauty) 9781433300219 510 E $6.99
El viaje matemático de una vida 
(The Mathematical Journey of a Lifetime)

9781433300264 510 K $6.99

Los Wigz serán wigz (Wigz Will Be Wigz) 9781433300271 510 K $6.99

Science: Grades 1–3
Un huerto en la ciudad (A Garden in the City) 9781433300158 810 E $6.99
Animales sorprendentes (Amazing Animals) 9781433300141 590 E $6.99
Desde el sol hasta más allá de Plutón 
(From the Sun to Beyond Pluto)

9781433300288 520 K $6.99

El inventor: Benjamin Franklin (The Inventor: Benjamin Franklin) 9781433300295 920 K $6.99

Title ISBN Dewey GR Price
Language Arts: Grades 1–3

Muchas manos ayudan (Many Helping Hands) 9781433300172 810 E $6.99
¿Poesía? ¡Qué horror! (Poetry? Yuck!) 9781433300202 810 E $6.99
Marcha hacia delante (Moving Forward) 9781433300196 810 E $6.99
Lucky el perro de la estación de bomberos (Lucky the Firehouse Dog) 9781433300165 810 E $6.99
Una maestra y una amiga (A Teacher and a Friend) 9781433300240 810 K $6.99
¡En equipo con el Sr. Supercoyote! (Teaming with Mr. Cool!) 9781433300257 810 K $6.99

13

Acto 3

Navegante: Ahora salimos de los planetas interiores. Vamos a

cruzar el cinturón de asteroides para ir luego a los

planetas exteriores.

Maude: ¿Qué son todas estas rocas?

Luke: Esto debe ser el cinturón de asteroides apenas

después de Marte.

Maude: Algunas de estas rocas son bastante grandes.

Navegante: Son tan grandes que se conocen como planetas

menores.

Mamá 

de Luke: ¿Por qué están todos aquí?

Navegante: Algunos expertos creen que son materiales

sobrantes de cuando se formaron los planetas.

Maude: ¿Salen a veces algunas rocas del cinturón de

asteroides?

Srta. Kern: Sí, muchos asteroides han chocado con la Tierra,

Marte, Venus y Mercurio.

www.tcmpub.com/librarians | 877-777-3450
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Great Works
Instructional Guides for Literature
These up-to-date guides have everything teachers need, including research-based 
strategies for the exploration of rich, complex literature.  Now available in Spanish!
8.5" × 11" | 72pp. | $9.99 each
Title ISBN
Los cien vestidos (The Hundred Dresses)—Level K–3 NEW 9781425817527
El dragón de papá (My Father's Dragon)—Level K–3 NEW 9781425817534
El único e incomparable Iván (The One and Only Ivan)—Level K–3 NEW 9781425817541
Gracias a Winn-Dixie (Because of Winn-Dixie)—Level 3–5 NEW 9781425817558

Interest Grade Levels: K–8
Trim Size: 7" x 9" · Page Count: 20–32

IntroductionIntroduction

¿Qué debe saber su prometedor 
alumno de tercer grado?¿Qué debe saber su prometedor 
alumno de tercer grado?¿Qué debe saber su prometedor 

 1 Usar raíces, prefijos y sufijos para 

identificar las palabras nuevas.

 2 Comprender el lenguaje 

figurativo, como símiles y 

metáforas.

 3 Usar recursos como Internet 

y libros de no ficción para 

investigar.

 4 Multiplicar y dividir números 

menores a 100.

 5 Comprender las fracciones.

 6 Calcular el área y el perímetro 

de figuras de dos dimensiones.

 7 Conocer cómo funciona el ciclo 

del agua.

 8 Comprender que la Tierra y otros 

planetas orbitan alrededor 

del Sol y que la Luna orbita 

alrededor de la Tierra.

 9 Saber sobre la vida ciudadana 

y la política.

 0 

Summer Blast
Getting Ready for Grades 1–5
Blast away summer learning loss with engaging cross-curricular activities 
to strengthen language arts, social studies, science, math, creative 
thinking and critical-thinking skills.
 ◗ Provide students key skills and objectives from both the previous grade 

and the beginning of the next grade to keep them learning in the summer 
and ready for school in the fall.

 ◗ Student pages are in English and parent support pages are in Spanish.
8.5" × 11" | 128pp. | $14.99 each
Level ISBN
Grade 1 9781425839574
Grade 2 9781425839581
Grade 3 9781425839598
Grade 4 9781425839604
Grade 5 9781425839611

de figuras de dos dimensiones.

Conocer cómo funciona el ciclo 

Comprender que la Tierra y otros 

planetas orbitan alrededor 

del Sol y que la Luna orbita 

alrededor de la Tierra.

Saber sobre la vida ciudadana 

0 Comprender sociedades 

selectivas en varios continentes.Comprender sociedades 

selectivas en varios continentes.

Parent Guides for Your Child’s Success
Grades Pre·K–8

 ◗ Provides reinforcement for what the teacher is doing 
in class.

 ◗ Includes ideas for turning everyday actions into learning opportunities and 
practicing important life skills.

 ◗ Provided in both English and Spanish.
7" × 9" | 40pp. | $9.99 each
Level ISBN
Preescolar: Guía del padre para el éxito de su hijo (Pre·K) 9781433352997
Jardín de niños: Guía del padre para el éxito de su hijo (Grade K) 9781433353000
Primer grado: Guía del padre para el éxito de su hijo (Grade 1) 9781433353093
Segundo grado: Guía del padre para el éxito de su hijo (Grade 2) 9781433353109
Tercer grado: Guía del padre para el éxito de su hijo (Grade 3) 9781433353215
Cuarto grado: Guía del padre para el éxito de su hijo (Grade 4) 9781433353222
Quinto grado: Guía del padre para el éxito de su hijo (Grade 5) 9781433353239
Sexto grado: Guía del padre para el éxito de su hijo (Grade 6) 9781433353345
Séptimo grado: Guía del padre para el éxito de su hijo (Grade 7) 9781433353352
Octavo grado: Guía del padre para el éxito de su hijo (Grade 8) 9781433353369

NEWNEWNEW
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180 Days of Social Studies
Helps students learn and understand the 
four social studies disciplines: geography, 
economics, civics, and history.
208pp. +  Digital Resources 

Kindergarten 9781425813925
First Grade 9781425813932
Second Grade 9781425813949
Third Grade 9781425813956
Fourth Grade 9781425813963
Fifth Grade 9781425813970
Sixth Grade 9781425813987

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

180 Days of Practice

180 Days of Practice
Grades K–6
Practice Makes Perfect!

Our 180 Days series of books o� ers a variety of brief daily activities with 
necessary concepts and information geared toward immersing your students 
in each subject and forming good habits. Each practice allows your students 
the opportunity to evaluate their understanding of a concept and celebrate 
their improvement success.
8.5" × 11" | Grades K–6 | 208–248pp. + Digital Resources | $19.99 each

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEW

Grade ISBN
180 Days of Geography
Helps students improve geographic 
background knowledge, critical-thinking and 
reasoning skills, spatial skills, and abilities in 
answering evidence-based questions.
208–216pp. +  Digital Resources  

Kindergarten 9781425833015
First Grade 9781425833022
Second Grade 9781425833039
Third Grade 9781425833046
Fourth Grade 9781425833053
Fifth Grade 9781425833060
Sixth Grade 9781425833077

Grade ISBN
180 Days of Science
Helps students explore, learn, and understand 
each strand of science (physical, life, and Earth 
and space) and increase their knowledge of 
scientifi c practices.
208pp. +  Digital Resources 

Kindergarten 9781425814069
First Grade 9781425814076
Second Grade 9781425814083
Third Grade 9781425814090
Fourth Grade 9781425814106
Fifth Grade 9781425814113
Sixth Grade 9781425814120

132

Directions

DAY

SCORE

1. Y N

2. Y N

3. Y N

4. Y N

5. Y N

6. Y N

7. Y N

8. Y N

9. Y N

10. Y N

___ / 10

Total

Name:_____________________________________122
Solve each problem.

1. 69 – 26 = _______

2. Write 45% as a decimal.  

______________________

3. 121 ÷ 11 = _______

4. Divide 45 into 9 equal 
groups.  

______________________

5. Write 6,802 in expanded 
notation.  

______________________

6. 7 + 7 + 7 + 7 =    x 7 

7. Calculate the area of a 
square with 7-cm sides.  

______________________

7 cm

8. _______ months = 1 year

9.       Books Read in March

Cathy   Cathy   

Martin  Martin  

Jose    

Jose’s goal was to read 25 
books in March.  Did he 
reach his goal?  

______________________

10. Mick’s �shing line was 
73 m.  He cut off 42 m.  
How long is it now?

______________________

Cathy   

Martin  

#50807—180 Days of Math for Fourth Grade © Shell Education180 Days of Reading

180 Days of Math

Available Spring 2018

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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Grade ISBN  Grade ISBN
180 Days of High-Frequency Words
Help your child build reading skills and increase their abilities to recognize sight 
words instantly.
216pp. + Digital Resources
Kindergarten 9781425816339  Second Grade 9781425816353
First Grade 9781425816346    

DDDiiirrr

1.1.1.

2.2.2.

3.3.3.

4.4.4.

1.1.1.

2.2.2.

3.3.3.

AAA
BBB

CCC
DDD

Grade ISBN  Grade ISBN
180 Days of Language
Build your child’s grammar skills by practicing punctuation, capitalization, parts of 
speech, and spelling. 
208pp. + Digital Resources
Kindergarten 9781425811723  Fourth Grade 9781425811693
First Grade 9781425811662  Fifth Grade 9781425811709
Second Grade 9781425811679  Sixth Grade 9781425811716
Third Grade 9781425811686    

Grade ISBN  Grade ISBN
180 Days of Reading
Give your child practice in reading comprehension, word study, phonics, and written 
response to literature. 
240–248pp. + Digital Resources
Kindergarten 9781425809218  Fourth Grade 9781425809256
First Grade 9781425809225  Fifth Grade 9781425809263
Second Grade 9781425809232  Sixth Grade 9781425809270
Third Grade 9781425809249    

Grade ISBN  Grade ISBN
180 Days of Writing
Help your child become an enthusiastic and e�  cient writer through daily practice of 
the writing process. 
216–224pp. + Digital Resources
Kindergarten 9781425815233  Fourth Grade 9781425815271
First Grade 9781425815240  Fifth Grade 9781425815288
Second Grade 9781425815257  Sixth Grade 9781425815295
Third Grade 9781425815264    

Grade ISBN  Grade ISBN
180 Days of Math
Provide your child with 180 daily practice activities to build mathematical fl uency. 
208pp. + Digital Resources
Kindergarten 9781425808037  Fourth Grade 9781425808075
First Grade 9781425808044  Fifth Grade 9781425808082
Second Grade 9781425808051  Sixth Grade 9781425808020
Third Grade 9781425808068    

Grade ISBN  Grade ISBN
180 Days of Problem Solving
Provide your child with daily practice to increase their problem-solving abilities. 
216–232pp. + Digital Resources
Kindergarten 9781425816124  Fourth Grade 9781425816162
First Grade 9781425816131  Fifth Grade 9781425816179
Second Grade 9781425816148  Sixth Grade 9781425816186
Third Grade 9781425816155    

   

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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16 ft.

ft. 18 ft.

16 ft.

9

After landscape architects learn about what their clients 

want, they ask themselves questions.  How much space is 

needed?  What are the best materials to use?  Can a client’s 

dream fit in the space?

For help, they may call a surveyor.  Surveyors measure 

land.  Then, they conduct surveys.  Most surveys are conducted 

when land is bought or sold.  Surveys are the process of taking 

measurements of a property.  To take a survey, a yard surveyor 

places tiny pins at the four corners of a yard.  Then, he or she 

measures the distance between the pins.  The distances are 

used to calculate the amount of land that is owned.

Other landscape architects conduct their own surveys.  They 

may use websites to help them.  These can give aerial photos of 

yards.  Landscape architects can then print them.  The photos 

can help them measure the yards.

A su veyor takes measurements.

8

16 ftftf .

ftftf . 18 ftftf .

16 ftftf .

aerial view of a 

neighborhood

9

School-to-Home
Conquering the Grades
Grades Pre·K–5

Helps students practice the key skills they need to be successful at each grade level with 
engaging cross-curricular activities.
 ◗ Allows parents and teachers to help students practice reading, mathematics, science, social 

studies, and writing skills at home or school.
 ◗ Utilizes self-directed activities for students to practice and strengthen their skills.
 ◗ Teachers will find ready-to-go homework, independent practice, or enrichment for their 

students.
 ◗ Provides 10 monthly units, each covering reading, high-frequency words, language, writing, 

math, problem solving, social studies, science, a critical thinking activity, and an oral 
language game.

8.5" × 11" | 168pp. | $19.99 each

Level ISBN
Pre∙K 9781425817145
Kindergarten 9781425816193
First Grade 9781425816209

Level ISBN
Second Grade 9781425816216
Third Grade 9781425816223
Fourth Grade 9781425816230

Level ISBN
Fifth Grade 9781425816247

NEWNEWNEW

Bright and Brainy
Grades K–6

Encourages students to reinforce their knowledge of mathematical and language arts 
grade-level skills! Includes activity pages that focus on a particular concept or skill set 
specific to key standards.
8.5" × 11" | 240–280pp. + CD | $19.99 each

Level ISBN
Grade K 9781425808839
Grade 1 9781425808846
Grade 2 9781425808853

Level ISBN
Grade 3 9781425808860
Grade 4 9781425809089

Level ISBN
Grade 5 9781425809096
Grade 6 9781425809102

Conquering the Grades Bundles
Grades Pre·K–5

Allows students to practice the reading, mathematics, science, 
social studies, and writing skills they need to get ahead.

Grade Pre K
9781493887842 
$34.96

Grade K
9781493887859
$42.96

Grade 1
9781493887866
$43.96

Grade 2
9781493887873
$47.96

Grade 3
9781493887880
$47.96

Grade 4
9781493887897
$47.96

Grade 5
9781493887903
$47.96

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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School-to-Home
Summer Blast
Getting Ready for Grades K–5
Blast away summer learning loss with engaging cross-curricular activities to strengthen 
language arts, social studies, science, math, creative thinking and critical-thinking skills.
 ◗ Provide students with key skills and objectives from both the previous grade and the 

beginning of the next grade to keep them learning in the summer and ready for school in 
the fall.

 ◗ Use easy-to-implement family activities that foster everyday learning.
8.5" × 11" | 128 pp. | $14.99 each

Level ISBN
Kindergarten 9781425815509
Grade 1 9781425815516

Level ISBN
Grade 2 9781425815523
Grade 3 9781425815530

Level ISBN
Grade 4 9781425815547
Grade 5 9781425815554

Learn-at-Home STEM Bundles
Grades K–5

Keep students learning all summer long or anytime with resources that include fun and engaging activities to prepare them 
for upcoming grade work. 

STEM with Parent Guide

STEM without Parent Guide

Grade K
9781425816643
$47.95

Grade 1
9781425816650
$47.95

Grade 2
9781425816667
$47.95

Grade 3
9781425816674
$47.95

Grade 4
9781425816681
$51.95

Grade 5
9781425816698
$51.95

Grade K
9781425816704
$37.96

Grade 1
9781425816711
$37.96

Grade 2
9781425816728
$37.96

Grade 3
9781425816735
$37.96

Grade 4
9781425816742
$41.96

Grade 5
9781425816759
$41.96

Grade K
9781425816766
$37.96

Grade 1
9781425816773
$37.96

Grade 2
9781425816780
$37.96

Grade 3
9781425816797
$37.96

Grade 4
9781425816803
$41.96

Grade 5
9781425816810
$41.96

Summer Science Bundles Grades K–5
Motivate and reinforce what students are learning anytime school is not in session with fun activities and science texts that 
prepare them for upcoming grade work!

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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School-to-Home

Grade K
9781425816827
$34.96

Grade 1
9781425816834
$34.96

Grade 2
9781425816841
$40.96

Grade 3
9781425816858
$46.96

Grade 4
9781425816865
$49.96

Grade 5
9781425816872
$52.96

Grade K
9781425816889
$42.96

Grade 1
9781425816896
$42.96

Grade 2
9781425816902
$44.96

Grade 3
9781425816919
$46.96

Grade 4
9781425816926
$46.96

Grade 5
9781425816933
$46.96

Grade 6
9781425816940
$46.96

Reading Bundles Grades K–5
Provide students with practice including short passages, word study, written responses, and engaging books!

Math Bundles Grades K–6
Build and gauge students’ mathematical fl uency with an activity for each day of the school year and engaging books!

They are in the air.
They are on the ground.

4

They are in the water, too.  

5

Learn-at-Home Bundles
Grades K–5

Keep students learning all summer long 
or anytime with resources that include 
fun and engaging activities to prepare 
them for upcoming grade work. 

Parent Guides for Your Child's Success
Grades Pre·K–8

 ◗ Provides reinforcement for what the teacher is doing in class.
 ◗ Includes ideas for turning everyday actions into learning opportunities and 

practicing important life skills.
7" × 9" | 40pp. | $9.99 each

Level English ISBN Spanish ISBN
Grade Pre·K 9781433347818 9781433352997
Grade K 9781433352676 9781433353000
Grade 1 9781433347641 9781433353093
Grade 2 9781433352683 9781433353109
Grade 3 9781433347733 9781433353215

Level English ISBN Spanish ISBN
Grade 4 9781433352690 9781433353222
Grade 5 9781433352706 9781433353239
Grade 6 9781433347900 9781433353345
Grade 7 9781433352713 9781433353352
Grade 8 9781433352720 9781433353369

SpanishSpanishSpanish
Available!Available!Available!

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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#51312—Creating a Google AppsTM  Classroom © Shell Education

Preparations

14

A
ppetizer R

ecipes

Description
A blank page can be daunting for any writer, especially young writers who are 
unsure of their abilities. Teach narrative writing slowly and use maps combined 
with media to get students thinking about their lives and their stories before they 
put pen to paper (or type their work). Once students have created maps detailing 
major events in their lives, they will feel more confident writing narrative pieces. 

Skills
	 •	 Create a map using Google Maps.
	 •	 Add pins, text, and pictures to individual maps. 
	 •	 Identify major events in one’s life and describe their significance.

Ingredients
	 •	 personal digital pictures (optional)
	 •	 Google Maps

Google Maps: My Life on a Map

	 •	 How to Create a Google Map (page 96)
	 •	 How to Add Collaborators to a Google Map (page 97)
	 •	 How to Share a Google Map (page 98)
	 •	 How to Add Pins to a Google Map (page 99)
	 •	 How to Add Text to a Google Map (page 100)
	 •	 How to Change Pins in a Google Map (page 101)
	 •	 How to Embed Multimedia Content into a Google Map (page 103)
	 •	 How to Draw Lines Between Locations in a Google Map (page 104)

Directions
 1. Log into your Google account.
 2. Navigate to the Google Maps 

website.  
http://maps.google.com

 3. Go to the gear menu and click 
My Places.

 4. Click Create New Map.

Integrating Arts & Technology

DAA W IN NER 

AEP AWARD

Using Google Earth™: Bring the 
World Into Your Classroom
by JoBea Holt | Levels 1–8

Teachers will learn to use Google Earth and incorporate 
technology across the content areas.
 ◗ Highly engaging, easy-to-implement activities offer flexibility 

for authentic 21st-century learning.
 ◗ Step-by-step instructions are provided for integrating this 

technology into your social studies, science, mathematics, 
and language arts curriculum. 

8.5" × 11" | 256pp. + CD | $29.99 each
Level ISBN
Levels 1–2 9781425808242
Levels 3–5 9781425808259

Level ISBN
Levels 6–8 9781425808266

Strategies to Integrate the 
Arts in the Content Areas
All Grades

Use the arts to inspire, engage, and motivate students to interact with content-
area materials to enhance their learning experience. These practical arts-based 
strategies help teachers integrate creative movement, drama, music, poetry, 
storytelling, and visual arts into content-area lessons.
8.5" × 11" | 256–280pp. + CD | $45.99 each 
Title ISBN
Mathematics 9781425810887
Language Arts 9781425810900

Title ISBN
Science 9781425810863
Social Studies 9781425810924

Integrating the Arts Across the Content 
Areas
by Lisa Donovan and Louise Pascale
All Grades

This professional resource provides arts-based activities to use in 
language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies instruction. 
Teachers will gain a better understanding of why and how to use the arts to 
reach and engage students, as well as to support the implementation of 
standards-based instruction.
7" × 9" | 224pp. | ISBN 9781425808457 | $31.99

Creating a Google  Apps™ Classroom
by Kyle Brumbaugh, Elizabeth Calhoon, 
Ramsey Musallam, Robert Pronovost, and Catlin Tucker | All Grades

Use Google Apps™ to enhance learning. 
 ◗ Provides both the beginner and the seasoned Google-using 

teacher with lessons and activities to use and share.
 ◗ Offers strategies to teach with Google Apps for Education.™
 ◗ Provides tips for using and navigating Google Apps.™

8.5" × 11" | 128pp. | $21.99 | ISBN 9781425813123

Bring content-area instruction to life by integrating the arts! 

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 877-777-3450
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Higher-Order Thinking Skills 
to Develop 21st Century Learners
by Wendy Conklin
All Grades

Teachers will gain a better understanding of higher-order thinking 
skills with concrete examples of what these look like in each of 
the content areas. Strategies are presented for di� erentiating 
higher-order thinking skills and developing these skills in English 
language learners.
7" × 9" | 184pp. | ISBN 9781425808228 | $31.99

Higher-Order Thinking 

© Shell Education 
#50820—Strategies for Developing Higher-Order Thinking Skills 99

Name__________________________________________ Date_____________________________Understanding BudgetsDirections: This sheet will help you keep track of your business spending.  Make changes 

to it as needed.
 1. Start-up Costs
	 •	 List	the	things	you	will	need	to	run	your	business.		(For	example,	if	you	have	a	

lemonade	stand,	you	may	need	to	buy	things	such	as	lemonade	mix,	sugar,	cups,	

and a pitcher.)
	 •	 How	much	does	each	item	cost?		Find	out	and	write	the	cost	next	to	each	item.Items Needed

Cost

 2. Funding
	 •	 Where	will	you	get	this	money?		Do	you	have	money	already	saved?		Will	you	

need	a	loan	to	get	started?	  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________
 3. Plan for What You Make	 •	 Amount	I’ll	need	to	keep	business	going:	 ___________________________________

	 •	 Debts	to	pay:	 ____________________________________________________________
 4. From the Amount of Money That Is Left Over	 •	 Amount	(%)	I’ll	save:	 _____________________________________________________

	 •	 Amount	(%)	I’ll	donate	to	charity:	 __________________________________________

	 •	 Amount	(%)	I’ll	spend: ____________________________________________________

Budgets and Businesses

Brain-Powered Lessons 
to Engage All Learners
by LaVonna Roth | Grades K–6

Provides teachers with ready-to-use lessons across the content 
areas based on current brain research. Strategies incorporate 
movement, kinesthetic learning, organization, brainstorming, 
critical thinking, and writing.

Strategies for Developing 
Higher-Order Thinking Skills
by Wendy Conklin and Jeanine Mantro
Foreword by Stanley Pogrow and Lynda R. Williams | Grades K–12

Help students become 21st-century thinkers! Provides teachers 
with strategies to build every student’s mastery of high-level thinking 
skills. The strategies included will promote active learning and 
encourage students to analyze, evaluate, and create.
Notebook | 272–296pp. + CD | $99.99 each
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Management Techniques to Facilitate Higher-Order Thinking

Managing a classroom can be one of the most difficult things 
teachers face, especially new teachers.  But even the most 

experienced teachers can use fresh ideas to make things run more 
efficiently.  On the following pages, different kinds of management 
ideas are discussed to help teachers make using higher-order thinking 
in their classrooms all that it can be.  Teachers can use curriculum 
compacting, anchor activities, cooperative learning, and varied 
grouping strategies to keep things fresh and to consistently challenge 
all their students.

Chapter 6

Grouping 
students is 

unfair.

All students should have to do the exact same work, even if some are more capable of doing more complex work.

How in the world can I keep track of groups when I have a hard-enough time keeping track of 
individual work?

When using cooperative groups, a few students end up doing all the 
work.
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Brain-Powered Strategies 
to Engage All Learners
by LaVonna Roth | Foreword by Eric Jensen | Grades K–8

This resource includes engaging research-based, strategies 
that provide insight into how students learn most e� ectively. 
The strategies incorporate movement, kinesthetic learning, 
organization, graphic organizers, brainstorming, critical 
thinking, and writing.
Notebook | 344pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425807726 | $99.99

8.5" × 11" | 152–160pp. + CD | $19.99 each
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Differentiating the 
Curriculum for Gifted 
Learners
2nd Edition
by Wendy Conklin | All Grades

Learn Strategies for identifying gifted 
students, modifying content, and 
di� erentiating instruction.
 ◗ Addresses effective research-supported ways to 

differentiate instruction.
 ◗ Provides strategies for immediate implementation 

including how curriculum can be extended, 
accelerated, and enriched for gifted children.

 ◗ Provides answers to questions relating to best practices 
in gifted instruction.

7.33" × 9.25" | 160pp. | ISBN 9781425811860 | $29.99

Differentiation

Activities for a 
Differentiated 
Classroom
Developed by Wendy Conklin
Levels K–6

Based on current research, 
the easy-to-use lessons 
cover all content areas and 
model a variety of strategies 
to di� erentiate instruction. 
Activities are included to 
provide all learners with access 
to academic content. 
8.5" × 11" | 168pp. +  CD | $19.99 each

Applying Differentiation Strategies
2nd Edition Teacher’s Handbook
by Wendy Conklin and Christi Sorrell | Grades K–12

These resources provide a practical guide for applying di� erentiation 
theories to real classrooms across content areas. 
 ◗ Teachers will learn how to differentiate through content, process, 

and product. 
 ◗ Digital resources include reproducible templates 

and student pages.
Notebook | 304pp. + CD | $99.99 each

Level ISBN
Grades K–2 9781425806385
Grades 3–5 9781425806392
Secondary 9781425806408

Differentiation Strategies 
for the Content Areas
Developed by Wendy Conklin | Grades K–12

Lessons are based on various di� erentiation strategies including 
tiered assignments, tiered graphic organizers, leveled questions, 
problem-based learning, and more. Model lessons are vertically aligned 
and provided at four grade spans in each notebook: Grades K–2, 3–5, 
6–8, and 9–12.
Notebook | 304pp. + CD | $99.99 each

Title ISBN
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Mathematics 9781425800130
Science 9781425800147
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Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching

CLR Learning Environment Survey

Provide your colleague feedback on his/her CLR learning environment 

by rating its culturally responsiveness on two levels - quantitatively and 

qualitatively. Quantity is very simple. It is in place or not! Quality is more 

subjective and speaks to the level of responsiveness – creativity, presentation, 

and student friendliness.

Print Rich Environment

Is there a 70:30 ratio to authentic and commercially produced print rich items?  

Yes or No (circle one)

Rate the level responsiveness (creativity, presentation, and student friendliness)

Very Responsive 

Least Responsive

5
4

3
2

1

Comments/Suggestions:

Learning Centers

Are a variety of learning centers present or is there is a space set up form 

Rate the level responsiveness (creativity, presentation, and student friendliness)

8

Moving from Theory to PracticeIf you were to take all the books, research articles, and 

presentations on culturally relevant teaching and put them in one 

area, you could probably fill up an average size hotel room from the 

floor to the ceiling. If you were then to take all the books, research 

articles, and presentations on the classroom practices of culturally 

relevant teaching, you would be lucky to fill up the bathroom. The 

literature on the theory of CLR far outpaces the research on the 

instructional practice and because of the lack of information on 

actual practice the approach overall has suffered. For practitioner-

oriented educators, it has remained too abstract, a good idea in 

concept, but not realistic for classroom use. For others, CLR is 

not results based enough, difficult to construct in the context of 

the classroom, and not student-focused.  Guaranteed attacks on 

CLR come in the form of questions about achievement data and 

exemplary classroom models. 
A great part of my inspiration to become engaged with the 

study of CLR was to defend it against those attacks. From what 

I saw initially, they were warranted, particularly in the lack of 

exemplary classroom models. By starting the Culture and Language 

Academy of Success (CLAS), a non-affiliated Kindergarten-8th 

grade charter school in Los Angeles, we, two colleagues, a team 

of outstanding teachers, and I, were able to create a school wide 

model of cultural and linguistic responsive pedagogy.  CLAS 

(www.cultureandlanguage.org) has become one of the few models 

in the nation to demonstrate what CLR looks like in practice and 

where instruction has been transformed by the use of strategies and 

the activities prescribed by the approach, based around a positive 

mindset about the student culture and language. As a bonus, CLAS 

has maintained high achievement data according to the California 

Standards Test and the Academic Performance Index, specifically 

in English/Language Arts when compared to the local district and 

the state. According to the California state report card on schools, 

known as the Academic Performance Index (API), CLAS scores an 

822 in its elementary school and a 728 for the middle school for 

2010. Nearly 60 percent of the students are advanced or proficient 

Strategies for Culturally and Linguistically 
Responsive Teaching and Learning
by Sharroky Hollie
All Grades

 ◗ Provides teachers with concrete strategies and effective tools to support 
instruction for students with culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

 ◗ Incorporate effective tools for educating students of diverse backgrounds into 
daily classroom lessons.

 ◗ Examine all aspects of teaching practices in order to be successful in 
educating all students to the expectation of today’s standards.

Notebook | 336pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425814625 | $99.99

Culturally and Linguistically
Responsive Teaching and Learning
2nd Edition
Classroom Practices for Student Success
by Sharroky Hollie
Foreword by Eugenia Mora-Flores
All Grades

 ◗ This resource features active learning strategies and suggestions 
to support culturally and linguistically diverse students. 

 ◗ Addresses five pedagogical areas: classroom management, 
use of text, academic vocabulary, situational appropriateness, 
and learning environment.

7" × 9" | 304pp. | ISBN 9781425817312 | $31.99
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Are a variety of learning centers present or is there is a space set up form 

them? Yes or No (circle one)

Rate the level responsiveness (creativity, presentation, and student friendliness)

Very Responsive 

Least Responsive

5
4

3
2

1

Comments/Suggestions:

Culturally Colorful

Is the room spent with a variety of colors, culturally and/or school relevant? 

Yes or No (circle one)

Rate the level responsiveness (creativity, presentation, and student friendliness)

Very Responsive 

Least Responsive

5
4

3
2

1

Comments/Suggestions:

Optimally Arranged

Is the room arranged optimally for movement, management, and presentations? 

Yes or No (circle one)

Rate the level responsiveness (creativity, presentation, and student friendliness)

Very Responsive 

Least Responsive

5
4

3
2

1

Comments/Suggestions:

Responsive Management
Chapter 2

Protocol escri tion Pur ose
Most ffective 

Use s

alidated 
and f rmed 

Cultural 
ehaviors

hink Pair hare

The teacher asks a question that 
students silently ponder. Students 
pair up to discuss their thoughts. 
Partners then share their responses 
either with other pairs or the entire 
group. Either way, to cultivate listening 
skills, each student explains his or her 
partner’s ideas.

Discussion Protocol

To quickly share, 
clarify, and 
generate ideas or 
answers about a 
topic or concept

To provide 
everyone with an 
opportunity to 
share ideas aloud 
when there is a 
strong desire to 
share

To allow students 
an opportunity 
to generate ideas 
before being asked 
to write and/or 
share with the 
entire class

Accessing prior 
knowledge

Sharing journal 
or quick write 
responses

Reviewing or 
summarizing 
information

Sociocentric

Cooperative

Relational

hree te  Intervie

Students pair up. The teacher poses a 
question. 

1. Each student interviews his or 
her partner.

2. Partners reverse roles. 

3. Each student shares his or her 
partner’s response with another 
pair of students or the class.

Discussion Protocol

To have students 
ask and answer 
student-created 
questions 

To develop 
students’ thinking, 
listening, and 
questioning skills

Discussing and 
reviewing material 
or potential 
solutions to 
problems related to 
content information

Sociocentric

Cooperative

Sense of 
immediacy

urn and alk

Students are given a prompt and then 
asked to turn to their neighbors and 
share a comment/discuss the prompt. 
This typically takes only a few minutes.

Discussion Protocol

To think, listen, 
share, and discuss 
ideas and opinions

Processing 
or reviewing 
information for 
discussion, in any 
content area

Sociocentric

67#51462_i11502—Strategies for Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning © Shell Education

Responsive Academic Vocabulary

Res onsive cademic oca ular  vervie

There are not many topics in education that find general agreement among educators. The 
importance of students increasing their academic vocabulary skills is one of the few, which 
is why I consider vocabulary another gatekeeper area for a specific instructional purpose in 
cultural responsiveness. Without increasing their academic vocabulary as they matriculate 
through school, students will struggle for academic success (Marzano and Pickering 2005). As 
educators—especially as practitioners—we all bear a responsibility for how students learn to 
“own words,” increasing their reading, writing, and speaking skills along with opportunities in 
all situations. Even though there is general agreement about the importance of vocabulary, I 
have discovered, albeit unscientifically, that the majority of teachers do not have a systematic 
way of teaching vocabulary. Further, those that do resort to the traditional methodology of—you 
guessed it—dictionary work. 

The point is that before we can discuss how to make vocabulary teaching responsive, we have to 
ensure that vocabulary instruction is occurring. To an extent, some vocabulary teaching is better 
than nothing. Fortunately, the Common Core State Standards assert that students will interpret 
words and phrases as they are used in a text, including how specific sentences, paragraphs, and 
larger portions of the text relate to each other and the whole (NGA and CCSSO 2010a). I 
strongly recommend that you have a baseline of vocabulary teaching in order to implement 
cultural responsiveness. In other words, if you are not teaching vocabulary on a regular basis, it 
may be difficult to practice cultural responsiveness.

This section is about how to make your 
vocabulary instruction responsive in three 
ways. First is to understand the overall 
validating and affirming aspect of the 
responsive approach, which is to honor the 
words that students bring from home and 
recognize that students are not blank slates 
when it comes to their word knowledge. 
Second is to equip students with the necessary 
skills for success, using research-based 
strategies students need to attack unfamiliar 
words. Third is to utilize developed tools for 
success—the personal thesaurus and personal 
dictionary—that help support validation, 
affirmation, and building and bringing. To begin this section, we will look at how all words are 
not equal. We will then examine research-based strategies for word acquisition and development 
of the personal thesaurus and personal dictionary. 

Expectations of Today’s Standards

Determine the meaning of domain-specific 
and general academic words or phrases in 
a text. 

Determine the appropriate figurative, 
connotative, and/or technical meaning of 
words and phrases as they are used in a 
text.

Analyze the impact of word choice on 
meaning and tone. 

127#51462_i11502—Strategies for Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning © Shell Education
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Responsive Management 
Strategies

Responsive Academic Vocabulary 
Strategies

Responsive Management

Chapter

3

Understanding the Context  

Of all the identified CLR instructional categories, the use of movement is, undoubtedly, the one 

category where we grow multiple trees out of one seed. The frequent use of movement in the 

classroom accomplishes several teaching goals. First, whenever students move in class, it is 

culturally responsive for most of them. Second, movement activities build upon the voluminous 

brain-based research (Schiller and Willis 2008; Duman 2010) on kinesthetic learning (Park 

1997; Green 1999). The research is clear. When brain-body methods are utilized, long-term 

memory is increased (Tate 2010). Third, moving and interacting with classmates during a well-

structured instructional activity is simply fun and engaging. Similar to many of the protocols 

discussed in the previous chapter, many teachers are doing movement activities without realizing 

their multiple benefits. 

Most times, the activity should involve a structured conversation based on a certain type of 

prompt related to the content. Movement activities are quick in pace and in most cases take no 

longer than three to five minutes. Any classroom activity 

that employs movement increases the probability that 

students will have a positive response to the learning 

(Marzano 2007). Marcia Tate (2010) says that movement 

strengthens memory and decreases behavior problems but 

also makes teaching and learning fun. 

When looking specifically at the element of culture, 

Barbara Shade et al. (1997) remind us that cultural behaviors are the intellectual aspects of 

how we learn. Movement activities act as ways of perceiving and organizing information. 

The process for the student is twofold: perception and conceptualization. A CLR activity 

plays a role in the perception phase by tuning the student into the content being taught and, 

in the conceptualization phase, by helping the student organize the information. When used 

appropriately and strategically, movement activities can be used as scaffolds for rigorous 

content.

Considering the Research  

Current research supports the use of movement activities as a way to integrate culturally 

responsive teaching techniques into the classroom. The following studies represent a sample of 

relevant research supporting the use of movement activities to enhance engagement and create a 

culturally responsive classroom.

For CLR, a movement activity is 

having students walk or dance 

around the room with a specific 

instructional purpose in mind. 

Get Up, Stand Up 

Making Movement a Regular 

Part of Your Instruction  

81
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Responsive Teaching and Learning 
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  27

Figure 1.6 Categories of Characteristics of Gifted Students

Category Characteristics

Cognitive 	 •	 remembers	large	amounts	of	information

	 •	 superior	comprehension

	 •	 interested	in	many	things	

	 •	 highly	curious

	 •	 advanced	language	and	verbal	development

	 •	 unusually	large	capacity	for	processing	information

	 •	 able	to	think	quickly	and	with	flexibility

	 •	 many	ideas

	 •	 spends	extended	amounts	of	time	on	projects

	 •	 makes	unusual	connections

	 •	 generates	many	original	ideas	and	unique	solutions

	 •	 integrates	ideas	and	disciplines

	 •	 uses	and	forms	conceptual	frameworks	early	on

	 •	 evaluates	approach	toward	self	and	others

	 •	 remarkable	intensity

	 •	 driven	by	goals

Physical 	 •	 heightened	sensory	awareness

	 •	 unusual	discrepancy	between	physical	and	intellectual	
development

	 •	 low	tolerance	for	lag	between	their	standards	and	their	athletic	
skills

Affective 	 •	 large	accumulation	of	information	about	emotions

	 •	 unusual	sensitivity	to	the	feelings	of	others

	 •	 sense	of	humor

	 •	 heightened	self-awareness,	feelings	of	being	different

	 •	 idealistic	and	sense	of	justice

	 •	 inner	locus	of	control

	 •	 unusual	emotional	depth	and	intensity

	 •	 high	expectations	of	self/others

	 •	 are	perfectionists

	 •	 need	consistency	between	values/actions

	 •	 high	levels	of	moral	judgment

52

Figure 4.4 Slave Poster Graphic Organizer

Creator’s purpose in 
making this source:

Creator’s purpose in 
making this source:

Creator’s purpose in 
making this source:

What does this say 
about that time 
in history?

What does this say 
about that time 
in history?

What does this say 
about that time 
in history?

Select any detail 
and tell the meaning 
behind it.

Select any detail 
and tell the meaning 
behind it.

Select any detail 
and tell the meaning 
behind it.
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Real Audience (Purpose):  Students engage in the purpose motive 
when they write for a real purpose and a real audience. It may start in 
kindergarten as students make a grocery list or when they send a “thank you” 
note to a real person. The purpose motive follows the writer throughout 
school and into adulthood. 

Make it your goal to bestow autonomy, mastery, and purpose in your 
student writers, and watch their motivation to write grow. Don’t ask, “How 
do I motivate my students to write?” Both Donald Graves and Daniel Pink 
(2010) have given us the answer. Ask, “How do I increase each student’s 
sense of autonomy, mastery, and purpose as a writer?”

Switching Gears: From Marking Errors to Praise, 
Encouragement, and Support

It’s often the struggling writer that teachers find most diff icult to 
motivate, and sometimes we need to switch gears. It’s easy to look at a 
piece of student writing wracked with errors and think that the situation is 
hopeless. When you find yourself in this situation, turn the tables and look 
on the bright side. The following tips for motivating struggling writers 
demonstrate how little steps and positive thinking can turn things around.

Tips for Motivating Struggling Writers

 Ü Begin with a positive attitude. Envision success in your 
struggling writers. Be hopeful and excited about the impact  
that your manner, words, and teaching can have on a 
student’s writing growth. 

 Ü Praise and encourage. Often, struggling writers become 
easily frustrated as their peers’ accomplishments are 
recognized and celebrated. Be especially attentive to even 
the slightest improvement made by struggling writers. 
Provide frequent praise by reminding students how proud 
they should be of their accomplishments (e.g., “You must 
be so proud of your effort and perseverance”). Giving 
encouragement in an environment where all writers are 
valued will motivate your struggling writers. 

 61

Mathematics Classroom Procedures 
Every successful classroom needs established norms, procedures, 

celebrations, and consequences. Every teacher has a different way to celebrations, and consequences. Every teacher has a different way to 
effectively set these up in the classroom. Classroom norms are a shared 
understanding of what is expected from the class. These norms should understanding of what is expected from the class. These norms should 
be established early in the school year and clearly posted for everyone 
to see, in addition to celebrations and consequences of following, or not 
following, them. 

4. Students need to keep track of hits with red Xs and misses with Xs and misses with X
red Os when their partner guesses, and green Xs and Xs and X Os for their 
own guesses of hits and misses. If students get a “hit,” they may 
go again. If not, it is their partners’ turn. 

The winner is the first person who sinks all f ive ships.

x

Instructional MethodsCulturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching

These up-to-date research-based books 
detail classroom practices, approaches, 
and strategies to support rigorous new 
standards. These books are perfect for 
sta� -development sessions and book 
studies.
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Instruction 
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All Grades
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ISBN 9781425812072
$29.99
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2nd Edition
by Carmen Zuñiga 
Dunlap
All Grades

7" × 9" | 254pp.
ISBN 9781425811884
$29.99
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the Curriculum 
for Gifted 
Learners, 
2nd Edition
by Wendy Conklin 
All Grades

7" × 9" | 160pp.
ISBN 9781425811860
$29.99

Fostering Writing 
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Classroom
by Richard Gentry, 
Jan McNeel, and
Vickie 
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All Grades

7" × 9" | 216pp.
ISBN 9781425811907
$29.99

Teaching Science
Today, 2nd Edition
by Kathleen N. Kopp
All Grades

7" × 9" | 172pp.
ISBN 9781425812096
$29.99
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Teaching in Today's Classroom 
8-Book Set 
ISBN 9781425817275 | $239.92

Teaching Social 
Studies Today, 2nd 
Edition
by Kathleen Kopp
All Grades

7" × 9" | 168pp.
ISBN 9781425812102
$29.99
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Leadership and Change

● 15

Figure 1.1 Instruction and Assessment Model

Mastery Is 
Demonstrated

Mastery Is 
not Demonstrated

Focus on the Standard

Pre-Assess

Teach

Assess

Move On Reteach

The focus is on the grade-level content standards and/or concepts. Start 
with the standard(s) in mind. Then, pre-assess, teach, and assess. Then, move 
on or reteach, if needed. After reteaching, assess again. Repeat this process 
for every standard or group of standards for every unit. This cycle will take 
students on a continuous journey up the assessment and evaluation learning 
curve toward mastery. Let’s see how this looks in the classroom.

Focus on the standardFocus on the standardF

Mr. Johnson is ready to plan a unit on the Civil War. He chunks unit 
standards into manageable groups and time frames. The first standard 
is Students will understand the causes of the Civil War.

26

Simple Overview of Backwards Planning Principles

Stage One: Identify Desired Results
What should my students know, understand, and be able to do?  What is worthy of 
understanding?  What enduring understandings are desired? (Wiggins and McTighe 
1998).  What are the goals at the heart of your unit of study?  The following design
principles will help you identify your end results:

Determine the Content Standard(s) (Established Goals)

	 •	 What are the standards (local, state, national) for the coursework you are
teaching?  

	 •	 What are students expected to learn?

Determine the Big Idea(s) or Enduring Understanding(s)

	 •	 What are the big ideas (universal concepts that have enduring relevance) at the
heart of the subject or topic which you are teaching?

	 •	 What are the likely misunderstandings that need to be addressed?

Determine the Essential or Guiding Question(s)

	 •	 What open-ended, thought-provoking questions will foster disciplined inquiry
and investigation?		

	 •	 What questions will call upon students to examine their own experiences and
content knowledge?  

	 •	 What questions will help students use and build knowledge effectively over time?

Determine the Student Objectives 

	 •	 What observable and measurable outcomes can you assess?

Determine the Knowledge Learning Targets

	 •	 What facts, concepts, and principles do students need to learn in order to reach
the goals?

Determine the Procedural Learning Targets

	 •	 What procedures, strategies, methods, and skills will students be able to use as a
result of this unit of study?  

Design the Culminating Activity

	 •	 How will students demonstrate that they really understand and can apply the big
ideas of the unit of study (e.g., projects, presentations, performance assessments, 
assignments, or tasks)?

	 •	 How can this culminating experience be authentic so that it has relevance beyond
the classroom?

139

888
Can I See an Example of This 
in Action?

At this point, an actual school-wide example might help us all see how 
all of the knowledge and skills on these pages can come to life in actual 
orchestrated practice. Read the following case study and contemplate the 
deliberations and actions by the leader to advance her initiative forward. 
While this example is not inclusive of all of the concepts in this book, 
it provides a realistic framework of how to layer in strategic support to 
help people not only embrace the necessary changes but put them into 
results-focused practice.

The Endeavor Elementary and Middle 
School: A Case Study

The First Year of Work
The Endeavor Elementary and Middle School, called EEMS from 

this point on, is a K–8 school in a suburban district with a diverse 
population of students. Several family languages other than English 
are spoken only in the homes, and the school rests in the middle of 
home and apartment complexes. Endeavor’s principal, Serena Hodges, 
has been there for five years and enjoys favorable relationships with 
the teachers and parents of the students. She has involved her faculty 
for years in their own student data analysis. For at least four years, 
a major concern in this analysis has been the widening achievement 

ChapterChapterChapterChapterChapterChapter
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Planning for Inquiry 
TeachingTeaching

This chapter builds on information from Chapter 1 about the relationship between This chapter builds on information from Chapter 1 about the relationship between 
inquiry teaching and how the brain learns. It also serves to illustrate the implementation inquiry teaching and how the brain learns. It also serves to illustrate the implementation 
of inquiry teaching and the learning cycle. It contains protocols and templates of inquiry of inquiry teaching and the learning cycle. It contains protocols and templates of inquiry 
teaching unit plans and lessons that are consistent with what we know about how the 
brain learns and the nature of child development. You will meet four teachers who share 
their experiences developing inquiry teaching lessons and unit plans. These individuals 
represent a range of teaching experiences from novice, to mid-level, to expert.

 • Maria is a teacher with whom I worked for a very brief time when I was 
teaching at a university in the 1990s. Maria, a first-year biology teacher, and 
I co-planned a unit on mitosis. The 24 students in the class were a diverse 
group—some were on Individualized Education Programs (IEPs) and some 
were English language learners. 

 • Andrea, a first-grade teacher, plans a unit on the history of a local community 
using primary documents. Andrea’s 22 students are also a diverse group—
one student is a non-English speaker and 7 students are on IEPs for autism, 
language learning issues, and some developmental delays.

 • Carolina is a sixth-grade mathematics teacher whose lessons link mathematics 
to social issues of interest to her students. On average, her classes of 20 or so 
students have about two second language learners and 5 or 6 students on IEPs 
including a broad variety of physical, learning, and emotional issues.

 • Katie is an eleventh-grade language arts teacher whose series of five lessons 
explore the relationship between gothic literature and The Raven by Edgar 
Allen Poe. Katie’s students are from a middle-class suburb of Boston; on 
average 3 to 4 students have IEPs and usually not more than 1 student is an 
English language learner.

This chapter includes teachers’ observations about the inquiry planning process, along 
with examples of instructional activities for the three phases of the inquiry teaching 
learning cycle—exploration, clarification, and application. Additional resources that 
extend the lessons in this chapter can be found on the Digital Resource CD. By using the 
resources in this chapter and the lesson expansions on the Digital Resource CD, teachers 

2  

The Synergy of Inquiry
Engaging Students in Deep 
Learning Across the Content Areas
by Paul Jablon
All Grades

This resource helps teachers understand how to embed 
the inquiry process in their instruction across the content 
areas. Helps students learn vital inquiry tools for success 
outside of the classroom with stories and examples from 
real teachers across the grade levels.
8.5" ×  11" | 272pp. + CD | ISBN 9781425812126 | $39.99

Orchestrating School Change
Transforming Your Leadership 
by Michael Murphy
All Grades

This resource provides concrete examples and 
strong research models as well as practical 
applications that school leaders and administrators 
at any level can use to support the implementation 
of any strategic initiative. 
7" ×  9" | 160pp. | ISBN 9781425813154 | $29.99

Can I See an Example of This Can I See an Example of This 
ininin

At this point, an actual school-wide example might help us all see how 
all of the knowledge and skills on these pages can come to life in actual 
orchestrated practice. Read the following case study and contemplate the 
deliberations and actions by the leader to advance her initiative forward. 
While this example is not inclusive of all of the concepts in this book, 
it provides a realistic framework of how to layer in strategic support to 
help people not only embrace the necessary changes but put them into 
results

Common Sense Assessment 
in the Classroom
by Lynda Rice
All Grades

This comprehensive guide gives teachers what they 
need to e� ectively implement assessment in the 
classroom with helpful evaluation tools and rubrics that will 
ultimately improve student learning.
7" × 9" | 200pp. | ISBN 9781425806903 | $29.99

Backwards Planning
Building Enduring Understanding 
Through Instructional Design
by Harriet Isecke · Foreword by Wendy Conklin
All Grades

Increases student achievement with a systematic 
approach to lesson design using the instructional 
design principles of Backwards Planning. Teachers 
learn how to identify enduring understandings, 
set goals, and establish benchmarks.
7" × 9" | 192pp. | ISBN 9781425806330 | $29.99

Figure 1.1 

The focus is on the grade-level content standards
with the standard(s) in mind. Then, pre-assess, teach, and assess. Then, move 
on or reteach, if needed. After reteaching, assess again. Repeat this process 
for every standard or group of standards for every unit. This cycle will take 
students on a continuous journey up the assessment and evaluation learning 
curve toward mastery. Let’s see how this looks in the classroom.

1.

Mr. Johnson is ready to plan a unit on the Civil War. He chunks unit 
standards into manageable groups and time frames. The first standard 
is 
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Motivation and Engagement

Strategies for Interactive Notetaking 
by Judith Goodman
Foreword by Lin Kuzmich
Grades K–8

Use interactive notetaking strategies to engage students and 
support deep learning. This resource provides students with 
creative ways to learn and retain content.
Notebook | 360pp.  + CD | ISBN 9781425810689 | $99.99

Interactive Notetaking for 
Content-Area Literacy
by Judith Goodman
Grades K–12

Provides create ways to take notes! 
 ◗ Provides students with creative ways to remember the content 

they are learning and to help them study for tests.
 ◗ Includes grade-range-specific content lessons for teachers.

8.5" x 11" | 168pp.  + CD | $29.99 each

Level ISBN
Level K–2 9781425817329
Level 3–5 9781425817336
Secondary 9781425817343

Available Spring 2018

Bringing Joy Back into the Classroom
by Danny Brassell
Foreword by Lori Oczkus
All Grades

Aimed at motivating teachers to create a welcoming and 
appropriately challenging environment for their students, this 
professional book is told through a series of anecdotes and 
stories. It will remind teachers of the intrinsic rewards of teaching 
and the powerful role teachers play as models in this endeavor.
7" × 9" | 152pp. | ISBN 9781425807566 | $24.99

A Baker’s Dozen of Lessons 
Learned from the Teaching Trenches
by Danny Brassell
Foreword by Will Hobbs
All Grades

This must-read guide is fi lled with practical tried-and-true strategies 
and valuable insights to help teachers maximize their e� ectiveness 
in the classroom. 
 ◗ Provides insight from real-life teaching experiences 

in an urban school setting.
 ◗ Great resource for back-to-school workshops.

7" ×  9" | 144pp. | ISBN 9781425805203 | $29.99

CHAPTER

21

Physiological Needs

Overview
For the most part, physiological needs are fairly obvious; 

they are the basic biological requirements for survival.  If 

these requirements are not met, humans cannot function.

They provide the essential foundation for all learning to take 

place.  There can be no joy where there is hunger or unrest.  

In order to create a classroom that feeds souls every day, you 

first have to be sure the needs of the body are met.

Fifteen Ways to Meet Your Physiological Needs

 Breathe

The mind prospers with a lot of oxygen, and that is why 

yoga is a wonderful activity for teachers and students to 

perform every day.  Clean air tends to clear the head and 

help you to focus.  Every day you and your students should 

take a little break from what speaker Yvette Zgonc calls “the 

constipated curricula” in order to oxygenate your brains.  

You need to try this: Stand up right now, open your mouth 

wide, and take a deep breath.  Hold it for a few moments.  

Then, exhale slowly through your mouth.  Proper yoga 

technique calls for exhaling through your nose, but this may 

be a very bad idea with young children.  

Whenever you breathe with your students, try to focus 

their thoughts on happy, silly things.  Here is an idea from 

a wonderful book called It’s All About Me: Personality 

Quizzes for You and Your Friends (Phillips 2006).  Let’s 

determine where your confidence comes from.

2

37

Passion Is Powerful

Stand up right now and repeat after me: I love to teach! 

Now wave your arms wildly and give yourself a hoot and a holler.  

Bring this book to school, stand in front of your students, and lead 

them in this chant:

(You say) Who?  Who?  Who’s the best? 

(Students say) We’re!  We’re!  We’re the best! 

(You say) Who’s the best? 

(Students say) We’re the best! 

(Everybody says) On all tests! 

Get pumped up about teaching.  Love what you do and you’ll 

never work a day in your life.  No matter how corny it may sound, 

your vocation should be like a vacation.  The people who are jazzed 

about teaching teach better and longer. 

Why did you become a teacher?  I am going to go out on a limb 

and suggest it was not for the high pay or heaps of praise constantly 

bestowed on teachers.  (If you teach in a school district that provides 

these, please send me the address.)  I bet you became a teacher for the 

opportunity to make a difference in the lives of children. 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge said that “nothing is so contagious as 

enthusiasm.”  If you’re enthusiastic about the things you are working 

on, people will ask you to do interesting things.  People feel your 

passion, and students certainly feel your passion for teaching.  Good 

teachers passionately pursue excellence.

Chapter
3
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#51068—Strategies for Interactive Notetaking 
© Shell Education

16

Name: __________________________________ Date:	 ___________________Peer Partner Review Template
Directions:	Follow	your	teachers’	to	directions	to	find	a	partner	in	the	class.		Trade	

papers with your partner.  Answer one question on their paper and then write your 

name	at	the	bottom	of	the	square	where	you	wrote	your	answer.		Do	this	over	with	other	

partners,	but	leave	one	question	to	answer	yourself.
 1. 

 2. 
 3. 

 4. 
 5. 

 6. 

 7. 
 8. 

 9. 

	

Peer	Partner	Review

Talking Partners

#51068—Strategies for Interactive Notetaking

16

Name: __________________________________

Peer Partner Review Template
Directions:
papers with your partner.  Answer one question on their paper and then write your 

name at the
partners, but

1.

4.

7.
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Single Titles
Title English Spanish
¿Qué hay en el desván? (What Is in  
the Attic?)

151

16th Century Superstar: Da Vinci 23, 102
18th Century Superstar: Mozart 23, 102
19th Century Innovations: Paving the Way 111
20th Century Superstar: Curie 23, 101
20th Century: Race to the Moon 16, 84 144
21st Century: Mysteries of Deep Space 16, 85 144
22nd Century: Future of Space 16, 85 144
A Baseball Giant 31
A Bee's Life 8 140
A Big Job 45
A Box for Ross 45
A Bright New Day 30
A Butterfly's Life 8 140
A Cat and a Hat 43
A Day in Our Lives 88 150
A Day in the Life of a Ballet Dancer 13 142
A Day in the Life of a Cowhand 13 142
A Day in the Life of a Firefighter 13 142
A Family's Story 106 154
A Frog's Life 8 140
A Garden in the City 130 158
A Midsummer Night's Dream 128
A Mountain of Trash 88 150
A Nap 43
A Road Trip to Yosemite 28
A Sense of Art 91
A Teacher and a Friend 130 158
A Visit to a Car Factory 11 141
A Visit to a Farm 11 141
A Visit to a Marine Base 11 141
A Year in Our Lives 88 150
Aaron Burr: More Than a Villain 110
Abigail Adams and the Women Who 
Shaped America

104, 110

Abolitionists: What We Need Is Action 103, 111
Abraham Lincoln: Addressing a Nation 111
Across the Sea 27 137
Action! Making Movies 17 144
Adaptations 71 146
Adventures of Kingii the Frilled Lizard, 
The 

30

African Americans Today 103
African Grasslands 12 142
After School 88 150
Albert Einstein: Gentle Genius 79
Alexander Graham Bell: Called to Invent 100 156
Alexander Hamilton's New York City 110
Alfred Wegener: Uncovering Plate 
Tectonics

76

Alice in the Garden of Flowers 131
All Aboard! How Trains Work 12 142
All About Energy 79
All About Light and Sound 79
All About Me (Wordless) 40 135
All About Mechanical Engineering 79
All About Mitosis and Meiosis 72
All About Money 108 153
All in a Day's Work: Animator 17 144
All in a Day's Work: ER Doctor 17 144
All in a Day's Work: Police O¦cer 17 144
All in the Family 70 146
Always Growing: Fruit 6 139
Always Growing: Hair 6 139
Always Growing: Skin 6 139
Amazing Americans: Abigail Adams 100 153
Amazing Americans: Abraham Lincoln 100 153
Amazing Americans: George Washington 100 153
Amazing Americans: Paul Revere 100 154
Amazing Americans: Pocahontas 100 153
Amazing Americans: Rosa Parks 100 154
Amazing Americans: Susan B. Anthony 100 153
Amazing Americans: Thurgood Marshall 100 154
Amazing Animals 130 158
Amazing Animals: Alligators 91
Amazing Animals: Critter Camp 89 151
Amazing Animals: Extreme Dinosaurs 90
Amazing Animals: Honeybees 89
Amazing Animals: Prehistoric Creatures 89
Amazing Animals: Sharks 89
Amazing Animals: Strange Animal 
Partnerships

90

Amazing Animals: Venomous Snakes 90
Amazing Animals: Wild Whales 89 151
Amazing Animals: World Record Wildlife 90
Amazon Rainforest 12 142
Amelia Earhart: Flying into Adventure 100 156
America Then and Now 107
American Culture 104 154
American Heroes 131

Title English Spanish
American Indians in Texas 117 156
American Indians in the 1800s: Right and 
Resistance

111

American Indians of the East: Woodland 
People

110

American Indians of the Plains: Surviving 
the Great Expanse

110

American Indians of the West: Battling 
the Elements

110

American Revolution: Fighting for 
Freedom, The 

110

American Through and Through 40 135
America's Eagle (Wordless) 7 139
America's Man-Made Landmarks 109 154
America's Natural Landmarks 109 154
Análisis de mapas (Looking at Maps) 152
Analyze It! 70, 84 145
Anansi 128
Anglezandria and the Golden Tri-Scarab 130
Ángulos en el baloncesto (Basketball 
Angles)

152

Animal Architects 14 143
Animal Eyes 8 140
Animal Homes 39 134
Animal Mothers and Babies 8 140
Animal Senses 71 146
Animals (Wordless) 38 134
Anna Goes to Zambia 27 137
Anne Frank: A Light in the Dark 15, 101 143
Annexation of Texas, The 117 156
Annie Oakley 126
Annie Oakley: Little Sure Shot 100 156
Antoine Lavoisier: Founder of Modern 
Chemistry

79

Around Home 88 150
Around the World in Twenty-Eight Pages 31
Around Town 88 150
Art and Culture: Abstract Art 91 152
Art and Culture: American Indian Artifacts 91
Art and Culture: Desserts Around the 
World

89 151

Art and Culture: Día de los Muertos 91
Art and Culture: Exploring Mexican 
Artifacts

91

Art and Culture: The British Museum 89
Art and Culture: Exploring the Louvre 84, 89 151
Art and Culture: Hawaiian Paniolo 90
Art and Culture: Mardi Gras 89
Art and Culture: Patterns of the Past 89
Art and Culture: The Stories of 
Constellations

89 151

Arthur and the Pendragon Sword 131
Asteroids and Comets 76 147
Astronomers Through Time 76
At School 88 150
At the Playground 88 150
At the Pond 88 150
Atlanta: The Big Peach 116
Atrahasis 128
Baa, Baa, Black Sheep 39 134
Baa, Baa, Black Sheep Big Book 36
Baby Animals 70 146
Backstage Pass: Fashion 12 142
Bad Guys and Gals of the Ancient World 17 144
Bad Guys and Gals of the High Seas 17 144
Bad Guys and Gals of the Wild West 17 144
Bake Sale, The 108 152
Bakery, The 88 150
Balanced and Unbalanced Forces 77, 84 149
Bank Tellers Then and Now 107, 108
Barack Obama 103, 105 155
Barnaby Dell 29 138
Batter Up! History of Baseball 13 142
Battle of the Bands 90
Be a Good Leader! 106 153
Be Fair! 106 153
Bears' Story by Baldwin B. Bear, The 26 137
Behind the Canvas: An Artist's Life 15 143
Being a Good Citizen 7, 104 139
Benjamin Banneker: Self-Made Man 110
Benjamin Franklin 105, 110
Benjamin Franklin: Thinker, Inventor, 
Leader

100 156

Best You: Calm Down, The 9
Best You: Making Things Right, The 11 141
Best You: Win or Lose, The 7
Between the Wars 112 155
Biddy Mason: Becoming a Leader 103, 114
Big and Little 8 140
Big Day for Kate 44

Title English Spanish
Big Digs: Construction Site 12 142
Big Kid School 40 135
Big Pig 43
Bikes and Boards 79 149
Birds and Bugs 6 139
Blast O® to Space Camp 12 142
Bones 72 146
Boris and Bea 28 138
Boris Keeps Fit 26 137
Boris the Basset 26 137
Boy Who Cried Wolf and Other Aesop 
Fables, The 

31

Boy Who Cried Wolf, The 127 157
Brain 72 146
Bremen Town Musicians, The 31
Bug Builders 14 143
Build It: Skyscrapers 10 141
Building Things (Wordless) 38 134
Building Up the White House 126 158
Buy It! History of Money 13 142
Byzantine Empire: A Society That Shaped 
the World, The 

113

Caddo and Comanche 117 156
California in the 20th Century 114
California Indians 114
California: Becoming a State 114
California: Towns to Cities 114
Californians Who Made a Di®erence 114
California's Complex Water System 114
California's Indian Nations 114
California's Spanish Missions 114
Camping Constitution 126 158
Capital Resources and the Economy 108 154
Carousel Colors 26 137
Cat-astrophe at the Opera 31
Causas de la Revolución (Causes of the 
Revolution)

155

Causes of the Civil War 129
Causes of the Civil War: A House Divided 111
Cecil Rhodes: The Man Who Expanded 
an Empire

102

Celebrate 100 Days 88 150
Cell Scientists: Discovering How  
Cells Work

73

Cells 71 146
César Chávez: Protecting Farm Workers 100, 103 156
Changing Matter 77 148
Changing Weather 74 147
Changing Weather (Wordless) 7 139
Chemical Reactions 78 149
Chief Joseph and the Nez Perce 129
Child Labor and the Industrial Revolution 129
China 113
Circuits 78, 84 149
Civil Rights Movement 112
Civil Rights: Freedom Riders 129 158
Civil War and Reconstruction in Florida 115
Civil War Hero of Marye's Heights 129
Civil War Leaders 111
Civil War: Brother Against Brother, The 111
Clara Barton: Angle of the Battlefield 100 156
Cleopatra's Report 30
Climate 74 147
Climbing and Diving 79 149
Cold War Leaders 105, 112
Cold War, The 112
Cold War: Communism on Trial 129
Colonization of Texas, The 117 156
Colors 8 140
Colors (Worldless) 38 134
Comenzó con una pizza (It Started With 
Pizza)

152

Coming to America (Reader's Theater) 126 158
Coming to America (Social Studies) 104 154
Communicate! Animal Talk 6
Communicate! Characters with Courage 15  
Communicate! Documentaries 17  
Communicate! How You Say It 9
Communicate! Pop Song Lyrics 13 142
Communicate! Tongue Twisters 10 141
Community Leaders Then and Now 107
Composition of Matter 78 149
Condensation 79 148
Confucius: Chinese Philosopher 102
Conservation of Energy 78 149
Conservation of Mass 78 149
Constitution of the United States, The 129 157
Construyamos un patio de juegos 
(Building a Playground)

151

= New Titles
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Single Titles
Title English Spanish
Controlling Florida: Colonization to 
Statehood

115

Contrucción de casas (Building Houses) 152
Count Me In! School Carnival 10 141
Count Me In! Soccer Tournament 10 141
Count Me In! What's for Lunch? 10 141
Counting: Earth’s Biomes 10 141
Counting: The Seasons 8
Counting: Your Body 6
Coyote: A Trickster Tale 31
Craft It: Hand-Blown Glass 10 141
Crafty Kids 88 150
Creek and the Cherokee, The 116
Crossing a Continent 114
Crossing Oceans: Immigrating to 
California

114

Cuckoo, Cuckoo: A Folktale from Mexico 28 138
Cultures Around the World 104 154
Curious Café, The 30
Cutting Edge: Breakthroughs in 
Technology, The 

17, 85 144

Dad Wants a Nap 44
Danger in the Desert 16 144
Dangerous Catch! Deep Sea Fishers 17 144
Daniel Boone: Into the Wild 100 156
Davy Crockett 126
Day and Night 37 134
Day at the Zoo 88 150
Death Valley Desert 12 142
Declaration of Independence, The 126 158
Declaring Our Independence (Reader's 
Theater)

129 158

Declaring Our Independence (Social 
Studies)

105 154

Defying Gravity! Rock Climbing 14 143
Delicious and Nutritious 39 134
Demons of the Deep 16 144
Desastres naturales (Natural Disasters) 152
Deserts 72 146
Detectives de naufragios (Shipwreck 
Detectives)

152

Digestion and Using Food 71 146
Digestive System, The 12 142
Dinosaur House 26 137
Diplomacy Makes a Di®erence 105
DNA 71 146
Do You See a Shape? 37 134
Doctors Then and Now 107
Doing Your Part: Serving Your Community 104, 106 154
Dolley Madison 101
Down by the Bay 39 134
Down by the Bay Big Book 36
Drag! Friction and Resistance 16 144
Dream Team, The 30
Duck Pond Fun 26 137
Eagles Up Close 10 141
Early Explorers 110
Earning Money 108 153
Earth 76 147
Earth and Moon 74 147
Earthquakes (Science) 76 147
Earthquakes! (TIME FOR KIDS®) 10 141
Earth's Cycles 75 147
Earth's Moon 74 147
Eat Healthy 72
Eating Right 8 140
Ecosystems 71 146
Education in California 114
Edward the Explorer 27 137
Egypt 113
El ángulo ganador (The Winning Angle) 152
El caso del parque infantil (The Jungle 
Park Case)

152

El fuerte (The Fort) 151
El libro del pan (The Bread Book) 152
El mundo de los transportes (The World 
of Transportation)

151

Eleanor Roosevelt 101
Eleanor Roosevelt: A Friend to All 100 156
Electricity 78 149
Electromagnetism 77 148
Emergency! Be Prepared 72
Emperor's New Clothes, The 127 157
En el acuario (At the Aquarium) 152
Endangered Animals of the Desert 16 144
Endangered Animals of the Jungle 16 144
Endangered Animals of the Sea 16 144
Energy 77 148
Energy in Action 77 149
Engineering Marvels: Bridges Around 
the World

85, 90

Title English Spanish
Engineering Marvels: World Landmarks 85, 89
Engineering Marvels: Roller Coasters 84, 90
Engineering Marvels: Stand-Out 
Skyscrapers

84, 89 151

Engineering Marvels: The Ei®el Tower 85, 91
Engineering Marvels: The London Eye 84, 89
Engineering: Feats & Failures 15, 84 143
Enlightenment: A Revolution in Reason, 
The 

113

Environment: A World of Change 71 146
Escape from Pacaya 28 138
Esclavitud en Estados Unidos (Slavery 
in America)

155

Evaporation 79 148
Expansión de la nación (Expanding the 
Nation)

155

Exploration of California 114
Exploring Calendars 104
Exploring Florida's Geography, Culture, 
and Climate

115

Extreme Weather 74 147
Families (Wordless) 40 135
Families Through Time 106 154
Famous Immigrants 112
Fantastic Kids: Care for Animals 6
Fantastic Kids: George Washington 
Carver

11 141

Fantastic Kids: Helping Others 13 142
Fantastic Kids: Malala Yousafzai 17, 103  
Fantastic Kids: Theater Kids 9
Fantastic Kids: Young Artists 15  
Farm Animals 88 150
Farmers Market 108 151
Farmers Then and Now 107
Fearless! Stunt People 17 144
Feelings (Wordless) 40 135
Felix and His Flying Machine 30
Fiddlers, The 127 157
Fight for Freedom, The 103
Figuras en nuestro mundo (Shapes in 
Our World)

152

Final Lap! Go-Kart Racing 14 143
Find Your Sport 72
Finding Florida: Exploration and Its 
Legacy

115

Finding Texas 117 156
Firefighters Then and Now 107
Fires 76 147
First Fire 131
First Geologists, The 76
Fishers Then and Now 107
Five Cents Worth 30
Five Senses (Wordless) 38 134
Five Senses, The 12 142
Fix It! 43
Flabbergaster 30
Floods and Blizzards 76 147
Florida in the Early 20th Century: Boom 
and Bust

115

Florida's American Indians through 
History

115

Florida's Economy: From the Mouse to 
the Moon

115

Florida's Fight for Equality 115
Florida's Government: Power, Purpose, 
and People

115

Follow That Map! 109 153
Food Webs 71 146
Foods for the Future 131
Footprints on the Moon: Poems About 
Space

28

Forces 77 148
Forests 72 148
Forming a New Government 105, 110
Founding Mothers 101
Four Spheres of Earth, The 75 147
Fox and the Crow, The 127 157
Frederick Douglass 103
Freedom: Life After Slavery 103
French Revolution: Terror and Triumph, 
The 

113

Friction 77 148
Friends and Foes 129
Frog Who Became an Emperor, The 128
From Hubble to Hubble: Astronomers 
and Outer Space

76

From Independence to Oregon 130
From Rags to Riches 16, 108 144
From the Sun to Beyond Pluto 130 158
Fun and Games: Blast O® to Camp 89

Title English Spanish
Fun and Games: Building Miniature 
Models

84, 90

Fun and Games: Clockwork Carnival 89 151
Fun and Games: Comic Conventions 91 152
Fun and Games: Extreme Parks 84, 91
Fun and Games: Field Day 89
Fun and Games: Fields, Rinks, and Courts 89
Fun and Games: Fireworks 91
Fun and Games: Mazes 84, 91
Fun and Games: Planning a Perfect Party 89 151
Fun and Games: World Records 91
Fun in the Sun 88 150
FX! Computer-Generated Imagery 22, 85
FX! Costumes and Makeup 22, 85
FX! Lighting and Sound 22, 85
Galileo and the "Starry Messenger" 131
Game Changers: A Biography of  
J. K. Rowling

21, 101

Game Changers: Kwame Alexander 21, 103
Game Changers: Lin-Manuel Miranda 21, 103, 

110
Games Are Fun 88 150
Games Around the World 13, 109 142
Garden Invasion 131
Gases 79 148
Geo®rey Chaucer: Medieval Writer 102
Geographic Features 109
Geography of California 114
George W. Bush 117 156
George Washington 11 141
George Washington and His  
Right-Hand Man

105, 110

George Washington and the Men Who 
Shaped America

105, 110

George Washington Carver: Agriculture 
Pioneer

73 146

George Washington Carver: Planting 
Ideas

100, 103 156

Georgia: Money and Me 116
Georgia's Goods and Services 116
Georgia's Location and Resources 116
Get Moving 72
Get to Bed, Ren! 45
Getting Around School 109 153
Getting Around Town 109 153
Gingerbread Man, The 127 157
Giving Thanks 104 153
Glass Slippers, The 29 138
Global Warming 75, 85 147
Globos aerostáticos (Hot Air Balloons) 152
Going Buggy! 8 140
Gold Rush, The 114
Goldilocks and the Three Bears 127 157
Good for Me: Healthy Food 6 139
Good for Me: Love 6 139
Good for Me: Play and Exercise 6 139
Good Work: Our Earth 7 139
Good Work: Plant Life 7 139
Good Work: Simple Tools 7 139
Goods and Services Around Town 108 153
Goose That Laid the Golden Eggs, The 127 157
Governing the Golden State 114
Government Leaders Then and Now 105, 107
Gráficos en acción (Graphs in Action) 152
Grand Old Flag (Wordless) 7 139
Grandfather's Storytelling 130 158
Grandpa and Me 26 137
Grandpa's Birthday Present 108 152
Grasshopper and the Ants, The 127 157
Gravity 77 149
Great Depression, The 129
Great Leap Westward, The 111
Greece 113
Green Peas in Cream 45
Gregor Mendel: Genetics Pioneer 73
Growing Up 70 146
Growth and Change 70 146
Growth of Florida: Pioneers and 
Technological Advances

115

Gus in the Tub 45
Habitats 71 146
Hamilton vs. Je®erson 105, 110
Hammurabi: Babylonian Ruler 102
Hand to Earth: Saving the Environment 15, 106 143
Hand to Heart: Improving Communities 15, 104 143
Hand to Paw: Protecting Animals 15 143
Hang Ten! Surfing 14 143
Hansel and Gretel 127 157
Happy Faces Leave Home, The 28
Happy Fourth of July! 104 153
Hare and the Tortoise, The 29

= New Titles
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Single Titles
Title English Spanish
Harriet Tubman: Leading Others to 
Liberty

103, 111

Harriet Tubman: Leading Slaves to 
Freedom

100, 103 156

Hatshepsut: First Female Pharaoh 102
Head and Shoulders 38 134
Head and Shoulders Big Book 36
Health and Safety (Wordless) 38 134
Healthy Habits, Healthy You 72
Heart 72 146
Helen Keller: A New Vision 15, 101 143
Henry Ford: Driving Change 131
Here Comes the Sun 77 148
Hickory Dickory Dock 37 134
Hickory Dickory Dock Big Book 36
Hidden by Time 131
Hidden World of Bacteria, The 85, 90
Hidden World of Edible Insects, The 90
Hidden World of Garbage, The 91
Hidden World of Toilets, The 91 152
Hillary Clinton: Shattering the Glass 
Ceiling

101

Hillary Rodham Clinton: Primera dama, 
senadora y secretaria de estado (Hillary 
Rodham Clinton: First Lady, Senator, and 
Secretary of State)

155

Hippocrates: Making the Way for 
Medicine

73

History of Comic Books 23
History of Huntington Beach, The 114
History of Monster Movies 23
History of Number Systems, The 89 151
History of Telephones, The 90 152
History of the First Moon Landing, The 90
History of U.S. Immigration, The 89
History of Victorian Innovations, The 89 151
History of Video Games 23
Hit It! 43
Hit It! History of Tools 13 142
Hive Mind 81
Homes Around the World 9 140
Horses Up Close 10 141
Hot Springs and Brown Bears 31
Hot! 43
How Amusement Parks Work 79, 84 149
How Big Is Kip? 44
How Do They Make That? 90
How Heat Moves 77 148
How Many Toys? 6 139
How Plants Grow 8 140
How Puzzling! 130
How Sound Moves 77 148
How to Be a Kitten 26 137
How to Survive in the Jungle by the 
Person Who Knows

30

How Toys Work 79, 84 149
Hug a Bug 43
Human Calculator, The 28
Human Life Cycle, The 12 142
Hurricane Hunters 90
Hurricanes 76 147
Hush, Little Baby 40 135
Hush, Little Baby Big Book 36
I Am a Good Citizen 104 153
I Am a Good Friend 106 153
I Am So Beautiful 26 137
I Can 9, 106 140
I Can Be Anything 40 135
I Can Work! 106 153
I Pledge Allegiance to the Flag 104 153
I See Colors 39 134
I Spy 77 148
I Wear My Feelings 40 135
I Win! 43
If I Were a Tree 39 134
If You're Happy and You Know It 40 135
If You're Happy and You Know It Big 
Book

36

I'll Lead the Way! 106 154
Immigration 112 155
Immigration Stories 104 154
Immigration: For a Better Life 129
Immigration: Starting a New Life 131
Imperialism: Expanding Empires 113
In a Whirl 28
In the Game: An Athlete's Life 15 143
In the Garden 88 150
Incredible Invertebrates 12 142
Indentured in America 129
Independence Trunk 130
Indestructible Pele, The 131

Title English Spanish
India 113
Industrial Giants 112
Industrial Revolution 112 155
Inside a Plant 70 146
Inside Ecosystems and Biomes 72 146
Inside the Water Cycle 76
Inside the World of Matter 79 149
Interdependence of Living Things 71 146
Into Space 39 134
Inventor: Benjamin Franklin, The 130 158
Investigaciones de animales (Animal 
Investigations)

152

Investigador forense (CSI) 152
Investigating Electromagnetism 79
Investigating Forces and Motion 79 149
Investigating Landforms 76 147
Investigating Plate Tectonics 76
Investigating Simple Organisms 72
Investigating Storms 76
Investigating the Chemistry of Atoms 79
Investigating the Human Body 72
Isaac Newton and the Laws of the 
Universe

79

It's Good Enough to Eat! 26 137
Itsy Bitsy Spider Big Book, The 36
Itsy Bitsy Spider, The 38 134
Jackie Robinson: Hero on the Baseball 
Field

100, 103 156

Jackie Robinson: Hometown Hero 116
James Madison (Spanish version) 155
James Madison and the Making of the 
United States

105, 111

James Oglethorpe: Not for Self, but for 
Others

116

Jane Goodall 13, 101 142
Jane Goodall: Animal Scientist and 
Friend

73

Jimmy Carter: For the People 116
Jobs Around Town 108 153
John Henry 126
John Locke: Philpsopher of 
Englightenment

102

Johnny Appleseed 126
Jonathan Clarkson Gibbs: Reconstruction 
Revolutionary

115

Journey to the Center of the Earth 28 138
Juliette Gordon Low 116
Julius Caesar: Roman Leader 102
Junípero Serra: A Spanish Missionary 114
Just Right Words: Fighting Fair 13 142
Just Right Words: Revising the 
Constitution

17, 105  

Just Right Words: Slam Poetry 15  
Justinian I: Byzantine Emperor 102
Kate and Gail 44
Keeping Fit with Sports 8 140
Kids Around the World 9, 109 140
Kip Gets Fit 44
Kip Gets Sick 43
Kip Wins! 44
La Constitución y la Carta de Derechos 
(The Constitution and the Bill of Rights)

155

La Declaración de la Independencia (The 
Declaration of Independence)

155

La guerra de 1812 (The War of 1812) 155
La guerra de Secesión se avecina (Civil 
War Is Coming)

155

La Revolución estadounidense (The 
American Revolution)

155

La Salle 117 156
La vida en las capas oceánicas (Life in 
the Ocean Layers)

152

Land 8 140
Land Animals 90
Landforms 74 147
Landscape by Design 91
Langston Hughes: Harlem Renaissance 
Writer

103

Language Arts and Social Studies
Late Kate 44
Laura Ingalls Wilder: Pioneer Woman 111
Leaders in the Texas Revolution 117 156
Leaders of the Middle East 112
Legacy and Legend of Sacagawea, The 111
Leonardo da Vinci: Renaissance Artist 
and Inventor

102

Let's Eat 127 157
Let's Play! 88 150
Lewis & Clark (Social Studies) 111 155
Lewis and Clark (Reader's Theater) 129
Lewis y Clark (Lewis & Clark) 155

Title English Spanish
Liberty Bell, The 126 158
Librarians Then and Now 107
Life and Non-Life in an Ecosystem 71 146
Life and the Flow of Energy 71 146
Life at Home 106 153
Life at the Top 26 137
Life Cycles 71 146
Life in Numbers: Choose Your Career 17  
Life in Numbers: Managing Time 12 142
Life in Numbers: Our Favorites 6
Life in Numbers: Smart Shoppers 8
Life in Numbers: Stressed Out! 14  
Life in Numbers: Write Haiku 11 141
Light and Its E®ects 78 149
Light Makes a Rainbow 77 148
Lillian's Family Tree 130
Limpiemos nuestra escuela (Cleaning 
Our School)

151

Lion and the Mouse, The 127 157
Liquids 79 148
Little Boy Blue 39 134
Little Boy Blue Big Book 36
Little Piggies 127 157
Little Red Hen, The 127 157
Little Red Riding Hood 127 157
Little Things Matter 130
Living in Space 12 142
Living! 70 146
Lizzie Johnson 117 156
Lizzie's Dream 28
London Bridge 39 134
London Bridge Big Book 36
Lonely Penguin's Blog, The 28 138
Look Inside: Your Brain 10 141
Look Inside: Your Heart and Lungs 10 141
Look Inside: Your Skeleton and Muscles 10 141
Looking for Shapes 88 150
Looking Inside Cells 72
Looking Up! 74 147
Los cielos nocturnos (Night Skies) 152
Los indígenas americanos en el siglo XIX 
(American Indians in the 1800s)

155

Los primeros congresos (Early 
Congresses)

155

Lost Pets 127 157
Louis Pasteur and the Fight Against 
Germs

73 146

Lovely One, The 31
Luce and Duke 45
Lucky the Firehouse Dog 130 158
Lue Gim Gong: The Citrus Wizard 115
Lungs 72 146
Lyndon B. Johnson 117 156
Maddy's Mad Hair Day 26 137
Main Street Animal Shelter 88 150
Main Street Block Party 43
Main Street Game Day 43
Main Street Parade 43
Make a Chinese New Year Dragon 9 140
Make a Gingerbread Man 9 140
Make It Healthy 72
Make It: Chocolate 10 141
Make It: Henna Designs 10 141
Make It: Pattern Art 7
Make It: Unusual Art 9
Make Papel Picado 9 140
Making It Go 79
Making Money Grow 16, 108 144
Mammal Mania 12 142
Man Can, The 43
Mansa Musa: Leader of Mali 102
Many Helping Hands 130 158
Map It! 109 153
Mapas del océano (Ocean Maps) 152
Mapping Our Nation 109 154
Mapping Our World 109 154
Maps and Globes 109
Marie Antoinette: Controversial Queen 
of France

102

Marie Curie 79
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings: Writing in 
Rural Florida

115

Markets Around the World 13, 109 142
Marquis de Lafayette and the French 110
Marshmallow Man, The 30
Martin Luther King Jr. (Social Studies) 103, 112 155
Martin Luther King Jr. (TIME FOR KIDS®) 11, 103 141
Martin Luther King Jr.: Destined to Lead 116
Martin Luther King Jr.: Marching for 
Equality

100, 103 156

Martin Luther: A Reforming Spirit 102

= New Titles
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Single Titles
Title English Spanish
Marvelous Me: My Face 6 139
Marvelous Me: My Feet 6 139
Marvelous Me: My Hands 6 139
Mary Had a Little Lamb 40 135
Mary Had a Little Lamb Big Book 36
Mary McLeod Bethune: Education and 
Equality

115

Mary Musgrove: Bringing People 
Together

116

Mathematical Journey of a Lifetime, The 130 158
Max 26 137
Max Planck: Uncovering the World of 
Matter

79

Maya Monkey 27 137
Mayas, Incas, and Aztecs 113
Medieval Islamic World: Conflict and 
Conquest, The 

113

Medieval Times: England in the  
Middle Ages

113

Meet Lady Liberty 104 153
Melting and Freezing 79 148
Mesopotamia 113
Message Received! 77 148
Mexican Rule of California 114
Mia's Chocolate Challenge 29 138
Middle Colonies: Breadbasket of the 
New World, The 

110

Mighty Micros: Little Things, Big Results 17 144
Mike Makes Up His Mind 44
Milky Way: A River of Stars, The 75, 84 147
Miss Molly's Dolly 39 134
Miss Molly's Dolly Big Book 36
Mixtures and Solutions 78 149
Moctezuma: Aztec Ruler 102
Modern Middle East 112
Mohandas Gandhi 13, 103 142
Molly Pitcher 126
Money and Trade in Our Nation 108 154
Money and Trade in Our World 108 154
Money Counts 130 158
Money Matters: A Classroom Economy 90
Money Matters: The Lemonade Stand 89
Money Matters: What's It Worth? 89, 108 151
Money Matters: Young Entrepreneurs 91, 108
Moons 76 147
Mop Hop 43
Motion 77 148
Mountain of Presidents (Wordless) 7 139
Moving Forward 130 158
Ms. Wilde and Oscar 30 138
Muhammad: Prophet of Islam 102
Muscles 72 146
Music Around the World 88 150
My B Words 42 42, 136
My Big Family 9, 106 140
My Birthday Party 6 139
My Bl Words 41
My Body (Wordless) 38 134
My Br Words 41
My C Words 42 42, 136
My Ch Words 41
My Cl Words 41
My Community (Wordless) 40 135
My Country (Wordless) 40 135
My Cr Words 41
My D Words 42 42, 136
My F Words 42 42, 136
My Fl Words 41
My Foot Fell Asleep 29
My Fr Words 41
My G Words 42 42, 136
My Gr Words 41
My H Words 42 42, 136
My J Words 42 42, 136
My K Words 42 42, 136
My L Words 42 42, 136
My Life as a Bee 26 137
My M Words 42 42, 136
My N Words 42 42, 136
My P Words 42 42, 136
My Pl Words 41
My Q Words 42 42, 136
My R Words 42 42, 136
My S Words 42 42, 136
My Sh Words 41
My Short A Words 41 41, 136
My Short E Words 41 41, 136
My Short I Words 41 41, 136
My Short O Words 41 41, 136
My Short U Words 41 41, 136
My Sl Words 41

Title English Spanish
My Sn Words 41
My Sp Words 41
My St Words 41
My Store in the Mall 108 152
My T Words 42 42, 136
My Th Words 41
My V Words 42 42, 136
My W Words 42 42, 136
My Wh Words 41
My X Words 42 42, 136
My Y Words 42 42, 136
My Z Words 42 42, 136
Mystery of the Grand Bazaar, The 31
Narcissa Whitman and the Westward 
Movement

129

National Holidays 104
Nature Made 77 148
Nature of Matter, The 77 148
Neil Armstrong: Man on the Moon 100 156
Nelson Mandela: Leading the Way 15, 103 143
New England Colonies: A Place for 
Puritans, The 

110

Next Stop: Canada 11, 109 141
Next Stop: Mexico 11, 109 141
Next Stop: The Caribbean 11, 109 141
Night at the Community Center 88 150
No Way! Amazing Acrobatics 22
No Way! Jolting Jumps 22
No Way! Spectacular Sports Stories 22
North Wind and the Sun, The 127 157
Nuestra reunión familiar (Our Family 
Reunion)

151

Nuestro almuerzo de cosechas (Our 
Harvest Lunch)

151

Nuestro jardín en la ciudad (Our Garden 
in the City)

151

Nuestro jardín en la escuela (Our School 
Garden)

151

Nuestro negocio (It's Our Business) 152
Nuestro viaje a la ciudad (Our Trip to 
the City)

151

Numbers (Wordless) 37 134
Nurses Then and Now 107
Nutrient Cycle, The 71 146
Oats, Peas, Beans, and Barley Grow 39 134
Oats, Peas, Beans, and Barley Grow  
Big Book

36

Oceans (Science) 72 146
Oceans (Wordless) (Early Literacy) 38 134
Oh, Mr. Sun 39 134
Oh, Mr. Sun Big Book 36
Oh, to the Ocean 39 134
Old Mother Hubbard 40 135
Old Mother Hubbard Big Book 36
On a Walk with Ren 45
On Land 74 147
On My Stoop 45
On the Go (Early Literacy) 40 135
On the Go (TIME FOR KIDS®) 9 140
On the Job: Contractors 84, 89 151
On the Job: Filmmakers 85, 90 152
On the Job: Landscape Architects 84, 89 151
On the Job: Photographer 89
On the Job: Podcast Producer 91, 108
On the Road 91
On the Road with Rose and Bose 45
On the Scene: A CSI's Life 15 143
On Water 74 147
One, Two, Buckle My Shoe 37 134
One, Two, Buckle My Shoe Big Book 36
Ouch! 127 157
Our Earth 10 141
Our Ever-Changing Environment 109 154
Our Favorites 88 150
Our Government: The Three Branches 105 154
Our Leaders in Government 116
Our Nation's Capital: Washington, DC 105 154
Our Natural Resources 108 154
Our Neighborhood 131
Our New Car 91
Our Resources 75, 108 147
Our Sun 74 147
Our Vacation Budget 108
Outer Space 10 141
Outside the Box: Like a Family 9, 106
Outside the Box: New Ideas! 11 141
Outside the Box: Teams 7
Pack a Bag! 44
Pack It Up 91
Package Design 91
Pandora 131

Title English Spanish
Parade, The 127 157
Parks for All: U.S. National Parks 15  
Parques de diversión (Amusement Parks) 152
Party Time 88 150
Patrick and Paloma 28 138
Patriots in Boston 129
Patrones en la naturaleza (Patterns in 
Nature)

152

Patrones que nos rodean (Patterns 
Around Us)

152

Paul Bunyan 126
Paul Bunyan: A Very Tall Tale 27 137
Pecos Bill and Slue-Foot Sue 126
People and the Planet 74 147
Personas que predicen (People Who 
Predict)

152

Pet Store, The 88, 108 150
Pete Has Fast Feet 45
Phillis Wheatley 103, 110
Photosynthesis 71 146
Physical: Feats & Failures 15, 84 143
Pioneering Ecologists 73
Pioneers in Cell Biology 73
Pioneers of Earth Science 76
Pioneers of Light and Sound 79
Pipeline News 31
Places Around the World 9, 109 140
Places to Go 9 140
Planet Puzzle 29
Planets 76 147
Plant Reproduction 71 146
Plants (Wordless) 38 134
Playground Friends 26 137
Please Don't Feed the Animals 131
Pledge of Allegiance, The 126 158
Pocahontas: Her Life and Legend 103, 110
Poetry? Yuck! 130 158
Police Then and Now 107
Pollination 71 146
Ponds 72 146
Pop! Air and Water Pressure 16 144
Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl 128
Postal Workers Then and Now 107
Postcards from Bosley Bear 126 158
Power of Patterns: Coding 22, 85
Power of Patterns: Cryptography 22, 85
Power of Patterns: Fractals 22, 85
Power, People, and Change 116
Powerful Ocean, The 75 147
Predicciones ecológicas (Eco-
Predictions)

152

Predict It! 70 145
Preparémonos para acampar (Getting 
Ready to Camp)

151

Prince and the Sphinx, The 128
Princess and the Pea, The 27 137
Producers and Consumers 71 146
Pueblos y ciudades (Towns and Cities) 152
Pushes and Pulls (Wordless) 7 139
Queen Serena 31
Quest for Personal Best: Individual Sports, 
The 

79 149

Quest for Speed: Vehicles, The 79 149
Race to the Moon 30
Rachel Carson: Nature's Guardian 76
Racing to Colonize the New World 110
Rainforests 72 149
Raising Babies: What Animal Parents Do 70 146
Read with Gus 45
Ready to Build 39 134
Ready, Set, Go! 26 137
Reasons for a Revolution 110
Recess Time 88 150
Reconstruction After the Civil War 129
Reconstruction: Freedom Delayed 111
Red Goes Green 30
Reducir, reutilizar, reciclar (Reduce, 
Reuse, Recycle)

151

Reformation: A Religious Revolution, The 113
Regions and Rivers of Georgia 116
Remember the Alamo 129 158
Remember Who You Are 130
Remembering Our Heroes: Veterans Day 104 154
Ren in a Mess 45
Renaissance: A Rebirth of Culture, The 113
Respect the Rules! 104 153
Reveres, The 129
Right Environment, The 71 146
Ripple E®ect 81
Roberto Clemente 13, 103 142
Rock Cycle, The 75 147

= New Titles
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Title English Spanish
Rocks and Minerals 74 147
Rome 113
Romulus and Remus 128
Rose and Bose 45
Rose and Dad 45
Rules at Home 104 153
Rules at School (Social Studies) 104 153
Rules at School (TIME FOR KIDS®) 7, 104 139
Safari Camp 26 137
Safe & Sound: Our Health 22
Safe & Sound: Social Media 22
Safe & Sound: Stop Bullying 22
Sal Fink 126
Sam Houston 117 156
Sam the Incredible Inventor 31
Sanitation Workers Then and Now 107
Sarah's Journal 28
Savannah: Hostess City of the South 116
Saving and Spending 108 153
School (Wordless) 40 135
School Around the World 13, 109 142
Schuyler Sisters, The 110
Science Detectives 70 145
Science of Magic, The 22, 85
Science of Monsters, The 22, 85
Science of Superpowers, The 22, 85
Sea Creatures 90
Sea Life 8 140
Seasons, The 74 147
Seb's Train 26 137
Sedes de los Juegos Olímpicos de 
verano (Hosting the Olympic Summer 
Games)

152

Seeds 70 146
Seizing Destiny: Alexander the Great 131
Seminoles of Florida: Culture, Customs, 
and Conflict, The 

115

Senses 72 149
Sequoyah and the Written Word 116
Settling and Unsettling the West 111
Shadows 77 148
Shapes 8 140
Shapes (Wordless) 37 134
Shaping Our Environment 109 154
Shaping Up 88 150
Shopping in the City 88, 108 150
Showdown: Alpha Animals 12 142
Showdown: Animal Defenses 14  
Showdown: Animal Groups 8
Showdown: Players Around the World 11 141
Showdown: Real or Pretend 7
Showdown: The Fight for Space 16  
Siddhartha Gautama: The Buddha 102
Sinbad the Sailor 31
Sing a Numbers Song 37 134
Sing a Song of Sixpence 39 134
Sing a Song of Sixpence Big Book 36
Sitting Bull: Eagles Cannot Be Crows 103, 111
Slithering Reptiles and Amphibians 12 142
Smile! A Trip to the Dentist 88 150
Snack Shop, The 88 150
Snake's Diary by Little Yellow, The 28 138
Snakes Up Close 10 141
So Many Henrys 31
Socrates: Greek Philosopher 102
Sojourner Truth Story, The 129
Sojourner Truth: A Path to Freedom 100, 103 156
Solar System, The 10 141
Solid or Liquid? 77 148
Solids 79 148
Soo Yun's Book 29
Sort It! 70 145
Sound Waves and Communication 78, 84 149
Southern Colonies: First and Last of 
13, The 

110

Space (Wordless) 38 134
Space Ace 31
Space Exploration 12 142
Spaceship Earth 76 147
Spanish-American War, The 115
Speak Up! 27 137
Special Me 40 135
Spectacular Sports: Martial Arts 89
Spectacular Sports: Playing Like a Girl 91
Spectacular Sports: Quidditch 90
Spectacular Sports: Racing through 
Alaska

91

Spectacular Sports: World's Toughest 
Races

89 151

Splash Down! 26 137
Sports for All: The Impact of Title IX 17  

Title English Spanish
Spy It! 44
Stars (Grade 5) 75 147
Stars (Grade 2) 76 147
Stars, The 127 157
Star-Spangled Banner, The 126 158
Staying Healthy 8 140
STEM Careers: Enhancing Engineering 22, 85
STEM Careers: Metamorphosis of 
Medicine

22, 85

STEM Careers: Reinventing Robotics 22, 85
STEM: 3-D Printing 85, 90
STEM: Building Tiny Houses 84, 89
STEM: Lasers 84, 89
STEM: Mission to Mars 84, 89 151
STEM: The Battle between 2-D and 3-D 84, 91
STEM: The Science of Fitness 85, 90
STEM: The Science of Travel 84, 89 151
Step into the Desert 10 141
Step into the Forest 10 141
Step into the Rainforest 10 141
Stephen F. Austin 117 156
Stepping Into Louisa May Alcott's World 21, 101
Stepping Into Mark Twain's World 21, 112
Stepping Into William Shakespeare's 
World

21, 102

Still Marching Strong 101
Store Clerks Then and Now 107
Story of Fossil Fuels, The 75, 84 147
Straight Talk: Drugs and Alcohol 14 143
Straight Talk: Smoking 14 143
Straight Talk: The Truth About Food 14 143
Strange but True: Bizarre Animals 14 143
Strange but True: Gross Anatomy 14 143
Strange but True: Tiny Creatures 14 143
Struggle for Survival: Fire 22
Struggle for Survival: Shelter 22
Struggle for Survival: Water 22
Sub-Saharan Africa 113
Sun 76 147
Surprising Things We Do for Beauty 23
Surprising Things We Do for Fun 23
Surprising Things We Eat 23
Survival! Desert 14 143
Survival! Jungle 14 143
Survival! Ocean 14 143
Surviving the Wild Backyard 131
Susan B. Anthony 11 141
Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton

101, 104 155

Sweet: Inside a Bakery 12 142
Swimming Hole, The 131
Take O®! All About Airplanes 12 142
Taming of the Shrew, The 128
Teachers Then and Now 107
Teaming with Mr. Cool! 130 158
Tech World: 20th Century Inventions 13, 84 142
Tech World: Cell Phone Pros and Cons 15, 84
Tech World: The Language of Social 
Media

17, 85  

Technology For All: Wi-Fi Around the 
World

13 142

Technology: Feats & Failures 15, 84 143
Tecnología olímpica (Olympic 
Technology)

152

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, Say Good Night 40 135
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, Say Good Night 
Big Book

36

Teedie: The Boy Who Would Be 
President

131

Tell Me About It 77 148
Ten Hens 43
Terror in the Tropics 16 144
Texas in the 20th Century 117 156
Texas Revolution, The 117 156
Texas Today 117 156
Theater Actors Then and Now 107
Things with Wings 8 140
This Is Me 9, 106 140
This Is My Story by Frederick G. Frog 26 137
This Is the Tower that Frank Built 28 138
Thomas Edison and the Pioneers of 
Electromagnetism

79

Thomas Je®erson and the Empire of 
Liberty

105, 111

Thomas Je®erson: Declaring our 
Freedom

100 156

Three Billy Goats Gru®, The 127 157
Three Little Pigs, The 127 157
Tiddalick, the Greedy Frog: An Aboriginal 
Dreamtime Story

31

Time (Wordless) 37 134

Title English Spanish
Time Jump 81
Tip, The 43
To Giza and Beyond 131
To the Dunes with Luce 45
Todo sobre los tiburones (All About 
Sharks)

152

Tomochichi: Chief and Friend 116
Tonight's Concert 90
Too Much Trash! 74 147
Top That! 45
Tornado Chasers 90
Tornado Trouble 131
Tornadoes 76 147
Tornadoes and Hurricanes! 10 141
Tortoise and the Hare, The 127 157
Touchdown of the Wrong Kind 130
Town Mouse and the Country Mouse, 
The (Literary Text) 

29 138

Town Mouse and the Country Mouse, 
The (Reader's Theater)

127 157

Toy Store, The 88, 108 150
Tracking the Weather 74, 84 147
Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, 
The 

128

Tragedy of Julius Caesar, The 128
Tragedy of King Lear, The 128
Tragedy of Macbeth, The 128
Tragedy of Othello, the Moor of Venice, 
The 

128

Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet, The 128
Trails to California 114
Traits for Survival 71 146
Transferring Energy 78, 84 149
Transportation (Wordless) 40 135
Travel Adventures: Carlsbad Caverns 89 151
Travel Adventures: Easter Island 90
Travel Adventures: Kruger National Park 89
Travel Adventures: The Everglades 89
Travel Adventures: The Galápagos 
Islands

90

Travel Adventures: The Grand Canyon 89 151
Travel Adventures: Wonders of the World 90
Travel Adventures: Yellowstone 91
Travel Adventures: Yosemite 91
Treasure Hunt, The 28 138
Trojan Horse, The 128
True Life: Alexander Hamilton 23, 110
True Life: Alice Paul 23, 101
True Life: Frederick Douglass 23, 112
Twice as Nice 44
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star 37 134
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star Big Book 36
Two Flat Friends Travel the World 130 158
U.S. Constitution and You, The 105 154
Undercover Explorer 131
Understanding Economics 108
Unforgettable Catastrophes 17 144
Unforgettable Natural Disasters 17 144
Unforgettable News Reports 17 144
Unsolved! History's Mysteries 15 143
Unsolved! Mysterious Events 15 143
Unsolved! Mysterious Places 15 143
Untold Story of Ms. Mirabella, The 29
Use Math: Compare It 6 139
Use Math: Describe It 6 139
Use Math: Group It 6 139
Use Your Brain 39 134
Using Good Manners 7, 106 139
Using Money 108 153
Viajemos en avión (Traveling on an 
Airplane)

151

Viajemos en tren (Traveling on a Train) 151
Viajes: Por tierra, aire y mar (Journeys: 
Land, Air, Sea)

152

Vida en las colonias (Life in the Colonies) 155
Vishnu 128
Volcanoes (Science) 76 147
Volcanoes! (TIME FOR KIDS®) 10 141
Voyages of Columbus 129
Vroom! Speed and Acceleration 16 144
Vroom, Vroom! Poems About Things 
with Wheels

29 138

Wag! 43
War of 1812: By the Dawn's Early Light, 
The 

111

War, Cattle, and Cowboys 117 156
Washington's Birthday 104 154
Watch It Grow 90
Water 8 140
Water Bodies 74 147
Water Cycle 74, 84 147

Single Titles = New Titles
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Sets
Title English Spanish
1800s Biographies 6-Book Set 121
1800s Causes and Events 6-Book Set 121
A Changing America 6-Book Set 133
America in the 20th Century 8-Book Set 122
America: The Early Years 6-Book Set 133
American Folklore 6-Book Set 133
American Milestones in the 20th Century 6-Book Set 133
Biographies: 20th Century 8-Book Set 122
Biographies: World Cultures 8-Book Set 122
Biographies: World History 8-Book Set 122
Building Language through Phonics 46
California Early Years 6-Book Set 114
Changing California 6-Book Set 114
Children's Fables 6-Book Set 132 132
Children's Rhymes 6-Book Set 132 132
Children's Tales 6-Book Set 132 132
Civics 5-Book Sets for Grades K–6 118
Colonization to Revolution 6-Book Set 121
Conquering the Grades Bundles 162
Content Area 6-Book Sets for Grades 1–6 132–133 132
Cultures through Time 8-Book Set 122
Early American Government 6-Book Set 121
Earth & Space Science 8-Book Set Set 81
Economics 5-Book Sets for Grades K–5 119
Exploring Alexander Hamilton 9-Book Set 121
Exploring Earth & Space Science 8-Book Set 81
Exploring Life Science 8-Book Set 81
Exploring Physical Science 8-Book Set 81
Exploring STEM Grades 2–5 10-Book Sets 86
Fractions and Decimals for Fifth Grade, 10-Book Set 93
Fractions, Decimals, and Measurement for Fourth Grade 10-Book Set 93
Geometry, Operations, and Algebraic Reasoning for Second Grade  
10-Book Set

92

Geometry, Measurement, Operations, and Algebraic Reasoning for Fifth 
Grade 10-Book Set

93

Go West! 6-Book Set 121
Golden State, The 6-Book Set 114
History of the World 8-Book Set 122
Leaders in Texas History 8-Book Set 117 117

Title English Spanish
Let's Explore Earth & Space Science Grades K–5  10-Book Sets 80 80
Let's Explore Life Science Grades K–5 10-Book Sets 80 80
Let's Explore Physical Science Grades K–5 10-Book Sets 80 80
Life Science 8-Book Set 81
Literary/ Informational Text Pairs 32–33 32–33
Literary Text Sets: Grades 1–3 10-Book Sets 34–35 34–35
Measurement, Data and Geometry for Third Grade, 10-Book Set 92
My America 6-Book Set 132 132
Myths of the World 6-Book Set 133
New World, The 6-Book Set 121
Operations, Algebraic Reasoning, and Geometry for Fourth Grade, 10-
Book Set

93

Operations, Algebraic Reasoning, and Fractions for Third Grade, 10-Book 
Set

92

People of Florida 8-Book Set 115
People of Georgia 8-Book Set 116
Physical Science 8-Book Set 81
Place Value, Measurement, and Data for Second Grade, 10-Book Set 92
Sci-Hi Series 3-Book Set 81
Science 8-Book Set 133
Shakespearean Tragedies 6-Book Set 133
Smithsonian Informational Texts Sets 87
Social Studies Grades K–3 10-Book Sets 120 120
Social Studies Grades 8-Book Set 133
Spotlight on Alexander Hamilton 8-Book Set 121
State of Florida 8-Book Set 115
State of Georgia 8-Book Set 116
State of Texas, The 8-Book Set 117 117
TIME FOR KIDS® Informational Text Grades K–5 10-Book Sets 18, 20 18, 20
TIME FOR KIDS® Informational Text Math/Science Grades K–1 8-Book Set 19
TIME FOR KIDS® Informational Text Social Studies 8-Book Sets 19
TIME FOR KIDS® Informational Text Social Studies/Arts Grades K–1 8-Book 
Set

19

TIME FOR KIDS® Informational Text STEAM 8-Book Sets 19
TIME® Informational Text Grade 6 5-Book Sets 24
TIME® Informational Text Grade 7 6-Book Sets 24
TIME® Informational Text Grade 8 6-Book Sets 24
TIME® Informational Text Grades 6–8  9-Book Sets 25

Title English Spanish
Water Scientists 76
Way Back When 29
We Are Here 75 147
We Go to School 106 153
We Like Nuts 43
We Recycle 74 147
We the People: Civic Values in America 104 154
We the People: Founding Documents 105, 110
We Work at School 106 153
Weather (TIME FOR KIDS®) 8 140
Weather (Early Literacy) (Wordless) 38 134
Weather Scientists 76
Weathering and Erosion 74 147
Webs of Beauty 130 158
Wet Pet 43
Wetlands 72 146
What a Scientist Sees 70, 84 145
What Are Budgets? 108
What Can I Read? 45
What Can San Do? 44
What Can You Do? 43
What Can You Get? 43
What Can You See? 27 137
What Did I Eat? 90
What Do Living Things Need? 70, 108 146
What Do You Have? 43
What Is the Weather? 74 147
What Kind of Weather? 39 134
What Luck! 45
What Makes a Family? 106 153
What Makes a Grandparent? 40 135
What Makes a Plant? 70 146
What Makes a Town? 106 153
What the Evidence Shows 70 145
What the Sun Can Do (Wordless) 7 139
What Time Is It? 127 157

Title English Spanish
What's the Matter with Mr. Fuego? 131
Wheels on the Bus 40 135
Wheels on the Bus Big Book 36
When I Grow Up 27 137
Where Did the Dinosaurs Go? 28 138
Where Does Your Money Go? 16, 108 144
Where Germs Lurk 90
Where Is It? 43
Where People Live 106
Who Makes the Rules? 104 153
Why Anansi Has Eight Thin Legs: A Tale 
from West Africa

28 138

Wigz Will be Wigz 130 158
Wild Animals 88 150
Wild Cities 14 143
Wild Work! Animal Trainers 17 144
Wilma Rudolph: Against All Odds 100, 103 156
Winston Churchill 112
With My Senses 39 134
Women Who Changed the World 101
Women's Su®rage (Reader's Theater) 112, 129
Women's Su®rage (Social Studies) 101
Wonder of Our Solar System, The 76
Wonder of Outer Space, The 76
Woodrow Wilson 112
Work or Starve 129 157
Workers 9, 106 140
Workers at My School 7, 106 139
Workers in My City 7, 106 139
Workers Who Take Care of Me 7, 106 139
World Markets 108 151
World of Animals, The 72
World of Elements and Their Properties, 
The 

79

World of Genetics, The 72
World of Plants, The 72

Title English Spanish
World of Rocks & Minerals, The 76
World War I (Social Studies) 112 155
World War I (Reader's Theater) 129
World War II (Social Studies) 112 155
World War II (Reader's Theater) 129
Writers Then and Now 107
Yankee Doodle 40 135
Yankee Doodle Big Book 36
You and the Law 104 154
You and the U.S. Government 105 154
You Are There! Ancient China 305 BC 23, 113
You Are There! Ancient Egypt 1336 BC 23, 113
You Are There! Ancient Greece 432 BC 23, 113
You Are There! Gettysburg, July 1–3, 1863 23
You Are There! London 1666 23, 113
You Are There! March on Washington 23, 103
You Are There! Pearl Harbor 23
You Are There! Pompeii 79 23, 113
You Are There! San Francisco 1906 23
You Can Count on Me! 106 154
You Can Do It! 43
You Can Too! Change the World 15  
You Can Too! Civil Rights Champions 13 142
You Can Too! Success After Failure 17  
Young Adult Literature: Dystopian Worlds 21
Young Adult Literature: Magical Worlds 21
Young Adult Literature: The Worlds 
Inside Us

21

Your Guide to Superheroes 29
Your World: Bubblegum 89
Your World: Investigating Measurement 89 151
Your World: Shopping Secrets 89 151
Zoo and You: A Guidebook, The 30
Zoo Hullabaloo 26 137
Zoom! How Cars Move 12 142

Single Titles= New Titles
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Shell Education Resources
Title English Spanish
50 Leveled Math Problems 95
5Es of Inquiry-Based Science, The 83
A Baker's Dozen of Lessons Learned from the Teaching Trenches 171
Active History 125
Activities for a Di®erentiated Classroom 167
Activities for English Language Learners Across the Curriculum 69
Analyzing and Writing with Primary Sources 67, 124
Applying Di®erentiation Strategies 2nd Edition Teacher's Handbook 167
Backwards Planning 170
Big Book of Holidays and Cultural Celebrations, The 123
Brain-Powered Lessons to Engage All Learners 166
Brain-Powered Strategies to Engage All Learners 166
Bright and Brainy 162
Bringing Joy Back into the Classroom 171
Building Academic Language through Content-Area Text 69
Building Mathematical Comprehension 99
Classroom Management for Successful Instruction 169
Close Reading with Paired Texts 54
Clothesline Math 96
Common Sense Assessment in the Classroom 170
Comprehension and Critical Thinking 57
Connect to Text: Strategies for Close Reading and Writing 58
Connecting Content and Language for English Language Learners 69
Conquering the Grades 162
Content Area Writing that Rocks (and Works!) 67
Creating a Google Apps Classroom 165
Creating Strategic Readers 57
Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning  
(Second Edition)

168

Daily Math Stretches Building Conceptual Understanding 99
Di®erentiating the Curriculum for Gifted Learners 167, 169
Di®erentiation Strategies 167
Dive into Close Reading 54
Document-Based Assessment Activities 124
E®ective Math Instruction 96
Essential Math Skills 95
Fostering Writing in Today's Classroom 68, 169
Foundational Skills: Phonics 48
Getting to the Core of Writing 66
Getting to the Root of Content-Area Vocabulary 60
Go Figure! Exploring Figurative Language 62
Great Works: Instructional Guides for Literature 50–51 159
Greek and Latin Roots 61
Guided Math: A Framework for Mathematics Instruction 98
Guided Math Conferences 99
Guided Math Workshop 98
Guided Math Workstations 98
Hands-on History 125
Helping English Language Learners Succeed 69, 169
Higher-Order Thinking Skills to Develop 21st Century Learners 166
Idioms and Other English Expressions 62
Implementing Guided Math 99
Increasing Fluency with High Frequency Word Phrases 63
Information Literacy: Separating Fact from Fiction 58
Integrating Technology into the Curriculum 169
Integrating the Arts Across the Content Areas 165
Interactive Notetaking for Content-Area Literacy 171
Introducing Reader's Workshop: Supporting Our Youngest Readers 47
Just the Facts! 54
Learn-at-Home Bundle: STEM with Parent Guide 163
Learn-at-Home Bundle: STEM without Parent Guide 163
Learn-at-Home Math Bundles 164
Learn-at-Home Reading Bundles 164
Learn-at-Home Science Bundles 163
Learning through Poetry 48
Leveled Text-Dependent Question Stems 55
Leveled Texts for Classic Fiction 53
Leveled Texts for Grade-Level Series 52
Leveled Texts for Mathematics 53
Leveled Texts for Science 53
Leveled Texts for Social Studies 53, 123
Managing an Early Childhood Classroom 47
Math Games: Getting to the Core of Conceptual Understanding 95
Math Games: Skill-Based Practice 95
Mathematical Discourse 96
Mathematics Vocabulary 60
My View, My Voice: 21 Strategies For Powerful Persuasive Writing 65
Nonfiction Comprehension Test Practice 64
Orchestrating School Change 170
Parent Guides for Your Child's Success 164 159
Poet and the Professor: Poems for Building Reading Skills, The 63
Practice with Prefixes 61
Practice, Assess, Diagnose: 180 Days of Geography 123, 160
Practice, Assess, Diagnose: 180 Days of High-Frequency Words 49, 161
Practice, Assess, Diagnose: 180 Days of Language 65, 161
Practice, Assess, Diagnose: 180 Days of Math 94, 161
Practice, Assess, Diagnose: 180 Days of Problem Solving 94, 161
Practice, Assess, Diagnose: 180 Days of Reading 49, 161
Practice, Assess, Diagnose: 180 Days of Science 82, 160

Title English Spanish
Practice, Assess, Diagnose: 180 Days of Social Studies 123, 160
Practice, Assess, Diagnose: 180 Days of Writing 65, 161
Practicing for STAAR Success: Reading 64 64
Practicing for STAAR Success: Mathematics 94 94
Practicing for Today's Tests: Language Arts 64
Practicing for Today's Tests: Mathematics 94
Primary Source Fluency Activities 125
Prove It! Using Textual Evidence 55
Purposeful Play for Early Childhood Phonological Awareness 47
Read and Success: Comprehension 49
Reader's Theater Scripts 63
Reading Intervention Toolkit, The 56
Reading Makeover, The 56
Reading Strategies for Fiction 52
Reading Strategies for Mathematics 52
Reading Strategies for Science 52, 82
Reading Strategies for Social Studies 52, 124
Reading, Writing, and Rhythm 56
Ready! Set! Go! Literacy Centers 48
Rhymes for the Times 63
Rhythm & Rhyme Literacy Time 48
Science for English Language Learners 69
Science Vocabulary 60
Social Studies Vocabulary 60
Standards-Based Investigations: Science Labs 82
Strategies for Building Academic Vocabulary 61
Strategies for Building Text-Dependent Questions 55
Strategies for Connecting Content and Language for English Language 
Learners

69

Strategies for Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and 
Learning

168

Strategies for Developing Higher-Order Thinking Skills 166
Strategies for E®ective Balanced Literacy 57
Strategies for Implementing Guided Math 98
Strategies for Implementing Writer's Workshop 67
Strategies for Interactive Notetaking 171
Strategies for Teaching Mathematics 97
Strategies for Writing from Sources 67
Strategies to Integrate the Arts 165
Successful Centers: Standards-Based Learning Centers That Work 47
Summer Blast: Getting Ready for Grades K–5 163 159
Synergy of Inquiry, The 170
Taming the Wild Text 58
Teaching Mathematics Today, 2nd Edition 97, 169
Teaching Science Today 83, 169
Teaching Social Studies Today 124, 169
Teaching to Complexity 59
Teaching with Text Sets 59
Think It, Show It Mathematics: Strategies for Explaining Thinking 97
Think It, Show It Science 83
Think It, Show It Social Studies 124
TIME FOR KIDS® Grammer, Usage, & Mechanics 66
TIME FOR KIDS® Writer's Notebook 66
Understanding Elections 125
Using Cursive Today 68
Using Google Earth™: Bring the World Into Your Classroom 165
Using Primary Sources in the Classroom 124
Vocabulary Ladders: Understanding Word Nuances 60
What's Your Math Problem!?! 97
Writing Is Magic, Or Is It? 68
Writing Strategies for Fiction 68
Writing Strategies for Mathematics 68
Writing Strategies for Science 68, 83
Writing Strategies for Social Studies 68, 124
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